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Minutes of Resource Management Committee Meeting –  9 June 2020 

2.1 

THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE  
HELD ON 9 JUNE 2020, AT THE OFFICES OF THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL, 

388 MAIN SOUTH ROAD, GREYMOUTH, COMMENCING AT 10.30 A.M. 

PRESENT: 

S. Challenger (Chairman), A. Birchfield, P. Ewen, D. Magner, B. Cummings, J. Hill, L. Coll McLauglin,
J. Douglas, F. Tumahai (via Zoom)

IN ATTENDANCE: 

M. Meehan (Chief Executive Officer), R. Mallinson (Corporate Services Manager), H. Mills (Planning, Science
& Innovation Manager), N. Costley (Strategy & Communications Manager), R. Beal (Operations Director),
T. Jellyman (Minutes Clerk)

Cr Birchfield read the prayer. 

1. APOLOGIES

There were no apologies.

2. MINUTES

The Chairman asked the meeting if there were any changes to the minutes of the previous meeting.

Moved (Ewen / Coll McLaughlin) that the minutes of the previous Resource Management Committee meeting 
dated 28 April 2020, be confirmed as correct. 

   Carried   

Matters Arising 

There were no matters arising. 

PRESENTATION  

M. Meehan introduced C. Brown (Regional Director – Civil Defence & Natural Hazards) to the meeting.
C. Brown provided a presentation on the West Coast Civil Defence Emergency Management’s (WCCDEM)
involvement with the Covid-19 pandemic. She provided information on the Alert Levels and WCCDEM’s role
and national direction.  C. Brown advised that on 10 March the National Crisis Management Centre (NCMC)
was activated in support of the national health coordination health centre, and this was an all of government
response.  C. Brown advised that on 11 March the World Health Organisation declared Covid-19 had the
characteristics of a global pandemic.   On 21 March New Zealand went into Alert level 2, two days later New
Zealand moved into Alert Level 3, and 2 days after that New Zealand moved into full lockdown at Alert Level
4. She stated that on 25 March New Zealand declared a national state of emergency.  C.  Brown advised
that during April New Zealand began to move back through the levels, moving from Level 4 to Level 3 on 28
April, on 13 May the state of emergency was replaced with a national transition period, on 14 May New
Zealand moved from Alert Level 3 to Alert Level 2 and on 29 May gatherings increased from 10 to 100, and
on 1 June New Zealand moved to Alert Level 1.
C. Brown advised that WCCDEM is one of 16 CDEM groups around the country and has a responsibility under
the New Zealand Influenza Pandemic Action Plan to manage the non-health consequences of the pandemic.
She spoke of legal requirements and advised this was a co-led event with DHB and CDEM, and outlined how
the event was managed on the West Coast.  C. Brown advised that the ECC / EOC was established at Westland
Recreation Centre with a Group Controller, Response Manager, iwi liaison, public health information, logistics,
intel, operations, welfare, planning and health liaison. She advised that daily intel gatherings were held with
daily recordings and status reports carried out.  C. Brown advised that an 0800 number was established as a
household goods and services helpline.  C. Brown explained Caring for Communities and stated that this was
direct support for people and food and essential needs.   She advised that BDC took 80 calls, GDC 221, WDC
35 phone calls from their districts.  C. Brown stated that at a national level there was a lot of concern about
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whether groups were getting good intel and it was important that WCCDEM was informed of what was 
happening both nationally and across the region as this type of event had been dealt with before.  She spoke 
of the various agencies involved locally and the impact of Covid-19 on them.  C. Brown spoke of the lessons 
learnt and the resourcing required during this time. 
C. Brown stated that now that New Zealand is back at Alert Level 1, the recovery starts.  She offered to
answer questions from Councillors.  The Chairman stated that an impressive amount of work has gone into
this event.  He acknowledged that the West Coast was the first region to have a death, but noted that
numbers of cases of Covid-19 were low on the West Coast.  Cr Hill commented that New Zealand is going to
get pandemics regularly, and we need to be prepared for them.  Cr Hill stated that New Zealand is in a
wonderful position globally and can close borders.   He noted that during the pandemic there was no appetite
to close West Coast borders to isolate ourselves from the main urban centres.  He asked C. Brown if this is a
possibility in the future.  C. Brown stated that there is still a possibility that New Zealand could move back up
the alert levels but is unsure if local and regional borders would close.  M. Meehan advised that the regional
approach was discussed but the government took that a consistent approach across the country would be
taken.  Cr Cummings asked if the pandemic plan going to be updated, at a national level.  C. Brown advised
that at every level, Covid-19 has shown how things can be improved but she is not aware as yet of work in
this area.  She advised that currently we are still heavily in response, but it is likely that the work programme
will continue for a number of years.  Cr Ewen queried whether it would have been better to focus the call
centre on one council rather than three.  C. Brown responded that this was set up quickly, due to the
circumstances and there was a need for local knowledge in each of the three districts.   Discussion took place
on the need for resources such as hand sanitiser, face masks etc.  C. Brown stated that there is a critical
level of resources that should always be on hand on the West Coast.  Cr Birchfield spoke of hearing of people
who had come from Christchurch and had cleaned out West Coast supermarkets.  M. Meehan noted that
there was a lot of panic at supermarkets.  He stated that Covid -19 was a very different event for New
Zealand.  C. Brown answered various questions from Councillors.  She stated that remote communities were
in need of support and with a lot of need for those who could not get out of their homes including vulnerable
people and those suffering from financial hardship and those with mobility issues.  C. Brown stated that she
felt this was more of an urban issue than rural.
Discussion took place of the rescue of people in mountain areas.  C. Brown advised that there has been a lot
of work go in to this from councils around the South Island.  M. Meehan advised that Development West
Coast is the economic recovery lead, but a lot of the work now is in following the lead from NEMA.  M. Meehan
stated that Council needs to be in a position to respond to any needs from NEMA.  He advised that NEMA
had funding available for resilience, but due to the Covid situation this was not a normal process.  Groups
were approached by NEMA and offered temporary shelters with 11 temporary shelters available and the West
Coast gaining three temporary shelters.  M. Meehan explained how they function and stated that they will be
located in Westport, Greymouth and Franz Josef.    The Chairman thanked C. Brown for her presentation and
acknowledged that there will be a lot of learning coming out of the pandemic.

3. PUBLIC FORUM

There was no public forum.

4. CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

Cr Challenger stated that he has had a quiet month with nothing to report.

5. REPORTS

5.1 PLANNING AND OPERATIONS GROUP 

5.1.1 PLANNING REPORT   & HYRDROLOGY REPORT 

H. Mills spoke to his report and advised that RPS is still with the Environment Court.  He stated that Plan
Change 1 decisions were notified publicly on 29 May, with the statement discussed by Council being added
to the decisions report.  H. Mills reported that there are some processes on hold for plan changes.
H. Mills advised that the three freshwater groups were put on hold over the lockdown period.  He stated that
online meetings with the Kawatiri group were held.
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H. Mills stated that Minister Parker made the announcement on 28 May for the decision on the Freshwater
package, which outlines the high level direction of the Essential Freshwater Package.  H. Mills stated this is
going to affect the West Coast fairly significantly.  He stated that one of the Key issues contained in Council’s
submission, and the only real traction gained, was on the harvesting of sphagnum moss.
H. Mills advised that non-significant wetlands will be gazetted in July and with regard to Plan Change 2, this
may also have effects on the West Coast, he stated that a close eye will be kept on this, as the whole
freshwater package will have significant implications for farmers and water users.
H. Mills reported that staff have incorporated feedback received in its submission on the NES for air quality.
H. Mills reported that Council was fortunate to have four projects approved for Envirolink funding with
approximating $80,000 worth of funding received.
H. Mills reported that seven floodwarning alarms were activated during the reporting period but none were
recorded during lockdown.
M. Meehan advised that along with the Freshwater Package, government also announced $700M to support
farmers with the implantation of the freshwater package.  M. Meehan stated that because of Covid-19 there
is a lot of packages opening up, with $80M to be spent in the next 1 – 3 months for fencing, planting and
water reticulation.   He stated that the expressions of interest criteria are now to hand so staff are putting
together information to be sent to landowners informing them that this funding is available.  M. Meehan
advised that Council has also applied for funding from the Covid-19 packages for farm planning staff and
staff to assist with this going forward.  M. Meehan stated that government’s focus is not just water quality
but getting people into jobs post Covid-19.  He advised that Council will put together the funding application
and will be reliant on the polytechnic and MSD to find staff and to get training in place.  Cr Birchfield expressed
concern with the government being able to impose commissioners on Councils.  H. Mills advised that the
government want to streamline the process and want to rush it through as fast as possible, but Council is
able to appoint two councillors, but this committee will get the final say.
Cr Birchfield expressed his concern on matters relating to climate change, including concern that government
has set the standards on this but have allowed hospitals to be built at sea level.
Cr Coll McLaughlin asked H. Mills if the timeframes on RMA Amendment Bill are likely to be in place by the
end of the year in view of the Bill going through under urgency.  H. Mills stated that the timeframe for the
Freshwater Package is within the next month.
H. Mill answered questions relating low slope areas in relation to stock exclusion zones.  H. Mills advised that
there is a slope classification that says if it is steeper than a certain slope then there will be different rules.
M. Meehan stated that most of the areas on the West Coast are considered low slope areas.
Cr Ewen expressed concern with the costs of ecological work on wetlands, he stated that central government
needs to be reasonable about this issue, as this is a snowballing cost.  He stated that ratepayers will be
paying for costs associated with the One District Plan, and he feels that non-significant wetlands will likely
become significant following the election.  Cr Ewen feels that government should be fronting with costs that
have been put onto our region, as we have a low rating base to pay for these type of things.  Cr Ewen stated
this is getting out of hand, and he is concerned with the impact these costs will have on businesses, and
provinces.
Cr Coll McLaughlin stated that at the last meeting of the Te Tai o Pountini committee there was discussion
about trying to get some of the funding for the research from other funding streams, through DoC.  Cr Ewen
requested that congratulations are passed onto staff for getting funding from the various sources.  M. Meehan
agreed with Cr Ewen’s comments on the constant change with freshwater reform and the biodiversity NPS,
as Council is awaiting the draft.  M.  Meehan spoke of the ooverlap between SNA identification, wetland
identification and now non-significant wetlands.  He stated that it might pay to pause on some of this issues
until a clear path is found.  M. Meehan stated that most concerning issue is the biodiversity NPS and the
impact on the region.  He stated that Council needs to understand the non-significant wetlands and the
implications of this.  Cr Coll McLaughlin noted that the RMA Reform Bill suggests making all district plans
aggregated to regional plans, and as Council is already in the middle of doing this, if that is a change then it
will inform how Council needs to go about this process.
Cr Challenger expressed concern regarding the NES for air quality, he stated that this could be stifling
innovation as if people replace their multifuel fire with a compliant one, the OekoTube makes existing fires
compliant.  He stated that manufacturers need to make better fires, as West Coaster have a source of energy
here.  Cr Challenger feels that fires should be improved each time new ones are manufactured.  Cr Hill agreed
with Cr Challenger’s comments.  Cr Hill stated that those with coal burners are likely to have to get rid of
them next time they replace their fire.  Cr Hill stated that a town like Reefton needs to use coal but on a
district heating system.  He explained how a centralised coal heating system, with a big boiler, offering
through a heat exchanger, every household heating.  Cr Hill explained how this type of system could work.
He stated that government needs to help and support councils to move ahead with technology.  H. Mills
stated that one of the key points in the submission was to be allowed to use aftermarket products to bring
non-complying burners into the standard while still using coal.  It was noted that there are currently no
burners on the market that are compliant while burning coal.  Discussion took place on what could work on
the West Coast, it was agreed that a very narrow view has been taken on this.  Cr Hill commented that the
current government are using the current NES to get rid of coal fired burners.  Cr Hill stated that Reefton
could become carbon negative by using technology and could be one of the first towns in the world to do
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this, and he feels this is where the West Coast should be heading.  Extensive discussion ensued on this 
matter. 

Moved (Hill / Coll McLaughlin) 

1. That the report is received. 

2. That the Council approves the submission on the proposed changes to the National Environmental
Standard for Air Quality. 

Carried 

5.1.2 REEFTON AIR QUALITY SUMMARY 

H. Mills spoke to this report and advised that there have been no exceedances of the air quality NES during
the reporting period.

Moved (Cummings / Magner) That the report is received.  
Carried 

5.2.1 CONSENTS MONTHLY REPORT 

M. Meehan spoke to this report in H. McKay’s absence and advised that this covers the Covi-19 lockdown
period.  He advised that 12 non-notified resources consents were processed, and seven changes to consent
conditions were granted during the reporting period.   M. Meehan noted that some of the consents coming
through are for flood infrastructure in Franz Josef, Westport and Grey.

Moved (Birchfield / Magner)  

That the June 2020 report of the Consents Group be received.      Carried 

 5.2.2 COMPLIANCE & ENFORCEMENT MONTHLY REPORT 

M. Meehan spoke to this report and advised that this report also covers the Covid-19 lockdown period.  He
advised staff were still able to do some inspections relating to complaints during the lockdown period.
Cr Ewen asked if the two issues at Roa Mine are related.  He stated that he has received complaints about
the 10 Mile Creek.  M. Meehan advised that the site was compliant at the time of inspection.  Cr Cummings
noted that the creek was clear the next day.
Cr Hill drew attention of to the stormwater complaint at Fairdown, and noted that there was no breach of
region rules, but he asked in this case what is the right course of action for the owner to take.  M. Meehan
responded that stormwater can be difficult to work though in a rural area, as opposed to urban areas.  M.
Meehan advised that sometimes these issues end up being a civil matter between parties.  He stated these
are sometimes drainage issues between properties and Council can only deal with issues where a rule has
been breached.  Cr Coll McLaughlin noted that this is complicated by the fact that a highway is involved and
the culvert in this area belongs to NZTA.
M. Meehan answered questions relating to mining discharges and mining work programmes.  He confirmed
that all mining work programmes are done in house.  M. Meehan advised that large mining work programmes
are put out to consultants.  He explained the process in detail to councillors.

Moved (Ewen / Magner) 

1. That the June 2020 report of the Compliance Group be received. 

2. That the bond of $15,000 for RC13158 Hokitika Gold Ltd, $12,000 for RC98005 MJK Mining Ltd and the 
$5,000 for RC91038 Francis Mining be released. 

Carried 

GENERAL BUSINESS 

There was no general business. 
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The meeting closed at 11. 37 a.m.  
 
 
 
 …………………………… 
Chairman 
 
……………………………… 
Date  
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5.1.1 

THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL 

Prepared for: Resource Management Committee – 14 July 2020 
Prepared by: Lillie Sadler – Planning Team Leader  
Date: 1 July 2020 
Subject: Planning and Hydrology Report 

Regional Policy Statement (RPS) approved by Environment Court 
The Environment Court released its decision on the RPS mediation changes on 17 June. The Court 
approved all of the changes to the RPS that were agreed to in the mediation process. The Court made 
no further changes. Accompanying this report as Appendix 1 is the Environment Court Decision on 
appeals to the proposed West Coast Regional Policy Statement, including in Appendix A, a copy of the 
RPS showing track changes from the mediation process. With track changes, added text is shown in 
underline, and text to be deleted is shown with strikethrough.  

The track changes have been made to the RPS, and it can now be formally approved and made 
operative, as required by the First Schedule of the Resource Management Act (RMA). Accompanying 
this report as Appendix 2 is a clean copy of the RPS. Note that it is not optional for a council to reject 
an Environment Court determination. Sections 16(1) and 17(1) of the RMA First Schedule require that 
a local authority shall approve a regional policy statement once it is amended by a Court direction. If 
Council does not approve the RPS, it is an offence liable for a $600,000 fine.     

Making the RPS operative involves: 
• Publicly notifying the date on which the RPS becomes operative (at least five working days before

the operative date);
• The Chair affixing the common seal of the Council in the RPS, and sign along with another councillor

the page with the operative date and seal.

Plan Change 1 appeal period  
The appeals period on Council’s Decisions on Plan Change 1 to the Land and Water Plan closes at 4pm 
on Monday 13 July. Council’s Planning Manager will give a verbal update at the Resource 
Management Committee (RMC) meeting of any appeals lodged.  

Coastal Plan update 
Now that the Court has approved the RPS, the proposed Coastal Plan can be progressed. Next steps 
are to complete the section 42A staff recommendations report, and hold pre-hearing meetings with 
submitters to try and resolve submission points as much as possible prior to a hearing.  

Freshwater Management Unit (FMU) Groups’ update 
Grey: The final meeting was held on 30 June, and the Group edited their draft Recommendations. They 
are aiming to present them to the RMC at the August meeting.   

Kawatiri: The Group had an additional 11th meeting by Zoom on 17 June to continue drafting their 
recommendations. They will have one more meeting in person to finalise the recommendations, and 
aim to present them to the RMC at the September meeting. 

Hokitika: The first meeting was held on 23 June in Hokitika. As per the other FMU processes, it was an 
introductory session. 

Government direction on freshwater package 
Following on from the June planning report which contained links to information documents about the 
Freshwater Package changes, attached to this report as Appendix 3 is a summary of the main changes 
to freshwater policy and regulation. The summary is based on the Freshwater Independent Advisory 
Panel’s Report that was released on 20 May. The announced direction may differ slightly on some 
matters as it has been through Cabinet. The wording is still being finalised, and staff understand that 
the Government is aiming to release the new National Environmental Standard with rules for farming 
activities, and activities affecting wetlands and streams, plus the section 360 Regulations for stock 
exclusion, in July.  
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RMA Amendment Bill 
The RMA Amendment Bill recently passed its Third Reading, completing the Parliamentary process. It 
will come into effect in the near future, and includes a new streamlined freshwater planning process. 

Fast Track Consenting Bill 
Parliament passed the Fast Track Consenting Bill through its remaining stages under urgency on 2 
July.  The Committee stage was marked by a large number of unsuccessful attempts to amend the Bill 
to add projects to those that are getting fast tracked. 

Hydrology 

Flood Warning 
There were no flood events during the reporting period. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. That the report is received. 
2. That the Resource Management Committee adopts the Environment Courts Determination on 

the mediation changes to the Regional Policy Statement and approves that it be made operative 
on 24 July 2020. 

Hadley Mills 
Planning, Science and Innovation Manager 
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Appendix 1 

Environment Court Decision on appeals to the West Coast Regional Policy Statement, 
including in Appendix A a copy of the RPS showing track changes from the mediation 
process 
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BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENT COURT 
I MUA I TE KOOTI TAIAO O AOTEAROA 

IN THE MATTER 

AND 

BETWEEN 

AND 

AND 

AND 

Decision No. 18 [2020] NZEnvC 

of the Resource Management Act 1991 (the 
Act) 

of appeals under clause 14 of Schedule 1 of 
the Act on the Proposed West Coast 
Regional Policy Statement 

HERITAGE NEW ZEALAND POUHERE 
TAONGA 

(ENV-2018-CHC-199) 

First Appellant 

DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF 
CONSERVATION 

(ENV-2018-CHC-200) 

Second Appellant 

ROYAL FOREST AND BIRD 
PROTECTION SOCIETY OF NEW 
ZEALAND INCORPORATED 

(ENV-2018-CHC-201) 

Third Appellant 

WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL 

Respondent 

Court: Environment Judge J A Smith (sitting alone under s 279 of the Act) 

Hearing: in Chambers in Auckland 

Date of Decision: 1 7 JUN 2020 

Date of Issue: 1 7 JUN 2020 

DETERMINATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT COURT 

A: The deletions marked through by a cross lining within the text and the additions 

marked by underlining and balding of text are to be incorporated into the West 

HERITAGE NZ POUHERE TAONGA & ORS-v-WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL20200528 
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Coast Regional Policy Statement (WCRPS) forthwith for reasons set out in detail 

in this Determination. These are set out as Appendix A. 

B: The parties do not make application for and nor does the Court make any order 

as to costs. 

REASONS 

Introduction 

[1] This Determination results from a consent memorandum filed by the parties intended 

to resolve in full the Appeals of Heritage New Zealand Pou here Taonga, Director-General 

of Conservation and Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society of New Zealand 

Incorporated. 

Background 

[2] The West Coast Regional Council (the Council) notified the WCRPS on 16 March 

2015. 72 original submissions and 23 further submissions were made on the \:VCRPS. 

Hearings on submissions were held in May 2018. The Council issued its decisions on 

submissions on 17 August 2018. Three Appeals were lodged in the Environment Court. 

[3] The Appeals are: 

(a) ENV-2018-CHC-199: Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga (HNZ); 

(b) ENV-2018-CHC-200: Director-General of Conservation (DOC); and 

(c) ENV-2018-CHC-201: Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society of New 

Zealand Incorporated (F&B). 

Other parties 

[4] The following persons joined the HNZ Appeal under s 274 of the Act: 

(a) Federated Farmers of New Zealand Incorporated; 

(b) Buller District Council; 

(c) Ngai Tahu (Te Runanga o Makaawhio, Te Runanga o Ngati Waewae and 
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Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu); 

(d) Westpower Limited; and 

(e) Trustpower Limited. 

3 

[5] The following persons joined the DOC Appeal under s 27 4 of the Act: 

(i) Stevenson Mining Limited; 

(ii) Buller District Council; 

(iii) Grey District Council; 

(iv) Westpower Limited; 

(v) Trustpower Limited; 

(vi) Transpower New Zealand Limited; 

(vii) Bathurst Resources Limited; 

(viii) Ngai Tahu (Te Runanga o Makaawhio, Te Runanga o Ngati Waewae and 

Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu); 

(ix) Frida lnta; 

(x) Federated Farmers of New Zealand Incorporated; and 

(xi) Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society of New Zealand Incorporated. 

[6] The following persons joined the F&B Appeal under s 27 4 of the Act: 

(a) Stevenson Mining Limited; 

(b) Buller District Council; 

(c) Westpower Limited; 

(d) Trustpower Limited; 

(e) Transpower New Zealand Limited; 

(f) Bathurst Resources Limited; 

(g) Ngai Tahu (Te Runanga o Makaawhio, Te Runanga o Ngati Waewae and 

Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu); 

(h) Frida lnta; 

(i) Federated Farmers of New Zealand Incorporated; 
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U) Grey District Council; 

(k) Ballance Agri-Nutrients Limited; 

(I) West Coast Fish and Game Council; and 

(m) Director-General of Conservation. 

[7] All appellants and s 274 parties are signatories to this joint memorandum. As a 

general observation the various parties represent a broad cross-section of the various 

interests in the Region. 

Mediation 

[8] The parties attended mediation in Greymouth on 11 to 14 March, 27 to 30 May, 29 

July to 2 August and 1 to 2 October 2019. The resulting consent memorandum is 

endorsed by all parties. 

Summary of Appeals 

Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga 

[9] HNZ's Appeal seeks the inclusion of additional methods relating to "significant 

heritage" in Chapter 4, Resilient and Sustainable Communities. 

Director-General of Conservation 

[1 O] DOC's Appeal sought changes relating to indigenous biological diversity together 

with "any other relief to like effect, including consequential amendments that the Court 

thinks fif'. 

Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society of New Zealand Incorporated 

[11] F&B's Appeal sought specific and extensive changes to text of the WCRPS. In 

addition, F&B's Appeal contended that the provisions appealed against: 

(a) do not give effect to the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management and the 

New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement; 
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(b) do not give effect to the NPSET;1 

(c) are not consistent with Part 2 of the Resource Management Act ('the Act"; 

(d) do not implement the Council's functions under s 30 of the Act; and/or 

(e) do not represent best resource management practice. 

[12] Its notice of Appeal continues: 

Where specific wording changes are proposed by way of relief, Forest & Bird seeks in the alternative 

any wording that would adequately address the reasons for its appeal. Forest & Bird also seeks any 

consequential changes made necessary by the relief sought below.2 

The Consent Memorandum 

[13] The parties have filed a detailed consent memorandum, some 122 pages. This 

includes the proposed alterations to the text of the WCRPS. The alteration to the text is 

now annexed as Appendix A to this Determination. This Determination addresses the 

reasons for the change in brief and an examination under the Act ( especially s 32AA) to 

the extent required. 

[14] It is important to note, that this Court in assessing this proposal is only able to see 

these amendments in the context of the Policy Statement presented to it. 

[15] Given the diverse range of parties involved in this proceeding, we have assumed 

that various aspects of the public interest are represented by one or more of these parties. 

[16] I also recognise that in considering this memorandum, the changes are seen as 

a package. It is clear that the parties have made concessions in some areas for gains in 

other areas. That is to be expected with a document as complex as a Policy Statement 

and the purpose for this Court is not to assess every wording or variance but to be 

satisfied that overall this advances the purpose of the Act and represents better 

provisions than those in the Plan currently. 

[17] To that extent, our assessment under s 32 (and s 32AA) takes into account the 

1 National Policy Statement ori Electricity Transmission. 

2 Notice of Appeal by the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society of New Zealand Inc dated 

28 September 2018, paragraphs 6 to 8 inclusive 
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parties' assessments of the situation, unless this Court is not satisfied with that analysis 

and checks the changes are consistent with superior documents and the Act itself. 

[18] We have included only the track changed copy in Appendix A and anticipate that 

the Council will adopt a clean copy with those amendments incorporated. Although this 

was provided to the Court, I did not consider it is necessary to attach it for the purposes 

of finalising this Determination. Accordingly, the version that is intended to be adopted 

by the Council, is the RPS (MV) clean version with tracking removed, but incorporating 

the changes agreed by the parties 

[19] Further, we note that every chapter has been changed, although the extent of 

change varies depending on the area. We intend to briefly deal with each of these 

changes in accessing whether this achieves the purpose of the Act and s 32 and s 32M. 

[20] Overall, we are satisfied that the approach of the parties is consistent with the Act 

and s 32 (and s 32M) in particular and that this approach is as a result of a cohesive 

and integrated approach to amendments which should aide understanding the 

application of the Policy Statement. 

[21] We now intend to deal with each of the Chapters in turn, briefly explaining the 

reasoning of the parties for the changes. Reference should be made to Appendix A for 

context. 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

[22] · There are a small number of consequential changes to s1 .3. In particular, a new 

bullet point has been added to s1 .3.2 and the wording of another bullet point has been 

altered slightly. 

[23] There is no issue as to the change in form raised by any party and the result is 

clear. Also, a general standardisation of changes would be permitted under Clause 16 

of Schedule 1 of the Act in any event. 

[24] In s1 .4, there has been a change, largely to add more explanation under the User 

Guide. This was not a change that was explicitly part of an appeal but was consequential 

upon changes to chapter 4 Objectives. 
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[25] I have examined the change in wording,. particularly the cross-reference to 

Objective 2. Again, the matter is one largely of form, but I am unable to see anything that 

would offend against the provisions of the Act and the greater clarity is to be welcomed. 

Accordingly, I approve of the change to s1 .4. 

Chapter 2: Summary of Significant Resource Management Issues for the Region 

[26] F&B sought to change three paragraphs in Chapter 2, mostly, minor wording 

changes. In particular, F&B were concerned that the Statement of Issue should not be a 

summary and it is acknowledged that it is not in fact a summary. 

[27] Accordingly, changes were made to delete the words "Summary of" and also 

consequential changes to achieve a clearer intent for the Policy Statement. 

[28] Again, I have looked at this wording, and I am satisfied, as are the parties, that 

these changes are both within the scope and achieve a better outcome (in the sense of 

clarity) than the existing provision. 

[29]. There is an issue also in relation to other. matters in Chapter 2 and these are 

shown in the text now agreed. Again, essentially this is to clarify the intent of s 6 and s 7 

of the Act for the purposes of clarity and certainty. Although not a great deal turns on 

these provisions, I accept they are better in the sense of s 32 and achieve the purpose 

of the Act. 

Chapter 3: Resource Management Issues of Significance to Poutini Ngai Tahu 

[30] There were no Appeals on Chapter 3, but the parties have agreed that there be 

some consequential changes to clarify the relationship between Chapter 3 and the other 

Chapters in the WCRPS, including Chapter 6. 

[31] Again, I see nothing offensive in the wording ''adopted" and the parties clearly 

consider this establishes the relationship more clearly. In my view, this is a matter of 

judgement. As they are prepared and accepted by all the parties, I accept that this is 

within scope as a consequential amendment. These do not substantively change the 

meaning of Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 4: Resilient and Sustainable Communities 

[32] F&B sought to change Objective 2 and the agreement now is similar to, but a less 

extensive variation of that sought. 

[33] I accept that these are within the jurisdiction of the Court and .the Objective is 

expressed more precisely and therefore gives a better effect to the Act. I also agree with 

the parties, that the essence of the Objective is retained. 

[34] However, the deletion of the words "including those specified in the Anticipated 

Environmental Results in this RPS", does remove an important link to other chapters. I 

therefore accept that some consequential changes follow. The first being the 

consequential changes that I have addressed in relation to the "User Guide" in Chapter 

1.4, and secondly those in Chapter 3. 

[35] I agree that these changes follow logically and are generally appropriate. 

Chapter 4: Methods 

[36] HNZ sought two new methods for historic heritage be added to Chapter 4. In the 

end, the parties have agreed that there should be two additional methods involving both 

assessing and identifying historic heritage and using regional and district plans. This is 

recorded in Method 3 and 4. 

[37] In terms of the Appeals filed, I accept that these changes are within the jurisdiction 

of the Court. They probably clarify rather than introduce any substantive change but link 

the provisions more directly to s 6(f) of the Act itself. They also align with Objective 4 and 

Policy 5 of Chapter 4. 

[38] There are consequential changes to Method 5 (formerly 3) which is shown in the 

re-wording. This again, is a matter of clarification rather than the substantive change to 

the wording. Accordingly, I also generally approve the variations to Chapter 4 and I 

believe they better achieve the purpose of the Act. 
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Chapter 5: Use and Development of Resources 

Chapter 5: Background to the Issues 

[39] F&B sought some changes to various paragraphs of the background to the issues 

including to paragraphs 6, 7 and 8. Parties have agreed on wording changes, similar to 

those sought by F&B, but again appear to introduce clarifications. Some of these would 

be permitted under Clause 16 of the First Schedule to the Act, but there is no change in 

substance or effect. 

[40] Accordingly, these changes better achieve the purpose of the Act and are 

approved. 

Chapter 5: Objective 2 

[41] There has been a relatively significant change to Chapter 5 Objective 2. 

Originally, it read: 

To recognize that the use and development of natural resources may be incompatible with other 

land users, in some situations and locations. 

The now proposed wording is: 

Incompatible use and development of nature and physical resources are managed to avoid or 

minimize conflict 

[42] I accept that the amendment is within the jurisdiction of the Court. Particularly, 

the F&B Appeal. 

[43] Initially the complete change of wording approach might give concern as to 

whether or not this is an improvement. However, closer examination suggests that the 

original Objective was unclear as to the purpose of the Policy Statement in relation to use 

and development of natural resources. 

I conclude, the words "managed to avoid or minimize conflict" introduces a clear purpose 

for the Policy and for the Objective itself. Accordingly, I conclude it not only clarifies the 

provisions, but introduces better articulation of the resource management outcome 
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sought. 

Chapter 5: Policy 1 

[44] Again, F&B sought relatively extensive changes to Policy 1. Those now agreed 

are somewhat less extensive, but nevertheless clearer. 

[45] I agree, words such as "enabling" are better than the broader and more difficult 

to understand proposition "recognition will be given in resource management processes". 

[46] Accordingly, I agree that the new wording is clear in its intent and therefore better 

achieves the purpose of the Act. 

Chapter 5: Policy 2 

[47] Again F&B sought changes. Some of these were for clarification purposes and 

particularly authorised minerals extractions or sites. 

[48] I conclude that the agreed wording, represents a clearer exposition of the natural 

and physical resources relevant to the regional economy. While some of the changes 

sought by F&B may have been clearer, i.e., authorised minerals, the agreement to leave 

the wording at "mineral extraction" would in its terms be appropriate, permitted or 

otherwise authorised mineral extraction. 

[49] On balance, I agree that this better sets out the purpose of the Policy and although 

the matter is largely one of style, the change is clearly within jurisdiction. 

Chapter 5: Method 1 

[50] There was no Appeal on Method 1, but the parties have agreed anyway that the 

use of the word "rules" is misleading. The parties have agreed to substitute this with the 

word "provisions". I see this as a, minor change for clarity. 

Chapter 6: Regionally Significant Infrastructure (RSI) 

[51] Regionally Significant Infrastructure (RSI) is defined in the Policy Statement. F&B 
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have sought a change to the final paragraph in the background to the issues and sought 

a direct reference to the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement (NZCPS). This 

recognizes the importance of the NZCPS in its application to infrastructure. 

[52] The parties have also recognized the importance of the New Zealand Policy 

Statement on Electricity Transmission (NPSET) for the National Grid, and Electricity 

Generation and the National Policy Statement for Renewable Electricity Generation 2011 

(NPSREG). Accordingly, the parties have agreed to add a new paragraph which is a 

further explanation of these factors. The parties consider that the new paragraph is within 

jurisdiction because it clarifies the relationship between the relevant provisions in the 

WCRPS and helps to ensure that property recognition is given to national policy 

instruments. 

[53] Given the consent of all the parties to its inclusion, I accept it does not prejudice 

any other party and makes explicit provisions which take effect in considering 

applications for consent and other matters under the Act in any event. 

[54] Given that the final paragraph of the Introduction has already been changed, I am 

prepared, in the circumstances, to allow the addition of the new paragraph, which in my 

view, better achieves the purpose of the Act. In particular, clarifying the relationship of 

regional documents to national policy statements which are applicable. 

Chapter 6: Issue 1 

[55] F&B again sought an amendment to this Policy and sought also to add a new 

issue. The parties have agreed to include a new statement of the resource management 

issue which now reads: 

Resilient RSI is essential for the social, economic and cultural wellbeing of the West Coast. 

[56] I agree with the parties, that this issue is within jurisdiction and better states the 

resource management issue to be dealt with, within that Chapter. Accordingly, I 

generally approve of this amendment. 
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Chapter 6: Policy 6 (now Policy 5) 

[57] F&B again sought a variation of this provision. The amendment is not as sought 

originally by F&B but does include some elements of that proposed change. They have 

agreed to retain off-setting of effects other than adverse effects on indigenous 

biodiversity. 

[58] A reference to compensation is added to align with the resource management 

practice ands 104(1)(ab) of the Act as well as Policy C2 of the NPSREG. In all the 

circumstances, I consider that the changes are within jurisdiction and re-worded policy 

now better achieves the purpose of the Act. 

Chapter 6: New Policy 6 

[59] This related to renewable electricity generation. It appears F&B originally wished 

to better achieve the purpose of s 6 of the Act and strengthen provisions giving effect to 

the protective objectives and policies of the NZCPS and the National Policy Statement 

for Freshwater Management (NPSFM). 

[60] The end result is that the parties agreed to do this, provided that renewable 

electricity generation is provided for as well. 

[61] The parties agree to a new Policy 6 which captures both of these aspects. 

[62] I conclude that it is within jurisdiction, given the nature of the Appeal. It also gives 

better effect to the relevant provisions of the NZCPS and NPSFM and to some extent the 

National Policy Statement for Renewable Electricity Generation (NPSREG) (as it relates 

to renewable energy). 

[63] Overall, I am also satisfied that it also helps to achieve the chapters objective: 

Enable the safe, efficient and integrated development, operation, maintenance, and upgrading of 

regionally and nationally significant infrastructure 

Chapter 6: New Policy 7 

[64] F&B sought to strengthen the protection in the WCRPS for natural character for 
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. s 6 matters, natural features, indigenous vegetation and fauna. 

[65] The parties have agreed that Policy 2 does not adequately give effect to the 

NP SET and should be replaced by a new Policy 7 which consists of two sub-paragraphs 

1 and 2. This means that Policy 2 is to be deleted and the new Policy directly relates 

matters to the National Grid and in particular, how matters relating to the National Grid 

might seek to achieve s 6. 

[66] I agree, this Policy is within the scope of the Appeals and this provision gives 

better effect to the Act and to the NP SET. 

Consequential Changes to Chapter 6- Policies 1, 3 and 4 

[67] There have been a few changes to Policy 1 to make the provision clearer and 

Policy 2 to include renewable energy and National Grid and Policy 3 to include references 

to the parts of s 6 of the Act. These appear to be within the frame of the Appeals and 

the parties have agreed upon them. Accordingly, these appear to better achieve the 

purpose of the Act in being clearer than the original provisions. Accordingly, I generally 

approve of these changes. 

Chapter 6: Consequential Amendments to Policy Explanations 

[68] Consequent upon the change to the Policy wording, explanations must also be 

amended. The explanations largely follow the logic of the changes already discussed. 

In the end, these are matters of form rather than substance and I agree that these 

consequential changes are appropriate to incorporate the new Policies. I generally 

approve of those changes. 

Chapter 7: Biodiversity and Landscape Values 

[69] F&B sought that Chapter 7 be divided into different chapters or sub-chapters. 

[70] The parties have now agreed to: 

(a) Limit Chapter 7 to indigenous Biodiversity in accordance with s 6(c), s 30 
and s 31 of the Act, outside the coastal environment. 
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(b) Create a new Chapter 7 A for the natural character of wetlands, and lakes 
and rivers and their margins in accordance with s 6(a) of the Act, outside 
the coastal environment. 

(c) Deal with natural character in the coastal environment, in accordance with 
s 6(a) of the Act and the relevant provisions of the NZCPS, in Chapter 9, 
Coastal Environment. 

(d) Deal with the protection of the significant values of wetlands and of 
outstanding freshwater bodies in Chapter 8, Land and water. 

(e) Create a new Chapter 7B dealing with outstanding natural features and 

landscapes in accordance with s 6(b) of the Act, outside the coastal 

environment. 

(f) Deal with indigenous biological diversity and outstanding natural features 

and landscapes in the coastal environment in accordance withs 6(b) and 

s 6(c) of the Act and the relevant provisions of the NZCPS in Chapter 9, 

Coastal Environment. 

[71] In broad terms, I agree this fits within the scope of the Appeals filed and is a 

reasonable comprise to achieve the objectives of all parties. It does need necessary 

consequential changes to other provisions. 

[72] I make no particular comment on whether this better achieves the purpose of the 

Act or how. However, I am satisfied these matters of wording and policy do not make 

any substantive change to the provisions of the plan itself. 

[73] Overall, the more direct linkage better achieves the purpose by achieving clarity. 

Chapter 7: Background Issues 

[7 4] Because other topics other than indigenous biodiversity have been removed from 

Chapter 7, there is a necessity to change the background provisions. There is an 

extensive change to Chapter 7 wording. These appear to have been argued relatively in 

detail and many of them are consequential on the division of Chapter 7 

[75] I am satisfied that they are within the jurisdiction of the Court and the 
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consequential changes are a matter of form, rather than substance and accordingly, I 

generally approve of them as better achieving the purpose of the Act, through clarity. 

Chapter 7: Statement of Local Authority Responsibilities 

[76] Again, F&B have sought a fairly extensive variation of this provision and the 

parties have agreed that the statement of responsibilities is now clearer and that with 

some refinement, it can replace the Decision's version. The wording now adopted is 

agreed and is clearly within the jurisdiction of the Court. 

[77] In the end, the question of whether this is better, is a matter of form, rather than 

substance and I am prepared to accept the position of the parties that this is largely 

consequential upon other changes and provides better clarity. 

Chapter 7: The Significant Issues in relation to the Management of Indigenous 

Biological Diversity values on the West Coast 

[78] There were 3 Issues identified in Chapter 7 and F&B sought to amend Issue 2. It 

also requested the deletion of Issue 3. 

[79] In the end, the parties seem to have agreed on amendments to all Issues 1-3 and 

again appear to be directed towards the parties' views as to clarity. 

[80] Although, not as convinced as the parties on those changes, it cannot be said 

that the provisions have any greater effect. I am satisfied that, overall, they are better if 

they lead to clarity by key parties as to the provisions involved. 

Chapter 7: Objectives 

[81] F&B sought that Objective 1 be deleted and that Objective 2 be amended. They 

as sought new Objectives. Because of the focus now on Indigenous Biological Diversity, 

it is clear that Chapter 7 requires amendment anyway. 

[82] Objective 1 is to be deleted. The parties have agreed on alternative provisions. 

It is clear that the provisions are within scope. Although there is extensive evidence, it is 

difficult to see clear purpose beyond the clarification of Chapter 7 to Indigenous 
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Biodiversity. 

[83] In the end, again, it seems to me a matter of Policy and Form, rather than 

substance and accordingly, I see no basis on which to alter the wording agreed by the 

parties. 

[84] Therefore, I approve the Provisions on the basis of clarity. I reach no conclusion 

on whether it gives better effect toss 6(c), 30(1) (ga) of the Act. 

[85] Nevertheless, it does clarify the relationship with indigenous vegetation for 

Chapter 7. 

Chapter 7: Policies 

[86] F&B sought the deletion of Policy 1A, with replacement which might be 

considered the assessment criteria: 

(a) Representativeness 

(b) Rarity 

(c) Diversity 

(d) Ecological context 

They sought relatively extensive changes and the parties have agreed to changes. 

[87] Again, it is difficult within the context of this hearing to understand exactly the full 

purpose and effect of these changes. Nevertheless, they appear to have been discussed 

at considerable detail between the parties. 

[88] Overall, I am satisfied that they have provided more clarity and give better effect 

to the Act. I do not consider I need to particularly reach a conclusion on the wording and 

its effect. It seems to me where matters of policy and form apply, these are matters on 

which parties can reasonably have different issues and the provisions in this case, 

represent a reasonable compromise. 

Other Policies managing effects on Biodiversity 

[89] F&B have sought the deletion of Policy 1, Policy 2 and Policy 3A. They essentially 
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sought a re-wording and new provisions and were promoting the concept of no net loss 

for indigenous biological diversity. DOC also had some concerns with the provisions and 

both complained that the WCRPS did not properly recognize or provide for national 

importance in s 6(c) of the Act. They also contended that the Regional Council had failed 

to discharge its duty under s 30(1) (ga) of the Act to maintain indigenous biodiversity. 

[90] In the end, the parties have agreed on a new suite of Policies to maintain 

indigenous biodiversity. This requires future actions and mapping Significant Natural 

Areas (SNA) and wetlands using the criteria of attached Appendices. 

[91] It also uses represents the issues of: 

(a) no net loss; and 

(b) minimization of adverse effects. 

[92] The parties in their memorandum note that: 

(a) Policy 2 sets bottom lines which focus on protecting threatened examples 
of biodiversity and develops elements in the proposed Policies made by 
F&B for polices 1, 3 and 4; 

(b) Policy 3 deals with the management approach; 

(c) Policy 4 deals with the criteria for Offsetting; 

(d) Policy 5 deals with the criteria for Biodiversity compensation; 

(e) Policy 6 adapts Policy 3A of the RPS(DV) to the new framework of 
objectives and policies; 

(f) Renew Policies 6, 7 and 8. 

[93] There is no doubt that these changes are particularly extensive and appear to 

follow an agenda of F&B throughout New Zealand. In this case they are supported to 

some extent by the DOC. 

[94] It is not really possible from the wording given to the Environment Court to assess 

whether they better achieve the purpose of the Act or not. There have been a series of 

decisions by various divisions assessing similar provisions in contested cases. If it was 

necessary on every occasion to revisit these arguments, in a consent situation, I conclude 

it would defeat the purpose of these parties to achieve policies that are appropriate for 
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their region. 

[95] Whilst it is clear that F&B and to a lesser extent DOC are pursuing agendas on a 

national level, there is of course the need to settle provisions appropriately for this region. 

In this case, the parties have reached an accommodation between them. 

[96] It represents a policy decision reached with a range of interest groups. This Court 

is reluctant to involve itself in revisiting a policy decision, unless there is a contest of 

evidence or a disagreement. 

[97] I am unable to assess whether these provisions better achieve the purpose of the 

Act, but I am satisfied that: 

(i) They are within jurisdiction; 

(ii) They are relatively clear; and 

(iii) They are at least as effective as the current provisions. 

[98] In my view, any balance in this respect is swung by the fact that other change to 

the Chapter necessitated changes in any event. 

[99] Accordingly, overall, I conclude that these provisions are better, simply because 

they deal with the Chapter 7 issue (now Indigenous Biodiversity) rather than the wider 

range of issues previously covered. 

Chapter 7: Explanation to the Policies 

[100] Again, the explanation seems to be largely consequential upon the significant 

changes to Chapter 7. There does appear to have been an approach to attempt to be 

clear in the explanation as to why the various approaches have been taken. I do not 

comment on the content of them given that they appear to reflect the policy approach 

that has already been discussed. 

[101] I agree that they are consequential and therefore better achieved the outcome of 

the now changed Chapter to those original provisions. 
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Chapter 7: Methods 

[102] Again F&B sought the removal of the original Methods in Plan 2, 3 and 5. 

The parties have agreed to delete Methods 1 and 3 and amend Method 5. They have 

agreed on two new Methods. The first is to retain part of Method 1 to use the Regional 

and District Plans to protect significant Biodiversity and maintain the Regions biodiversity. 

It also gives effect to methods promoted by F&B to use regional and district plans to 

protect significant biodiversity and maintain indigenous biodiversity. 

[103] The new Methods set out in Chapter 7 annexed in Appendix A and essentially 

constitute a re-wording at a reasonably extensive level. Again, it is difficult in the absence 

of evidence to assess this in any detail. 

[104] For the same reasons that I discussed, the earlier adoption of extensive changes 

to wording in Chapter 7, I conclude that the changes are: 

(a) Within jurisdiction; 

(b) Clear; and 

(c) Agreed by all parties. 

and therefore, better than the original Chapter 7 (which were not as explicit). 

Principal Reasons for Adopting Objectives, Policies and Methods 

[105] It cannot be said that there is any different reason to approach the wording "in the 

Principal Reasons" than previously. Accordingly, for the same reasons I have given, 

these are consequential changes which are appropriate for the reasons already given. 

Chapter 7: Anticipated Environmental Results 

[106] These are largely consequential changes within the jurisdiction of the Appeals 

and therefore the Court. Again, it is difficult to assess these in the absence of evidence 

and given the agreement of the parties, I adopt these for the same reasons as previously 

given in other Chapter 7 matters. 

Chapter 7 A: Natural Character 
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[107] This is a new provision and accordingly the wording within it is essentially related 

to natural character outside the coastal environment. 

[108] These consequential changes follow from what I have discussed earlier, and it is 

difficult to assess these in the absence of detailed evidence. 

[109] Overall, however in reading them, they appear to follow a formula which is clear 

and enables parties to understand the intent. Furthermore, they were originally intended 

to be covered by Chapter 7 as a whole and are within the scope of the Appeals. 

[11 O] For this reason, the other provisions of Chapter 7 A: 

(i) Objectives; 

(ii) Policies; 

(iii) Policy Explanation; 

(iv) Methods; 

(v) Reasons for adopting Objectors; 

(vi) Policies and Methods; and 

(vii) Anticipated Environmental Results; 

all tend to flow as consequential changes. 

[111] Given the agreement of the parties, and for the same reasons I have explained in 

respect of Chapter 7, I consider these provisions are better because of the greater clarity 

in relation to the particular aspects of s 6 of the Act addressed. 

Chapter 78: Nc;1tural Features and Landscapes 

[112] It must follow that Chapter 7B, dealing with natural features and landscapes 

separately, follows the same logic of that relating to Chapter 7 A and Chapter 7 itself. 

[113] For the same reasons, I have given, it is not really possible to assess these 

provisions in the absence of evidence. I am satisfied that the parties represented a wide 

range of relevant interests. 
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[114] I am further satisfied, that this matter was the subject of Appeal by various parties 

including DOC and F&B and that the division of these is going to have the consequence 

that the various aspects of Chapter 7 are now included in Chapter 7B including: 

(a) Background to Issues; 

(b) Issues; 

(c) Objectives; 

(d) Policies; 

(e) Policy explanations; · 

(f) Methods; 

(g) Principal reasons for adopting Objectives, Policies and Methods; and 

(h) Anticipated Environmental Results 

[115] I have made it reasonably clear that approval of these provisions by the Court 

represents an acceptance of the policy agreements reached between the parties. It does 

not represent an adoption of this approach for all future cases by this Court. It is 

essentially a determination based upon the agreement of the parties as to an approach. 

[116] Given the clarity to the provisions and that there has been a policy decision to 

change the approach, it must follow that they are better in achieving that purpose. 

Chapter 8: Land and Water 

[117] It is probably opportune at this point in this Determination to note that we move 

now to consider questions of land and water and the coastal environment in Chapters 8 

and 9. Both of these have extensive changes, many of which are relatively minor but are 

important from the perspective of the parties. 

[118] In considering this matter, the parties have had in mind the National Policy 

Instruments in particular the NZCPS, the NZSFM and the National Policy Statement for 

Electricity Transmission (NZSET). 

[119] There was concern that the Chapter omits reference to the NPSREG and there 

are particular concerns by F&B that the Chapter failed to safeguard the life supporting 

capacity of water both in terms of quality and quantity. The changes sought are 

comprehensive and start with the Background, with various changes being sought to this. 
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F&B proposed that the Chapter address the natural character of wetlands, lakes, rivers 

and their margins. 

[120] The parties have agreed to changes which are set out in the Background 

explanation and deleted the last paragraph of the Decisions version and inserted three 

new paragraphs. Some of these are minor changes which would take effect under 

Clause 16 of the First Schedule of the Act. Others are a consequence of further changes 

made later in the Chapter. There is also clarification on the relationship of this Chapter 

and other Chapters in the WCRPS. 

[121] Parties agree that these changes are within jurisdiction and give effect to national 

directions in the NPSFM, the NPSET, the NPSREG and the NZCPS. 

[122] Given the changes form part of the comprehensive network, we will leave our 

evaluation to the end of this Chapter. 

Chapter 8: The Significant Issues in relation to the Management of Land and Water 

for the West Coast Region 

[123] There are no direct Appeals on the Issues, but the parties sought an additional 

objective. However, given that the F&B sought an additional objective, the parties have 

agreed, that the following issue should be added: 

3. Activities may adversely affect the significant values of wetlands and outstanding freshwater 

bodies. 

This then gives grounds for the Objectives agreed to be inserted. 

Chapter 8: Objectives 

[124] There are a number of changes sought to improve and clarify the wording and 

three new objectives. These are: 

(a) The life supporting capacity offreshwater is maintained and improved for 

future generations. 

(b) Coastal water quality does not deteriorate due to land use, development 
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or activities in the CMA. 

(c) Protect the significant values of outstanding freshwater bodies 

[125] Policy C2 of the NPSFM requires Regional Policy Statements to provide for 

integrated management of the effects of the use and development of land and freshwater 

and coastal water. F&B were also concerned that Objectives A2 and 84 of the NPSFM 

requiring the protection of significant values of wetlands and outstanding freshwater 

bodies from both water quality and water quantity perspectives were not being reached. 

[126] A new Objective 1 has been inserted which corresponds to the first Objective 

sought by F&B. 

[1271 Objective 2 is the previous Objective 1 and remains unchanged. 

[128] Objective 3 has been modified and broadens the scope of the Objective to require 

the allocation of water to be within environmental controls. 

[129] Objective 4 largely adopts the objective proposed by F&B for the protection of the 

significant values of outstanding freshwater bodies. The objective is now amended to 

provide for the identification of those values, as this is a pre-requisite to their protection. 

While wetlands are not expressly mentioned, the parties are clear that this covered by 

the NPSFM and in particular Objectives A2 and B4. The parties consider that all the 

proposed Objectives are within the Courts jurisdiction and give effect to the relevant 

provisions of the Act and the NPSFM 

[130] I am clear that, these matters would arise in terms of the relevant Policy 

Statements and will leave an overall evaluation of the Objectives to the end of the 

Chapter, given the integrated nature of the provisions. 

Chapter 8: Policies 

[131] Again, F&B contended that the Chapter 8 Policies did not give effect to the 

NPSFM and sought changes to the various Objectives and a number of new Policies. It 

also sought the amendment of Policy 3. 

[132] As noted, the changes to the Objectives also requires consideration of the 
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Policies that stand beneath them and the Policies have been amended to respond to both 

the Appeals and to give effect to the revised Objectives of Chapter 8. 

[133] However, a number of changes have been made that were not specifically sought 

in the Appeals, but in the view of the parties, are consequential on the various changes 

that have been agreed. For the most part, these appear to be matters of clarification and 

integration with the changed Objectives. The substance and effect of these Policies, to 

the extent that they are changed in this way, is minor. Where new Policies are added, 

these are to achieve other Objectives or provisions within he Plan. 

[134] All parties agree that the changes therefore to Policy 1 are within the Appeals or 

to give better effect to the NPSFM or for clarification under Clause 16 of the First 

Schedule to the Act. 

[135] F&B sought a new Policy and the New Policy 3 is a response to this. The existing 

Policy 3 is to be amended. The parties have agreed on these amendments. Together 

these amendments: 

(a) Make it clear that the Policy applies pending establishment of any 

allocation framework which may be developed under the National 

objectives; 

(b) Make the Policy of general application, not only where there is 

competition for water; 

(c) A requirement to give consideration to environment effects by talking of 

"environmental limits"; 

(d) That it applies to all activities regulated by s14 of the Act; 

(e) To give effect to the NPSFM, i.e., efficient use of water; 

(f) Mi.nor drafting changes without altering the substance or effect of the 

Policy. 

[136] The parties have also agreed to delete Policy 4 because the purpose of that Policy 
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is now subsumed within the other Policies in Chapter 8, including Policies 1,2,3,5, 7 and 

8. There is also a concern that original Policy 4 was similar to a method and duplicates 

Method 7. This is considered to a consequential change within the jurisdiction of ·the 

Court. 

[137] F&B also sought a new Policy and the parties considered that it had two parts: 

1. Maintaining or improving water quality; 

2. Protecting significant values of outstanding freshwater bodies and 

wetlands. 

[138] Accordingly, it is now proposed that there be two new Policies: 

5. Maintaining or improve water quality within freshwater management units. 

6. Identify significant values of wetlands and outstanding freshwater bodies in regional plans 

and protect those values. 

[139] It is considered that this is within jurisdiction and adopted in part F&B's Appeal 

but also give better effect to the NPSFM and in particular Objectives A2 and 84. It also 

implements the new Chapter 8 - Objective 4. 

[140] There is also a concern that the WRRPS failed to implement the NPSFM and in 

particular, Policy C2. The parties propose a new Policy 7: 

7. Encourage the coordination of urban growth, land use and development, including the 

provision of infrastructure to achieve integrated management of effects on fresh and coastal 

water. 

[141] The parties have agreed, that this would give effect to Objective 5 (as amended) 

and also respond to the Appeals. 

[142] All parties consider it is within jurisdiction and gives better effect to the NPSFM. 

[143] The parties also propose a new Policy 8: 

8. Provide for the social economic and cultural wellbeing derived from the use and development 

of land and water resources, while maintaining or improving water quality and aquatic 
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ecosystems. 

[144] It is acknowledged Policy 8 was not expressly sought in the Appeals. However, 

the use and development of natural resources is considered by the parties to be part 

sustainable management as well as their protection. Also, F&B sought that the WCRPS 

give effect to the NPSFM and this includes objectives for social and economic wellbeing 

of people through the use of water within limits. 

[145] Overall, the parties consider the matter is within the jurisdiction and gives better 

effect to the NPSFM. 

[146] The parties also sought a new Policy 9: 

9. Implement the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management including the National 

Objectives Framework. 

[147] This again was not sought expressly in the Appeals but arises from the F&B 

Appeal which contends that the WCRPS failed to give effect to the NPSFM. 

[148] The parties consider that the new Policy is within jurisdiction and gives better 

effect to the NPSFM. 

Chapter 8: Policy Explanations 

[149] There are a number of consequential changes to the explanations which are 

shown in the crossed version and these are as a result from the amendments to the 

Policies that have been discussed earlier and are consequential on the other changes. 

The parties consider them therefore, to be within the jurisdiction of the Court. 

Chapter 8: Methods 

[150] There have been a number of changes to the Methods in Chapter 8. Some of 

which are wording changes to existing Methods, i.e., Method 1. 

[151] Two new Methods are introduced to implement Policy 6 and to achieve new 

Objective 4. The new Methods are: 
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4. Develop with stakeholders regionally consistent criteria to identify the significant values of 

wetlands and outstanding freshwater bodies. 

5. Identify the significant values of wetlands and outstanding freshwater bodies in a regional plan. 

[152] Method 5, which is now renumbered to 6, has been changed to include the 

question of managing effects of urban growth, development and infrastructure on fresh 

and coastal water. 

[153] Consequential changes relating to identification of significant values and old 

Method 6 is now renumbered as 7. 

[154] The parties consider all of this, is within the scope of the NPSFM issues and also 

the jurisdiction of the Court in terms of the Appeals. 

Chapter 8: Principal Reasons for adopting Objectives, Policies and Methods 

[155] There has been a significant change to the Principal Reasons and it was not 

subject to any direct Appeals. 

[156] However, the parties consider that these changes are consequential and within 

the jurisdiction of the Court, given the more substantive changes made through the 

Chapter. 

Chapter 8: Anticipated Environmental Results 

[157] There are no Appeals directly on this, but because of the changes to Objectives, 

Policies and Methods in Chapter 8, consequential changes are proposed by the parties. 

[158] Again, these are considered to be consequential and within the jurisdiction of the 

Court. 

Evaluation of Chapter 8 

[159] It is difficult for the Court to make an overall evaluation of the precise wording 

used in Chapter 8. Clearly, with the introduction of new Objectives and Policies, 

consequential changes need to be made throughout the Chapter and in some cases 
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elsewhere to achieve an integrated management approach. 

[160] All parties consider the matters are within jurisdiction. To the extent that the Court 

can evaluate this from the information provided, I am satisfied that the changes are 

generally within the scope of the various Policy documents and/or Appeals. 

[161] It is important to keep in mind that there are a number of National Policy 

Statements affecting land and water, particularly in the coastal environment. 

[162] I am also satisfied that the key stakeholders in these Appeals represent broad 

aspects of the public interest and participation in these types of issues. 

[163] The end result appears to be, to the extent that I am able to examine it from the 

documents, a relatively clear and integrated approach to the management of land and 

water in this area. Many of the changes are matters of style or preference and may 

achieve more clarification. 

[164] I am satisfied, to the extent that I can be, that the provisions now proposed are 

better than those originally in the plan, given that they have been subject to far more 

detailed examination and an attempt to integrate them across the entire plan. 

[165] Accordingly, I am satisfied that these provisions can properly be made subject to 

an overall evaluation of the changes at the conclusion of this Determination. 

Chapter 9: Coastal Environment 

Again, the Coastal Environment deals with similar issues but specifically in the context of 

the NZCPS, although affected by other National Policy documents as well. 

[166] F&B sought a number of changes to the Background statement and more 

generally was concerned that Chapter 9 did not give effect to the NZCPS. 

[167] The parties have subsequently agreed on amendments to the Background. There 

are a number of changes to this which appear to balance the relevant National Policy 

Statement requirements and also provide some clarification. 
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[168] It is difficult to assess from reading the papers at this stage, the extent to which 

this makes a significant difference. However, it is important to note that this is a 

Background document to help inform the formation of the Objectives and Policies which 

follow. 

[169] The parties also explain the inaccuracies and omissions have been remedied as 

minor corrections under Clause 16 of the First Schedule to the Act and this has helped 

clarify the document. 

[170] The parties are satisfied that the changes generally are within the Background to 

better recognise the relevant provisions of the Act and superior national planning 

instruments. 

[171] I will leave an overall evaluation to the end of this Chapter. 

Chapter 9: Statement of Local Authority Responsibilities 

[172] There was no Local Authority Responsibilities in Chapter 9 and F&B sought a 

statement as to their responsibilities which they consider mandatory. 

[173] The parties have agreed that a statement should be included, and the proposed 

statement is included App~ndix A. 

[17 4] They consider it accords with s62(1 )(i)(iii) of the Act and is within the jurisdiction 

of the Court. 

[175] Again, I do not consider I can address the specific wording, but the intent of the 

provision appears to be quite clear as it ties back directly to s62( 1 )(i)(iii) of the Act. 

Chapter 9: The Significant Issues in relation to the Management of the Coastal 

Environment of the West Coast Region 

[176] F&B sought changes to Issue 1. The parties agree that the tension between 

development and protection in the coastal environment is a key issue. 

[177] They have therefore agreed to replace Issue 1 with the following: 
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1. Protecting the values of the coastal environment whilst enabling sustainable use and 

development to provide for the region's social and cultural wellbeing. 

[178] The parties consider that the restatement of the Issue is within the jurisdiction of 

the Court. Given there was an Appeal to Issue 1, I am in no doubt that there is jurisdiction. 

I also consider that the wording is commendably concise and although it may still have 

room for improvement, it is a significant improvement on the more generic wording in the 

original Issue. Particularly, Chapter 9 Objectives. 

[179] F&B sought changes to both Objectives 1 and 2 of the Decision's version and it 

is now proposed that there be two new Objectives 1 and 2 in Chapter 9. Objectives 1 

and 2 are annexed in Appendix A. 

[180] The parties consider these Objectives better reflect the requirements of Part 2 of 

the Act, and in particular, ss 6(a), (b) and (c) of the Act and the relevant Objectives and 

Policies in the NZCPS. They consider they are within the jurisdiction of the Court. 

[181] So far as jurisdiction is concerned, it is clear that this issue has been raised and 

the response adopted is both to clarify and enhance those provisions. Again, the brevity 

and conciseness would tend to suggest that the provisions will be better understood by 

all people and functionaries utilising the provisions. 

Chapter 9: Policies 

F&B sought changes to Policy 1 and contended that Chapter 9 as a whole did not give 

effect to the NZCPS. 

[182] The parties essentially now intend to replace Policy 1 with a new Policy 1 which 

is annexed in Appendix A. It follows on from earlier provisions requiring identification 

of significant biodiversity, character, natural features and avoiding adverse effects on 

significant indigenous and avoiding significant adverse effects on indigenous etc. 

[183] This follows much more closely with the Act and the decisions of the Court in 

respect of this provision and also benefits from being a more concise statement that 

sources are more directly shown, for example Policies 11, 13 and 15 of the NZCPS. 
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[184] I accept that it is within jurisdiction and to that extent, must be better than the 

original wording. 

[185] In relation to Chapter 9 Policy 2, F&B sought relatively major changes to this 

provision. F&B also proposed a new Policy to provide a framework to avoid or mitigate 

adverse effects on the coastal environment from the use and development of natural and 

physical resources of the coastal marine area and commercial activities on the water and 

foreshore and seabed. 

[186] The parties agree, provisions must be made for subdivision use and development 

of the coastal environment. In particular, consideration needs to be given to activities 

which have a functional need to locate in the coastal environment. In particular, national 

grid and renewable electricity generation which are recognised as a national significance 

by the NPSET and NPSREG. 

[187] The parties have reached agreement that three policies could replace Policy 2 of 

the Decisions version. Again, this is a substantive change, but one can see that it follows 

in a consistent pattern from the other provisions we have discussed. It deals with the 

national grid infrastructure and then moves on to subdivision use or development and 

then finally for renewable electricity generation. 

[188] The provisions appear to be within the scope of the Appeals and certainly within 

the jurisdiction of the Court to give effect to the Act and the relevant national instruments. 

[189] F&B also sought a new Policy 9 and the parties have agreed to include one 

reading: "Consider opportunities for the restoration or rehabilitation of natural character". 

Again, this gives effect to the NZCPS and the parties consider the Policy is within the 

jurisdiction of the Court. In broader terms, it also finds a basis on which one can look for 

new improvement to the natural character of the coastal area. Especially in areas where 

such character has been depleted. 

[190] Overall, this appears to follow on from a number of provisions within the NZCPS 

and within the broader Objectives of this Plan. The Policy explanation has been changed. 

Although there are fairly extensive changes, the parties agree that these are 

consequential upon the other changes made and seem to give a reasoning as why they 
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have been adopted. 

[191] Accordingly, these appear to be within jurisdiction or may even be considered to 

be a minor amendment under Clause 16 of the First Schedule to the Act given the other 

amendments if the other amendments are made. 

Chapter 9: Methods 

[192] Again, the parties agree that further consequential changes are needed. 

However, F&B also sought a new Method relating to the identification of significant, 

diversity, character, features and landscapes. The parties consider that this Method is 

appropriate and have adopted a new Method 1, which reads: 

1. Regional and District Councils to identify areas of significant indigenous biological diversity, 

outstanding and high natural character areas and outstanding natural features and landscapes 

of the coastal environment, set out the characteristics and qualities of each area in a plan 

schedule, and show areas on maps where practicable. 

[193] The parties agree that the Method is within the jurisdiction of the Court and it 

appears to me that it follows from the Appeals. Moreover, it follows from a number of 

decisions of the Court and strengthens the earlier provisions about the importance of 

identifying significant values and characteristics and qualities. 

[194] It is now proposed that an amended version of Method 1 become Method 2 and 

moves from allowing appropriate use and development to managing adverse effects of 

subdivision use and development of the coastal environment. 

[195] Again, this seems to follow from the Objectives and Policies and more properly 

relates to the role of the various authorities under the Act. 

Chapter 9: Principal Reasons for Adopting Objectives, Policies and Methods 

[196] There were no Appeals on this. However, due to the changes to the Objectives, 

Policies and Methods, the parties agree that there should be some consequential 

changes. The parties agree these are within jurisdiction as they seem to effectively clarify 

the content of the relationship between the various National Policy Statements. 
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Chapter 9: Anticipated Environmental Results 

[197] Again, there has been consequential changes proposed and these are matters to 

some extent of style and correction, but also explicitly identify inappropriate subdivision, 

use and development and the protection of indigenous biological diversity in the coastal 

environment. 

[198] This must therefore, been seen as consequential from the changes already 

agreed, if those are appropriate. 

Evaluation of Chapter 9 

[199] Again, as with Chapter 8, Chapter 9 can be seen as an integrated approach to 

these matters. From a practical point of view, there is greater clarification around the 

Policy Statement intentions and requirements. The tension between development and 

protection is explicitly addressed and tools are provided within the WCRPS for 

consequential plans to address this in more detail. 

[200] Looking at the matter in a jurisdictional sense, I am satisfied that these changes 

are ones that could have been generally sought as a result of the Appeal filed by F&B 

and that the approach adopted in a practical sense is clearer and therefore better than 

that earlier. 

[201] Without evidence, it is difficult to evaluate whether the provisions are best or most 

appropriate. In practical terms, many of the concepts now encapsulated reflect 

provisions in Regional documents elsewhere in New Zealand and in Court Decisions. 

[202] I am satisfied that the various aspects of the public interest and the participatory 

nature of the Act have been recognised by the various parties involved in these matters. 

Where it comes to matters of style or drafting, these are matters that the parties are best 

placed to address. Overall, I am satisfied that these changes are within jurisdiction and 

represent a better outcome in terms of the various National Policy Statements and the 

Act. 
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Chapter 12: Glossary 

[203] The words "or biodiversity" have been deleted as that is not defined in the Act. 

[204] A definition of "significant indigenous biological diversity" has now been included 

as well as "significant natural area" and "values". These are consequential on the various 

changes that have been made in Chapter 7 and 78. More particularly, they provide more 

certainty to parties reading the document. 

Appendix 1 

[205] This is the "Ecological Criteria for identifying Significant Terrestrial and 

Freshwater Indigenous Biological Diversity". It is part of the agreed amendments to 

Chapter 7 and is in fact a common approach throughout New Zealand. 

[206] I am therefore satisfied it is within jurisdiction and appropriate. 

Appendix 2 

[207] "Ecological Criteria for Identifying Significant Wetlands". Again, this is a 

consequential change to Chapter 7 and also reflects an approach to having stated criteria 

to provide for transparency and evaluation. 

Overall Conclusion under s 32 and s 32AA 

[208] Under s 32AA of the Act, the Court is required to undertake an evaluation to the 

extent that is necessary having regard to the changes made. For this reason, I have 

gone into some detail through the various provisions that were proposed by the parties. 

[209] The evaluation must be undertaken at a level that is appropriate to the level of 

change. In practical terms, it is difficult where the parties have agreed on the outcomes 

to achieve this in a forensic way by examination of evidence. Nevertheless, the Court is 

able to evaluate the proposals to see if they fit within the general framework and therefore 

the level of intervention required by the Court is minimal. 

[21 O] In doing so, in examining the most appropriate way in which the Objectives could 

be achieved, the Court can rely of course, on the significant number of decisions on this 
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point and the other plans that have been adopted throughout New Zealand. 3 I also 

consider that it can have regard to the fact that parties represent wide aspects of the 

public interest and that these are parties that have been involved in the process over a 

number of plans, i.e., F&B. 

[211] In the end, I do not consider that the words "most appropriate" can require some 

form of general investigation by the Court into the best method of achieving an outcome 

where it is not either part of the proposed policy statement or within the scope of an 

appeal.4 

[212] Furthermore, it is difficult for the Court to become involved in the details of word 

drafting, when it is being asked to endorse a consent agreement. Even in contested 

hearings, the Court generally relies on the parties to finalise the wording and resolves in 

areas of dispute. 

[213] This Determination, under s 32(1 )(a)(b) of the Act, has examined the various 

provisions, objectives and policies and evaluated them in relation to provisions the 

Decisions version. It has dealt with them at some level of detail given the significance of 

these matters. On the other hand, it is also important that the Court has regard to the 

provisions of the Act and the various national policy statements in evaluating these 

provisions.5 

[214] Under s 32(2) of the Act, the Court is required to identify and assess the benefits 

and costs of the various economic, social and cultural effects anticipated. This is 

particularly difficult to do at any level of detail given that the parties have reached an 

agreement. I consider this provision can properly be met on a determination, where the 

Court is satisfied that the questions of benefits and costs have been taken into account 

and evaluated by the parties. 

[215] In this case, I have a great deal of confidence on costs and benefits given the 

3 See for example Rational Transport Society Incorporated v New Zealand Transport Agency [2012] NZRMA 

298, where Gendall J found that "most appropriate" means most "suitable" and not the most "superior''. 

4 The Court seeks to obtain the optimum planning solution within the scope of the appeal before it. See 

Briggs v Christchurch City Council C 45108, 24 April 2008. 

5 The evaluation of a policy, rule, or other method should be done by considering all the applicable provisions 

of the Act: See Gunbie v Rodney District Council A143106, 14 November 2006. 
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recognition in various provisions of the tension between the need to protect s 6 matters, 

while at the same time provide for appropriate development. These tensions are implicit 

within the Act and the Court must rely, to some extent, on the authority and the other 

parties to identify this in the appropriate method. 

[216] Overall, it is my view that the greater clarity of these provisions is likely to have a 

beneficial effect in terms of overall impact, given that it enables greater certainty and 

therefore all parties to proceed without the uncertainty and costs that would follow from 

a more generalized plan wording. 

[217] In relation to s 32(2)(c) of the Act, I consider that the risk of not adopting these 

provisions is that the WRCPS would then lack clarity and certainty. Overall, I consider 

that the parties are agreed that the changes would be beneficial and lead to greater 

certainty in terms of the plan. Therefore, I consider that one of the risks I must assess if 

refusing to issue a determination in circumstances where that delay in itself, may 

constituted a risk to the environment and to the sustainable management that the Act is 

seeking to achieve. 

[218] Overall, the question of the relevance of this, must be seen in the context of 

s 32AA. The evaluation is one that this Court must undertake in the context of this 

application for Determination of the matter by consent. I conclude that this Determination 

would therefore constitute the evaluation report under s 32AA(v) of the Act. I keep in 

mind that the Court must adopt a pragmatic approach to these matters, given that it has 

over the years issued consent orders in respect of policy statement resolution. I do not 

consider it was the intention of the statute to prevent this occurring in the future. 

[219] Furthermore, I am satisfied that the parties appear to have approached this matter 

in a responsible and practical manner and it appears to me that the balance achieved is 

one that represents the various interests of the parties. 

Outcome 

[220] I have therefore concluded that in terms of my duty under the Act, that the Court 

has a discretion to make a Determination granting these provisions. The provisions of 

the Act and policy statements have been largely met. To the extent that there may be 

differences of drafting or interpretation and those are matters on which I cannot reach a 
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conclusion on the evidence, I am not required to do so for the purposes of this decision. 

[221] Accordingly, I am satisfied that the provisions attached in Appendix A are the 

most appropriate provisions in all the circumstances and are endorsed by the Court. 

[222] I therefore, direct that the Council is to make the changes as soon as practicable 

to the WRCPS for finalisation. 

[223] No party has sought costs and I make no order as to costs. 

[224] I commend the parties on their practical approach to this matter and on the clarity 

of the provisions that have been achieved. 

For the Court: 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Role of the Regional Policy Statement - Its Scope and 
Effect 

The role of the Regional Policy Statement (RPS) is to promote the sustainable 
management of the natural and physical resources of the West Coast. It does this by: 

■ Providing an overview of the resource management issues of the region; and 

■ Identifying policies and methods to achieve integrated management of the West 
Coast's natural and physical resources. 

The RPS is the vehicle for identifying and dealing with the significant resource 
management issues on the West Coast. It takes account of all those issues relating to 
resources such as land, water, infrastructure, and the coastal environment that are of 
importance to the region, and puts in place policies and methods to achieve the 
integrated management of those resources. 

The RPS has an important role in setting the oyerall direction for the management of 
natural and physical resources and the environment of the West Coast. Although the RPS 
does not contain rules to regulate activities, the West Coast Regional Council (WCRC) and 
the District Councils of the region are required to give effect to this document when 
preparing or changing regional or district plans (which may contain such rules). In 
addition, the WCRC and the Territorial Authorities are required to " ... have regard to" 
relevant objectives and policies in the RPS when considering an application for a resource 
consent (section 104(1) of the Resource Management Act (RMA). 

The Regional Council must have a RPS in place at all times - this will be the West Coast's 
second one. The RMA prescribes what the RPS must cover (section 62) and the 
responsibilities of regional and district councils (sections 30 and 31). 

1.2 Regional Policy Statement Guiding Principles 

The WCRC has developed this RPS using the following principles. They provide strategic 
direction on what is important to the communities of the West Coast. 

PEOPLE 

People are at the heart of this Regional Policy Statement. All district and regional plans 
should have regard to people and communities and their need for a healthy environment, 
well managed infrastructure, employment, business opportunities and education for their 
wellbeing and long-term economic success. 

ECONOMY AND ENVIRONMENT 

The RPS seeks to give due consideration to economic and environmental factors in 
resource management decision-making. It recognises that a healthy West Coast economy 
needs a healthy environment. This RPS is enabling, balancing improving the economy 
and using our resources wisely, with managing and investing in the environment to 
achieve our future aspirations for improvement throughout the West Coast. 

EFFECTIVENESS 

The Regional Council believes that environmental regulation needs to be clear and simple 
with quick processes. It recognises that solutions must be affordable, fit for purpose and 
achieve the objectives. The policy instruments used should match the resource 
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management issues and opportunities identified. In line with affordability this avoids 
unnecessary compliance costs. 

ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT 

The management of the natural and physical resources of the West Coast is a complex 
task as the environment, resources and systems are dynamic. Understanding of these 
also changes over time. The management regime is therefore adaptive and able to 
respond to change as required in order to achieve sustainable resource management. 

AFFORDABILITY 

There may be circumstances where current resource management practices may have to 
change over time in order for these resources to be managed sustainably. Where these 
changes may impose a significant financial burden, or a practical solution is not currently 
available, a reasonable time is to be allowed for desired environmental outcomes to be 
achieved. This is to take into account the need for change and the costs and effects of 
not acting, or not acting quickly. 

1.3 Statutory and Planning Framework 

1,3,1 POLICIES, PLANS AND OTHER INSTRUMENTS 

The RPS is the key document for identifying issues related to the development, use and 
protection of natural and physical resources on the West Coast and establishing a 
management framework for dealing with them. It is, however, only part of a broader 
policy and planning framework under the RMA. The RMA provides for a hierarchy of 
resource management policy statements and plans related to the three levels of 
government - central, regional and district. 

At the national level, the main statutory instruments include: 

National environmental standards - Regulations made by Order in Council on the 
recommendation of the Minister for the Environment, to prescribe technical standards 
relating to the use, development and protection of natural and physical resources. 
National standards override existing provisions in plans that require a lesser standard. 

National policy statements - Issued on recommendation by the Minister for the 
Environment, they state policy on matters of national significance relevant to achieving 
the purpose of the RMA. Regional and district-level planning documents prepared under 
the RMA must give effect to these. 

New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement - Prepared and issued by the Minister of 
Conservation, .it states policies for achieving the purpose of the RMA in relation to the 
coastal environment of New Zealand. Regional and district-level planning documents 
prepared under the RMA must give effect to the NZCPS. 

Water conservation orders - Issued on the recommendation of the Minister for the 
Environment and made by Order in Council to recognise and sustain outstanding amenity 
or intrinsic values associated with a waterbody that warrants protection. The RPS must 
not be inconsistent with these. 

At the regional or district level, the main statutory instruments include: 

Regional policy statements - Prepared by regional councils to achieve the purpose of 
the RMA by providing an overview of the significant resource management issues for the 
region, and the policies and methods to achieve integrated management. 

Regional coastal plan - Prepared by regional councils these are intended to assist the 
regional council, in conjunction with the Minister of Conservation, to manage the coastal 
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marine area where each has specific functional responsibilities. The coastal marine area 
generally encompasses the foreshore, coastal water, and the air space above the water, 
between mean high water springs and the outer limits of the territorial sea. Regional 
coastal plans may contain rules to control activities and effects. 

Regional plans - Prepared by regional councils to assist them in carrying out their 
functions under the RMA, they must give effect to the RPS. Regional plans are optional 
and may contain rules to control activities and effects. 

District plans - Prepared by district councils these plans assist them in carrying out 
their specific functional responsibilities under the RMA, particularly those relating to 
controlling the effects of land use and subdivision, and the provision of associated public 
works and utilities. District plans may contain rules to control activities and effects. The 
RMA requires that district plans must "give effect" to the Regional Policy Statement of a 
region and must "not be inconsistent with" regional plans. 

Resource consents - Required either from a regional or district council (or both) to 
carry out activities that would otherwise contravene the restrictions in the RMA on the 
use and development of natural and physical resources. Under section 104(1) of the 
RMA, a consent authority considering a resource consent must have regard to any 
relevant regional policy statement. 

Resouroe Management Ac.t 

National f>olicy 
Statements 

Environmental 
Standards and 

Regulations 

New Zealand 
Coastal Polley 

Statement 

Regic;mal Policy 
Statemf'.!nt 

Resource consent~ 

Figure 1: Regulatory Framework 

Duties in relation to Maori 

Water Conservation 
Orders 

Other Management 
Plans 

lwi Plans 

. CDEM Group Plan 

Regional Transport 
Plan 

Plans of adjacent 
council~ 

The RMA recognises that the Principles of the Treaty of Waitangi are an integral part of 
promoting the sustainable management of natural and physical resources. Section 61 of 
the RMA requires that regional policy statements must be prepared in accordance with 
Part 2 matters, including the Treaty of Waitangi principles, and recognising and providing 
for the culture and traditions of Maori in the region, and their relationship with their 
ancestral lands, water, sites wahi tapu and other taonga. Section 62 of the RMA requires 
a RPS to state the resource management issues of significance to iwi authorities in the 
region. Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu is the iwi authority for the entire West Coast region. 
Poutini Ngai Tahu are the tangata whenua of Te Tai o Poutini (the West Coast). Under 
section 9 of the Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu Act 1996 the two papatipu runanga who 
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represent the tangata whenua interests of Poutini Ngai Tahu on the West Coast are Te 
Runanga o Ngati Waewae and Te Runanga o Makaawhio. 

Section 220 of the Ngai Tahu Claims Settlement Act 1998 recognises the mana held by 
Ngai Tahu in relation to specific sites and resources, known as Statutory 
Acknowledgement Areas. These are acknowledgements by the Crown of the special 
relationships that Ngai Tahu have with the Areas for cultural, spiritual, historical, and 
traditional reasons. On the West Coast the Statutory Acknowledgement Areas are: Okari 
Lagoon, Taramakau River, Kotukuwhakaoka (Lake Brunner/Moana), Lake Kaniere, 
Pouerua-hapua (Saltwater Lagoon), Okarito Lagoon, Makaawhio (Jacob's River), 
Karangarua Lagoon, and Lake Paringa. The West Coast Councils will consider Te 
Runanga o Ngai Tahu and the respective papatipu runanga to be affected parties where 
resource use may adversely affect Statutory Acknowledgement Areas. 

1.3.2 FUNCTIONS AND POWERS 

To give effect to the purpose and principles of the RMA, central government, regional 
and district councils have specific functions, powers and duties. 

Regional and district councils have been given primary responsibilities for the 
management of natural and physical resources within their areas, subject to the 
requirements of central government as exercised through the instruments available under 
the RMA or through other legislation (such as the Local Government Act 2002 or Civil 
Defence Emergency Management Act 2002). 

Under section 30 of the RMA, the WCRC is responsible for the control of: 

■ Water, air, and land (for the purpose of soil conservation, water management, 
natural hazards avoidance and mitigation and hazardous substances 
management); aoo 

■ The maintenance and enhancement of ecosystems in waterbodies and coastal 
water: 

■ The investigation of land for the purposes of identifying and monitoring 
contaminated land; 

■ The coastal marine area (in conjunction with the Minister of Conservation); 

■ The discharge of contaminants into the environment; 

■ River and lake beds; aflEI-

■ The establishmentL aflEI- implementation and review of objectives, policies and 
methods for maintaining indigenous biodi·,ersity biological diversity; and, 

■ The strategic integration of infrastructure with land use through objectives, policies 
and methods. 

Under section 31 of the RMA, the three district councils are responsible, in relation to 
their district, for the preparation of objectives and policies for the: 

■ Integrated management of the effects of land use; 

■ Control of the effects of land use, including responsibility for the: 

avoidance and mitigation of natural hazards; 

■ 

■ 

use, disposal or transportation of hazardous substances; 

prevention and mitigation of the adverse effects of the use of contaminated 
land; aoo 
the-maintenance of indigenous biodi't'ersity biological diversity: 

Control of the emission of noise; and, 

Control of activities on the surface of water in rivers and lakes. 
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Under section 30(1)(a) of the RMA, the WCRC Is further responsible for preparing 
objectives, policies and methods to achieve Integrated management of the natural and 
physical resources of the region and for preparing objectives and policies in relation to 
any actual or potential effects of the use, development, and protection of any land which 
is of significance. The RPS has been developed to give effect to this responsibility. 

1.3.3 STATEMENT OF REGIONAL AND DISTRICT COUNOL RESPONSIBILITIES 

The RPS must state the local authority responsible for specifying the objectives, policies 
and methods for the control of the use of land -

• To avoid or mitigate natural hazards or any group of natural hazards; and 

• To maintain indigenous biological diversity 

This RPS has identified the management of Indigenous biological diversity and natural 
hazards anel ineli§eno1:1s biolo§ieal Eli'leFSity as significant resource management issues for 
the West Coast and consequently addresses the roles and responsibilities within Chapters 
7, 81 9, and 11.,_ aAEl-7 respectively. 

1.4 User Guide to the RPS 

Part A (this part) contains the introduction. This includes the purpose and the key 
principles of the RPS and an overview of the RMA which provides the statutory 
framework relevant to the implementation of objectives, policies and methods In the RPS. 

Part B contains the significant resource management issues for the West Coast, lnduding 
the issues of significance to Poutinl Ngai Tahu. It pFO't'ides a Sl:!fflfflary lists-ef these 
issues in Chapters 3-11 and sets out explains how the objectives, policies, methods and 
anticipated environmental results rela~ to them. This includes the objectives, policies 
and methods to take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi and for 
recognising and providing for the relationship of Maori with ancestral lands, water, sites, 
wahi tapu and other taonga. Chapter 3 provisions must be read together with all other 
relevant chapters. 

To assist tl=le reader in locatin§ all relevant policies, related policies (fer mcamplc where 
policies in sei,reral chapteFS arc releiraAt te a preposeel acti'llty) arc cress rcfereAceEI In 
ChapteFS 3 11. 

The RPS must be read as a whole. If a matter relates to more than one chapter, then the 
relevant objectives and policies In those chapters must be read together. For example, 
municipal sewage effluent discharges Into coastal water will Involve the consideration of 
Chapter 3: Resource Management issues of Significance to Poutini Ngai Tahu, and 
Chapter 9: Coastal Environment. Flood protection walls along rivers will involve the 
consjderatjon of Chapter 3: Resource Management issues of Significance to Poutinl Ngai 
Tahu, Chapter 6: Regionally Significant Infrastructure (for Rating District stopbanks), 
Chapter 8: Land and Water. and Chapter 10: Natural Hazards. 

Part C sets out the administrative procedures relating to the implementation of the RPS. 
They include the processes that the WCRC will use to promote integrated management 
and deal with issues that cross local authority boundaries, and the procedures to monitor 
the effectiveness of the RPS and for its review. 

Glossary - To assist readers in using the RPS, a glossary has been prepared and is 
located at the back of this document. 
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Part B 
Significant resource management issues for the 
West Coast 
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2. Summary of sSignificant Resource 
Management Issues for the West Coast 

This Chapter summaFises brings together all the significant resource management issues 
for the West Coast region, including resource management issues of significance to 
Poutini Ngai Tahu, and explains the RMA planning framework of objectives, policies and 
methods of implementation. These issues aFe summmised listed in Table i 1, af!EJ are 
taken directly from Chapters 3-11 of this RPS. 

Table 2-1: List Summary of the :,~ignificant resource management issues for the West 
Coast 

Issues 

Significant 
1. Expression of rangitiratanga through active Involvement in resource 

issues for 
management decision-making. 

Poutini Ngai 2. The need for integrated environmental management of and between all 
Tahu resources, reflecting ki uta ki tai. 

3. It is important to Poutini Ngai Tahu that the life-supporting capacity of 
the environment is safeguarded, and this capacity is restored where it 
has been impaired by use and development of resources. 

4. The need to use resources, including mahinga kai resources, to sustain 
the community. 

5. The obligation to protect wahi tapu and other taonga for future 
generations. 

6. The wise and efficient allocation and use of non-mineral resources 
within their capacity to regenerate themselves, and having regard to the 
effects of the use. 

Resilient and 
1. The West Coast is at risk of experiencing population decline. It is critical 

that our planning documents address this risk by enabling the 
Sustainable appropriate use and development of natural and physical resources 
Communities whilst promoting their sustainable management. 

·2. West Coast industries are traditionally susceptible to fluctuating cycles 
and global commodity prices which can affect the social and economic 
wellbeing of our communities. Councils' management of natural and 
physical resources needs to contribute, where possible, to making our 
communities more resilient and sustainable in the long term. This 
includes ensuring that communities retain their sense of place, identity, 
heritage and amenity values. 

3. The implementation of the RMA by local authorities can, support 
economic growth and creation of employment in the region; whilst also 
avoidino. remedving or mitigating any associated adverse effects. 

Use and 
1. Recognising the central role of resource use and development on the 

Development 
West Coast. 

2. Managing the conflicts arising from the use, a-Ra development and 
orotection of natural and ohvsical resources. 

1. Reee§AisiA§ tl=le eeAefits ef, aAel 13FB't'ieliA§ feF, Ute estal:llishmeAt aAel 
Regionally eeAtiAueel e13e@tieA ef: Fe§ieAally aAel AatieAally si§AifieaAt iAFFastFtietl:tre 
Significant 13artieulaFly wl=lere it cFOsses elistrict andfeF Fe§ienal 13etiAelaFies. 
Infrastructure 

!,_ Resilient RSI is essential for the social, eginomii;; and !;;!Jltycal W!llltleing 
of the West Coast. 

Z. Strateoically integrating infrastructure and land use. 

1. The RMA FCQUiFeS eetiAcils ta pro•tiele pfOl:ectiBA ts signifieant Bieeli•tersity aAel iAdi§cnetis 't'e§etatien aAel Si§AificaAt l=labitats ef ineligCAOUS fauAa. 
Lanelsca13es WheFe tl=lose areas are lecareel on 13ri>,•ate land, Uiat can 13e ef eeAceFA 

ta affecteel lanel ewAeFS. 
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Ecosystems and 
indigenous 
biological 
diversity 

Natural 
Character 

Natural 
Landscapes and 
Features 

Land and Water 

Coastal 
Environment 

Air Quality 

1.. Activities which contribute to people's wellbeing may adversely affect 
indigenous biological diversity. 

2. IR tl=te ceRteld: of tl=te eurr-eRt abundance of iRdigeRous vegetatioR, much 
of which is OR land managed 13/1 tl=te De13artmeRt of CoRservatien, a 
CFoss agency approach to maRagemeRt, iRcluding both regulater,1 aREI 
Ron reg1:Jlatory measures, is FCEJUired. 

2.,_ In the context of extensive indigenous vegetation and habitats, much of 
which is on land managed by the Department of Conservation, an 
integrated management approach is reguired. 

3.The relati1,'ely uRmodified en,1iF0nment of the 'Nest Coast l3f811ides a 
•,,'ealth of sigRificant indigenous vegetation, sigRificaRt l=tabitats of 
ineli§enous fauna, outstanding natl:1@1 features and Ratu@I landscapes, 
and areas with outstanding natural cl=ta@eter. While these areas must 
be 13f8tected, it is 13ossible to carefully maRage them in a way tl=tat 
enables a1313ropriate future employment, regional growtl=t and 
de•1elo13ment. 

3. Councils, and Poutini Ngai Tahu need to work together to identify 
opportunities to recognise and provide for Poutini Ngai Tahu culture and 
traditions in relation to the use and protection of indigenous biodi1,'ersity 
bioloalcal diversitv under the RMA to the extent oracticablv oossible. 

1.. Activities which contribute to people's wellbeing may adversely affect 
the natural character of the region's wetlands. and lakes and rivers and 
their maroins. 

1,_ Activities which contribute to people's wellbeing may adversely affect 
outstanding natural features and outstanding natural landscapes. 

1. Managing adverse effects on water quality arising from point source and 
diffuse source discharges to waterbodies from activities on land. 

2. Potential overuse of water resources can occur in certain areas during 
drier seasons. 

3. Activities may adversely affect the significant values of wetlands and 
outstanding freshwater bodies. 

4. 3-; Integrating the management of subdivision, use and development 
activities on land with the ootential effects on water aualitv. 

1-. The NlCPS FCEJUires tl=te a'f'oidaRce ef ad•,ierse effects on certain 
ineli§enous coastal biodiversity, and outstaAding natural character and 
landsca13es in the ceastal eA','iFOAmeAt. These areas are wieles13read OR 
tl=te West Ceast as it has a relati1,'el'1 large proportion of unmodified 
coastal enviroAmeAt. Ho•,•,·cver, tl=tere is also a need to enable 
appropriate future employmeAt, growtl=t aAd de1,'elopment, to 13ro1t'ide 
f-Or tl=te R<!gioA's eceRomic, social and cultural wellbeing. 

1. Protecting the values of the coastal environment whilst enabling 
sustainable use and development, to provide for the region's economic. 
social and cultural wellbeing. 

2. Enabling appropriate subdivision, use, and development of the coastal 
environment while reducing the risk of harm to people, property, and 
infrastructure from natural hazards in the coastal environment. 

1. In urban areas during winter time, emissions of particulate matter can 
potentially affect people's health. It is critical that people are able to 
keep warm in their homes while winter time particulate matter 
emissions are reduced to meet the NESAQ. 

2. Allowing point source discharges to air while managing adverse effects 
of those discharaes on air aualitv and other values. 
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Natural Hazards 
1. Natural hazards, particularly flooding and earthquake, have the 

potential to create significant risk to human life, property, community 
and economic wellbeing on the West Coast. 

2. Increasing public awareness of, and planning for, natural hazards is 
required for communities to become more resilient. 

3. Subdivision use and develooment can contribute to natural hazard risk. 

9 

Fer-e.!;ach of tAese the resource management topic chapters (3-11) issues, tl~e RPS sets 
out: 

• The background to the issues; 

• The objectives to be achieved in response to the issues: 

• The policies tl=tat will meet tl'iose to achieve each objectives (and an explanation of 
those policies); 

• The principal reasons for adopting the objectives, policies and methods of 
implementation; and 

• The environmental results anticipated from the implementation of those policies 
and objectives. 

In formulating the objectives, policies and methods of this RPS the WCRC has recognised 
the fundamental purpose of the RMA, to promote the sustainable management of the 
natural and physical resources of the region. In preparing this RPS, Council recognises 
the role of resource use and development, as well as protection, in the West Coast region 
and their contribution to enabling people and communities to provide for their economic, 
social and cultural wellbeing, while at the same time ensuring that any adverse effects on 
the environment are avoided, remedied or mitigated. 

For each of the Regionally Significant Issues identified, the objectives, policies and 
methods have been developed as a generally high level principles approach. Much of the 
specific detail relating to their implementation is included within the regional and district 
plans. 

The significant resource management issues may address the use, development or 
protection of resources depending on the focus or relevance to the West Coast of the 
issue in question. The objectives, policies and methods which follow the issues then 
establish the framework for its sustainable management. 

The objectives have been formulated to focus on the long-term outcomes for the region 
sought iA relatioA to tl'ic issues identified. These are high level goals to be aimed for. The 
WCRC recognises that some of these objectives may not be fully achieved over the life of 
this RPS. However, the objectives do establish an overall outcome that is to be worked 
towards. 

Policies are statements of a general course of action in working towards the achievement 
of the objectives. They may deal with resource use, development or protection, or all of 
these. Some policies in the RPS are broad in their application, reflecting the high level 
principles approach adopted, while others are more specific. All policies (and related 
objectives and methods) when read as a whole are designed to promote the sustainable 
management of resources. 

The methods of implementation listed in the RPS are the specific actions to implement 
the policies. 

Issues, objectives, policies or methods in this RPS may refer to avoiding, remedying or 
mitigating adverse effects on the environment. The Council considers that in carrying out 
its functions under the RMA, it must consider any adverse effects of activities on the 
environment, including minor effects, in line with the requirements of section 5(2)(a), (b) 
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and (c). However, adverse effects will be addressed by the Council in different ways to 
reflect the different nature and scale of effects. It may not always be possible or 
necessary to completely avoid, remedy or mitigate all adverse effects. Some effects will 
be so small as to be insignificant or inconsequential and can be ignored. other effects 
may be more than minor but may not be able to be avoided, remedied or mitigated fully, 
and positive effects and benefits may outweigh any adverse effects. In some instances, it 
may be acceptable to allow residual effects to be addressed by biodiversity offset or 
environmental compensation proposals which provide an environmental benefit outside 
the application site. The degree and significance of effects, including the potential for 
cumulative effects, will need to be considered in the circumstances of each case, and 
assessed against the relevant RPS and plan provisions. 

Other matters 

The RMA, through sections 6 and 7, sets out a number of matters of national importance 
(section 6) that must be recognised and provided for, as well as having particular regard 
to other provisions (section 7). Not all of these are considered to be regionally significant 
issues for the West Coast.i. and thercfeFe do not warront hm•ing specific objecti11Cs and 
policies 't't'ithin this RPS. Hhowever, where relevant they are recognised, provided for and 
given regard to as necessary to achieve the RMA and ensure integrated management of 
natural and physical resources in the region. gcnerolly throughout this document, 
fB,egional and district plans provide more specific provisions to address these matters 
where required. and in the resource consenting process. 
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3. Resource Management Issues of Significance 
to Poutini Ngai Tahu 

POUTINI NGAI TAHU AND THE MANAGEMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

There is a distinctive cultural context to the way that Poutini Ngai Tahu think about and 
respond to resource management issues in their takiwa. This cultural context is a 
reflection of: 

■ The connection between the natural world and Poutini Ngai Tahu through 
whakapapa, where people are descended from Papatuanuku, the ancestral earth 
mother and Ranglnui the ancestral sky father. 

■ A body of knowledge about the land, water and resources that was developed over 
generations of collective Poutini Ngai Tahu experience in Te Waipounamu; 

■ The relationship between tangata whenua and the environment, and a worldview 
that sees people as part of the world around them and not masters of it; 

■ An understanding that the care of natural resources is an act of whanaungatanga 
( caring for the family) which recognises that people are dependent on resources 
and have reciprocal obligations to care for, conserve and protect them.-; and 

■ The desire to protect key cultural values such as mauri and mahinga kai that are 
critical to identity, sense of place and cultural well-being. 

A brief overview of key values, principles and practices is provided here: 

1. Kaitiakitanga 

Traditionally, kaitiaki were the non-human guardians of the environment (e.g. birds, 
animals, fish and reptiles) which, in effect, communicated the relative health and vitality 
of their respective environments to local tohunga and rangatira. who were responsible for 
interpreting the 'signs' and making decisions accordingly. Poutini Ngai Tahu consider 
kaitiakitanga as a much wider cultural concept than pure guardianship. To Poutini Ngai 
Tahu, kaitiakitanga entails an active exercise of responsibility in a manner beneficial to 
the resource. Kaitiaki, the people who practice kaitiakitanga, do so because they hold the 
authority and responsibility to do so. To Poutini Ngai Tahu, kaitiakitanga is not a passive 
custodianship and they are required to play an active kaitiaki role in the day to day 
management of natural resources. 

Section 7(a) of the RMA requires the Council to have particular regard to kaitiakitanga. 
The outcomes of kaitiakitanga are likely to include the management of natural resources 
in a way that ensures that all taonga (which includes all natural resources) are available 
for future generations. 

2. Rangatiratanga 

Rangatiratanga involves having the mana or authority to exercise the relationship of 
Poutini Ngai Tahu and their culture and traditions with the natural world. Article II of the 
Treaty of Waitangi and sections 6(e) and 8 of the RMA are concerned with this same 
relationship. 

Traditionally, rangatiratanga incorporates the right to make, alter and enforce decisions 
pertaining to how a resource is to be used and managed, and by whom. Today, it is 
similar to the functions of the WCRC and is expressed through the relationship between 
Poutini Ngai Tahu and the Council. A practical expression of rangatiratanga is the active 
involvement of Poutini Ngai Tahu in resource management decision-making processes. 
The Regional Council has long recognised the need to consult with Poutini Ngai Tahu -
and to provide opportunities for their active involvement in resource management 
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processes. The two rOnanga have been invited to appoint members to the Council's 
Resource Management Committee and this arrangement has worked well for many years. 
Poutini Ngai Tahu will continue to have a voice in all resource management decision 
making. 

3. Mauri 

For Poutini Ngai Tahu, mauri is the life force that comes from wairua - the spirit, or 
source of existence and all life. Mauri is the life force in the physical world. As a life 
principle, mauri implies health and spirit. In the environment, mauri can be us~ to 
describe the intrinsic values of all resources and of the total ecosystem. In the natural 
environment, mauri is of paramount importance to the wellbeing of the people. Mauri can 
be harmed by the actions of humans but is unaffected by natural processes such as 
natural disasters. 

The preservation of the mauri of all natural resources is paramount to Poutini Ngai Tahu 
to ensure that natural and physical resources may be used sustainably by present and 
future generations. The overall purpose of resource management for Poutini Ngai Tahu is 
the maintenance of the mauri of natural and physical resources, and to enhance mauri 
where it has been degraded. 

There are indicators within the environment, both physical and spiritual, that Poutini Ngai 
Tahu use to measure mauri. These include the presence of healthy mahinga kai and 
healthy flora and fauna, the presence of resources fit for cultural use, and the aesthetic 
qualities of resources such as the visibility of important landmarks. Spiritual indicators are 
those from the atua (gods), which can take many forms and are recalled in the korero 
pur□kau (stories) of whanau and hap□. 

4. Mahinga kai 

Mahinga kai refers to Poutini Ngai Tahu cultural values in association with food and other 
natural resources and includes such resources as those used for weaving, carving, and 
rongoa Maori or Maori medicine. It also includes the places where such resources are 
gathered such as rivers and coastal waters. The term mahinga kai encompasses social 
and educational elements as well as the process of gathering cultural materials/natural 
resources. It includes the way such resources are gathered, the place where they are 
gathered from, and the actual resource itself. 

5. Ki Uta Ki Tai 

The principle of Ki Uta Ki Tai (''the mountains to the sea'') reflects the holistic nature of 
traditional resource management, particularly the interdependent nature and function of 
the various elements of the environment within a catchment. This principle requires an 
integrated management approach across the land and water boundary. 

6. Wahi tapu 

Wahi tapu are places of particular significance that have been imbued with an element of 
sacredness or restriction (tapu) following a certain event or circumstance. Wahi tapu sites 
are treated according to tikanga and kawa that seek to ensure that the tapu nature of 
those sites is respected. Wahi tapu include kOiwi (human remains), urupa (burial sites), 
waiwhakaheke t□papaku (water burial sites), historic pa, buried whakairo (carvings) 
tuhituhi o nehera (archaeological and rock art sites), tohu ("markers" such as landmarks, 
mountains, mountain ranges, and some trees), ana (caves), and tauranga waka (canoe 
landing sites). 

7.Taonga 

All natural resources - air, land, water and indigenous biodi¥ersity biological diversity are 
taonga. Taonga are treasures, things highly prized and important to Poutini Ngai Tahu, 
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derived from the Atua (Gods) and left by the tTpuna (ancestors) to provide and sustain 
life. Taonga include sites and resources such as wahi tapu, tauranga waka, and mahinga 
mataitai, other sites for gathering food and cultural resources, tribally significant 
landforms, and features. The term cultural landscapes is an inclusive expression for 
taonga sites and areas. 

Pounamu is a taonga of utmost importance to Poutini Ngai Tahu/Ngai Tahu culture and 
tradition, and the two papatipu runanga have each prepared a pounamu management 
plan to manage appropriate use and protection of pounamu. Councils must have regard 
to these management plans when preparing regional and district plans, and when 
considering resource use activities that might affect pounamu resources. 

The significant resource management issues for Poutini Ngai Tahu on the West 
Coast are: 

1. Expression of rangitiratanga through active involvement in resource management 
decision-ma king. 

2. The need for integrated environmental management of and between all resources, 
reflecting ki uta ki tai. 

3. It is important to Poutini Ngai Tahu that the life-supporting capacity of the 
environment is safeguarded, and this capacity is restored where it has been 
impaired by use and development of resources. 

4. The need to use resources, Including mahinga kai resources, to sustain the 
community. 

5. The obligation to protect wahi tapu and other taonga for future generations. 

6. The wise and efficient allocation and use of non-mineral resources within their 
capacity to regenerate, having regard to the effects of the use. 

Note: Some of these issues are dealt with in other chapters of this RPS. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. To take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi in the exercise of 
functions and powers under the RMA. 

2. Recognise and provide for the relationship of Poutini Ngai Tahu and their culture 
and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, wahi tapu, and other taonga 
within the West Coast Region. 

POLICIES 

1. Acting cooperatively and in good faith, the Regional and District Councils will 
continue to provide opportunities for active involvement of tangata whenua in 
resource management processes under the RMA. 

2. In consultation with Poutini Ngai Tahu, provide for the protection of ancestral land, 
wahi tapu, water, sites, and other taonga from the adverse effects of activities, in 
a manner which is consistent with the purpose of the RMA. 

3. The special relationship that Poutini Ngai Tahu have with te taiao (the 
environment), and their economic, cultural, and spiritual values, including their role 
as kaitiaki, will be given particular consideration in resource management decisions 
and practices. 

4. The aspirations of Poutini Ngai Tahu concerning the development of papakainga 
housing on Poutini Ngai Tahu land will be recognised and supported. 
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EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 

Policy 1 is intended to reflect Treaty principles and gives effect to section 8 of the RMA. 
The term "principles of the Treaty of Waitangi" originates from the Treaty of Waitangi Act 
1975. The Court of Appeal has emphasised that it is the principles of the Treaty which 
are to be applied, not the literal words. The Privy Council characterised the Treaty 
principles as a dynamic force in that they reflect the intent of the Treaty as a whole and 
include, but are not confined to, the express terms of the Treaty. In this context the 
Regional and District Councils' responsibilities are to take into account the principles of 
the Treaty as defined by the Act and clar!fied by the courts. 

The ways in which active involvement should be provided will need to be determined in 
consultation between the Councils and Poutini Ngai Tahu. As well as consultation on 
specific matters, active involvement could be implemented by methods including, but not 
limited to, information sharing, development of Mana Whakahono a Rohe iwi participation 
arrangements or other relationship agreements, support for Poutini Ngai Tahu 
environmental initiatives, and representation on hearing panels. 

The Regional and District Councils will endeavour to: 

a) Ensure that their understanding of the interpretation of the principles of the Treaty 
is consistent with the current interpretation of the Courts; 

b) Take into account the following principles: 

■ act reasonably and in good faith; 

■ make informed decisions; 

■ consider whether active steps are needed to protect Maori interests; 

■ not take actions which would prevent the redress of claims; and 

■ recognise that the government must be able to govern. 

Policy 2 gives effect to section 6(e) of the RMA by recognising that some resources, 
places or things are of special significance to Maori. These include wahi tapu sites, 
archaeological sites, other historic sites or places and natural landscapes or features of 
cultural or traditional importance to Maori. Natural landscapes may have cultural values 
such as pa, kainga, ara tawhito (traditional trails), pounamu, mahinga kai, and wahi 
ingoa (place names). The traditions of Ngai Tahu tupuna (ancestors) are embedded in 
the landscape. The policies aim to protect such sites and values from the adverse effects 
of resource use and development as far as is practicable. 

Policy 3: Policy 3 gives effect to section 6(e) of the RMA, and also to Section 7(a), which 
requires that particular regard be given to kaitiakitanga. The role of Poutini Ngai Tahu as 
kaitiaki is an integral part of the special relationship Poutini Ngai Tahu have with their 
land, and all living things. Poutini Ngai Tahu already have input into identifying and 
assessing adverse effects on their economic, cultural, and spiritual values through RMA 
planning and consent processes. Further consultation may be undertaken in the future 
between the Regional and District Councils and Poutini Ngai Tahu, about how their 
kaitiakitanga role can be enabled. 

Policy 4 also gives effect to section 6(e) of the RMA by seeking to ensure that tangata 
whenua face no unnecessary barriers in the development of thetl' Poutini Ngai Tahu 
lands. 

RELATEB P8USIES 

Chapter 4 Poliey S 

All other policies in this RPS. 
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APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS ACROSS THE RPS 

The objectives and policies in this chapter of the RPS must be read together with other 
relevant chapters, including Chapter 6, which set out the direction for the sustainable 
management of natural and physical resources in more specific contexts. 

METHODS 

1. Provide for consultation with Poutini Ngai Tahu in a way which is timely, 
practicable, meaningful and continuous as provided by the Te ROnanga o Ngai 
Tahu Act 1996, and in accordance with Poutini Ngai Tahu tikanga. 

2. Councils must consult with Poutini Ngai Tahu about the appropriate form of their 
involvement in: 

a) Plan development, and resource consent processes; 

b) other council RMA decision-making processes; and 

c) Enabling the kaitiakitanga role of Poutini Ngai Tahu. 

3. Recognise Poutini Ngai Tahu initiatives to articulate their resource management 
values and methods through iwi management plans. 

4. Inform affected Poutini Ngal Tahu ROnanga of resource consent applications as 
they are received. 

5. Add conditions to resource consents incorporating iwi protocols to protect ancestral 
lands, water, sites, wahi tapu and other taonga where appropriate to avoid, 
remedy or mitigate adverse effects on iwi values. 

6. In preparing regional and district policies and plans, and when making decisions 
relating to resource consents, have regard to Statutory Acknowledgements Areas; 
and mataitai reserves, and take into account iwi management plans. 

7. District councils must consult with Poutini Ngai Tahu to determine how papakainga 
housing can be provided for in the District Plans. 

PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING THE OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS 

All those exercising functions and powers under the RMA are required by section 8 to 
take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi. These provisions reflect 
current practice which is working well, and will enable the Regional Council to continue to 
carry out its obligation under the RMA to provide for tangata whenua active involvement 
in the management of the region's natural and physical resources and to recognise and 
provide for the relationship of Poutini Ngai Tahu, their culture and traditions with their 
ancestral lands, water, sites, wahi tapu, and other taonga. This is important to sustaining 
Poutini Ngai Tahu identity and wellbeing. 

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

1. Wahi tapu and other taonga are recognised and provided for when managing the 
adverse effects of the use and development of natural and physical resources. 

2. Helping to maintain the relationship of Poutini Ngai Tahu and their culture and 
traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, wahi tapu and other taonga 
within the West Coast Region. 

3. Recognition of the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi, and making resource 
management decisions which take these principles into account. 
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4. Resilient and Sustainable Communities 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 

To plan for the future we must first examine and learn from our past. Prior to European 
settlement and the discovery of gold circa 1864, the West Coast was home to Poutini 
Ngai Tahu. Reciprocity or balanced exchange encompassed all areas of general trade -
timber, pounamu, mahinga kai, art and weaponry, and land access agreements, 
internally and inter-tribally. Post 1864 the West Coast had its economic roots in the 
mining industry - both gold and coal. Timber, fisheries and agriculture also played a big 
role. 

Due to a historical reliance on the export of commodities from the region, our towns and 
communities' populations have fluctuated - dramatically In some cases. When 
employment declines people often move away, and communities can lose their sense of 
identity. Less money is available and· towns and settlements can become run down, 
losing their amenity values. 

To be resilient and sustainable, our communities require a skilled workforce in more 
consistent and reliable employment, a decent household income and local access to 
modern health, education and recreation services. Our regional community cannot grow 
and prosper without new economic development that is driven by infrastructure, 
innovation, capital, international connections and a skilled workforce. Without this, there 
is a very real risk that this region will start to experience population decline and the loss 
of core services. 

The emergence of the dairy and tourism sectors have provided income sources additional 
to the mineral extraction industries. But the future of the region cannot rely on these 
three sectors alone. Further diversification of the West Coast economy is crucial - to 
counteract fluctuations caused by external influences such as the commodities market, 
exchange rates and the needs and wants of our export and tourism markets. The 
dispersed nature of the West Coast means that even small to medium-sized investment 
can have significant positive impacts. The West Coast needs to present itself as an 
attractive place to live, learn, innovate and do business, inviting diversification of the key 
industries and providing alternatives from, and added value to, the cornerstones of the 
traditional earners. Achieving diversification can be assisted by enabling reliable access to 
the natural and physical resources of the region, promoting an availability of quality living 
environments, and ensuring sound, consistent and reliable regulatory processes. 

The high quality living environment on the West Coast is made up of many things that 
our communities value. The long proud history of the West Coast remains visible in the 
numerous historic buildings, places, monuments and landscapes, including our rivers, 
lakes and coastal environments. It is from these resources that a sense of place and 
identity are derived. To ensure our communities prosper, we must protect the significant 
values of these resources as far as practicably possible whilst encouraging opportunities 
for growth and development that do not undermine those values. 

Poor quality regulation and high compliance costs can act as a brake on business growth, 
investment and job creation. Councils need to be mindful of the impact of regulation on 
the economy - good quality regulation can be used to stimulate economic growth. 
Consistency in interpreting and implementing the law has been identified as a desirable 
yet problematic feature of any regulatory environment. Businesses require a reasonable 
degree of certainty to operate with confidence, especially when it comes to larger 
investments. Consistency between Councils with approaches that are timely and effects 
based, and provide both certainty as well as flexibility where it is required, is critically 
important for business confidence. 
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Each of the Councils recognise the importance of economic growth and development for 
their districts and have taken steps, individually and collectively, to raise the profile of 
this through the development of district and regional economic strategies. While this RPS 
does not seek to drive economic development of itself, it can establish the importance of 
developing an enabling RMA framework in our region, within which growth is welcomed, 
by ensuring that the regional and district plans enable development whilst also achieving 
environmental outcomes. 

The significant issues in relation to resilient and sustainable communities on 
the West Coast are: 

1. The West Coast is at risk of experiencing population decline. It is critical that our 
planning documents address this risk by enabling the appropriate use and 
development of natural and physical resources whilst promoting their sustainable 
management. 

2. West Coast industries are traditionally susceptible to fluctuating cycles and global 
commodity prices which can affect the social and economic wellbeing of our 
communities. Councils' management of natural and physical resources needs to 
contribute, where possible, to making our communities more resilient and 
sustainable in the long term. This includes ensuring that communities retain their 
sense of place, identity, heritage and amenity values. 

3. The implementation of the RMA by local authorities can support economic growth 
and creation of employment in the region; whilst also avoiding, remedying or 
mitigating any associated adverse effects. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. To enable sustainable and resilient communities on the West Coast. 

2. This To ensure tl=le region's planning framework enables appropriate existing and 
new economic use, development and employment opportunities while ensuring 
sustainable environmental outcomes are achieved., including tl=lose specified in the 
Anticipated Em·ironmental Results in this RPS . 

. 3. To ensure that the West Coast has physical environments that effectively integrate 
subdivision, use and development with the natural environment, and which have a 
sense of place, identity and a range of lifestyle and employment options. 

4. The significant values of historic heritage are appropriately managed to contribute 
to the economic, social and cultural wellbeing of the West Coast. 

5. To recognise and provide for the relationships of Poutini Ngai Tahu with cultural 
landscapes. 

POLICIES 

1. To sustainably manage the West Coast's natural and physical resources in a way 
that enables a range of existing and new economic activities to occur, including 
activities likely to provide substantial employment that benefits the long term 
sustainability of the region's communities. 

2. Regional and district plans must: 

a) Contain regulation that is the most effective and efficient way of achieving 
resource management objective(s), taking into account the costs, benefits 
and risks; 

b) Be as consistent as possible; 
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c) Be as simple as possible; 

d) Use or support good management practices; 

e) Minimise compliance costs where possible; 

f) Enable subdivision, use and development that gives effect to relevant 
national and regional policy direction; and 

g) Focus on effects and,. where suitable, use performance standards. 

3. To consider the transfer and delegation of regional and district council functions 
(as provided by sections 33 and 34 of the RMA) where it would result in increased 
efficiencies and/or effectiveness in achieving resource management objectives, 
using shared services principles. 

4. To promote: 

a) The sustainable management of urban areas and small settlements, along 
with the maintenance and enhancement of amenity values in these places; 
and 

b) The maintenance and enhancement of public access to and along the 
coastal marine area, lakes and rivers where it contributes to the economic, 
social and cultural wellbeing of people and communities. 

5. Promote the sustainable management of historic heritage, through: 

a) Identification of significant values associated with historic heritage; 

b) Ensuring that subdivision, use and development does not detract from the 
significant values of historic heritage; and 

c) Encouraging the adaptive reuse of historic heritage where appropriate and 
practicable. 

6. Cultural landscapes are appropriately identified, and effects of activities are 
managed in a way that provides for the cultural relationships of Poutini Ngai Tahu. 

EXPLANATION TO THE POUCIES 

The implementation of Policy 1 supports diversification of the economy in order to create 
communities that are both more resilient and sustainable. The importance of managing 
natural and physical resources in a sustainable way is acknowledged, recognising that it 
is through the protection, use or development of those resources that our communities' 
economic and social wellbeing will be provided for in the future. Enabling opportunities 
for a wide range of industries to establish in the region will provide a variety of 
employment options assisting with reducing the potential market fluctuations on 
individual industry sectors. Enabling growth will also provide incentives for businesses to 
develop in the region, as well as encouraging people to reside on the West Coast. 

Policy 2 aims to provide a regulatory framework that promotes diversity, innovation, and 
encourages businesses to invest in the region and grow. The policy seeks to make the 
regional and district plans as 'business friendly' as possible (while still maintaining 
environmental standards). Consistency over like matters is efficient for Councils, 
businesses, developers, communities and individuals. It can lead to smarter shared 
services, and ensuring that regulation is effective and not excessively costly. 

Adopting or supporting good/best practice through other tools such as performance 
standards or codes of practice should avoid regulation from becoming out of date as well 
as promoting ownership of environmental performance and reduce compliance costs. 

Enabling subdivision, use and development in regional and district plans can be achieved 
in a number of ways. Most obviously this is through activity status (for example permitted 
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or controlled activities), but there are other tools such as limited notification of resource 
consent applications and setting out resource consent application information 
requirements. 

Effects of activities should be the focus of plans. This encourages innovation and avoids 
unnecessarily restricting uses and developments that are able to meet environmental 
outcomes. There will be circumstances whereby specific constraints are justified. 
However, plans should provide the ability to innovate and adapt where possible. 

Policy 3 seeks to achieve efficiency and consistency in the management of Council 
functions particularly where one Council may have expertise. 

The implementation of Policy 4@1 incorporates concepts of aesthetically pleasing, 
stimulating and vibrant urban areas and smaller settlements. It also seeks to promote a 
range of amenity values to present choices to meet the diverse needs of residents 
throughout the region. It is important to not only apply this in the recognised urban 
towns but the smaller settlements with which people feel a strong connection to, and 
identity with. In reference to Policy 4(b), it is important that public access to these 
natural environments is maintained where possible (except, for example, where it is 
unsafe) so that people and communities can provide for their wellbeing. 

Policy 5 promotes the sustainable management of historic heritage. This requires regional 
and district plans to include schedules of significant historic heritage; and that the effects 
of any subdivision, use and development on those identified values are appropriately 
recognised and managed. This approach also encourages consideration to be given to 
the economic viability of proposals involving historic heritage. 

Policy 6 recognises that the traditions of Poutini Ngai Tahu tupuna (ancestors) are 
embedded in the landscape. Indicators of these intergenerational landscapes include pa 
and kainga, ara tawhito (traditional trails), pounamu, mahinga kai, wahi tapu and wahi 
ingoa (place names). Protection of Poutini Ngai Tahu cultural landscapes from 
inappropriate use, development and subdivision is important to Poutini Ngai Tahu culture, 
identity and wellbeing, and consultation with Poutini Ngai Tahu is required to determine 
appropriate means of addressing this in particular locations. 

RELA'FE9 P8USES 

All other policies in this RPS. 

APPUCATION OF PROVISIONS ACROSS THE RPS 

The objectives and policies in this chapter of the RPS must be read together with Chapter 
3 and other relevant chapters, including Chapter 61 which set out the direction for the 
sustainable management of natural and physical resources in more specific contexts. 

METHODS 

1. The Regional and District Councils, when reviewing their plans, considering options 
for plan changes, or replacement of an entire plan, must: 

a) Consider: 

i) Removing unnecessary regulation; 

ii) Opportunities for streamlined, efficient processes; 

iii) Increasing flexibility of approach, certainty of provisions, and consistency 
of process; and 

iv) Taking a risk based approach; 
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b) Consider the benefits, costs and risks of combining planning documents and 
joint plan changes, in part or in total, including on specific resources or 
geographical areas; and 

c) Consider the use of good management practices (including environmental 
best practice guidelines, and codes of practice). 

2. Undertake joint consent processes where appropriate. 

3. Assess and identify in regional and district plans significant historic heritage 
according to criteria based on the following matters: (a) Historic (b) Cultural (c) 
Architectural (d) Archaeological (e) Technological (fl Scientific (g) Social (h) 
Spiritual (i) Traditional (j) Contextual (kl Aesthetic. 

4. Use regional and district plans, and the resource consent process, to recognise and 
protect significant historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, use and 
development. 

5. & Use regional and district plans, and the resource consent process, to identify 
significant heFitagc 't'alues and to recognise the contribution of public access--aFte 
significant heFitage 't<alues to the economic, social and cultural wellbeing of people 
and communities, and to manage adverse effects on-these t!:1§ and other amenity 
values. 

6.4.- Regional and district councils will consult with Poutini Ngai Tahu about appropriate 
provision for cultural landscapes in regional and district plans. 

PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS 

The objectives, polices and methods of implementation have been adopted to enhance 
the quality of life for the residents of the West Coast by creating sustainable and resilient 
communities that have vibrant, safe and cohesive town centres with a range of 
residential and business opportunities. Providing a region that is welcoming to business 
and that will enable growth, diversification and innovation within a framework of 
sustainable management is one step towards achieving this leading to greater community 
wellbeing. Promoting the ongoing viability of existing town centres by creating a sense of 
place and identity with sufficient levels of service is vital to retaining and growing our 
population into the future. The intent is for development that is compatible with 
surrounding uses and values, is served by the appropriate level of social infrastructure 
and is appropriate within the context of the surrounding environment. Good planning 
(and urban design) can improve West Coasters' social and cultural wellbeing, strengthen 
our sense of place, enhance our ability to access services and connect with our wider 
community. This includes, for example, provision for protecting significant heritage 
values, and maintaining public access to natural resources. 

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

1. Improved coordination and collaboration with resource management and related 
functions between the Regional and District Councils, using shared services 
principles. 

2. Simplified application of regulation. 

3. 

4. 

The amenity values of urban areas and small settlements, as well as public access 
to the coastal marine area, lakes and rivers, are maintained and enhanced, where 
possible. 

The significant values of historic heritage are protected as much as practicably 
possible, and contribute to the economic, social and cultural wellbeing of the West 
Coast. 
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5. The traditional and ongoing relationships of Poutini Ngai Tahu with cultural 
landscapes are sustained for the benefit of future generations. 
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5. Use and Development of Resources 

BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 

The sustainable management of natural and physical resources means managing the use, 
development and protection of natural resources in a way or at a rate that enables 
people and communities to provide for their economic, social and cultural wellbeing while 
meeting the requirements of section 5(2)(a), (b) and (c) of the RMA. 

The state and availability of natural resources is relatively more important for the West 
Coast's economy than for many other regions in New Zealand. The unique geological and 
climatic conditions of the region have resulted in creating a landscape unlike any other in 
New Zealand. This environment not only provides opportunity for economic growth, but 
is also treasured by its many visitors as well as those who live here, Hence, the West 
Coast is extremely reliant on the natural and physical resources of the region for its 
economic, social and cultural wellbeing. 

Traditionally mining (coal and gold) has been the primary employer in the region. 
Farming is also a significant contributor, particularly through the dairy industry. In 
addition to direct farm income from milk production, the added value by the processing 
of the product is a significant contributor to regional employment and income. Many 
engineering and other support businesses exist because the mining and farming activity, 
and related value-added activities, creates the demand for their products and services. 
Tourism has also had a long history on the West Coast, starting in the mid-1800's with 
local guiding of early European explorers by Poutini Ngai Tahu. The tourism sector 
continues to play an increasingly important role in the West Coast economy. The region 
is rich in natural landscapes, coastal environments, rivers and lakes, and with world 
renowned attractions such as World Heritage Parks, the region is gaining traction in 
international markets, The West Coast has a high rate of tourism growth. 

Aside from these three mainstays of the economy, other industries based on natural 
resources include forestry, fishing (including for whitebait), extraction of other minerals 
such as ironsands and garnets, horticulture, sphagnum moss harvesting, and food 
production as well as a thriving arts industry using pounamu, gold, wood, stone and 
copper. Aggregate extraction and production is important for the construction, operation, 
and maintenance and upgrading of infrastructure and for broader economic activity 
across the West Coast within the building and construction sectors. The manufacturing 
and construction sectors, through heavy and light engineering industries, have developed 
to service these primary sectors and now play an important role in the regional economy 
itself. Future growth in the region is likely to continue to be based around the use and 
development of natural resources in the first instance, with supporting industries 
developing alongside these, followed by other sectors as demand determines or sectors 
diversify. 

The West Coast has a significant proportion of public land administered by the 
Department of Conservation. The use and protection of public conservation land,--fef 
el@mple thFough national parlES or 't'l'OFIEI heritage areas, is a farm of resouFCe use that is 
central to the long term sustainability of West Coast communities. New-eDevelopment of 
new tourism related infrastructure within public conservation land the conservation estate 
will provide incentives for growth and investment in the wider region. There are also a 
number of other activities that occur on land administered by the Department including 
grazing licences, mining and sphagnum moss harvesting. 

The Department issues concessions under the Conservation Act, or access arrangements 
under the Crown Minerals Act in the case of mining, for these activities to occur. While 
this includes consideration of environmental effects under the Conservation Act, regional 
and district council functions under the RMA still apply on public conservation land. aRa 
the en·,·ironmental effects arc considered through this process. This indicates that wWhile 
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large portions of land are not freehold in the region, appropriate use and development 
can occur, generating growth opportunities while still protecting the va1u·es of natural 
resources and the wider environment. RecogRition of the DepaltR'ICRt of Conservation as 
a major laRdovmer, and contributor to economic dC't'ClopmeRt, is e~remcly important for 
the future of the 'Nest Coast. 

Some land and resource use activities may be incompatible with others, for example 
mining near residential areas. Planning for and managing for these potentially conflicting 
activities is are essential to ensure that the cultural, economic and social wellbeing of 
communities is looked after. There are also instances where mutually beneficial outcomes 
can be achieved, for example, where ecological values are protected whilst development 
occurs. Where these situations arise on public conservation land, they will not only be 
managed by regional and district plans, but also through the Department's Conservation 
Management Strategy, 

The reliance on the natural resources of the region requires that the environment remain 
in a healthy functioning state to provide for this. People choose to invest, do business, 
live and recreate on the West Coast due to the unique and special nature of the region 
and its natural resources. On the West Coast, most conflicts arise from the desire of 
some parties to use resources and the desire of others to protect them. Use, 
development and protection of the region's natural and physical resources i5 are 
therefore a significant resource management issue2 for the West Coast. 

The significant issues in relation to the use and development of resources on 
the West Coast are: 

1. Recognising the central role of resource use and development on the West Coast. 

2. Managing the conflicts arising from the use, development and protection of natural 
and physical resources. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. 

ti 

2. 

To recognise the role of resource use and development on the West Coast and its 
contribution to enabling people and communities to provide for their social, 
economic and cultural wellbeing. 

To r:eeognise that the use and development of natural r:esources may be 
incompatible with other land uses, in some situations and locatioRs. 

Incompatible use and development of natural and physical resources are managed 
to avoid or minimise conflict. 

POLICIES 

1. R-ecognition will be given in resource management processes to the Folc of 
Enabling sustainable resource use and development on the West Coast ane-its 
contribution to contribute to eRabling people and communities to provide fOF their 
the economic, social and cultural wellbeing of the region's people and 
communities. 

2. To recognise that natural and physical resources important for the West Coast's 
economy need to be protected from significant negative impacts of new 
subdivision, use and development with paiticular effiphasis on both .by: 

a) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating reverse sensitivity effects arising from 
new activities beiAg inappropriately located near existing: 

i) Primary production activities; 

ii) Industrial and commercial activities; 
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iii) Minerals extraction*; 

iv) Significant tourism infrastructure; 8fl6 

v) current and planned Regionally significant infrastructure;~ and 

b) Generally avoiding Managing new activities precluding to retain the potential 
future use of: 

i) Land with significant mineral resources; or 

ii) Land which is likely to be needed for regionally significant infrastructure. 

*Minerals extraction includes aggregates and other mining activities. 

**The term "planned regionally significaAt iAfrastructure" in Policy 2(a)(v) refers to 
infrastructure and/or sites identified by designations, Asset MaAagement Plans, or 
included in otl'ler plaAs or strategies adopted by the West Coast Councils. 

EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 

The implementation of Policy 1 recognises the importance of the role of resource use and 
development on the West Coast and its contribution to the social, economic and cultural 
wellbeing of people and communities. Use and development of resources may be of 
regional and national importance providing benefits to people and communities on the 
West Coast and to New Zealand as a whole. The use and development of resources must 
be undertaken in a way which promotes the sustainable management purpose of the 
RMA. This will mean enabling people and communities to provide for their economic, 
social and cultural wellbeing and for their health and safety while meeting the 
requirements of section 5(2)(a), (b) and (c) of the RMA to meet the reasonably . 
foreseeable needs of future generations, safeguard life-supporting capacity of resources, 
and avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects on the environment. 

Policy 2 aims to create a framework for getting the right development in the right place 
at the right time. It is a strategic and proactive policy, designed to give effect to section 
30(1)(g)(b) of the RMA which gives regional councils the function of strategically 
integrating infrastructure with land use. The policy seeks to ensure that there is a 
planned and coordinated approach to developing the built environment. Well-designed 
development also provides for the wellbeing of people and communities now and into the 
future. It also recognises that some types of development are incompatible when in close 
proximity to each other and that some activities can only occur in certain places because 
of the functional needs of that activity. Should other development occur there, then this 
can lead to a lost opportunity for a higher value use of that land. 

REbfrFEB POLICIES 

All otl'ler policies in this R:PS. 

APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS ACROSS THE RPS 

The objectives and policies in this chapter of the RPS must be read together with Chapter 
3 and other relevant chapters, including Chapter 6. which set out the direction for the 
sustainable management of natural and physical resources in more specific contexts. 

METHODS 

1. Provide for the sustainable use and development of natural resources through 
regional and district plan flfles provisions and resource consents. 

2. Encourage discussion and co-operation between existing resource users (including 
land used for primary production) and those proposing new use and development 
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of natural and physical resources (including the provision of infrastructure), to 
resolve conflicts and achieve integration of these activities. 

Note: Method 2 relates to Policy 5--1 in Chapter 6 Regionally Significant Infrastructure. 

PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS 

The objectives, policies and methods of implementation have been adopted to ensure 
that the role of sustainable resource use and development in enabling people and 
communities to provide for their economic, social and cultural wellbeing is recognised in 
resource management decision making processes. Such recognition is a core part of the 
sustainable management of resources and our communities. 

Land, and the natural resources that can be derived from this land, is one of the most 
important assets that the West Coast has. Recognition of this, and the conflicts that can 
arise through poor decision making, need to be taken into account through both regional 
and district plans and resource consenting processes. 

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

1. Resource use and development is able to occur in accordance with the sustainable 
management purpose of the RMA. 

2. The ability to access or use significant natural resources is not compromised by 
inappropriate subdivision, use or development. 
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6. Regionally Significant Infrastructure (RSI) 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 

There is a need to recognise the social, economic, and environmental benefits that 
accrue locally, regionally and nationally from the establishment and continued operation 
of RSI. Energy enables people to provide for their wellbeing, and is a key facet of the 
regional (and national) economy. Transport services provide vital access and freight links 
to and within the region. Tele and radio communication networks provide an important 
everyday and emergency facility to people and businesses. Municipal water, sewage and 
stormwater systems enable communities to maintain a healthy standard of living. The 
region's flood protection schemes protect individual and community assets, productive 
capability, community safety, and other infrastructure networks. 

The ambition of West Coast communities is to develop world class infrastructure, 
including high speed broadband and enhanced cellular coverage, and to use this 
infrastructure to enable new diversified economic development and employment 
opportunities on the West Coast. The RMA processes that are required for this 
infrastructure therefore need to be simple, quick and low cost. 

Section 30(1)(gb) of the RMA gives regional councils the functions of: 

" ... the strategic integration of infrastructure with land use through objectives, policies, 
and methods: ... " 

The government has also acknowledged that renewable electricity generation and the 
National Grid are matters of national importance, and developed the following policies 
and regulations: 

• National Policy Statement on Electricity Transmission 2008 (NPSET); 

• National Environmental Standard for Electricity Transmission Activities 2009 
(NESETA); and 

• National Policy Statement for Renewable Electricity Generation 2011 (NPSREG). 

For the purposes of Chapter 6 of the RPS, electricity generation, transmission and 
distribution infrastructure that is recognised as nationally significant is also identified as 
regionally significant in the Glossary. Relevant provisions of the national electricity 
policies are incorporated into regional plans, particularly the Regional Land and Water 
Plan, which also provides for other significant infrastructure. 

The NPSREG and NPSET requires that some matters be addressed in RPS's. The potential 
for certain activities to disrupt, or risk disrupting, the safe and efficient operation of RSI 
needs to be managed. Additionally, practical constraints associated with RSI can limit 
their ability to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects. For instance, infrastructure 
facilities are often located on public conservation land, as hydro electricity generation 
structures need to locate where the water resources are. The positive and negative 
impacts, and limitations of suitable sites, are some of the matters that need to be 
weighed up during the consenting process. 

In respect of negati't'C impacts, it is recognise€! Umt RSI can ha•tc ad•1erse environmental 
effects depending on its scale and location, amongst other factors. E~pt for offsetting, 
this Chapter does not ha't'e objectives or policies to generally a't'oid, remed·t or mitigate 
ad't•erse environmental effects of RSI as these are addressed in regional and district 
plans, and elsewhere in this RPS. 

RSI can have adverse environmental effects depending on its scale and location, amongst 
other factors. This Chapter generally does not contain provisions for managing the 
adverse effects of RSI ori the environment. There are two exceptions. One is a policy for 
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the National Grid. The other is a policy recognising the scope for offsets and 
compensation for non-biodiversity adverse effects that cannot be avoided. remedied or 
mitigated. All relevant provisions in this RPS must be considered in managing the adverse 
effects of RSI activities. 

For RSI activities in the coastal environment, Chapters 6 and 9 must be considered. 

The significant issues in relation to RSI for the West Coast are: 

-h Recognising tf:1e benef'its ef, and (:)FO'tidiAg fer, Uie cstablishfl'lent aAd ceAtinucd 
eper=atieA ef FCgienally aAd natienally signmcant inffastructuFC (:)articularl't' where it 

·cFOsscs district and/er regional beuAdaries. 

1. Resilient RSI is essential for the social, economic and cultural wellbeing of the 
West Coast. 

2. Strategically integrating infrastructure and land use. 

OBJECTIVE 

1. Enable the safe, efficient and integrated development, operation, maintenance, 
and upgrading of regionally and nationally significant infrastructure. 

POLICIES 

1. Recegnise the ifl'l(:)Ortance of Provide for a secure supply of energy to meet the 
needs of people and communities on the West Coast, and to meet the foreseeable 
future needs of economic growth in the region. 

i!:. Provide for the de't'elo13rnent, operation, Fl'lainteAanee, and upgrading of Rew and 
rndsting FCnewable electricity generation acti•,•ities and Natienal Grid iAffastrnct1:1re. 

2. Provide for the development, operation, maintenance and upgrading of an•1 ether 
new and existing RSI including renewable electricity generation activities and 
National Grid infrastructure. 

3. When considering regional and district plan development and resource consent 
applications for regionally and nationally significant electricity transmission~ 
distribution and renewable electricity generation infrastructure, have particular 
regard to the constraints imposed by the locational, technical and operational 
requirements of the infrastructure, including within areas of natural character 
(including outstanding natural character), outstanding natural features or 
landscapes. or areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of 
indigenous fauna. 

4. Recognise that RSI important to the West Coast's wellbeing needs to be protected 
from the reverse sensitivity effects arising from incompatible new subdivision, use 
and development, and the adverse effects of other activities, which would 
compromise the effective operation, maintenance, upgrading, or development of 
the infrastructure. 

5. When considering any FCsid1:1al adverse environmental effects of RSI that cannot 
be avoided, remedied or mitigated, other than effects on indigenous biological 
diversity, decision-makers must have regard to ~ offsets and compensation 
proposed which benefit the natural environment anEI or the community affected.:; 
including biodi\<ersity offsets within the safl'le catchment er habitat that arc 
lecated, wheFC practicable, clese to 't't'heFC the FCsid1:1al ad•.ierse effects ecc1:1r. 

6. Provide for the operation, maintenance and upgrading · of existing renewable 
electricity generation activities and electricity distribution and transmission 
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networks in areas of natural character of wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their 
margins (including outstanding natural character), outstanding natural features or 
natural landscapes, or areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant 
habitats of indigenous fauna including within the coastal environment. 

7. (1) In the case of the National Grid, operation, maintenance or minor upgrading 
of existing National Grid infrastructure shall be enabled. 

(2) In the case of the National Grid, following a route. site and method selection 
process and having regard to the technical and operational constraints of 
the network. new development or major upgrades of the National Grid shall 
seek to avoid adverse effects, and otherwise remedy or mitigate adverse 
effects, on areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats 
of indigenous fauna. outstanding natural features and natural landscapes, 
and the natural character of wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their 
margins outside the Coastal Environment. 

8. Land use and infrastructure should be integrated to avoid as much as practicably 
possible: 

a) Constraints through the lack of supporting infrastructure; 

b) Unsustainable demands being placed on infrastructure to meet new growth; 

c) Significant adverse effects on existing land uses. 

Note: Policy ; .1 relates to Method 2 in Chapter 5 Resource Use and Development of 
Resources. 

EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 

Policy 1 seeks to ensure that the West Coast has a secure supply of energy to meet the 
needs of people and communities from either non-renewable or renewable sources. The 
Policy applies to infrastructure which supplies energy rather than energy supplies per se. 

Policy 2 gives effect to Policies El E4 of U1e NPSREG which seek to enable renewable 
electricity gene@tion. Policy E2 for hydFO electricity gene@tion is the most relevant for 
the 't"lest Coast. Policy 2 also gives effect to Policy 2 of the NPSET ·which requires 
recognition of the National Grid. Renewable electricity generation, and the National Grid, 
are important contributors to the wellbeing of the Region. 

Additionall)', Policy 3 2. seeks to ensure that ether-RSI are provided for to meet the needs 
of the people and communities of the West Coast. RSI is defined in the Glossary. Policy 2 
also gives effect to Policies E1-E4 of the NPSREG which requires provision for renewable 
electricity generation, and Policy 2 of the NPSET which reguires recognition of the 
National Grid. 

Policy +J gives effect to Policy Cl of the NPSREG, and Policy 3 of the NPSET. Electricity 
generation infrastructure needs to be located at source where the resource is and the 
electricity needs to be conveyed to users. The location of the necessary infrastructure 
can sometimes be physically, technically or operationally constrained. Those constraints 
can also apply to other forms of RSI. infrastructure not covered b'f the NPSREG and 
NPSET, but which is listed in the Glossary definition of RSI. Such infrastructure may need 
to be located within areas containing high, outstanding or significant natural values. 

Policy 5-1: The operation, maintenance and future development of RSI can be 
significantly constrained by the adverse environmental impact of encroaching activities 
and development, also known as reverse sensitivity, or by the effects of existing resource 
use. Policy 5-1 gives effect to Policies 10 and 11 of the NPSET for managing reverse 
sensitivity effects on RSI including the National Grid. 
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Policy 6-.5,: The linear nature of many infrastructure networks determines its form, shape 
and location. Technical and operational requirements associated with infrastructure 
networks can limit the extent to which it is feasible to avoid or mitigate all adverse 
environmental effects. Consequently in some cases it may be appropriate for new 
infrastructure to be located in, or traverse parts of, a sensitive environment to achieve a 
net benefit, or lower overall adverse effects. These situations and the appropriateness of 
imposiAg offsets and compensation need to be determined on a case by case basis 
having regard to relevant case law, national policy and good practice guidelines on 
offsets and compensation, and expert advice •. Chapter 7 applies to offsetting and 
compensating adverse effects on indigenous biological diversity. Policy 5 applies to other 
adverse effects. 

Policy 6 gives effect to the NPSREG and provides for existing renewable electricity 
generation activities and electricity distribution and transmission networks in areas of 
natural character or containing significant or outstanding values throughout the region. 

Policy 7 provides a specific management approach for the National Grid. 'Seek to avoid' 
means that the operator must make every possible effort to avoid adverse effects on 
areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna, 
outstanding natural features and landscapes. and natural character. Policy 7 sets the 
policy framework for the effects of the National Grid to .be assessed in a considered 
manner, taking into account the technical and operational constraints of the network and 
the route, site and method selection process. It enables a case-by-case merits 
assessment of specific National Grid projects, taking into account the nature of the 
adverse effects and the values adversely affected. 

Policy 7ft recognises the need for planning for growth and development and the provision 
of local, regional and national infrastructure to proceed side-by-side in a coordinated and 
integrated way. 

RELA'FEB POLICIES 

Polic;· 2 of Chapter 3 [Reso1:1rcc MaAagement lss1:1es of SigAificance to Poutini Ngai 
Tah1:1]; Policy 1, 4 anel S of Chapter 4 [Resilient aAel Sustainable CoR'lmunitiesJ; Policy 1 
and 2 of Chapter S [Use aAd De·1elopment of R:eso1:1rces]; Policy 1, 2 aAd 3 of Chapter 7 
[Biodi•,•ersity and laAdscape 'ialues]; Policy 1, 2, 3 aAd 4 of Chapter 8 [LaAd and Water); 
Policfy' 1, 2, 3, 1 and 5 (iA relation to roadiAg) in Chapter 9 [Coastal En't'ironment]; Polie,• 
2 in Chapter 10 [Air Q1;1ality]; Policy 2 and 1 in Chapter 11 [Nat1:1ral Ha:zards]. 

APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS ACROSS THE RPS 

The objectives and policies in this chapter of the RPS must be read together with Chapter 
3 and other relevant chapters which set out the direction for the sustainable 
management of natural and physical resources in more specific contexts. 

METHODS 

1. Provide for the development, operation, maintenance and upgrading of micro and 
small-scale hydro electricity generation activities, subject to appropriate conditions, 
in regional plans as permitted or controlled activities, and in district plans, where 
appropriate. 

2. Through regional and district plan rules, or conditions of resource consents: 

a) Recognise the positive benefits of RSI; 

b) Recognise the constraints imposed by the locational, technical and 
operational requirements of RSI, including electricity transmission, 
distribution and renewable electricity generation infrastructure; and 
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c) Manage adverse environmental effects on the safe and efficient operation of 
RSI. 

3. . As part of regional and district plan development or review processes, regional and 
district councils must consult with the National Grid operator about identifying 
appropriate buffer corridors to manage the adverse effects of subdivision, use and 
development on the National Grid. 

4. Maintain river control and flood protection works and services. 

Notes: 

Method 1: Policy F of the NPSREG requires that RPSs include methods to provide for the 
development, operation, maintenance and upgrading of small and community-scale 
distributed renewable electricity generation from any renewable energy source to the 
extent applicable to the region or district. Many of the region's rivers and creeks have 
potential for hydroelectric development for individual domestic and small-scale business 
use, with no more than minor effects. Appropriate hydro schemes can be developed and 
the adverse effects reduced by careful design and location of structures. Increased 
generation in the region would improve security of supply. 

PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POUCES AND METHODS 

RSI is important for the economic and social wellbeing of people and communities on the 
West Coast, and plays a vital role in daily life. Provision for the safe, reliable, and efficient 
functioning of such facilities and their maintenance and upgrading is provided for in this 
document in recognition of their importance, and to ensure that they are effectively 
integrated with land use. 

The provisions in this Chapter also give effect to national legislation, policies and 
standards which direct Councils to address matters of national importance. These are 
incorporated where they are considered relevant to the resource management of 
infrastructure activities on the West Coast. 

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

1. A perpetually secure supply of energy to meet the needs of people, communities 
and industry on the West Coast. 

2. Increased use and development of renewable electricity resources. 

3. Continued development, operation, maintenance and upgrading of RSI. 

4. Effective management of resource management conflicts arising from reverse 
sensitivity effects on existing RSI, or between the provision of RSI and existing 
resource use. 

5. New land use generated by growth and development strategically integrated with 
local, regional and national infrastructure, particularly transport, so as to avoid an 
unsustainable approach to infrastructure provision and funding. 
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Values 
Biological 

Under section 6.(g of the RMA councils have responsibilities to recognise and provide for 
the protection of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous 
fauna. also referred to as Significant Natural Areas (SNAs). anEI eutstanEling natural 
lanElseapes and features, anel the presef\'ation of natural chaFacter. Sections 30 and 31 
of the Act also give regional and district councils the functions to fOle-ef developifl§ 
objectives, policies, and methods for maintaining indigenous biological diversity. It is 
important to recognise the roles anEI functions of the vario1:1s other organisations and 
groups on the West Coast involved in the sustainable management of indigenous 
biological diversity anEI lanElscape values and ecosystems. While the Department of 
Conservation has a key role in this, regional and district council functions under the RMA 
stm apply across the region. 

Indigenous biological diversity in the coastal environment is addressed in the Coastal 
Environment Chapter. as the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement (NZCPS) provides 
specific direction on these matters. This Chapter covers the rest of the Region inland 
from the landward coastal environment boundary. 

This Chapter applies to sustainably managing terrestrial and freshwater indigenous 
biological diversity. Additionally. the National Policy Statement for Freshwater 
Management (NPSFM) provides direction to. amongst other things. safeguard the life
supporting capacity of fresh water ecosystem processes and indigenous species, and 
protect the significant values of wetlands and outstanding freshwater bodies. Both this 
Chapter and Chapter 8 Land and Water may need to be considered for any proposed 
activities affecting fresh water ecosystems and habitats. · 

The West Coast region has a land area of 2,300,000 ha with the Department of 
Conservation managing 1,912,000 ha or 84% of this land1 leaving approximately 388,000 
ha (16%) of land on the West Coast not under their control. In addition. there is roughly 
40,647 km of streams and rivers in the region. of which 33.094 km (81 %) are in 
Department of Conservation managed lands. In a national context, one quarter of New 
Zealand's protected land. and 10% of the total length of rivers in New Zealand. is located 
on the West Coast. Compared to other regions, the West Coast is rich in its level of 
remaining indigenous biodiversity biological diversity. The extent of indigenous 
vegetation provides other benefits and positive effects including, for example, well
vegetated upper catchments that reduce flooding, erosion and sedimentation 
downstream. 

Poutini Ngai Tahu as kaitiaki have a responsibility to manage and protect indigenous 
biological diversity. The ability of mana whenua to engage with indigenous species is 
important to enable Poutini Ngai Tahu to maintain their identity and cultural traditions 
into the future. This is further detailed in 5ectieft Chapter 3. 

'Nl'iere tl'iere is a tl'ireat to bioeliversity, it is most often on the farmed pfOductivc lowland 
en,.•ironffients. Thjs Chapter sets the objectives and policies to be given effect to in 
Through district and regional plans. including through the use of rules, to achieve the 
protection of the significant fauna'" SNAs, anel habitats in these aFeas are afferEleEI 
recognition and pl'Otection and to maintain indigenous biological diversity. The Chapter 
also states the responsibilities of the region's local authorities to maintain indigenous 

1 West Coast Conservation Management Strategy 2010 - 2020 Volume I. 
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biological diversity. gi•,•ing effect to the refc>.iant sections of the RP1A referFCd to abo•1e. 
The regional plans manage the potential effects on wetlm1ds and the district plans 
manage signi1'icant natural areas. In some instances there is an o't'el'laf) in these areas 
and in that situation the rules in both f)lans af)ply. 

Biodi•,<crsit)' f)l'Otcction under the RMA is not necessarily absolute, The region's terrestrial 
and fresh water indigenous biological diversity must be maintained. In some 
circumstances, adverse effects arc unacceptable and must be avoided. In other 
circumstances, adverse effects may be able to be managed through the mitigation 
hierarchy. as rcsouFCC consents can be granted for appropriate elevclopment within some 
significant areas, as well as where bioeli•+<ersity values aFC not r-egionally significant. The 
West Coast councils and Department of Conservation are committed to using both 
regulatory and non-regulatory measures to ensure that significant indigenous vegetation 
and significant habitats of indigenous fauna are sustainably managed and protected 
appropriately. 

The West Coast is internationally recognised for its landscape features and natu@I 
cha@ctcl'. The glaciers, Pancake Rocle;, Heaph'f T@ck and man•; other att@ctioAs are 
managed b•; the Crown for the pI:upose of visitor appreciation. The most frequenl:cd sil;es 
arc regionally significant for the 'Alesi; Coast gi¥eA that tourism is currently one of the top 
three economic dri¥ers fol' the region. Ensuring '2hat we retain a FCgioA that is att@ctivc 
to ¥isitors and 01:1r own communities requires management of potential adverse effects 
on these landscapes, biodi•1ersil:y and Aatu@I character val1:1es. Other parts of the region 
also contribute to local landscapes bu'2 it is diffic1:1lt to q1:1antify that contrib1:1tion other 
than OA a case b•t case assessment. For the coastal marine area, the Regional Coastal 
Plan identifies specific areas with outstanding natural featur{:s and landsca13es, and 
outstanding naturol charactcr. 

Statement of Local Authority Responsibilities 

Section 62(1)(i)(iii) of the Act requires a regional policy statement to state the local 
authority responsible. in . the whole or any part of the region. for specifying the 
objectives. policies and methods for the control of the use of land to maintain indigenous 
biological diversity. · 

The West Coast Regional Council will be responsible for specifying the objectives, policies 
and methods to maintain indigenous biological biodiversity by controlling activities: 

1. in the CMA: 

2. affecting water bodies, including significant wetlands: 

3. affecting the beds of lakes and rivers: 

Control of the use of land to maintain indigenous biological biodiversity in lake and river 
margins, and for earthworks and vegetation clearance activities, is a shared responsibility 
between Regional and District Councils. 

Territorial authorities will be responsible for specifying the objectives; policies and 
methods for the control of the use of land for the maintenance of indigenous biological 
biodiversity for all other activities. · 

The significant issues in relation to the management of biedi'li'el'Sity indigenous 
biological diversity and landseape values on the West Coast are: 

-b The RMA requires councils to 13rovide prol:cction to significant indigeno1:1s 
vegetation and sigAificant habitats of indigenous fauna. 'A'hcFC those areas arc 
located on pl'i't'ate land, that can be of concern to affected land owners. 
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1. Activities which contribute to people's wellbeing may adversely affect indigenous 
biological diversity. 

2. In the context of the current abundance extensive ef indigenous vegetation and 
habitats, much of which is on land managed by the Department of Conservation, a 
cress agency appread1 t:e management, iAcluding both reg1:1lal:ety aAd non 
regulatept ffieasures, an integrated management approach is required. 

3. The relatively unmodified en't'ironment of the 1hest Coast provides a wealth of 
significant indigenous vegetation, significant habitats of indigenous fauna, 
outstanding natural features and natural landscapes, and areas with outstanding 
nat1:1ral character. 11.'hile these areas must be protected, it is possible t:e carefl:111•; 
manage them in a way that enables appropriate future emplo'fment, regional 
growtf:l and de•,elopmeAt. 

3. Councils, and Poutini Ngai Tahu need to work together to identify opportunities to 
recognise and provide for Poutini Ngai Tahu culture and traditions in relation to the 
use and protection of indigenous biodi•,•ersit)• biological diversity under the RMA, to 
the extent practicably possible. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

A regulal:ept frameworlc tf:lat reflects the abundance of tf:le West Coast's indigenous 
biodi•tcrsit)•, natural character, natural features and natural landscapes whilst 
enabling West Coast commuAities to pFO't1ide for their economic, social and cultural 
wellbeing. 

2. Pretecting Identify in regional and district plans, and through the resource 
consent process, areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats 
of indigenous fauna in a regionally consistent manner., using both regulatory and 
non regulatery measures. 

Protect significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous 
fauna. 

Protecting outstanding natural features and natural landscapes aAd preserving 
outstanding Aatural character in a regionally consistent manner. 

Provide for sustainable subdivision. use and development to enable people and 
communities to maintain or enhance their economic. social. and cultural wellbeing 
in areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous 
fauna. 

Maintain the region's terrestrial and freshwater indigenous biological diversity. 

POLICIES 

1A. Areas of significant indigenous •;egetation aAd significant habitats of indigenous 
fauna; and outstanding natural features, 01:Jtstanding natural landscapes aAd areas 
of outstaAding natural cha@cter; will be identifieEI througf:l tf:le use of regionally 
consistent criteria. 

1. 

2. 

Ad't'crse effects on significant inEligenous vegetatioA, significant habitat of 
indigenous fauna, outstanding natural features, outstanding natt,ral landscapes, 
and outstanding natu@I cha@cter arising from inappropriate subdi'lision, use and 
development will be avoided. 

1A'f:len having regard to Policy 1, the apl')repriateness of an·; subdi'lision, use or 
de'.•elopment must be assessed against the following criteria: 
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a) The value, importance or significance of tl'le l'labitat, fauna, feature or 
landscape at the local, regional, or national level; 

b) The dcgr-ee and significance of act1:1al or potential adverse effects on the 
habitat, fa1:1na, fcatt:Jre or landscapes, ind1:1ding cumulati't'C effects, and the 
efficacy of meas1:1res proposed to a\•oid, remedy or mitigate such effects; 

c) The benefits to be derived from the proposed s1:1edi•,ision, 1:1se or 
development at the local, regional and national scale and an)' technical or 
opeFational constraints on its proJ:)oseel location; 

d) The degree of existing modification of the habitat, fa1:1na, feat1:1re or 
lanelscaJ:)e frorn its nat1:1Fal chaFacter; and 

e) The ·11:1lnerability of the habitat, fa1:1na, feat1:1re of landscaJ:>e to change, and 
its capacity to accommodate change, without compromising its 't1al1:1es 

3A. Appropriate subdMsion, use and development in the areas listed in Policy 1 can be 
enabled pmvided the adverse effects of the acti•,•ity arc avoided, remeelied, 
mitigateel of offset. 

lA. a) Areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of 
indigenous fauna: and outstanding nat1:1ral fcatur=es, 01:1tstanding natural 
landscapes and areas of outstm1ding nat1:1ral character; will be identified 
using the criteria in Appendix 1: they will be known as Significant Natural 
Areas (SNAs), and will be ma1;2ped in the relevant regional plan and-the 
district plans .. threugh the use of regionally consistent criteria. 

2. 

3. 

b) Significant wetlands will be identified using the criteria in Appendix 2; they 
will be known as Significant Natural Areas (SNAs), and will be mapped in the 
relevant regional plan. 

Activities shall be designed and undertaken in a way that does not cause: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

The prevention of an indigenous species' or a community's ability to persist 
in their habitats within their natural range in the Ecological District, or 

A change of the Threatened Environment Classification to category two or 
below at the Ecological District Level:2 or 

Further measurable reduction in the proportion of indigenous cover on those 
land environments in category one or two of the Threatened Environment 
Classification at the Ecological District Level:3 or 

A reasonably measurable reduction in the local population of threatened 
taxa in the Department of Conservation Threat Classification Categories 1 -
nationally critical, 2 - nationally endangered, and 3a - nationally 
vulnerable4• 

Provided that Policy 2 is met, when managing the adverse effects of activities on 
indigenous biological diversity.within SNAs: 

fil Adverse effects shall be avoided where possible: and 

Q). Adverse effects that cannot be avoided shall be remedied where possible: 
and 

Q Adverse effects that cannot be remedied shall be mitigated. 

2 The Threatened Environment Classification system is managed by Landcare Research. (Walker 
s. et al 2007. Guide for users of the Threatened Environment Classification. (Lincoln, 
Canterbury). Land care Research New Zealand. 1-35 p.) 

3 ibid 
4 Department of Conservation threat classification: Townsend. A. de Lange. P: Clinton. A; Duffy, A: Miskelly. 

c: Molly. J; Norton. D. 2008. New Zealand Threat Classification System Manual 
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g} In relation to adverse effects that cannot be avoided. remedied or mitigated, 
biodiversity offsetting in accordance with Policy 4 is considered: and 

fil If biodiversity offsetting in accordance with Policy 4 is not achievable for any 
indigenous biological diversity attribute on which there are residual adverse 
effects, biodiversity compensation in accordance with Policy 5 is considered. 

Provided that Policy 2 is met, and the adverse effects on a SNA cannot be avoided. 
remedied or mitigated, in accordance with Policy 3. then consider biodiversity 
offsetting if the following criteria are met: 

g} Irreplaceable or significant indigenous biological diversjty is maintained: and 

.bl There must be a high degree of certainty that the offset can be successfully 
delivered: and 

g The offset must be shown to be in accordance with the six key principles of: 

1 Additionality: the offset will achieve indigenous biological diversity 
outcomes beyond results that would have occurred if the offset was 
not proposed: 

ii. Permanence: the positive ecological outcomes of the offset last at 
least as long as the impact of the activity. preferably in perpetuity: 

iii. No-net-loss: the offset achieves no net loss and preferably a net gain 
in indigenous biological diversity: · 

iv. Equivalence: the offset is applied so that the ecological values being 
achieved are the same or similar to those being lost: 

v. Landscape context: the offset is close to the location of the 
development5: and 

vi. The delay between the loss of indigenous biological diversity through 
the proposal and the gain or maturation of the offset's indigenous 
biological diversity outcomes is minimised. 

a. The offset maintains the values of the SNA. 

Provided that Policy 2 is met, in the absence of being able to satisfy Policies 3 and 
4, consider the use of biodiversity compensation provided that it meets the 
following: 

g} Irreplaceable or significant indigenous biological diversity is maintained: and 

.bl The compensation is at least proportionate to the adverse effect; and 

g The compensation is undertaken where it will result in the best practicable 
ecological outcome, and is preferably: 

1. 
ii. 

Close to the location of development: or 

Within the same Ecological District: and 

g} The compensation will achieve positive indigenous biological diversity 
outcomes that would not have occurred without that compensation: and 

.ru The positive ecological outcomes of the compensation last for at least as 
long as the adverse effects of the activity: and 

f). The delay between the loss of indigenous biological diversity through the 
proposal and the gain or maturation of the compensation's indigenous 
biological djyersity outcomes is minimised. 

Allow for subdivision. use or development within SNAs, including by: 

5 Maseyk, F., Ussher, G., Kessels, G., Christensen, M., Brown, M., for the Biodiversity Working Group on 
behalf of the BloManagers Group, September 2018. Biodiversity Offsetting under the Resource Management 
Act: A guidance document. Pages 4, 5, 25. 
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g} Allowing existing lawfully established activities to continue provided the 
adverse effects are the same or similar in scale, character or intensity; 

Q) Allowing activities with no more than minor adverse effects provided that 
the values of the SNA are maintained. 

Provide for subdivision, use or development within land areas or water bodies 
containing indigenous biological diversity that does not meet any of the 
significance criteria in Appendix 1 or 2. by: 

g} Allowing activities with no more than minor adverse effects: 

Q) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating more than minor adverse effects: 

g Where there are significant residual adverse effects, considering any 
proposal for indigenous biological diversity offsetting or compensation. 

Maintain indigenous biological diversity, ecosystems and habitats in the region by: 

g} Recognising that it is more efficient to maintain rather than to restore 
indigenous biological diversity: 

Q) Encouraging restoration or enhancement of indigenous biological diversity 
and/or habitats, where practicable: and 

g Advocating for a co-ordinated and integrated approach to reducing the 
threat status of indigenous biological diversity. 

2 3-;- Give effect to Objective 2 of Chapter 3 by_;_ 

a) Providing for the kaitiakitanga role of Poutini Ngai Tahu in the management 
of indigenous biological diversity; aoo 

b) Provided that Policy 2 is met, recognising and providing for subdivision, use 
and development in a SNA where it is for the purpose of papakainga, 
cultural harvest or mahinga kai gathering by papatipu r□nanga in a manner 
that accords with tikanga and kaitiakitanga: · 

c) Where practicable, provide for Poutini Ngai Tahu customary use of 
indigenous species in a manner that accords with tikanga and kaitiakitanga, 
within the framework of the regional and district council's RMA functions. 

EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 

Policies 1-6 and 9 give effect to sections 5. 6(c). and 6(e) of the RMA by proyiding a 
framework to protect significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of 
indigenous fauna from the adverse effects of activities. and enable activities, including 
cultural activities, in or near areas with these values to be undertaken where the 
significant values can be maintained. All of the Chapter 7 Policies also contribute to 
maintaining indigenous biological diversity in the region, to give effect to sections 30 and 
31 of the RMA. 

The ecological criteria referred to in Appendices 1 and 2 of Policy 1 will be used to 
determine whether terrestrial or aquatic areas of indigenous vegetation, as well as 
habitats of indigenous fauna. are ecologically significant or not. Significant terrestrial 
_ indigenous biological diversity will be mapped in district plans once identified. 

It is intended that SNAs will be identified and mapped in the preparation of district and 
regional plans. They may also be identified during resource consent processes, for 
example in the preparation of an Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE). If an area 
is identified as meeting the criteria in Appendix 1 or 2 it is to be managed as an SNA, 
whether or not it has been mapped in the relevant plan at that time. Additional SNAs 
identified through the resource consent process will be identified and mapped in regional 
and district plans when proposed plan, or plan change, processes are undertaken. 
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Policy 1A recognises that using regionally consistent criteria for determining and 
identifying significant and outstanding areas Significant Natural Areas (SNAs) helps to 
assists with achiev.inge integrated sustainable management. It needs to 19e e•,iflent where 
significant areas are located is best practice to map SNAs in plans, so that when a 
subdivision, use or development proposal is put forward, robust decisions can be made 
regarding its appropriateness, 

Polic',' 1 requires adverse en•,ironmental effects to be managed in a way tl=mt gi•,es effect 
to Part 2 of the RMA. Policy 2 does not preclude activities from being undertaken 
provided that they meet the 'bottom lines" identified. In making this assessment, 
decision-makers need to take into account any measure, (except indigenous biological 
diversity offsetting or biodiversity compensation) proposed to prevent the effects in Policy 
2 from occurring. 

To assist decision makers decifling whether a proposed subdi11ision, use or de•,elopment 
would be inappropriate in the areas listed in Policy 1, Policy 2 requires consifleration of 
the nature and scale of effects, the significance of the values affected as well as the 
impact on the economic and social 'Nellbeing of the community, and ho'# these contribute 
to the O't'erall purpose of sustainable management. Decision makers need to apply this in 
context of the 1Nest Coast and the abunflance of biodiversity, natural character, and 
natural features and landscapes remaining througl=wut the region. Schedule 1 wetlands in 
the Land and Water Plan contains significant indigenous vegetation and significant 
habitats of indigenous fauna, and are protected by pFO'risions in that Plan. 

Policies 3-5 provide a cascading framework to give directjon to regional or district plan 
development and consideration of consent applications for activities in a SNA. The 
cascade follows the mitigation hierarchy recognised in resource management practice. 

Policy 3A recognises that following the application of the criteria listed in Policy 2, if a 
proposed subdi•1ision, use and development is found to be appropriate, it can be enabled 
provided ad,.·crsc effects arising from it arc a't'oielcd, remcelicel, mitigated or offset. 

Policy 6 recognises that there are existing activities in SNAs, and there are circumstances 
when new activities can occur within SNAs which will maintain the values of the SNA. 

Policy 7 sets out the management approach to adverse effects in locations which do not 
contain significant indigenous vegetation or significant habitats of indigenous fauna. 

Policy 8 gives effect to sections 30 and 31 of the Act requiring councils to develop, 
implement and review objectives, policies and methods to maintain indigenous biological 
diversity. It recognises that West Coast councils cannot single-handedly maintain 
indigenous biological diversity in the region. Work undertaken by the Department of 
Conservation, community. groups, landowners and through the Biosecurity Act to control 
vertebrate and plant pests. for example, will contribute substantially· to maintaining 
indigenous biological diversity, by taking an integrated and co-ordinated approach. 

Policy 3 ~ links to Objective 2, and Policies 2 and 3 of Section Chapter 3 Resource 
Management Issues of Significance to Poutini Ngai Tahu. To give effect to kaitiakitanga it 
is important that regional and district councils engage meaningfully with Poutini Ngai 
Tahu. Regional and district councils should recognise that the exercise of kaitiakitanga, 
and the continuing ability to carry out cultural practices in accordance with tikanga, 
including within SNAs. by papatipu runanga are important to sustaining Poutini Ngai Tahu 
identity and wellbeing. In develo'ping regional and district plan provisions for 
management of indigenous biodi•t«ersity biological· diversity. regional and district councils 
need to COASt:flt work with Poutini Ngai Tahu and have regard to how the kaitiakitanga 
role of mana whenua can be enabled and how customary use can be provided for within 
the framework of the RMA. 

Rtl:MED P8UEIES 
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Policy 2 and 3 of Chapter 3 [Rcsouree Management Issues of Significance to Poutini Ngai 
Tahu]; Policy 2 and 6 of Chapter 4 [Resilient and Sustainal31e Communities]; Policy 1 of 
Chapter s [Use and DC't'clopmcf\t: of Resources]; Policy 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 of Cl=lapter 6 
[Regional!·,• Significant Infr-astmcture]; Policy 1, 2 and 3 of Chapter 8 [lam:! and Water]; 
Policy 1 and 2 of Clmpter 9 [Coastal Environment]. 

APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS ACROSS THE RPS 

The objectives and policies in this chapter of the RPS must be read together with Chapter 
3 and other relevant chapters, including Chapter 6. which set out the direction for the 
sustainable management of natural and physical resources in more specific contexts. 

METHODS 

1. Maintain tl=le regional and district plans witl=l ol3jectives, policies, rules and methods 
of implementation addressing potential impacts on significant indigenous 
13iodiversity. 

1, 5. Regional and district councils will work togetl=ler to agree on a consistent set of 
€fffCfia Use the ecological criteria in Appendices 1 and 2 for identifying significant 
indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna, and significant 
wetlands respectively, and the areas identified using the criteria will be mapped in 
district and regional plans. to 13e gi't'cn effect to in regional and district plaAs. 

:2:. Encourage tl=le use of non regulatory measures to pFO'tide for tl=le sustainal31e 
management of areas of significant indigenous fauna or indigenous ·,egetation. 

2. Use regional and district plans and nationally recognised guidance to protect SNAs 
and maintain the region's indigenous biological diversity. 

3. Use regional and district plan rules and/or resource consent processes to manage 
tl=le ad·,<crse effects of sul3division, use aAd de·,elopment on outstanding natural 
character and outstanding natural features and landscapes. 

3. Maintain indigenous biological diversity by using non-regulatory means. including 
liaising/working with the Department of Conservation. Poutini Ngai Tahu. affected 
landowners and other organisations and community groups. 

4. Regional and district councils will work together with Poutini Ngai Tahu to identify 
opportunities to enable their kaitiakitanga role in relation to the use and protection 
of indigenous 13iodi·,'Crsity biological diversity under the RMA, including managing 
adverse effects of subdivision, use and development on the customary use of 
indigenous 13iodiversity biological diversity. 

PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS 

Part 2 of the RMA requires councils, when exercising their functions under the RMA, to 
recognise and provide for the protection of areas of significant indigenous vegetation, 
and significant habita~ of indigenous fauna, as a matter of national importance. aoo 
outstanding Aatural character, Aatural features aAd Aatural landscapes, from 
inappropriate dC'i<clopment. The Objectives, Policies and Methods in this Chapter afm-to 
implement these statutory requirements in a pragmatic, efficient and effective way to 
ensure that both the protection of tl:le Aatural en1.«ironrneAt SNAs. and provision for the 
economic, social and cultural wellbeing of the West Coast,. are achieved . 

Regard must also be had to the role given to councils by Sections 30 and 31 of the Act in 
maintaining indigenous 13iodi't'Crsity biological diversity, and how this can be woven in 
with the regional and district council's regulatory functions and non-regulatory obligations 
to work together with Poutini Ngai Tahu and given their kaitiakitanga role, as well as the 
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Department of Conservation and other organisations, at=ta community groups and 
landowners. 

A range of methods are proposed to implement the policies and achieve the objectives. 
Where regulatory tools are to be applied these are to be targeted to significant values.,,, 
Aot preveAtiAg appropFiate use aAd developmeAt. Method 2 J. recogAises that A,Non
regulatory measures also have an important role to play in the sustaiAable maAagemeAt 
maintenance of sigAificaAt indigenous biodi••<el'Sit)• biological diversity fuuAa aAd 
vegetatioA on the West Coast. These measures could include, but are not limited to, 
covenants, land swaps or exchanges in ownership between private land owners and the 
Department of Conservation, and vertebrate and plant pest control. This Method leAds 
support to those approaches, aAd Using non-regulatory tools also encourages cross 
sector collaboration. This overall approach is more likely to result in community 
acceptance and support for indigenous 13iodi't'Cl'Sity biological diversity aAd laAdscape 
protection. 

IA accoFdaAce with sectioA 62(1)(i)(iii) of the RP1A, the three distfict councils of the 
regioA will be FcspoAsil31e foF specif)•iAg the 013:iectives, policies aAd methods foF the 
coAtFol of the use of laAd to maiAtaiA iAdigeA01:1s biological divel'Sity e~(cept wher:e the 
coAtrol of the 1:1se of land Felates to the 'NCRC's fl:IActioAs uAdeF the RMA regaFdiAg: 

.. the coastal maFiAe area; 

• the 13cds of Fi'ICl'S, lakes aAd scheduled wetlaAds; aAd 

• laAd use activities maAaged iA the RegioAal laAd aAd Water: PlaA. 

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

1. Maintenance and enhancement of areas with significant indigenous biodivcrsit>,• 
biological diversity values in the West Coast region. 

-3. AppFOpFiate protection of outstaAdiAg AatuFal featuFes aAd laAdscapes, iA paFticulaF 
the icoAic tour:ist ·,•istas that att@ct •tisitol'S to the regioA. 

2.4. Appropriate subdivision, use and development is able to occur, and regulatory 
processes do not unduly delay appropriate resource use and development taking 
place. 

3. Non-regulatory work to maintain indigenous biological diversity is undertaken in an 
integrated, collaborative and co-ordinated way. 

2. 4. Opportunities are provided for Poutini Ngai Tahu to exercise their kaitiakitanga role 
in relation to the use and protection of indigenous biodiversity biological diversity 
where this is consistent with the West Coast Councils' RMA roles. 
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7 A. Natural Character 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 

Under section 6(a) of the RMA. councils must recognise and provide for the preservation 
of the natural character of the coastal environment, wetlands, and lakes and rivers and 
their margins. and protect them from inappropriate subdivision, use and development as 
a matter of national importance. Natural character preservation in the coastal 
environment is addressed in the Coastal Environment chapter, as the New Zealand 
Coastal Policy Statement provides specific direction on these matters. This Chapter covers 
the rest of the region inland from the landward coastal environment boundary. 

Natural character is the expression of natural elements, patterns and processes. The level 
of naturalness is affected by the degree of human modification. 

The West Coast is ilnternationally recognised for its lam:lscape features and natural 
character~ The glaciers, Pancalre RoclES, Heaph)' Tracie and many other attractions are 
managed b)• the Crown for the purpose of ·,•isiter appreciation. The most frequented sites 
are regionall't' significant for the }/'Jest Coast gi1f'€n that the West Coast is attracting large 
numbers of tourists seeking natural experiences. As a result. tourism is currently one of 
the top three economic df'ivers contributors to feF the region. The natural character of the 
region's wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins and their associated amenity 
values are enjoyed by both residents and visitors. 

Ensuring that we the region retains those aspects that are a region that is attractive to 
visitors and our own communities requires management of potential adverse effects on 
these landscapes, biodiversity and natural character values. For example, activities such 
as flood and erosion control are recognised as important for people's wellbeing, however 
they can affect the natural character of wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins. 
For the coasl:al marine area, the Regional Coasl:al Plan identifies specific areas with 
outsl:aF11:Jing natural character. 

The significant issues in relation to the natural character for the West Coast 
are: 

3. 

1,_ 

The relatively unmodified environment of the 'Nest Coast pAJvides a 't't'Calth of 
significant indigenous vegetation, significant habitats of indigenous fauna, 
outstanding natural features and natural landscapes, and areas with outsl:anding 
naturol character. VVhile these areas must be pAJtected, it is possible te carefull·,· 
manage them in a way that enables appAJpriate future emplo•,.ment, regional 
growth and de•t'elopment. 

Activities which contribute to people's wellbeing may adversely affect the natural 
character of the region's wetlands. and lakes and rivers and their margins. 

OBJECl'IVES 

1. 

3 

1,_ 

A regulate!)' ffamework that reflects the abundance of the West Coast's indigenous 
biological diversity, natural character, natural features and natural landscape whilst 
enabling }Afcst Coast communities to provide for their economic, social and cultural 
wellbeing. 

Protecting outstanding natural features and natural landscapes, and preserving 
outstanding natural character in a regionally consistent manner. 

Protect the natural character of the region's wetlands, and lakes and rivers and 
their margins. from inappropriate subdivision. use and development. 
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2. Provide for appropriate subdivision, use and development to enable people and 
communities to maintain or enhance their economic. social and cultural wellbeing. 

POLICIES 

1A Areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous 
fauna; and outstanding natural featur:es, outstanding natu@I landscapes and areas 
of outstanding natu@I character; will be identified tl=u=ough the use of regionall·t 
consistent criteria. 

1. Ad·,rerse effeets on significant indigenous 'tregetation, significant habitat of 
indigenous fauna, outstanding natural features, outstanding natural landscapes, 
and outstandin!':) natural diaracter arising from inappropriate subdi•,ision, use and 
de¥elopment will be avoided. 

2. When ha•ting regard to Policy 1, the appFOpriateness of any subdivision, use or 
de•telopfflent must be assessed against the follD','t'ing criteria: 

a) The 't'alue, importance or significance of the habitat, fauna, feature or 
landscape at the local, regional, or national lc>tcl; 

b) The degree and significance of actual or potential ad·,ersc effeets on the 
habitat, fauna, feature or landscape, including cumtdative effects, and the 
efficacy of measures proposed to a't'oid, remedy or mitigate such effects; 

c) The benefits to be deri'lled fFom the prnposeEI s1:1bdivision, use and or 
de'+'elopment at the local, r=egional and national scale and any technical or 
operational constraints on its 13reposcd location; 

d) The degree of existing modification of the habitat, fauna, fcat1:1re or 
landscape frem its nat1:1Fal character=; and 

e) The ·11:1lncrability of the habitat, fauna, fcatuFC or landscape to change, and 
its capacit,• to accommodate change, without compl'Omising its v·ah:Je. 

3A. Appropriate s1:1bdivision, use and de>,relopment in the areas listed in Policy 1 can be 
enablcEI pro•.•idcd the advrersc effects of the activity are avoided, remedied, 
fflitigated or offset. 

3. Give effect to Objecti'tre 2 of Chapter 3 by pro•,iding for the lroitiakitanga l'Ole of 
Poutini Ngai Tahu in the management of indigeno1:1s biological diversity and, wheFC 
practicable, pl'O·••ide for Pot1tini Ngai Tahu customal)' use of indigenous species in a 
manner that accords with tilronga and kaitialdtanga, within the fraffleworlc of the 
Regional and District Council's RMA functions. 

1,_ Use regionally consistent criteria to identify the clements. patterns. processes and 
qualities of the natural character of wetlands. and lakes and rivers and their 
margins. 

2. Protect the elements. patterns. processes and qualities that together contribute to 
the natural character of wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins from 
inappropriate subdivision. use and development. 

3. When determining if an activity is appropriate. the following matters must be 
considered: 

ru. The degree and significance of actual or potential adverse effects on the 
elements. patterns. processes and qualities that contribute to natural 
character; 

.Q} The value. importance or significance of the natural character at the local. or 
regional level: 

0 The degree of naturalness: 
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g} The potential for cumulative effects to diminish natural character, and the 
efficacy of measures proposed to avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects: 
and 

ru The vulnerability of the natural character to change, and its capacity to 
accommodate change. without compromising its values. 

Allow activities which have no more than minor adverse effects on natural 
character. 

POUCY EXPLANATION 

Policy 1A .1 recognises that using regionally consistent criteria to identify the natural 
character of wetlands. and lakes and rivers and their margins for deterfflining and 
identifying sigrtificarit arid outstanding areas helps ta ussists with achievi.Dgc iritegrated 
sustainable management. It needs ta be e,ident where significant areas are located, so 
when a subdi'f•ision, use or de't'elopfflent proposal is put forward, These criteria will be 
used in both planning and consent processes to determine the characteristics. and their 
significance. of the natural character present. robust decisions can be fflade regarding its 
appropriateness. 

Poli€)' 1 requires ad·,·erse en•,ironfflental effects to be fflanaged in a way that gi'f'CS effect 
to Part 2 of the R:MA. 

Policy 2 seeks to protect the elements. patterns, processes and gualitles of the natural 
character of wetlands. and lakes and rivers and their margins from adverse effects arising 
from inappropriate subdivision. use and development. What is "inappropriate" is assessed 
by reference to what is to be "protected". 

Policy 3 is to To assist decision-makers to determine deciding whether a proposed 
subdivision, use or development 't't'ould be ~ mappropriate..., in the areas listed in Policy 1, 
Poliq· 2 requires consideration of the nature and scale of effects, the significartce of the 
values affected as well as the ill'lpact ori the econofflic and social 't't'ellbeing of the 
cOA'lfflunity, and how these contribute ta the overall purpose of sustainable fflanagell'lent. 
Decision malters need to apply this in the conte~ of the 11.'est Coast and the abundance 
of biodi't'ersily, natural character and natural features and landscapes rell'laining 
throughout the region. Sched1:1le 1 wetlands in the Land and 'Nater Plan contains 
significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna, and are 
protected by provisions in that Plan. 

Poli€)' 3A recognises that following the application of the criteria listed in Poliq· 2, if a 
proposed subdivision, use and dcvelopll'lent is found to be appropriate, it can be enabled 
provided adverse effects arising froll'I it are avoided, rell'ledied, A'litigated or offset. 

Policy 4 recognises that some activities will result in effects that are no more than minor 
and provides for these to take place as a permitted activity, or in accordance With a 
resource consent. 

APPUCATION OF PROVISIONS ACROSS THE RPS 

The objectives and policies in this chapter of the RPS must be read together with Chapter 
3 and other relevant chapters. including Chapter 6. which set out the direction for the 
sustainable management of natural and physical resources in more specific contexts. 

METHODS 

3. Use regional and district plan rules andfor resource consent processes to A'lanage 
the ad1f'Crse effects of subdi't'ision, use and developfflent on O1:1tstanding riatural 
character and outstanding natural features and landscapes. 
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5. Regional and district councils will work together to agree on a censistent set of 
criteria for identifying significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of 
indigenous fauna to be gi•'f'en effect to in regional and district plans. 

1,_ Include a regionally consistent set of criteria for the identification of the natural 
character of wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins in the regional and 
district plans. 

2. Identify the natural character of wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins 
through the resource consent process. 

3. Use provisions in the regional and district plans, and the resource consent process 
to protect the natural character of wetlands. and lakes and rivers and their margins 
from inappropriate subdivision, use and development. 

PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POUCIES AND METHODS 

Part 2 of the RMA requires councils, when exercising their functions under the RMA, to 
recognise and provide for the preservation of areas of significant indigenous •tegetation, 
significant habitat of indigenous fauna, and outstanding the natural character, of 
wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins, natural features and natural 
landscapes, and the protection of them from inappropriate development as a matter of 
national importance. The Objectives, Policies and Methods in this Chapter afm-to 
implement these statutory requirements in a pragmatic, efficient and effective way to 
ensure that botA the protection and preservation of the natural character, environment 
and provision for the economic, social and cultural wellbeing of the West Coast.,_ are 
achieved. 

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

1.37 Apprepriate 13rotection Preservation of outstanding the natural character of 
wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins. natural features and landscapes, 
in 13articular the iconic tourist ·••istas that att@ct visitors to ttie region. 

2.+. Appropriate subdivision, use and development is able to occur., and regulatory 
processes do not undul•t delay appropriate resource use and de•t1elopment talting 
f3laee. 
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7B. Natural features and landscapes 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 

Under section 6(b} of the RMA councils must recognise and provide for the protection of 
outstanding natural landscapes and outstanding natural features from inappropriate 
subdivision, use and development as a matter of national importance. Protection of these 
areas in the coastal environment is addressed in the Coastal Environment chapter. as the 
New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement (NZCPS) provides specific direction on these 
matters. This Chapter covers the area inland from the landward coastal environment 
boundary. The landscape provisions in this Chapter may apply to both terrestrial and 
fresh water areas. as terrestrial and aquatic landscape values are often closely 
interlinked. 

Chapter 8 Land and Water has provisions for identifying and protecting the significant 
values of wetlands and outstanding freshwater bodies under the National Policy 
Statement for Freshwater Management (NPSFM). which can include landscape values. 
Any proposed activities potentially adversely affecting fresh water landscapes should 
consider both this Chapter and Chapter 8. 

Tl'te West Coast is iinternationalfy recognised for its outstanding natural landscapes and 
outstanding natural features" aAd rmtu@I character. The glacieFS, PaAcake Rocl<5, Heaphy 
Traci< □Ad m□A')>' etAer at1:racti0F1s are managed by the Crown f-or the purpose of •tisitor 
appreciatioA. The rnost freq1:1ented sites arc regionally significant for the 'Nest Coast 
gi·,•en that the West Coast is attracting large numbers of tourists seeking natural 
experiences. As a result; tourism is currently one of the top three economic dt=iYeFs 
contributors to feF the region. The amenity value of these outstanding natural features 
and outstanding natural landscapes. such as the Franz Josef and Fox Glaciers. make an 
important contribution to the wellbeing of West Coast communities and visitors. 

Ensuring that we the region retains those aspects that are a region that is attractive to 
visitors and our own communities requires management of potential adverse effects on 
these outstanding natural feature and landscape values. For example. activities such as 
roads are recognised as important for people's wellbeing, however they can affect 
outstanding natural features and landscapes. landscapes, biodiversity and natu@I 
character ·••al1:1es. Other parts of the region also coAtribute to local landscapes but it is 
difficult to q1:1antify that contribution other than on a case by case basis assessment. For 
the coastal marine area, tl:le Regional Coasull Plan identifies specific areas witl:l 
outstanding natu@I features and landscapes, aRd 01:1tstanding natu@I character. 

The significant issues in relation to the natural ehaFaeter features and 
landscapes for the West Coast are: 

3. The rclativel·t unmodified en•,ironment of the West Ceast provides a wealth of 
significant indigenous ·,egetation, sigRificaRt habitats of indigenous fauna, 
outstanding natur:al featuFes and Ratur-al landsca19es, and aFCas with outstanding 
natural char:acter. 1.Vhile these areas must be protected, it is 19ossible to carefully 
manage them in a ·nay that enables a19propriate future ernplo·1ment, regional 
growth and development. 

.L.. Activities which contribute to people's wellbeing may adversely affect outstanding 
natural features and outstanding natural landscapes. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. A regulatory framework that FCflects the abundance of the West Coast's indigenous 
biological di"trersit',', natural charactcF, naturnl features and natural landscape whilst 
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enabling V.'-est Coast communities to prnvide for their economic, social and cultufill 
wellbeing. 

Protecting outstanding natufill features and natural landscapes, and presef't'ing 
outslilnding natufill character ifl a regionally consistent manner. 

Protect the region's outstanding natural features and outstanding natural 
landscapes from inappropriate subdivision. use and development. 

Provide for appropriate subdivision, use and development on, in or adjacent to 
outstanding natural features and outstanding natural landscapes to enable people 
and communities to maintain or enhance their economic, social and cultural 
wellbeing. 

POLICIES 

1A Areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenot1s 
fauna; and 01:1tstaneling nat1:1ral featuFCs, outstanding natt1@I landscapes anel areas 
of outstaneling nat1:1ral character; will be ielentified thro1:1gh the 1:1se of regional!•; 
consistent criteria. 

1. Ad•1erse effects on significant indigenous vegetation, significant habitat of 
indigenous fauna, outslilneling natural features, outstanding natural landscapes, 
and outstanding natural character arising from inappFOpriate subdi•tision, use and 
dC'telopment will be avoided. 

2. 'A'hen having regard to Policy 1, the appropriateness of any subdivision, use or 
dC't--elopment must be assessed against the following criteria: 

a) The •talue, importance or significance of the habitat, fauna, feature or landscape 
at the local, regional, or national le't<el; 

b) The elegree and significance of actual or potential ad't--ersc effects on the 
habililt, fauna, feature or landscape, including cumulati•te effects, and the 
efficacy of measures pFoposed to a·toid, remeel•,· or mitigate such effects; 

e) The benefits to be derived from the proposed subdi't'ision, use or development 
at the local, regional anel national scale and any technical or operational 
coAstraiAts OA its proposed location; 

d) The elegree of etistiAg modification of the habitat, fauna, feature or lm1elscape 
from its natufill chafilcter; and 

e) The ·tulAerability of the habitat, fa1:1na, feature or landscape to change, and its 
capacity to accommodate change, without compromising its value. 

3A Appropriate subdi•.•ision, use anel ele·.•elopment in the areas listed in Policy 1 can be 
enabled pro't·ided the ad·t'erse effects of the actMt}' are a>toided, reFRedieel, 
mitigated or offset. 

1,_ Use regionally consistent criteria to identi(y outstanding natural features and 
outstanding natural landscapes. 

2. Protect the values which together contribute to a natural feature or landscape 
being outstanding, from inappropriate subdivision, use and development. 

3. When determining if an activity is appropriate, the following matters must be 
considered: 

g)_ Whether the activity will cause the loss of those values that contribute to 
making the natural feature or landscape outstanding: 
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Q)_ The extent to which the outstanding natural feature or landscape will be 
modified or damaged including the duration, frequency, magnitude or scale 
of any effect: 

Jj The irreversibility of any adverse effects on the values that contribute to 
making the natural feature or landscape outstanding: 

.d) The resilience of the outstanding natural feature or landscape to change: 

fil Whether the activity will lead to cumulative adverse effects on the 
outstanding natural feature or landscape: 

Allow activities in outstanding natural features and outstanding natural landsc.apes 
which have no more than minor adverse effects. 

POLICY EXPLANATION 

Policy ¼A 1 recognises that it is best practice to usgmg regionally consistent criteria for 
deteFfflining and identifying signifkant and outstanding areas helps to achieve integrated 
management. natural features and landsc.apes, to contribute to an integrated 
management framework across the region. Outstanding natural landscapes and features 
may cross district boundaries. It needs to be evident where significant outstanding areas 
are located, so that when a subdivision, use or development proposal is put forward, 
robust decisions c.an be made regarding its appropriateness. 

Policy 1 requires adverse en•,•ironmental effects to be managed in a way that gives effect 
to Part 2 of the RMA. 

Policy 2 seeks to protect the values of outstanding natural features and landscapes from 
inappropriate subdivision, use and development. What is "inappropriate" is assessed by 
reference to what is to be "protected". 

Policy 3 is to =Fe assist decision-makers to determine tfociding whether a proposed 
subdivision, use or development would be ~ fnappropriate.,_, in the areas listed in Polie,· 1, 
Policy 2 requires consideration of the nature and scale of effects, the significaAce of the 
·1alues affected as well as the impact on the ecoAomie aAd social wellbeiAg of the 
communit)•, and how these contribute to the O'reFall purpose of sustainable maAagement. 
Decision makers need to apply this in conte~ of the West Coast and the abundance of 
biodi•.·ersity, natural character and natural featw=es and laAdscapes remaining throughout 
the region. Schedule 1 ·,retlands in the Land and 'Nater Plan contains significant 
indigenous 't'egctation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna, and are protected b·; 
pro·,isions in that Plan. 

Policy 3A recognises that following the application of the criteria listed in Policy 2, if a 
proposed subdi't'ision, use and de't'elopment is found to be appropriate, it can be enabled 
provided adverse effects arising from it are avoided, remedied, mitigated or offset. 

Policy 4 recognises that some activities will result in effects that are no more than minor 
and provides for these to take place as a permitted activity, or in accordance with a 
resource consent. 

APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS ACROSS THE RPS 

The objectives and policies in this chapter of the RPS must be read together with Chapter 
3 and other relevant chapters, including Chapter 61 which set out the direction for the 
sustainable management of natural and physical resources in more specific contexts. 
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METHODS 

3-;- Use regional and district plan n:tles anci,lor resource censent precesses to manage 
the ad•t'CFSe effects of subdi•tision, use and development on outstanding natural 
character and outstanding natural features and landscapes. 

L_Regional and district councils will worlc together to agree on a consistent set of 
criteria for identify•ing significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of 
indigenous fauna to be gi•t'en effect to in regional and district plans. 

L 

3. 

Develop a regionally consistent set of criteria for the identification of outstanding 
natural features and outstanding natural landscapes and their values, and include 
the criteria in the regional and district plans. 

Identify outstanding natural features and outstanding natural landscapes in 
regional and district plans, and through the resource consent process. 

Use provisions including maps in the regional and district plans, and the resource 
consent process to protect outstanding natural features and outstanding natural 
landscapes from inappropriate subdivision, use and development. 

PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POUCIES AND METHODS 

Part 2 of the RMA requires councils, when exercising their functions under the RMA, to 
recognise and provide for the protection of areas of significant indigenous vegetation, 
significant habitat of indigenous fauna, and outstanding natu@I cha@cter, natural 
features and outstanding natural landscapes, from inappropriate development as a 
matter of national importance. The Objectives, Policies and Methods in this Chapter aim 
to implement these statutory requirements in a pragmatic, efficient and effective way to 
ensure that both the protection of outstanding natural features and outstanding natural 
landscapes, the natu@I en't'ironment and provision for the economic, social and cultural 
wellbeing of the West Coast, are achieved. 

ANTICIPATl:D ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

1.3. Appropriate .e_protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes.,--m 
particular the iconic tourist vistas that attract visitors to the region. 

2.4.- Appropriate subdivision, use and development is able to occur., and reg1:llatory 
processes do not undul't' delay appropriate resource use and de•,•elopment taking 
place. 
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8. Land and Water 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 

The West Coast has high rainfall and water is generally abundant in most areas. Given 
the development pressures facing other regions, West Coast experiences of the natural 
environment are being keenly sought, with many of these experiences centred around 
coastal and freshwater environments. The region's natural beauty and resulting 
popularity with tourists is, in no small measure, due to the pristine nature of most water 
bodies. Management of these resources needs to take into account the high recreational 
and habitat values these water bodies provide. 

To Poutini Ngai Tahu, wai maori (freshwater) and moana (coastal waters) are taonga. 
The life-giving and life-sustaining properties of water are intrinsically linked to the 
spiritual, cultural, economic, environmental and social wellbeing, survival and identity of 
Poutini Ngai Tahu whanui. Poor water quality and activities such as abstraction, damming 
or diversion of water can have adverse effects on the relationship of Poutini Ngai Tahu to 
fresh and coastal waters, including on their culture and traditions. This is because the 
life-supporting capacity and/or mauri of the resource can be affected, including its ability 
to support healthy habitat for mahinga kai and to provide for the harvest of kaimoana 
and other customary uses. The life supporting capacity of water is not just of importance 
for cultural values, but also has relevance for trout, salmon and other species. 

State of Environment reporting has shown that freshwater quality is improving on the 
West Coast. Council's Long Term Plan now includes five water quality parameters and 
Council measures progress with these parameters and reports on this annually. 

Water quality management has been mainly focused on addressing point source (direct) 
discharges of contaminants. Continued work on the way land is used and managed to 
reduce diffuse run-off and leaching will enable further improvements in water quality. 
Council has been working closely within specific catchments to improve water quality 
through both regulatory and non-regulatory approaches, with some success, 

Compared with other regions, there are relatively few significant water use pressures on 
water bodies on the West Coast. However, water availability is coming under increased 
seasonal pressure due to extraction for irrigation in the upper Grey Valley. This may 
require further work to prioritise water allocation between water uses such as drinking 
water and in-stream uses (for example fish habitat;f aquatic ecology and other in-stream 
needs). 

The NPSFM was ga:mtted in 2011. The RPS lflUSt give effect. to the NPSFM. The 
objectives, policies, rules and lflethods in the Regional Land and Water Plan are lflecting 
the requirelflents of the NPSFM through lflanaging the effects of land use and their 
potential impact on waterbodies. Further emphasis on the requirement for integrated 
management, particularly on the effects of the use of land on fresh water fer both the 
Regional and district councils, will gi•t'c further effect to the NPSFM. An integrated 
approach also considers the effects of land and freshwater use on coastal water. 

The National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management (NPSFM) was gazetted in 
2017. and recognises the importance of freshwater resources. It gives councils direction 
for both providing for water use and protecting the values of freshwater. including 
aquatic ecosystems and wetlands. Protection of freshwater indigenous biological diversity 
is addressed in Chapter 7 Ecosystems and Indigenous biological diversity as section 6(c;) 
of the RMA also gives direction on these matters. 

To give effect to the NPSFM, the Regional Council has a Progressive Implementation Plan 
(PIP) identifying Freshwater Management Units (FMU's} in the region, and outlining when 
it will set up FMU community groups to identify values, objectives and limits for each 
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FMU. This work will result in changes to the Regional Land and Water Plan under 
Schedule 1 of the RMA. 

This Chapter of the RPS provides overarching and high level policy direction to give effect 
to the NPSFM throughout the region. It also provides for integrated management with 
the water-related provisions of the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS), 
by managing effects of land and fresh water use that originate from outside the coastal 
environment, on inshore coastal water. It also gives effect to the relevant provisions of 
the National Policy Statement for Renewable Electricity Generation (NPSREG). 

The significant issues in relation to the management of land and water for the 
West Coast region are: 

1. Managing adverse effects on water quality, arising from point source and diffuse 
source discharges to waterbodies from activities on land. 

2. Potential overuse of water resources can occur in certain areas during drier 
seasons. 

3. 

4. 

Activities may adversely affect the significant values of wetlands and outstanding 
freshwater bodies. 

Integrating the management of subdivision, use and development activities on 
land with the potential effects on water quality. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. The life-supporting capacity of freshwater is maintained or improved. 

2.-1. Provide for a range of land and water uses to enable the economic, social and 
cultural wellbeing of West Coast communities while maintaining or improving water 
quality and aquatic ecosystems6• 

3.2. Determine allocation of water within environmental controls. f:)FiOFities for water in 
catchmeAts where there aFe competiAg er eeAflictiAg demands. 

4. Identify and protect the significant values of wetlands and outstanding freshwater 
bodies. 

5.3. Achieve the integrated management of water and the subdivision, use and 
development of land within catchments, recognising the interconnections between 
land, fresh water, and coastal water, including by managing adverse effects of land 
and water use on coastal water guality. 

POLICIES 

1. Adverse effects on the significant 'lalues of fresh and coastal water quality and 
aguatic ecosystems arising from_;_ 

a) Subdivision, use or development of land; 

b) Discharges of contaminants to water and to land in circumstances which 
may result in contaminants entering water; 

c) Water use and take abstractions; and 

d) Activities in, or on, water including damming and diversion, 

will be avoided, remedied or mitigated, to thereby ensur§f!§ that water quality and 
aquatic ecosystems are maintained or improved. 

6 Including the habitat of trout and salmon. 
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_2. __ To give effect to Objective 2 of Chapter 3, the adverse effects of subdivision, use 
and development on Poutini Ngai Tahu cultural values will be avoided, remedied or 
mitigated taking into account the following matters: 

a) A preference by Poutini Ngai Tahu for discharges to land over water where 
practicable; 

b) The value of riparian margin vegetation for water quality and aquatic 
ecosystems; and 

c) Effects on the sustainability of mahinga kai, and protection of taonga areas. 

3. To give effect to Objective 2 of Chapter 3, manage land and water use in a way 
that avoids significant adverse effects (other than those arising from the 
development, operation, maintenance, or upgrading of RSI and local roads) and 
avoids, remedies or mitigates other adverse water quality effects on sites that are 
significant to Poutini Ngai Tahu, including the following: 

a) Estuaries, hapua lagoons, and other coastal wetlands: and 

b) Shellfish beds and fishing areas. 

3) Subject to the FCquirements of Patt 2 of the Resource Management Act (RMA) tt=1e 
allocatioA of water will generally be elealt ·1.•ith on a "first come, first served" basis 
but 'Nill tal(C iAto account the reasonable neeels of water users. In catchments 
where theFC is Jil(Cly to competition for the use of water, allocation decisions will be 
made having particular FCgard to ti'le following: 

3,1. Until priority frameworks for water take and use are developed through the FMU 
processes and added to a regional plan, consent applications will be processed on 
a "first-come, first served" basis, and in making decisions, the following matters 
must be considered: 

4. 

5. 

6. 

a) The Rreasonably foreseeable future requirements for domestic and 
community water supply needs, stock drinking, and firefighting; 

b) The degree of community. regional or national benefit from the taking and 
tf5C take, use, damming or diversion of water; 

c) =FAat-a~ny adverse environmental effects from the allocation take, use, 
damming or diversion of water will be avoided, remedied or mitigated 
including where applicable by applying provisions of the regional plan: ift 
accordance with other policies of this RPS or regional plans, aAel the 
requiFCments of the RMA; and 

d) Applying rates of take, volume limits and residual flows at the point of take 
to ensure that there is enough water for the purpose of the take, and to 
maintain or improve water guality and aquatic ecosystems: 

e) The extent to which the proposal maximises the efficient allocation and 
efficient use of water; and 

O The reasonable needs of other water users. 

Regional and district plaAs are integrated to maAagc the effects of the use and 
development of laAd on water, including coastal water. 

Maintain or improve water quality within freshwater management units. 

Identify the significant values of wetlands and outstanding freshwater bodies in 
regional plans and protect those values. 
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Encourage the coordination of urban growth, land use and development including 
the provision of infrastructure to achieve integrated management of effects on 
fresh and coastal water. 

Provide for the social, economic and cultural wellbeing derived from the use and 
development of land and water resources. while maintaining or improving water 
guality and aguatic ecosystems. 

Implement the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management including the 
National Objectives Framework. 

EXPLANATION TO THE POUCIES 

Policy 1 gives effect to the NPSFM and Objective 1 above by requiring that subdivision, 
use and development activities on land, discharges of contaminants, water abstFactlons 
takes and uses, and activities in, or on, water are managed in a way that reduces the 
adverse effects of those activities. Explicit detail on how this will be achieved is will be set 
out in the Regional Land and Water Plan, as well as provisions in the district plans and 
through conditions on individual resource consents. This includes providing for discharges 
to land where this is more appropriate than discharging contaminants to water, for 
example dairy shed effluent, and requiring treatment of certain contaminants prior to 
discharging into water, such as sewage effluent. Gi't'ing effect to Polie,· 1 will also ensure 
that the significant 't'alues of water including, but not limited to, aquatic ecosystems and 
recreational uses will be pr&,•ided for. SigAificant 't'alues can include the national and local 
·,·alues referred to in the NPSFM. 

Regarding Policiesy 2 and 3, the discharge of contaminants to water is a significant 
environmental and cultural concern to Poutini Ngai Tahu because of its impact on the 
health and mauri of water bodies, including adverse effects on coastal shellfish beds and 
fishing areas. To achieve the sustainability of mahinga kai, the health of these taonga 
must be maintained to provide for the needs of future generations. Discharge of sewage 
effluent to water is particularly offensive to Poutini Ngai Tahu. Discharges to land are 
preferred where practicable, and where the effects are less than for discharges to water. 
Where possible, Poutini Ngai Tahu encourage land-based treatment of stormwater, 
acknowledging that this may not be feasible in all situations on the West Coast given the 
high rainfall and soil types. Poutini Ngai Tahu also promote the maintenance and 
enhancement of riparian vegetation to protect water quality and aquatic ecosystems. 
Ad't'CfSe effects on cultural 't'alues can be assessed and managed in consultation with 
tangata whenua thFough the resour-ce consent and plan de·relopment processes. Mahinga 
l@i and other taonga areas of significance to Poutini Ngai Tahu are, or will be, identified 
in the regional and district plans. 

The regional and district councils need to have regard to the downstream effects of land 
and water use on coastal mahinga kai areas. Adverse effects on cultural values can be 
assessed and managed in consultation with tangata whenua through the resource 
consent and plan development . processes. Mahinga kai and other taonga areas of 
significance to Poutini Ngai Tahu are. or will be. identified in the regional and district 
plans. 

Policy 31. sets out the approach to be talEen to determiRc allocatioA applies to the taking. 
use, damming and diversion of water. priorities for the use of water. Subject to Part 2 of 
the RMA, Until Freshwater Management Unit (FMU) provisions are established in regional 
plans, the Council will general!~• allocate water on a 'first-come, first-served basis'. 
Howe'.'er where there is likely to be competition for the use of water, the Cotmeil will 
Reed to 'prioritise' ·Nater allocation arnong competing users. Policy 31.._establishes that 
allocations are made subject to after considering the matters listed, and Part 2 of the Act 
including the need to safeguar=cl the life supporting capacil)• of water and protect 
iAstrearn uses and 't'alues. TAis will be done in accordance with any relevant provisions in 
other policies in the RPS as well as the operative regional plans to safeguard the life" 
supporting capacity of water. and the requirernents of the RMA. IA rnaking decisions on 
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the allocation of water under this policy, some water users will need to be given priority 
because they provide important economic, social, or health and safety benefits to the 
community, the region, New Zealand, or because of the strategic natw=e of their business 
or operations. Water will be managed and prioritised where allocation pressures exist. 
The intent is to avoid, remcd·t or mitigate the ad•,<erse effects that the use and 
dm,<elopmcnt within these catd1ments may ha1,'C on these water· resources whilst still 
enabling communities to meet their social, cultural anEl economic wellbeing. While this 
issue is fairl't' limiteel at this time, future elevelopment, and use of freshwater, in the 
region may put other catchments under pressure. 

Policy 5 is to implement the NPSFM by establishing FMUs and, subsequently through plan 
changes, developing a framework with freshwater objectives and environmental limits for 
each FMU. 

Policy 6 reflects the NPSFM Objectives A2 and 84 which require the protection of the 
significant values of wetlands and outstanding freshwater bodies. While indigenous 
biological diversity, natural character and landscape values of wetlands are addressed in 
Chapters 7, 7A and 7B, wetlands can have other values, for example, cultural, 
recreational and hydrological values, and the provisions of this Chapter apply to all 
significant wetland values. · 

The NPSFM requires the RPS to provide for the integrated management of the effects of 
the use and development of land and water on fresh and coastal water. This ts-to 
includc.2 encouraging the co-ordination and sequencing of regional and/or urban growth, 
land use and development and the provision of infrastructure. Policy 4-Z recognises the 
connectivity between activities on land and ¾&their effects on water.., and that tihcse 
must be managed through both the regional and district plans. Activities upstream can 
also affect coastal water quality. An example of where integrated management is 
necessary is includes ensuring sufficient infrastructure capacity is provided for 
stormwater disposal and discharge from new subdivision and land development, in order 
to avoid stormwater overflows flooding adjoining land, 61' eroding riverbanks, or causing 
sedimentation of water bodies. 

Policy 4-Z also gives effect to the NZCPS policies for integrated management of activities 
that affect the coastal environment, including effects on coastal water from upstream 
land uses. 

Policy 8 The NPSFM recognises the importance to people of using water within 
environmental limits to ensure water quality and aquatic ecosystem outcomes are 
achieved. The use of water is necessary for a variety of activities that contribute to 
people's economic, social and cultural wellbeing. 

Policy 9 gives effect to the Regional Council's obligation to fully implement the NPSFM. 

AELMEB P9UGIES 

Policy 2 of Chapter 3 [R-esource Management Issues of Significance to Poutini Ngai 
Tahu]; Policy 1, 2, 4 and 5 of Chapter 4 [Resilient and Sustainable CommuAities]; Policy 
1 and 2 of Chapter 5 [Use and Development or Resources]; Policy 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 of 
Chapter 6 [Regionally Significant Infrastructure]; Policy 1 and 3 [DR 7.126] of Chapter 7 
[Biodiversity and Landscape Values]; Polic·t 2 of Chapter 9 [Coaskll Environment]. 

APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS ACROSS THE RPS 

The objectives and policies in this chapter of the RPS must be read together with Chapter 
3 and other relevant chapters, including Chapter 61 which set out the direction for the 
sustainable management of natural and physical resources in more specific contexts. 

METHODS 
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1. MaintaiR a Include in regional plan~ wltf::l-objectives, policies, rules and methods--ef 
implementation to ensure that any adverse effects of point and diffuse source 
discharges to land and water are avoided, remedied or mitigated, and that water 
quality is maintained or improved in accordance with relevant national policy 
statements. 

2. Include in district plans, policies, rules, guidelines or other information to avoid, 
remedy or mitigate the adverse effects of land use activities and management 
practices on water quality. 

3. Regional and district councils, in their plan development and resource consent 
processes, will consult with Poutini Ngai Tahu about avoiding, remedying or 
mitigating adverse effects originating from land and freshwater use on their 
cultural values associated with fresh and coastal water, including by identifying 
significant mahinga kai and other taonga areas. 

4.- MaiRtaiR a regioRal plaR witl'l objectives, policies, rules □Rd metl'lods of 
implementatioR te eRsure tl'le prioritisatioR of fresl'lwater in catchfAeRts where 
coRflict m□'t' arise duriRg dry periods. · 

4. Develop with stakeholders regionally consistent criteria to identify the significant 
values of wetlands and outstanding freshwater bodies. 

5. Identify the significant values of wetlands and outstanding freshwater bodies in a 
regional plan. 

6.5:- Regional plans are integrated across land and water resources (including coastal 
water), and regional and district plans are integrated across statutory functions to 
manage the effects of urban growth. development. and infrastructure on fresh and 
coastal water. 

7 .&.- In accordance with the WCRC's Progressive Implementation Programme, establish 
Freshwater Management Units (FMUs}. and set freshwater objectjves and limits 
through provisions in regional plans. uRdertal(C water quality monitoring, further 
in•.•estigati•;e 'Nork, plaR cl'laRges to tl'le Land and Water Plan, aRd aR',' subsequeRt 
implemeRtatioR actioRs necessat=y to eRable implemeRtation of the NPSFM, 
iRcluding identil'icatioR of the significaRt values referred to iR Objective 1 and Policy 
h 

PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS 

It is the acti•,ities that occur on laRd that have the greatest iRfluencc over the quality of 
our fresh and coastal water. The RegioRal laRd aRd 1N-ater Plan provides a 
compreheRsivc teal for the iRtegrated maRagement of laRd aRd fresh 'Nater. The RPS 
objectives, policies □Rd methods do, at their broadest le>,el, establish a policy f@R'lework 
for maiRtaiRing aRd ifApro•,iRg freshwater OR the 'Nest Coast. Their aim is to maintain the 
West Coast's generall·t high to excelld:1t water f!Uality aRd to eRhaRce that water quality 
by addressing the effects of water coRtamination frem diffuse □Rd poiRt sources. Further 
detail and the specil'ic appreaches to the management of these issues is previded in the 
RegioRal Land and 'Nater PlaR. Regulation, tl'lrough tl'le iRclusion of rules in the r:egioRal 
and distFict plaRs, as well as CORditiORS on FCSOUrce CORSCRts, pl'Ovide a simple, efficient 
and effecti•;e method of CORtrelling ad•,erse effects associated with the use of laRd aRd 
water. 

Maintaining or improving fresh water quality on the West Coast will be achieved 
principally through the implementation of the NPSFM. This will require the establishment 
of the FMU's, and their own fresh water objectives and environmental limits in a regional 
plans. Until that time. tThere is a framewoFk to pro't•ide fur: ·.-.·ater use and allocation OR 
aR interim basis. 
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Water takes and uses will also be managed in accordance with the NPSFM. The aim is to 
provide for the many uses of land and water and to balance these coffipeting deffiands 
while also ffiaintaining, and where appropriate, enhancing water quality. giving effect to 
Objective Bl for water quantity in the NPSFM. Through the statutory ft:affiework in place, 
and in particular the use of regim"al rules, the Rregional and district plans, ~ouncil~ can 
provide for the use of these resources for the economic, social and cultural wellbeing of 
our communities while managing any adverse effects. There is a framework to provide 
for water take and use on an interim basis until FMUs are established in a regional plan. 

Integrated management of the effects of land and fresh water use on coastal water is 
important for maintaining coastal water quality in areas with significant cultural values. 
These values include shellfish beds, fishing areas, and other mahinga kai and taonga 
areas, that are sensitive to water contamination. 

Council will continue to A'loniklr water quality through State of En•..'ironA'lent Reporting 
and as part of tl'lc Council's Long TeFffi Plan. Further work will be undertalren kl 
detcrffiine ·,vhat A'l0re needs kl be done to impleA'lent the NPSFM, including considering 
whether additional objectives are required for specific water bodies within the Region 
(fl<eshwatcr A'l□nageA'lent units). Consideration will also be gi•1en to the approach to 
A'lOnitoring progress towafd achie•.•ing any identified objectives of the NPSFM and 
whether the inforA'lation a•1ailable in respect of freshwater takes and contaminants needs 
iA'lproving in order to achieve these objecti,.'Cs. '.''.'here necessary, detailed direction ·...-ill 
be provided through provisions in regional plans. 

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

1. Water quality is maintained or improved on the West Coast. 

2. West Coast communities can use and develop land and water resources to provide 
for their economic, cultural and social wellbeing. 

3.i!- Water allocations arc prioritised and managed within limits to maintain or improve 
water quality and water quantity. 

4. Significant values of wetlands and outstanding fresh water bodies arc protected 
from the adverse effects of activities that compromise these values. 

5.3 Regional and district plans are integrated to effectively manage land and water 
effects on fresh and coastal water. 

6. Life supporting capacity and ecosystem processes of freshwater arc safeguarded. 
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9. Coastal Environment 

BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 

This Chapter identifies resource management issues of regional significance affecting the 
West Coast's coastal environment. Resource management of the coastal environment is 
shared between regional and district councils, as follows: 

a) The coastal environment from maFiRe aFea (CMA) ee'J<eFS from the liRe of mean 
high water spring~ (MHWS) out to the 12 nautical mile limit at sea; is the coastal 
marine area (CMA). wherein the Regional Council has the primary function to 
manages ttig effects of occupation and other activities through the Regional 
Coastal Plan; 

b) The coastal environment also extends inland from the MHWS liRe iftlaftEf to the 
extent of "where coastal processes, influences, or qualities are significant" {Policy 
1(2)(c), NZCPS). The three district councils manage effects of land useL 
development and subdivision In this part of the coastal environment of in their 
respective districts via theiF the district plans. The Regional Council manages the 
effects of activities such as earthworks and discharges In this part of the coastal 
environment through its regional laREI aRd 'NateF plan. 

Section 62(3) of the RMA requires that this RPS must, among other.things, give effect to 
the NZCPS. The Minister of Conservation prepared and approved a revised NZCPS in 
2010 covering a range of coastal matters. The NZCPS policies of particular relevance to 
this chapter of the RPS are: 

■ Policy 6 which has clauses recognising the contribution of activities in the coastal 
environment to the social, economic and cultural wellbeing of people and 
communities; 

■ Policy 7 which requires consideration of where, how and when to provide for activities 
in the coastal environment, and where protection from Inappropriate activities is 
needed; 

■ Polfcies 11, 13 and 15 which ~ set out requirements for the protection of 
sigRifieaRt Indigenous biological diversity, areas of outstaReliRg natural character, and 
outstaF1diF1g natural features and landscapes fFOm ad't'crse cffeets of aeti'iities; and 

■ Policies 24, 25, 26 and 27 which provide direction on managing coastal hazard risk. 

The RPS must give effect to the National Policy Statements for Electricity Transmission 
(NPSET for the National Grid) and Renewable Electricity Generation (NPSREG}, where 
actiyitjes covered by these NPS's occur in the coastal environment. This Chapter provides 
policy direction when considering the specific reguirements of the electricity NPSs and the 
NZCPS. The provisions of Chapter 6 Regionally Significant Infrastructure (RSI) also need 
to be considered for electricity and other RSI in the coastal environment. 

Some provisions in other chapters of this RPS ffla'f also apply in the coastal environment,~ 
#,Ear example, Poutini Ngai Tahu provisions in Chapter 3. heritage provisions in Chapter 4 
iR the ResilieRt afld SustaiRal3Ie CemmuRities, aRd laRd aRd 1N-ateF ehapters. and the 
DewRstFealfl effects of land and freshwater use above Mean High Water Sprjng on 
coastal water aFe addressee! l::IRdeF the iRtegFated maRage1t1ent pFE>•.•isions ifl ti'le Land 
aREI WateF in-eChapter ,8. These pFE>'iisioRs aFe refeFFed te iR the Related Pelieies sectiofl 
ef this ehapter, aRd geReFally gi'f'e effect ta etheF NKPS pelicies. Ft:JFther details ef 
policies iR the NiOCPS i!Ol:O which aFe rele...aRt te the 'Nest Coast CMA are gh<eR effect te 
ifl the Regieflal Ceastal Plafl and dlstFlct plaRS, 

As refeFreEI te iR ChapteF 7 OR Biedi...eFSlty and Landseape Valt1es, Ithe West Coast has a 
dramatic coastline with extensive areas of high scenic and natural values in a largely 
unmodified state. Tourists are attracted to the West Coast to view iconic coastal scenic 
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areas such as the Pancake Rocks at Punakaiki. an al:lundance of natu@I habitat, natu@I 
cha@cter, and landsca13es, including within the coastal em1irenl'l'lent. Prntection of these 
-.·alues in aecordance with the NZCPS does not necessarily 13rohieit a1313ro13riate 
sul:ldi1t'ision, use and de1t'elOf)l'l'lent. While there is currently a relati•t'ely low le•t'el of 
develof)l'l'lent 13articularly in the coastal l'l'larine area, there is the 13otential fer further 
resoul'CC use and de-.relopl'l'lent in the coastal environl'l'lent in ap13ro13riate locations and 
forl'l'ls, and within a1313ro13riate lil'l'lits. Tourists arc attracted to the 1Nest Coast to ·••iew 
ironic coastal scenic areas such as tl'le PaAcalcc Rocle; at PunalcailEi. Natural l'l'laterials 
such as sand, g@•tcl, driftwood, anel minerals such as ilmenite aAd garnets can be used 
to pFO't'ide for peo13le's social and econoniic wellbeing. 

A large proportion of the development and land use activities including subdivision in the 
region is located in, or traverses through, the coastal environment. RSI may also need to 
be located within the coastal environment of the region. While there is currently a 
relatively low level of development pressure for new activities. particularly in the coastal 
marine area, there is the potential for further resource use and development in the 
coastal environment.,_ in appropriate locations and forms, and within a1313ro13riate limits. 
Tourists are attracted to tl'le West Coast to 't'iew iconic coastal sceAic areas suel'l as the 
Pancake Rocle; at Punal~ailci. Natural materials such as sand, gravel, driftwood, and 
minerals such as ilmenite and garnets can be used to provide for people's social and 
economic wellbeing. 

Tl'lis Chapter does not have ol)jecti·,·es or 13olicies to l'l'lanage effects of all activities that 
are iA the coastal envirom=nent. That le•t'el of detail is addressed in regional and district 
13lans, ineluding, for e~mple, effects of activities in or near ri•,rer moutl'ls on fisl'l 
migration and aquatic ecolog·1, ooth upstream of U1e coastal en•,•ironment anel within it. 

Climate change can potentially affect the coastal environment via sea level rise, and 
changes to the intensity and frequency of storm surges and waves. This can affect river 
mouth migration and lagoon flood levels. The coast is a highly dynamic environment· 
because of a combination of marine, terrestrial and tectonic environments, and this, 
combined with climate change, means that more frequent or greater erosion and 
inundation can be expected in coming decades. Inappropriate subdivision, use and 
development can increase the exposure of people and communities to risks from coastal 
hazards. This Chapter proposes guidance on allowing appropriate development in the 
coastal environment while managing inappropriate development that increases the risk of 
hazards that affect people and communities. A risk-based approach to assessing coastal 
hazard risk includes taking a precautionary approach as required by the NZCPS 2010. 
Chapter 11 Natural Hazards also has provisions that are relevant to the coastal 
environment. 

Statement of Local Authority Responsibilities 

Section 62(1)(i)(iii) of the Act requires a regional policy statement to state the local 
authority responsible, in the· whole or any part of the region, for specifying the 
objectives, policies and methods for the control of the use of land to maintain indigenous 
biological diversity. 

The West Coast Regional Council will be responsible for specifying the objectives, policies 
and methods to maintain indigenous biological diversity by controlling activities: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

in the CMA; 

affecting water bodies, including significant wetlands; 

affecting the beds of lakes and rivers. 

Control of the use of land to maintain indigenous biological diversity in lake and river 
margins, and for earthworks and vegetation clearance activities, is a shared responsibility 
between Regional and District Councils. 
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Territorial authorities will be responsible for specifying the objectives, policies and 
methods for the control of the use of land for the maintenance of indigenous biological 
diversity for all other activities. 

The significant issues in relation to the management of the coastal 
environment for the West Coast region are: 

-b The NZCPS FequiFes the avoidance of ad't'erse effects on certaiA indigenous coastal 
biodiversit)•, and outstanding Aatural character and landscapes in the coastal 
en't'ironA9ent. niese areas are widespread on the 1,N-est Coast as it has a relati•1ely 
laf§c propoFtion of unA9odificd coastal cn•1iFOnment. Ho1ft'C'1eF, there is also a need 
to enable appFOpriatc future cmpl&;mcnt, gFOwth and de't'elopmeAt, to pFO,.·ide feF 
the Region's economic, social aAa cultural wellbeiAg. 

1. Protecting the values of the coastal environment whilst enabling sustainable use 
and development, to provide for the region's economic, social and cultural 
wellbeing. 

2. Enabling appropriate subdivision, use and development of the coastal environment 
while reducing the risk of harm to people, property, and infrastructure from natural 
hazards in the coastal environment. 

OBJECTIVES 

-1. 

r.-

A regulatory frameworlc that protects sigAificaAt inaigeAous coastal bioaiversity, 
outstaAdiAg Aatural character areas, and outstanaing natural features aAd Aatural 
lanascapcs from afh•crsc effects of iAappropriate8 acti'lities. 

RccogAise apprepFiate aAa sustainable subdi'lision, use and dcvelopmeAt in the 
coastal eA1,'iFOnment aAd its coAtribution to enabling people ana communities to 
pfO',•ide for their economic, social and cultuml wellbeing. 

Within the coastal environment: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

Protect indigenous biological diversity; 

Preserve natural character. and protect it from inappropriate subdivision, use 
and development: and 

Protect natural features and natural landscapes from inappropriate 
subdivision, use and development. 

2. Provide for appropriate subdivision. use and development in the coastal 
environment to enable people and communities to maintain or enhance their 
economic, social, and cultural wellbeing. 

4.-J Ensure that any new subdivision, use or development in the coastal environment 
has appropriate regard to the level of coastal hazard risks. 

5._4_Ensurc that coastal hazard risks potentially affecting existing development are 
managed so as to eni;tble the safety, and social and economic wellbeing of people 
and communities. 

POLICIES 

'Nhere new subdi11ision, use or development is proposed in the coastal 
CA'liFOAA1ent: 

6J a't'oid ad,.•crse effects on the ta:>m, ecosystems, areas and habitats listed in 
NZCPS 2010 Policy H(a); 
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~ a•foid significant ad•,•erse effects and avoid, remedy or mitigate other 
ad·.<erse effects on the taxa, ecosystems, areas and habitats listed in NZCPS 
2010 Policy H(b); 

e) a't'Oid adverse effects of inappropriate~ subdi•t'ision, use and development 
on areas of outstanding natural chmactcr, m11:standing natural feat1:1res and 
outstanding natural landscapes; 

SJ avoid significant ad•rerse effects of inappropriate8 subdi•1ision, 1:1se and 
de't•elopment and avoid, remedy or mitigate other ad't'erse effects on natural 
cha@ctcr, natural features and natural landscapes. 

Within the coastal environment protect indigenous biological diversity. and natural 
character, natural features and natural landscapes from inappropriate subdivision, 
use and development by: 

a) Identifying in regional and district plans areas of significant indigenous 
biological diversity, outstanding and high natural character and outstanding 
natural features and landscapes, recognising the matters set out in Policies 
11. 13 and 15 of the NZCPS; 

b) Avoiding adverse effects on significant indigenous biological diversity, areas 
of outstanding natural character and outstanding natural landscapes and 
features; and 

c} Avoiding significant adverse effects and avoiding. remedying or mitigating 
other adverse effects on indigenous biological diversity, natural character. 
natural features and natural landscapes; 

In addition to tl'le matters listed in Policy 2 of Chapter 7, when considering wl'lether 
or not proposals for ne·N subdi>t•ision, use, and dc>relopment in the coastal 
en•1iffinment are inappropriate, take into account the following contextual matters: 

a, The protection of the 't'alues of the coastal en•tiroAment does not preclude 
use and dc>1elopment in appropriate places and forms, and 't't'ithin 
appropriate limits; 

~ Some uses and developments whicl'l depend upon the use of natural and 
physical reso1:1rces in tlm coastal enviftJnmeAt are important to the social, 
economic and cultural wellbeing of people and communities; and 

e) Functionally some uses and de'♦'elopments ca11 only be located in the coastal 
mariAe area or inland coastal en'♦'ironment. 

2.(1) In the case of the National Grid. operation. maintenance or minor upgrading of 
existing Nationar Grid infrastructure shall be enabled. · 

(2) In the case of the National Grid, following a route. site and method selection 
process and having regard to the technical and operational constraints of the 
network. new development or major upgrades of the National Grid shall seek to 
avoid adverse effects, and otheiwise remedy or mitigate adverse effects on areas 
of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna. 
outstanding natural features and landscapes. and areas of high and outstanding 
natural character located within the coastal environment. In some circumstances, 
adverse effects on the values of those areas must be avoided. 

3. Provide for subdivision, use or development in the coastal environment: 

a) Which maintains or enhances the social. economic and cultural well-being of 
people and communities; 

b) Which: 

~ For the µurposes of Objecti't'e 1 and Policy! of Chapt:er 9, whether aft ael:i't'ief is "inappFOµriate" or not is to 
be determiRed In accofdanee wil:h the criteria listee in Pelley 2 of Chapter 9 and Pelie,· 2 of Chapter 7. 
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Requires the use of the natural and physical resources in the coastal 
environment: or 

Has a technical. functional or operational requirement to be located 
within the coastal environment: 

c) Recognising that minor or transitory effects associated with subdivision. use 
and development may not be an adverse effect within those areas described 
in Policy lb). 

d) By allowing subdivision. use and development where the adverse effects are 
no more than minor within those areas described in Policy le). 

e) By allowing lawfully established activities to continue provided the adverse 
effects are the same or similar in scale. character or intensity. 

Provide for new and existing renewable electricity generation activities in the 
coastal environment, including by having particular regard to: 

a) The need to be located where the renewable energy resource is available: 

b) The technical. functional or operational needs of renewable electricity 
generation activities. 

5. 3.-To give effect to Objective 2 of Chapter 3 of this RPS, manage land and water use 
in the coastal environment in a way that avoids significant adverse effects (other 
than those arising from the development, operation, maintenance, or upgrading of 
RSI and local roads) and avoids, remedies or mitigates other adverse water quality 
effects on sites that are significant to Poutini Ngai Tahu, including the following: 

a) Estuaries, hapua lagoons, and other coastal wetlands; and 

b) Shellfish beds and fishing areas. 

6. +.-Where new subdivision, use or development in the coastal environment may be 
adversely affected by coastal hazards, adopt a risk management approach taking 
into account, where applicable: 

a) Official, nationally recognised guidelines for sea level rise; 

b) The type and life-cycle of the proposed development, including whether it is 
short-term, long term, or permanent; 

c) Whether the predicted impacts are likely to have material or significant 
consequences; 

d) The acceptability of those potential consequences, given their likelihood; 
and, 

e) Whether there are suitable options to avoid increasing the risk of harm from 
coastal hazards, and whether future adaptation options are feasible. 

7.5-.----0>astal hazard risks should be assessed over at least a 100 year timeframe. 

8.&.--In areas of significant existing development likely to be affected by coastal 
hazards, a range of options for reducing coastal hazard risk should be assessed. 

9. Consider opportunities for the restoration or rehabilitation of natural character. 

EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 

Policy 1 gives effect to Policies 11, 13, and 15 of the NZCPS 2010 to protect significant 
and outstanding indigenous biologjca! diversity. landscape and natural character values, 
for example, bush clad cliffs and ravines or marine reserves. These NZCPS policies set 
levels of protection from adverse effects of activities on significant and outstanding 
indigenous biologjcal djversity, landscape and natural character values, and on natural 
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values that are not significant or outstanding. and are reflected in Policy 1. IA appl•tiAg 
this Policy, case la•.v indicates that it may be acceptable to allow acti·t•ities that have minor 
or transitery adverse effects on significant biodi>+'Crsity or outstanding natural character or 
laAdscape areas □Ad still gi>we effect to these NZCPS policies, where the a•,oidance of the 

· effects of an actMty is Aot necessary (or relevant) ro protect the particular values. Policy 
1 therefore focuses on 'new' use or de·,clopment as it has a greater likelihood of having 
more th□A miAor or tr=ansitory ad't•erse effects. Existing infrastructure and other acth·ities 
that ha·t'e been in place for many years are likely to ha·,e □d't'Crse effects that are no 
more thaA minor. 1Nhen ha•,ing regard to Policy 1, consideration should be given to ti'lc 
nature and scale of effects, what ad>+•erse effects are to be a·,oided, and what ·,alucs are 
ro be protected. Decision malECrs need to apply ttiis in conteKt of the 'Nest Coast and the 
quantity and quality ef biodiversity and natural values remaining throughout the region's 
coastal en•,ironment. 

Policy 2 provides a specific management approach for the National Grid. 'Seek to avoid' 
means that the operator must make every possible effort to avoid adverse effects on 
areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna, 
outstanding natural features and landscapes, and high or outstanding natural character. 
The circumstances in which adverse effects must be avoided will be dependent on the 
nature of the adverse effects and values adversely affected, taking into account the 
technical and operational constraints of the network and the route, site and method 
selection process. 

Policy 2 gives effect to Policy 6(2) of the N:ZCPS 2010 reflecting that the RMA docs not 
preclude appropriate use am::! development iA the coastal eAvironment. "Use" not onlr 
means resource use, it also includes, for example, recreational use □Ad public access as 
uses of the coastal eA•t'ironment. Policy 2(a) also links to PoliC)' 7 of the NZCPS which 
requires consideration in RPS's and plans of where, how and when to provide for future 
development. These matters arc implemented for the coastal marine area in the Regional 
Coastal Plan b·t identifying areas with important values wtiere ad•1erse effects of 
proposed Aew de't•clopmeAt may need to be assessed. Plan rules indicate when 
consideration of effects is required through the conseAt process. District plans will have 
similar prO't'isions for the coastal environment to be consistent witl'l ti'le RPS and Regional 
Coastal Plan. 

Policy 3 gives effect to Policies 61 7, 8 and 9 of the NZCPS to recognise that the provision 
of certain activities in the coastal environment is important to the social, economic and 
cultural wellbeing of West Coast people. The NZCPS does not preclude appropriate use 
and development in the coastal environment. including in areas with significant. high or 
outstanding indigenous biological diversity, natural character and natural features and 
landscapes provided that potential adverse effects are appropriately managed. Policy 3 
recognises the constraints in the NZCPS on activities in the coastal environment. 

In applying Policy 3, case law indicates that it may be acceptable to allow activities that 
have minor or transitory adverse effects on significant indigenous biological diversity or 
outstanding natural character or landscape areas and still give effect to these NZCPS 
policies, where the avoidance of the effects of an activity is not necessary (or relevant) to 
protect the particular values. 'New' use or development may be more likely to have more 
than minor or transitory adverse effects. Existing infrastructure and other activities that 
have been in place for many years are likely to have adverse effects that are no more 
than minor. 

Policy 4 gives effect to the National Policy Statement for Renewable Electricity Generation 
(NPSREG) for activities within the coastal environment. 

Policy 3 .5. recognises that some coastal environments important to Poutini Ngai Tahu are 
particularly sensitive to elevated levels of contaminants in coastal water. Regional and 
district councils need to have regard to the effects of coastal development on coastal 
mahinga kai areas such as estuaries, lagoons, coastal wetlands, shellfish beds, and 
fishing areas including mataitai reserves. Significant coastal mahinga kai areas for Poutini 
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Ngai Tahu are, or will be, identified in the regional and district plans. Policy 3 5 includes 
an exception for the development, operation, maintenance, or upgrading of RSI and local 
roads in recognition of the fact that there are several places in the coastal environment 
where important lifeline infrastructure exists in or near to the areas listed in clauses a) 
and b). 

Policy 4-6: The potential impacts of climate change on coastal processes (and thus 
natural hazards) are complex, and a risk management approach to coastal hazard 
management is necessary when considering if coastal subdivision, use and development 
is suitable in the coastal environment. A number of national level guidance manuals are 
available which have a range of factors to consider when assessing the risk of coastal 
hazard effects on proposed development, including adaptive management. Policy 25 of 
the NZCPS 2010 requires that in areas potentially affected by coastal hazards over at 
least the next 100 years, increased risk of harm from such hazards must be avoided. 
There are a range of preventive tools that may be considered in terms of their 
effectiveness for avoidi"ng increasing the risk of harm. Determining their effectiveness will 
depend on factors such as the level of risk, whether the risk may change over time and 
by how much. 

Policy 5-Z: Policy 24 of the NZCPS 2010 requires that a minimum 100 year timeframe is 
used for assessing coastal hazard risks, particularly for proposed development in or 
adjoining areas identified as being high risk for hazards. This will provide consistency for 
development in the coastal environment of the three districts. 

The provisions in this Chapter are specific to resource management-related hazard issues 
in the coastal environment. The Natural Hazards Chapter has provisions which may also 
apply in the coastal environment. 

Policy 6-.8,: Policy 27 of the NZCPS 2010 lists several options to consider for managing 
coastal hazard effects on significant existing development, including relocation and 
removal of existing development, as well as hard protection structures. Where resource 
management action is needed to protect people and property, the RMA provides for 
councils to take the best practicable option. Decision-makers will need to consider the 
potential social and economic impacts, including costs, to land and infrastructure owners 
of options to best manage hazard effects. 

Policy 9 gives effect to Policy 14 of the NZCPS which directs the promotion of restoration 
or rehabilitation of natural character in the coastal environment. including by provisions 
in the RPS and plans. and conditions in resource consents and designations. 

R:fl.lrFEB P8UEEES 

Policy 1, 2 and 3 of Chapter 2 [Resol:lFCe Management Issues of Significance to Poutini 
Ngai Tahu]; Policy 1, 2, 4 and 5 of Chapter 1 [Resilient and S1:1stainable Communities]; 
Policy 1 of Chapter 5 [Use and Development of Resources]; Polie,• 1, 2, 3, 4, s, and 6 in 
Chapter 6 [Regionally Significant InfrastfUctl:lre]; Policy 1 and 3 in Chapter 7 [Biodi>t'Crsit)' 
and Landscape Values]; Policy 1, 2, 3 and 1 in Chapter 8 [Land and 1Nater]; Policy 2 (in 
the inland coastal envirnnment) of Chapter 10 [Air Q1:1ality]; Policy 1, 2, 3, and 1 of 
Chapter 11 [Natural Ha:;mrds]. 

APPUCATION OF PROVISIONS ACROSS THE RPS 

The objectives and policies in this chapter of the RPS must be read together with Chapter 
3 and other relevant chapters. including Chapter 6. which set out the direction for the 
sustainable management of natural and physical resources in more specific contexts. 

METHODS 

1. Regional and District Councils to identify areas of significant indigenous biological 
diversity, outstanding and high natural character areas and outstanding natural 
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features and landscapes of the coastal environment. set out the characteristics and 
qualities of each area in a plan schedule, and show areas on maps where 
practicable. · 

-h-2. Allow apprupriate use and de.relopment In tf:le coastal en•,irunmcnt, and mManage 
adverse effects of subdivision, use and development in the coastal environment 
activities through ey provisions in the Regional Coastal Plan, the Land and Water 
Plan, and district plans, including identification of significant coastal mahinga kai 
areas. 

i!.J,__Use the regional and district plans, resource consent, building consent, and rating 
district processes, and community consultation to assess and manage the risk of 
coastal hazards affecting development in the coastal environment. 

3:i._Continue to review and include the Coastal Hazard Areas in the Regional Coastal 
Plan and in district plans and identify whether these Areas have a low, medium or 
high risk of being affected by a coastal hazard. 

+.a.._Consider using expert advice where there may be a medium or high risk of 
significant existing development being affected by a coastal hazard. 

PRINCiPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING THE OBJECTIVES, POLICIES, AND METHODS 

The provisions in this Chapter will enable Councils to carry out their obligations under the 
RMA to manage subdi't'ision, use, and development in the coastal environment. This 
includes gi't'ing give effect to r-ele..ant parts of the NZCPS, 291G NPSET and NPSREG in 
the coastal environment. which apply to the coastal envirunment of tl=le 'Nest Coast. 

The provisions for managing coastal hazard risk alse implement Councils' functions under 
section 30 of the RMA for controlling the use of land, including land in the coastal 
environment, to avoid or mitigate natural hazards. The NZCPS also outs obligations on 
councils to manage coastal hazards. 

Managing effects of activities in the coastal marine area which may potentially cause or 
exacerbate a coastal hazard risk is covered in the Regional Coastal Plan. 

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

1. The particular Natural character, and the values that make biodi't'Crsity, natural 
cl=la@cter, natural landscapes and natural features significant or outstanding, arc 
protected from adverse effects of acti•••itles inappropriate subdivision, use and 
development in the coastal environment. 

2. Indigenous biological diversity in the coastal environment is protected. 

3. West Coast communities can continue to appropriately use and develop resources 
to provide for their economic, social, and cultural wellbeing. 

4. Appropriate subdivision, use and development occurs in the coastal environment, 
with ways of reducing coastal hazard risk incorporated into their design and 
location. 

5. Existing significant development is protected from coastal hazards, where 
practicable . 
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10. Air Quality 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 

Most of the West Coast region enjoys a generally high standard of air quality. This is 
because of the region's relatively windy and exposed nature, together with its small and 
dispersed population, and low numbers of heavy industry and vehicles. 

Burning coal and wood for domestic heating in winter affects air quality in some urban 
areas on the West Coast. The main contaminant affecting wintertime air quality is 
particulate matter which are the very small particles measured in micrometres that can 
adversely affect human health. 

The Regional Air Quality Plan does not have provisions to deal with individual discharges 
of smoke from domestic fires, except for in the Reefton Airshed. Region-wide control of 
domestic fires through rules in the Regional Air Quality Plan ls not appropriate because of 
the number of individual sources of discharge. 

The Resource Management (National Environmental Standards for Air Quality) 
Regulations 2004--(NESAQ) contain limits for certain contaminants, including particulate 
matter that councils must meet as part of their resource management functions. A 
balance needs to be achieved between fulfilling Council's obligations under the NESAQ to 
meet the particulate matter standards, and ensuring that people are able to keep warm 
in their homes during cold winter months. 

Commercial, industrial, recreational and institutional discharges to air of odour, dust, 
smoke, and other contaminants are a by-product of resource use and development or 
other activities undertaken by people providing for their social, cultural and economic 
wellbeing, which the RPS and regional and district plans seek to enable. Such discharges 
can have the potential for more than minor adverse effects if not managed properly. This 
Chapter provides direction for the Regional Air Quality Plan to manage these air 
discharges. 

The significant issues in relation to the management of air quality for the West 
Coast region are: 

1. In urban areas during winter time, emissions of particulate matter can potentially 
affect people's health. It is critical that people are able to keep warm in their 
homes while winter time particulate matter emissions are reduced to meet the 
NESAQ. 

2. Allowing point source discharges to air while managing adverse effects of those 
discharges on air quality and other values. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. To reduce winter time particulate matter emissions to meet the NESAQ, while 
ensuring people's and communities' health and wellbeing is not compromised. 

2. To allow discharges to air which are part of activities contributing to the social, 
economic, and cultural wellbeing of people and communities on the West Coast, 
while managing adverse effects of those discharges. 

--. Note: Objective 2 does not apply to domestic fire emissions. 
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POLICIES 

1. Where appropriate and practicable, use a range of regulatory and non-regulatory 
tools to reduce winter time particulate matter emissions that also enable people to 
keep their homes warm during cold months. 

2. Management of adverse effects of the discharge of contaminants to air must 
include consideration of the following: 

a) Reverse sensitivity, including the siting of new, incompatible development in 
proximity to activities that discharge contaminants to air; 

b) Use of technology, codes of practice, and industry standards; and, 

c) The best practicable option to minimise the adverse effects of the discharge. 

EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 

Policy 1: The Regional Council has worked with the Reefton community to identify a 
range of options for reducing particulate matter levels in the Reefton Airshed to improve 
public health and meet the NESAQ, while allowing the community to continue using solid 
fuel, particularly coal, to warm their homes during winter. Provisions will be added to the 
Regional Air Quality Plan to reduce particulate matter emissions in the Reeft:on Airshed. 

As a general principle for the rest of the region, Council recognises the importance of 
residents being able to keep warm during winter. Council will balance this, along with the 
principles underpinning this RPS, including affordability, when considering what other 
regulatory and non-regulatory action will or may be taken, to meet the NESAQ for 
particulate matter. 

The matters listed in Policy 2 are potential issues and tools commonly associated with 
managing discharges of contaminants to air (other than domestic fires outside the 
Reefton Airshed). Reverse sensitivity effects can occur when new sensitive activities are 
inappropriately located in close proximity to activities which discharge contaminants to 
air. In conjunction with Policy 2 of the Use and Development of Resources Chapter, this 
Policy 2 allows for the consideration of the siting and establishment of subdivision, use 
and development to avoid, remedy or mitigate reverse sensitivity effects. Due to the 
subjective element of managing air discharges, and odour in particular, national and 
industry guidelines are available to assist decision-makers, as well as considering the best 
practicable option under the RMA. 

AELM=EB POLIEIES 

Policy 1 and 3 of Chapter 2 [R-csouFce Manaf)efflent Issues of Significance to Poutini Ngai 
Tahu]; Policy 1, 2, and 4 of Chapter 4 [R-csilient and Sustainable Cofflmunities]; Poliq• 1 
and 2 of Chapter 5 [Use and De'trelopment of Resources]; Policy 1 and 2 of Chapter 6 
[Rcgionall~· · Signifkant Infrastructure]; Policy 2 (in the inland coastal erwir01'1ment) of 
Chapter 10 [Air Quality]. 

APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS ACROSS THE RPS 

The objectives and policies in this chapter of the RPS must be read together with Chapter 
3 and other relevant chapters. including Chapter 61 which set out the direction for the 
sustainable management of natural and physical resources in more specific contexts. 

METHODS 

Provide education and advice cin how particulate matter emissions can be reduced 
from domestic solid fuel burners. 
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2. Allow discharges of contaminants to air and manage the effects through regional 
and district plan rules, and resource consents (apart from domestic fires outside 
the Reefton Airshed). 

PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES, METHODS 

The provisions relating to the NESAQ for particulate matter reflect appropriate 
management approaches for the West Coast region. Councils are required under the 
NESAQ to reduce particulate matter levels in airsheds. It is uncertain if or what action 
may be needed or may be feasible in other urban places to meet the NESAQ for 
particulate matter once compliance is achieved in Reefton. An adaptive management 
approach is therefore required providing Council the flexibility to consider these matters 
in the future. This will ensure that the balance of good air quality and people's warmth 
and wellbeing is maintained. 

Managing discharges to air (other than domestic fires outside the Reefton Airshed) 
through plan provisions reflects current practice which is working well. The Regional Air 
Quality Plan is an effective means of managing air discharges. Under section 67(3) of _the 
RMA the Regional Air Quality Plan must give effect to the direction provided in the RPS 
on managing discharges to air. 

No provisions are included for managing emissions of greenhouse gases because under 
section 70A of the RMA the WCRC must not have regard to the effects of discharges to 
air on climate change, except to the extent that the use and development of renewable 
energy enables a reduction in the discharge into air of greenhouse gases. 

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

1. Reduced particulate matter levels in winter in some urban areas. 

2. Odour, dust, smoke, and other contaminant emissions are discharged at 
acceptable levels in accordance with nationally recognised guidelines and 
standards for levels of contaminants discharged to air, enabling resource use and 
development to occur for people's social, cultural and economic wellbeing. 
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11. Natural Hazards 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 

A 'natural hazard' as defined under the RMA is "any atmospheric or earth or water related 
occurrence (including earthquake, tsunami, erosion, volcanic and geothermal activity, 
landslip, subsidence, sedimentation, wind, drought, fire or flooding) the action of which 
adversely affects or may adversely affect human life, property or other aspects of the 
environment." Natural hazards arise from natural events such as high rainfall, 
earthquakes and high winds. However, natural events only become natural hazards when 
they have the potential to affect people, property and other valued aspects of the 
environment. 

The West Coast has a range of high risk environments that are susceptible to natural 
hazards. The potential impacts of natural hazard events range from general nuisance to 
creating significant damage and loss of property and, in extreme cases, loss of lives. 
These can lead to high economic and social costs on the West Coast with significant 
consequences for public health and safety, agriculture, housing and infrastructure. 
Managing natural hazards requires a collaborative effort from a range of organisations 
including central government, local government, crown agencies, infrastructure 
providers, businesses and local communities. Management of natural hazards should be 
undertaken in an integrated manner within catchments. 

The effects of climate change are addressed in this Chapter. The West Coast is expected 
to have both more severe and frequent extreme weather events in future decades. This 
can exacerbate potential natural hazards and good planning is needed to avoid locating 
inappropriate land uses in high risk areas. 

Depending on the nature of the natural hazard, the level of risk, and the advantages and 
cost of any action, there may be benefits in undertaking actions or activities to avoid or 
mitigate the effects of natural hazards on people, property and communities. However, 
inevitably there will be events where, despite a community's readiness and efforts to 
mitigate the effects of such events, coordinated relief actions and responses are 
necessary to assist individuals and communities affected. This activity is facilitated 
through the Civil Defence Emergency Management Act 2002 (CDEMA) and the plans and 
local arrangements developed under this framework by the West Coast Civil Defence 
Emergency Management Group. 

Under the RMA people must be able to provide for their social and economic wellbeing; 
however, this needs to be balanced against the risk to people, property and 
infrastructure from natural hazard events. There is an increasing amount of information 
that shows which areas of the West Coast are prone to damage from natural hazards and 
this enables informed assessments about the risk to people and property. Where there is 
existing development within hazard-prone areas, enabling appropriate hazard mitigation 
measures to be created will help to minimise the risks and impacts on these vulnerable 
communities. 

The management of significant risk from natural hazards has recently been elevated to a 
matter of national importance under section 6 of the RMA, and is likely to be supported 
by a National Policy Statement in future. Future planning for natural hazards will require 
an adaptive management approach and flexibility to allow for new information and/or 
changing legislation . 

The significant issues in relation to the management of the natural hazards for 
the West Coast are: 
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1. Natural hazards, particularly flooding and earthquake, have the potential to create 
significant risk to human life, property, community and economic wellbeing on the 
West Coast. 

2. Increasing public awareness of, and planning for, natural hazards is required for 
communities to become more resilient. 

3. Subdivision, use and development can contribute to natural hazard risk. 

OBJECTIVE 

1. The risks and impacts of natural hazard events on people, communities, property, 
infrastructure and our regional economy are avoided or minimised. 

POLICIES 

1. Reduce the susceptibility of the West Coast community and environment to natural 
hazards by improving planning, responsibility and community awareness for the 
avoidance and mitigation of natural hazards. 

2. New subdivision, use or development should be located and designed so that the 
need for hazard protection works is avoided or minimised. Where necessary and 
practicable, further development in hazard-prone areas will be restricted. 

3. Avoid or mitigate adverse effects on the environment arising from climate change 
by recognising and providing for the development and protection of the built 
environment and infrastructure in a manner that takes into account the potential 
effects of rising sea levels and the potential for more variable and extreme weather 
patterns in coming decades. 

4. The appropriateness of works and activities designed to modify natural hazard 
processes and events will be assessed by reference to: 

a) The levels of risk and the likely increase in disaster or risk potential; 

b) The costs and benefits to people and the community; 

c) The potential effects of the works on the environment; and 

d) The effectiveness of the works or activities and the practicality of alternative 
means, including the relocation of existing development or infrastructure 
away from areas of natural hazard risk. 

EXPLANATION TO THE POUCIES 

Hazards within the coastal environment are also addressed in Chapter 9: Coastal 
Environment, and these chapters should be read together when considering coastal 
hazards. 

Policy 1 seeks to increase awareness of hazard risks and the adoption of appropriate 
building controls, including avoiding inappropriate development in hazard prone areas, to 
reduce the susceptibility of the West Coast community to the adverse effects of natural 
hazards. Civil defence planning and preparedness under the CDEMA provides further 
means of reducing the potential for loss or damage from natural hazard emergencies and 
disasters. Application of regional and district activity to applying the four R's (reduction, 
readiness, response and recovery) will continue to assist with preparing communities for 
emergencies as well as ensuring that Councils and partner agencies are ready to act 
should these events arise. 

Policy 2 recognises that through appropriate planning, the need for protection works can 
be avoided by siting new subdivision, use and development away from existing or 
potential natural hazards. Research on natural hazards is ongoing. This information may 
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indicate that in places where development has already occurred these areas may be 
susceptible to natural hazards. In such cases, further permanent development may need 
to be restricted to reduce additional risk to people or property. However, avoiding 
development in hazard prone areas may not be practicable in all instances, as some 
types of development are limited in where they can be located to function effectively. 

Subdivision, use and development that may cause or contribute to a natural hazard 
should be avoided. In some cases activities in an area may cause or contribute to a 
natural hazard affecting another area. For example, an upstream or inland land or river 
use can have downstream or downgradient hazard effects on other development. The 
risk of subdivision, use and development affecting or exacerbating a hazard risk 
elsewhere needs to be assessed in plan and consent processes. 

Policy 3 recognises that adverse effects arising from climate change may be significant in 
certain areas. While there is some uncertainty over the possibility, extent and timing of 
climate change effects, when assessing natural hazard risk, ~ouncils should use the latest 
national guidance and the best available information on the impacts of climate change on 
natural hazard events. Local authorities, as managers of significant infrastructural assets 
and through their statutory resource management and emergency management 
responsibilities, will, as opportunities arise and as practicable, plan and prepare for the 
anticipated effects of climate change. 

Policy 4 recognises that there will be situations where modifying the environment to 
reduce susceptibility to natural hazards will produce benefits to the community in excess 
of the costs involved in protection or prevention works or programmes. Consideration 
should be given to the relocation of existing development and infrastructure away from 
areas prone to natural hazards, however it is recognised that this cannot always occur. 
Consequently, those who benefit from the works or services should pay for them. 

RELATEB POUEIES 

Polio,· 1 of Ompter 2 [Resource MaAagemeAt Issues of SigAificaAee to PoutiAi Ngai 
Tahu]; Polic)' 2 and 1(a) of Chapter 1 [ResilieAt aAd Sustainable ComFAunities]; Polio,· 3 
and 1 of Chapter 6 [R:egioAall•t SignificaAt Infrastructure]; Poliq· 3, 1 aAd 5 of Chapter 9 
[Coastal EnvironFAent]. 

APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS ACROSS THE RPS 

The objectives and policies in this chapter of the RPS must be read together with Chapter 
3 and other relevant chapters. including Chapter 6. which set out the direction for the 
sustainable management of natural and physical resources in more specific contexts. 

METHODS 

1. Increase understanding and public awareness of natural hazards, including the 
potential influence of climate change on natural hazard events. 

2. Further development of a natural hazards knowledge base and continued use of 
the most up to date and accurate Information available in areas potentially affected 
by natural haz.ards. 

3. The Regional Council and district ·councils will support an integrated and 
collaborative approach between relevant agencies, the community and local 
businesses to manage significant natural hazard risks and effects. 

4. Where appropriate, include provisions in regional and district plans that address 
natural hazard issues including the control of the use of land to avoid or mitigate 
natural hazards. Particular methods may include: 

a) Special hazard zones and rules; 
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b) Identification of natural hazards on maps and registers; 

c) General building and development controls or criteria; 

d) Subdivision controls; 

e) Information requirements to assist consent processing; and 

f) Integrated catchment management. 

5. Take into account the location, nature and potential extent of natural hazards 
when providing and planning for the provision of essential lifeline utilities. 

6. The Regional Council will maintain detailed regional flood response strategies in 
priority catchments as well as initiating and maintaining flood protection works 
where communities are willing to fund such works. 

7. The regional and district councils will maintain and implement the Civil Defence 
Emergency Management Group Plan for the West Coast, and Local Arrangements, 
setting out regional and district emergency responses and contingency provisions 
in the event of a natural hazard event as members of the Civil Defence Emergency 
Management Group. 

8. The regional and district councils will maintain a civil defence emergency 
management response capability, which includes the ability to assist in the 
establishment and coordination• of disaster relief and recovery assistance 
programmes. 

PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POUCIES AND METHODS 

The objectives, policies and methods of implementation establish a policy framework for 
the management of natural hazards and, in particular, avoid or mitigate the adverse 
effects of natural hazards on human life, property and the environment. 

In accordance with section '62(1)(i)(i) of the RMA the three territorial authorities of the 
West Coast will be responsible for specifying the objectives, policies and methods for the 
control of the use of land to avoid or mitigate natural hazards except where the control of 
the use of land relates to the WCRC's functions under the RMA regarding: 

■ The coastal marine area; 

■ The beds of rivers, lakes and other waterbodies; and 

■ Land use activities managed in the Regional Land and Water Plan. 

Members of the Civil Defence and Emergency Management Group, and in particular the 
Lifelines Group and the Co-ordinating Executive GroupL are expected to continue to 
research and investigate natural hazards in the region and make recommendations to the 
relevant ~ouncil, should rules around land use be indicated as a hazard avoidance or 
mitigation method. This further promotes a collaborative approach between the regional 
and district councils to implement a region-wide approach to the management of natural 
hazards while allowing flexibility of application. 

There is an increasing amount of information that is being produced that identifies areas 
at risk from natural hazards. This work will be ongoing and is integral to minimising the 
risks and impacts of natural hazard events. These objectives, policies and methods allow 
for the consideration of this and the application of an adaptive management approach as 
required, and will assist communities in building resilience to the effects of natural 
hazards. 

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

1. A reduction in actual or potential losses to people, property and the environment. 
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2. Use and development of resources consistent with levels of risk. 

3. Increased community awareness of, and responsibility for, natural hazard avoidance 
and mitigation. 

4. Appropriate development within areas subject to natural hazards provided for in 
regional and district plans. 
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Part C 
Administrative procedures 
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12. Administrative Procedures 
The RMA requires that a RPS states: 

a) The processes to be used to deal with issues that cross local authority boundaries, 
and issues between territorial authorities or between agencies (section 62(1)(h)); 

b) The procedures to be used to monitor the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
policies or the methods contained in the RPS (section 62(1)(j)); and 

c) Any other information required for the purpose of the WCRC's functions, powers 
and duties under the RMA (section 62(1)(k)). 

This Chapter of the RPS covers these matters and other related administrative 
procedures. 

12.1 Integrated Management and Cross Boundary Processes 

This RPS is about the integrated management of the West Coast's natural and physical 
resources. Integrated management involves a consideration of: 

a) The effects of the use of one natural resource on other natural and physical 
resources or on other parts of the environment recognising that such effects 
may occur across space and time. 

b) The functions ,of other agencies with roles and responsibilities that contribute 
towards or impact on resource management 

c) The social and economic objectives and interests of the community, 
recognising that natural and physical resources cannot be managed without 
having regard to social, economic and cultural matters. 

The need for integration between resource management authorities is required under the 
RMA in terms of dealing with cross-boundary issues (section 62). These issues can arise 
in a number of situations but generally fall into two categories: those related to the 
preparation and review of plans; and those related to the administration of plans and 
associated resource consents. 

To achieve integrated management, it is essential that the policies, plans and actions of 
all those involved in resource management (government agencies including the 
Department of Conservation, regional and district councils, iwi and the community) are 
coordinated. The aim of integrated management is to promote the sustainable 
management of natural and physical resources in an efficient manner by implementing 
and promoting complementary, efficient and effective management of all natural and 
physical resources. In addition to the policies and methods identified in Part B and C of 
this RPS, the WCRC will use the following procedures to further promote integrated 
management and address cross-boundary issues: 

■ 

■ 

■ 

Liaise, as appropriate, with central government agencies in relation to 
resource management issues of regional significance. 

Make submissions, as appropriate, on documents prepared by central 
government agencies regarding issues of national significance that impact or 
impinge on the resource management functions under the RMA. 

Liaise, as appropriate, with other regional councils on resource management 
matters that are relevant to more than one region. 

Have regard to any policy statements and plans (including resource 
management plans and annual plans) prepared by the WCRC and the region's 
territorial authorities (including those under other legislation e.g. Biosecurity 
Act and the CDEMA), and the extent to which this RPS needs to be consistent 
with those documents. 
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■ Consult adjoining local authorities in the preparation of regional and district 
plans to ensure a consistent approach between districts and between the 
regions and districts regarding issues which cross local authority boundaries 
and state in those plans the processes for dealing with them. 

■ Advocate to the Buller, Grey and Westland District Councils that where 
appropriate, provisions are included in district plans that avoid unnecessary 
duplication of resource management responsibilities. 

■ Consider the transfer of functions that other agencies could carry out more 
efficiently, effectively and appropriately. Transfers of functions will be 
considered on the requirements of ~ection 33 of the RMA, including where 
both authorities agree that the authority to which the transfer is made 
represents the appropriate community of interest, and where the transfer is 
desirable on the grounds of efficiency and technical or special capability or 
expertise. 

■ Establish appropriate protocols for the efficient and effective operation of joint 
hearings. 

■ Give full consideration to the effects on all other aspects of the environment in 
the development of strategies and plans, in the consideration of resource 
consent applications, and in the provision of advice. 

■ When considering an application for resource consent, consider all issues in 
the balance with other policies set out in the RPS. 

12.2 Monitoring 

Monitoring is an important component of the decision-making process. It establishes a 
process to check on the progress being made towards the achievement of objectives and 
the efficiency and effectiveness of the options that have been chosen. The RMA 
recognises the value of monitoring and gives the regional and district councils 
responsibilities in this area. Section 35 of the RMA outlines the Regional Council's 
information gathering, monitoring and record keeping responsibilities. 

The WCRC monitors: 

■ The state of the West Coast environment; 

■ The efficiency and effectiveness of our policies and plans; 

■ The exercise of any functions we delegate; and 

■ Compliance with resource consents. 

The Regional Council already has a number of policies and procedures in place to gather 
information, and to monitor and report on how well the West Coast's natural and physical 
resources are being managed. These include: 

■ The review process for regional plans which monitors their efficiency and 
effectiveness as a means of achieving the objectives and policies of the RPS; 

■ The State of the Environment Monitoring Reports for air and water on the West 
Coast. They are produced every three-five years and are a comprehensive analysis 
of the environmental monitoring results and trends; 

■ The Regional Council's Annual Report which reports against objectives and 
performance measures in the Council's Long Term Plan for the West Coast, 
developed under the Local Government Act 2002 . 

The content of future State of the Environment Reporting will be reviewed and updated 
to reflect the new environmental goals (objectives) and ensure the right information is 
being gathered to monitor the environmental results anticipated in the RPS. 
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12.3 Review of the Regional Policy Statement 

The RMA requires that the WCRC commence a full review of this RPS no later than 10 
years from the date upon which it becomes operative. The Council will also undertake an 
internal review no later than 5 years from the date that this RPS becomes operative. The 
internal review will determine whether the direction taken in it continues to be relevant. 
A review of the relevant parts or provisions of the RPS may be carried out if a new issue 
arises or regional monitoring shows that a review would be appropriate . 
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Glossary 
Terms used In the RPS that are defined In the RMA, but not contained in this Glossary, 
have the same meaning as the RMA defined terms. This includes: 

■ Amenity values, 

■ Best practicable option, 

■ Biological diversity (er ~iedi-.-reFSity), 

■ Coastal marine area, 

■ Discharge, 

■ Effect, 

■ Environment, 

■ Kaltiakitanga, 

■ Land, 

■ National policy statement, 

■ Natural and physical resources, 

■ Natural hazard, and 

■ Sustainable management. 

Coastal environment encompasses the coastal marine area and the land areas 
adjacent to the coastal marine area that have a coastal character. 

Community means a social group of any size, in a particular locality, who share 
common interests. 

Cultural landscape means a geographical area that holds significant value to Poutinl 
Ngai Tahu due to the concentration of wahi tapu or taonga values, or the importance of 
the area to Poutinl Ngal Tahu cultural traditions, history or Identity. Cultural landscapes 
provide current and future generations of Poutini Ngai Tahu the opportunity to 
experience and engage with the landscape as their tipuna once did. 

Cultural values are those values that relate to the culture of a society. 

Environmental results anticipated means the expected or foreseen result or outcome 
on the environment as a consequence of implementing the policy or policies and methods 
of implementation. The environmental results anticipated provide a means of assessing 
the success of the objectives, policies and methods but may not always be measureable 
or achievable within the operative life of the RPS. 

Indigenous means native to New Zealand. 

Instream values are those uses or values of rivers or streams that are derived from 
within the river system itself and include amenity values, cultural and spiritual values of 
tangata whenua, and values associated with freshwater ecology and recreational, scenic, 
aesthetic and educational uses. 

Integrated management means managing (I.e. identifying, prioritising and acting on) 
the use, development and protection of natural and physical resources as a whole. 
Integrated management involves three inter-related parts: 

a) A recognition by management agencies that natural and physical resources exist as 
parts of complex and inter-connected social and biophysical systems, where effects 
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on one part of a system may affect other parts of the system and that tl:tere 
effects may occur immediately, may be delayed or may be cumulative; and 

b) The integration of management systems between agencies so that the various 
roles and responsibilities of those agencies are clearly identified and combined or 
coordinated to achieve consistency of purpose; and 

c) The integration of management systems within agencies to ensure that other 
legislation or administrative actions are consistent with promoting sustainable 
management of natural or physical resources. 

Issue means a matter of concern to the region's community regarding activities affecting 
some aspect of natural and physical resources and the environment of the region or their 
management. These matters are addressed in the RPS as either: 

a) Significant resource management issues of the region; or 

b) Resource management issues of significance to iwi; or 

c) Issues which cross local authority boundaries; or 

d) Matters where jurisdiction and delineation of responsibilities need to be made 
clear. 

Policy means a specific statement that guides or directs decision-making. A policy 
indicates a commitment to a general course of action in working towards an action. 

Regionally significant infrastructure means: 

a) The National Grid (as defined by the Electricity Industry Act 2010); 

b) Other electricity distribution and transmission networks defined as the system of 
transmission lines, sub transmission and distribution feeders and all associated 
substations and other works to convey electricity; 

c) Facilities for the generation of more than 1 MW of electricity and its supporting 
infrastructure where the electricity generated is supplied to the electricity 
distribution and transmission networks; 

d) Pipelines and gas facilities used for the transmission and distribution of natural and 
manufactured gas; 

e) The State Highway network, and road aoo networks classified in the One Network 
Road Classification Sub-category as strategic; 

f) The regional rail networks 

g) The Westport, Greymouth, and Hokitika airports; 

h) The Regional Council seawalls, stopbanks and erosion protection works; 

i) Telecommunications and radio communications facilities; 

j) Public or community sewage treatment plants and associated reticulation and 
disposal systems; 

k) Public water supply intakes, treatment plants and distribution systems; 

I) Public or community drainage systems, including stormwater systems; 

m) The ports of Westport, Greymouth and Jackson Bay; and 

n) Public or community solid waste storage and disposal facilities. 

Significant indigenous biological diversity. when used in Chapter 9 Coastal 
Environment. means the biodjversity described in Policy 11 of the New Zealand Coastal 
Policy Statement 2010. 

Significant mineral resource, for the purpose of Chapter 5 Use and Development of 
Resources Policy 2(b )(i), means the monetary value of the mineral resource is significant 
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to the local community, and employment is created in extracting the resource, based on 
the latest information available about the resource at the time. 

Significant Natural Area. or SNA means an area of significant indigenous vegetation. 
and/or significant habitats of indigenous fauna which has been identified using the 
criteria listed in Appendix 1 or 2 and included on maps in a regional or district plan as a 
SNA. or an area which although not included as a SNA in a regional or district plan 
nevertheless meets one or more of those criteria listed in Appendix 1 or 2. 

Significant tourism infrastructure refers to the major tracks, roads and facilities 
managed by the Department of Conservation and other public or community 
infrastructure providers which are regionally and nationally important in terms of their 
contribution to the regional economy such as the Glacier Roads, Heaphy Track, 
Punakaiki, the West Coast Wilderness Trail, and· other visitor information and visitor 
access facilities. 

Taonga means treasure, property; taonga are prized and protected as sacred 
possessions of the tribe. The term carries a deep spiritual meaning and taonga may be 
things that cannot be seen or touched, e.g. wahi tapu, waterways and mountains. 

Tapu means under spiritual protection or restriction. 

Values in the context of landscape assessment includes characteristics. attributes and 
qualities. 

Wahi tapu means places or things which are sacred or spiritually endowed. 
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AQpendix 1: Ecoio_gicat criterig · for . Jd~ntlfylng 
~jgnificant _ terrestrial and fresf}water indigenous 
biological diversity 
Indigenous vegetation or habitat(s) of indigenous fauna is significant if it meets any one 
or more of the following criteria: 

Note: These criteria are intended to be applied by suitably qualified and experienced 
ecologists with a good understanding of the local and national context and its associated 
ecological tools. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Representativeness 

a) Indigenous vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that is representative, 
typjcal or characteristic of the indigenous biological diversity of the relevant 
ecological district. This can include degraded examples where they are some 
of the best remaining examples of their type, or represent all that remains of 
indigenous biological diversity in some areas. 

b) Indigenous vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that is a relatively 
large example of its type within the relevant ecological district. 

Rarity/Distinctiveness 

a) Indigenous vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that has been reduced 
to less than 20% of its former extent in the region. or relevant land 
environment. ecological district, or freshwater environment. 

b) Indigenous vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that supports an 
indigenous species that is threatened, at risk, or uncommon, nationally or 
within the relevant ecological district. 

c) The site contains indigenous vegetation or an indigenous species at its 
distribution limit within the West Coast region or nationally. 

d) Indigenous vegetation or an association of indigenous species that is 
distinctive. of restricted occurrence, occurs within an originally rare 
ecosystem, or has developed as a result of an unusual environmental factor 
or combinations of factors. 

Diversity and Pattern 

a) Indigenous vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that contains a high 
diversity of indigenous ecosystem or habitat types, indigenous taxa, or has 
changes in species composition reflecting the existence of diverse biological 
and physical features or ecological gradients. 

4. Ecological Context 

a) 

b) 

Vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that provides or contributes to an 
important ecological linkage or network. or provides an important buffering 
function. 

Indigenous vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that provides 
important habitat (including refuges from predation, or key habitat for 
feeding, breeding, or resting) for indigenous species, either seasonally or 
permanently. 
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App~ndix 2: EcolQgj~al ... ~rit_er_ia. 
signifig1nt wetlands 

for identLfyi119 

A wetland is ecologically significant if it meets one or more of the following criteria: 

Ecological context 

1. The ecological context of the wetland has one or more of the following functions 
or attributes: 

(a) It plays an important role in protecting adjacent ecological values, including 
adjacent and downstream ecological and hydrological processes, indigenous 
vegetation, habitats or species populations: or 

(b) Is an important habitat for critical life history stages of indigenous fauna 
including breeding/spawning, roosting, nesting, resting. feeding. moulting. 
refugia, or migration staging points (as used seasonally, temporarily or 
permanently); or 

(c) It makes an important contribution to ecological networks (such as 
connectivity and corridors for movement of indigenous fauna}: or 

(d) It makes an important contribution to the ecologjcal functions and processes 
within the wetland. 

Representative wetlands 

2. 

3. 

4. 

A representative wetland is one that contains indigenous wetland vegetation 
types or indigenous fauna assemblages that were typical for. and has the 
attributes of, the relevant class of wetland as it would have existed circa 1840. 

This criterion will be satisfied if the wetland (not including pakihi wetlands) 
contains either: 

(a) Indi9enous wetland vegetation types that have the following attrjbutes: 

(j) The indigenous wetland vegetation types that are typical in plant 
species composition and structure: and 

(ii} The condition of the wetland is typical of what would have existed 
circa 1840 in that: 

■ 

■ 

Indigenous species .dominate: and 

Most of the expected species and tiers of the wetland 
vegetation type(s} are present for the relevant class of wetland; 
or 

Cb)(i} The wetland contains indigenous fauna assemblages that: 

■ Are typical of the wetland class; and 

■ Indigenous species are present in most of the guilds expected 
for the wetland habitattvpe. 

A pakihi wetland is a representative wetland where: 

(a} It is greater than 40 hectares in area: and 

(b) It is dominated by a mixture of sedges; ferns, restiads, rushes, mosses and 
manuka {Leptospermum scoparium) of which Baumea spp. Sphagnum sop, 
Gleichenia dicarpa. and Empodjsma minus are the main species. 
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The representative wetland criterion applies to the whole or part of the wetland 
irrespective of land tenure; 

Each wetland is to be assessed at the ecological district and freshwater bio-
geographic unit scale. 

7. The wetland satisfies this criterion if: 

(a) Nationally threatened species7 are present8; or 

(b) Nationally at risk species or uncommon communities or habitats are present 
and either: 

• The population at this site provides an important contribution to the 
national population and its distribution; 

■ There are a number of at risk species present; or 

■ The wetland provides an important contribution to the national 
distribution and extent of uncommon communities or habitats; 

(c} Regionally uncommon species are present; or 

(d) Is a member of a wetland class that is now less than 30% of its original 
extent as assessed at the ecological district and the freshwater bio
geographlc unit scales: or 

(e} Excluding pakihi. it contains lake margins. cushion bogs. ephemeral 
wetlands, damp sand plains. dune slacks. string mires. tarns. seepages and 
flushes or snow banks which are wetland classes or forms identified as 
historically rare by Williams et al (2007), 

Distinctiveness 

8. The wetland satisfies the distinctiveness criterion if it has special ecological 
features of importance at the international. national, freshwater bio-geographic unit or 
ecological district scale including: 

(a) Intact ecological seguences such as estuarine wetland systems adjoining tall 
forest; or 

(b) An unusual characteristic (for example an unusual combination of species, 
wetland classes, wetland structural forms. or wetland landforms): or 

(c) It contains species dependent on the presence of that wetland and at their 
distribution limit or beyond known limits. 

Explanation 

9. The wetland classes may be determined in a number of wavs including the 
classification index of Johnson and Gerbeaux (2004). 

10. Wetland indigenous vegetation types are identified with reference to the 
dominant plant species that are present. the structural class. wetland class and 
hydrosystem (see for example Johnson and Gerbeaux (2004) or similar method). 

The Threatened and At Risk categories are defined in the current version of the New Zealand 
threat classification system (Townsend et al 2008). Species are reassessed according to these 
categories approximately every three years. 

8 For mobile species such as kotuku, this requires some assessment of the importance of the site 
for the species i.e. the intention is not to include areas such as wet pasture where these birds 
are foraging. 
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11. The three freshwater bio-qeoqraphic units in the West Coast region are the 
Northwest Nelson-Paparoa, Grey~Buller and Westland units (Leathwick et al 2000). 

12. Ecological districts are described and mapped in McEwen {1987). The maps of 
the ecological districts on the West Coast region have been refined by David 
Norton and Fred Overmars for use at the 1:50,000 scale and are available from the 
Department of Conservation (West Coast Conservancy) . 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Role of the Regional Policy Statement – Its Scope and Effect 
The role of the Regional Policy Statement (RPS) is to promote the sustainable management of the 
natural and physical resources of the West Coast. It does this by: 

 Providing an overview of the resource management issues of the region; and 
 Identifying policies and methods to achieve integrated management of the West Coast’s natural and 

physical resources.  

The RPS is the vehicle for identifying and dealing with the significant resource management issues on 
the West Coast. It takes account of all those issues relating to resources such as land, water, 
infrastructure, and the coastal environment that are of importance to the region, and puts in place 
policies and methods to achieve the integrated management of those resources.  

The RPS has an important role in setting the overall direction for the management of natural and 
physical resources and the environment of the West Coast. Although the RPS does not contain rules to 
regulate activities, the West Coast Regional Council (WCRC) and the District Councils of the region are 
required to give effect to this document when preparing or changing regional or district plans (which 
may contain such rules). In addition, the WCRC and the Territorial Authorities are required to “…have 
regard to” relevant objectives and policies in the RPS when considering an application for a resource 
consent (section 104(1) of the Resource Management Act (RMA). 

The Regional Council must have a RPS in place at all times – this will be the West Coast’s second one. 
The RMA prescribes what the RPS must cover (section 62) and the responsibilities of regional and 
district councils (sections 30 and 31). 

1.2  Regional Policy Statement Guiding Principles 
The WCRC has developed this RPS using the following principles. They provide strategic direction on 
what is important to the communities of the West Coast.  

PEOPLE 

People are at the heart of this RPS. All district and regional plans should have regard to people and 
communities and their need for a healthy environment, well managed infrastructure, employment, 
business opportunities and education for their wellbeing and long-term economic success. 

ECONOMY AND ENVIRONMENT 

The RPS seeks to give due consideration to economic and environmental factors in resource 
management decision-making. It recognises that a healthy West Coast economy needs a healthy 
environment. This RPS is enabling, balancing improving the economy and using our resources wisely, 
with managing and investing in the environment to achieve our future aspirations for improvement 
throughout the West Coast.  

EFFECTIVENESS 

The Regional Council believes that environmental regulation needs to be clear and simple with quick 
processes. It recognises that solutions must be affordable, fit for purpose and achieve the objectives. 
The policy instruments used should match the resource management issues and opportunities 
identified. In line with affordability this avoids unnecessary compliance costs. 
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ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT 

The management of the natural and physical resources of the West Coast is a complex task as the 
environment, resources and systems are dynamic. Understanding of these also changes over time. The 
management regime is therefore adaptive and able to respond to change as required in order to achieve 
sustainable resource management.  

AFFORDABILITY 

There may be circumstances where current resource management practices may have to change over 
time in order for these resources to be managed sustainably. Where these changes may impose a 
significant financial burden, or a practical solution is not currently available, a reasonable time is to be 
allowed for desired environmental outcomes to be achieved. This is to take into account the need for 
change and the costs and effects of not acting, or not acting quickly.  

1.3 Statutory and Planning Framework 
1.3.1 POLICIES, PLANS AND OTHER INSTRUMENTS 

The RPS is the key document for identifying issues related to the development, use and protection of 
natural and physical resources on the West Coast and establishing a management framework for 
dealing with them. It is, however, only part of a broader policy and planning framework under the RMA. 
The RMA provides for a hierarchy of resource management policy statements and plans related to the 
three levels of government – central, regional and district.  

At the national level, the main statutory instruments include: 

National environmental standards – Regulations made by Order in Council on the recommendation 
of the Minister for the Environment, to prescribe technical standards relating to the use, development 
and protection of natural and physical resources. National standards override existing provisions in 
plans that require a lesser standard.  

National policy statements – Issued on recommendation by the Minister for the Environment, they 
state policy on matters of national significance relevant to achieving the purpose of the RMA. Regional 
and district-level planning documents prepared under the RMA must give effect to these.  

New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement – Prepared and issued by the Minister of Conservation, it 
states policies for achieving the purpose of the RMA in relation to the coastal environment of New 
Zealand. Regional and district-level planning documents prepared under the RMA must give effect to 
the NZCPS. 

Water conservation orders – Issued on the recommendation of the Minister for the Environment 
and made by Order in Council to recognise and sustain outstanding amenity or intrinsic values 
associated with a waterbody that warrants protection. The RPS must not be inconsistent with these. 

At the regional or district level, the main statutory instruments include: 

Regional policy statements – Prepared by regional councils to achieve the purpose of the RMA by 
providing an overview of the significant resource management issues for the region, and the policies 
and methods to achieve integrated management.  

Regional coastal plan – Prepared by regional councils these are intended to assist the regional 
council, in conjunction with the Minister of Conservation, to manage the coastal marine area where 
each has specific functional responsibilities. The coastal marine area generally encompasses the 
foreshore, coastal water, and the air space above the water, between mean high water springs and the 
outer limits of the territorial sea. Regional coastal plans may contain rules to control activities and 
effects.  
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Regional plans – Prepared by regional councils to assist them in carrying out their functions under 
the RMA, they must give effect to the RPS. Regional plans are optional and may contain rules to control 
activities and effects.  

District plans – Prepared by district councils these plans assist them in carrying out their specific 
functional responsibilities under the RMA, particularly those relating to controlling the effects of land 
use and subdivision, and the provision of associated public works and utilities. District plans may contain 
rules to control activities and effects. The RMA requires that district plans must “give effect” to the 
Regional Policy Statement of a region and must “not be inconsistent with” regional plans. 

Resource consents – Required either from a regional or district council (or both) to carry out activities 
that would otherwise contravene the restrictions in the RMA on the use and development of natural 
and physical resources. Under section 104(1) of the RMA, a consent authority considering a resource 
consent must have regard to any relevant regional policy statement.  

Figure 1: Regulatory Framework 

Duties in relation to Māori 

The RMA recognises that the Principles of the Treaty of Waitangi are an integral part of promoting the 
sustainable management of natural and physical resources. Section 61 of the RMA requires that regional 
policy statements must be prepared in accordance with Part 2 matters, including the Treaty of Waitangi 
principles, and recognising and providing for the culture and traditions of Māori in the region, and their 
relationship with their ancestral lands, water, sites wāhi tapu and other taonga. Section 62 of the RMA 
requires a RPS to state the resource management issues of significance to iwi authorities in the region. 
Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu is the iwi authority for the entire West Coast region. Poutini Ngāi Tahu are 
the tangata whenua of Te Tai o Poutini (the West Coast). Under section 9 of the Te Rūnanga o Ngāi 
Tahu Act 1996 the two papatipu rūnanga who represent the tangata whenua interests of Poutini Ngāi 
Tahu on the West Coast are Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Waewae and Te Rūnanga o Makaawhio. 

Section 220 of the Ngāi Tahu Claims Settlement Act 1998 recognises the mana held by Ngāi Tahu in 
relation to specific sites and resources, known as Statutory Acknowledgement Areas. These are 
acknowledgements by the Crown of the special relationships that Ngāi Tahu have with the Areas for 
cultural, spiritual, historical, and traditional reasons. On the West Coast the Statutory Acknowledgement 
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Areas are: Ōkari Lagoon, Taramakau River, Kōtukuwhakaoka (Lake Brunner/Moana), Lake Kaniere, 
Pouerua-hāpua (Saltwater Lagoon), Ōkārito Lagoon, Makaawhio (Jacob’s River), Karangarua Lagoon, 
and Lake Paringa. The West Coast Councils will consider Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu and the respective 
papatipu rūnanga to be affected parties where resource use may adversely affect Statutory 
Acknowledgement Areas.  

1.3.2 FUNCTIONS AND POWERS 

To give effect to the purpose and principles of the RMA, central government, regional and district 
councils have specific functions, powers and duties.  

Regional and district councils have been given primary responsibilities for the management of natural 
and physical resources within their areas, subject to the requirements of central government as 
exercised through the instruments available under the RMA or through other legislation (such as the 
Local Government Act 2002 or Civil Defence Emergency Management Act 2002).  

Under section 30 of the RMA, the WCRC is responsible for the control of: 
 Water, air, and land (for the purpose of soil conservation, water management, natural hazards 

avoidance and mitigation and hazardous substances management); 
 The maintenance and enhancement of ecosystems in waterbodies and coastal water;  

 The investigation of land for the purposes of identifying and monitoring contaminated land; 

 The coastal marine area (in conjunction with the Minister of Conservation);  
 The discharge of contaminants into the environment; 

 River and lake beds; 
 The establishment, implementation and review of objectives, policies and methods for 

maintaining indigenous biological diversity; and, 
 The strategic integration of infrastructure with land use through objectives, policies and methods. 

Under section 31 of the RMA, the three district councils are responsible, in relation to their district, for 
the preparation of objectives and policies for the:  
 Integrated management of the effects of land use;  

 Control of the effects of land use, including responsibility for the: 
‒ avoidance and mitigation of natural hazards;  

‒ use, disposal or transportation of hazardous substances; 

‒ prevention and mitigation of the adverse effects of the use of contaminated land; 
‒ maintenance of indigenous biological diversity; 

 Control of the emission of noise; and, 
 Control of activities on the surface of water in rivers and lakes.  

Under section 30(1)(a) of the RMA, the WCRC is further responsible for preparing objectives, policies 
and methods to achieve integrated management of the natural and physical resources of the region 
and for preparing objectives and policies in relation to any actual or potential effects of the use, 
development, and protection of any land which is of significance. The RPS has been developed to give 
effect to this responsibility.   

1.3.3 STATEMENT OF REGIONAL AND DISTRICT COUNCIL RESPONSIBILITIES 

The RPS must state the local authority responsible for specifying the objectives, policies and methods 
for the control of the use of land –  
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 To avoid or mitigate natural hazards or any group of natural hazards; and 
 To maintain indigenous biological diversity 

This RPS has identified the management of indigenous biological diversity and natural hazards as 
significant resource management issues for the West Coast and consequently addresses the roles and 
responsibilities within Chapters 7, 8, 9, and 11, respectively.  

1.4 User Guide to the RPS 
Part A (this part) contains the introduction. This includes the purpose and the key principles of the RPS 
and an overview of the RMA which provides the statutory framework relevant to the implementation of 
objectives, policies and methods in the RPS.  

Part B contains the significant resource management issues for the West Coast, including the issues of 
significance to Poutini Ngāi Tahu. It lists these issues in Chapters 3-11 and explains how the objectives, 
policies, methods and anticipated environmental results relate to them. This includes the objectives, 
policies and methods to take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi and for recognising 
and providing for the relationship of Māori with ancestral lands, water, sites, wāhi tapu and other 
taonga. Chapter 3 provisions must be read together with all other relevant chapters. 

The RPS must be read as a whole. If a matter relates to more than one chapter, then the relevant 
objectives and policies in those chapters must be read together. For example, municipal sewage effluent 
discharges into coastal water will involve the consideration of Chapter 3: Resource Management issues 
of Significance to Poutini Ngāi Tahu, and Chapter 9: Coastal Environment. Flood protection walls along 
rivers will involve the consideration of Chapter 3: Resource Management issues of Significance to Poutini 
Ngāi Tahu, Chapter 6: Regionally Significant Infrastructure (for Rating District stopbanks), Chapter 8: 
Land and Water, and Chapter 10: Natural Hazards.  

Part C sets out the administrative procedures relating to the implementation of the RPS. They include 
the processes that the WCRC will use to promote integrated management and deal with issues that 
cross local authority boundaries, and the procedures to monitor the effectiveness of the RPS and for its 
review.  

Glossary - To assist readers in using the RPS, a glossary has been prepared and is located at the back 
of this document.  
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2. Significant Resource Management Issues for the West 
Coast 

This Chapter brings together all the significant resource management issues for the West Coast region, 
including resource management issues of significance to Poutini Ngāi Tahu, and explains the RMA 
planning framework of objectives, policies and methods of implementation. The issues listed in Table 
1, are taken directly from Chapters 3-11 of this RPS.  

Table 1: Significant resource management issues for the West Coast  

Issues 

Significant 
issues for 
Poutini Ngāi 
Tahu 

1. Expression of rangitiratanga through active involvement in resource 
management decision–making. 

2. The need for integrated environmental management of and between all 
resources, reflecting ki uta ki tai. 

3. It is important to Poutini Ngāi Tahu that the life-supporting capacity of 
the environment is safeguarded, and this capacity is restored where it 
has been impaired by use and development of resources.  

4. The need to use resources, including mahinga kai resources, to sustain 
the community.  

5. The obligation to protect wāhi tapu and other taonga for future 
generations.  

6. The wise and efficient allocation and use of non-mineral resources within 
their capacity to regenerate themselves, and having regard to the effects 
of the use.  

Resilient and 
Sustainable 
Communities 

1. The West Coast is at risk of experiencing population decline. It is critical 
that our planning documents address this risk by enabling the appropriate 
use and development of natural and physical resources whilst promoting 
their sustainable management.  

2. West Coast industries are traditionally susceptible to fluctuating cycles 
and global commodity prices which can affect the social and economic 
wellbeing of our communities. Councils’ management of natural and 
physical resources needs to contribute, where possible, to making our 
communities more resilient and sustainable in the long term. This includes 
ensuring that communities retain their sense of place, identity, heritage 
and amenity values.  

3. The implementation of the RMA by local authorities can, support 
economic growth and creation of employment in the region; whilst also 
avoiding, remedying or mitigating any associated adverse effects.  

Use and 
Development 

1. Recognising the central role of resource use and development on the 
West Coast. 

2. Managing the conflicts arising from the use, development and protection 
of natural and physical resources.  

Regionally 
Significant 
Infrastructure 
(RSI)  

1. Resilient RSI is essential for the social, economic and cultural wellbeing 
of the West Coast. 

2. Strategically integrating infrastructure and land use. 

Ecosystems and 
indigenous 
biological 
diversity 

1. Activities which contribute to people’s wellbeing may adversely affect 
indigenous biological diversity. 

2. In the context of extensive indigenous vegetation and habitats, much of 
which is on land managed by the Department of Conservation, an 
integrated management approach is required.  
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3. Councils, and Poutini Ngāi Tahu need to work together to identify 
opportunities to recognise and provide for Poutini Ngāi Tahu culture and 
traditions in relation to the use and protection of indigenous biological 
diversity under the RMA, to the extent practicably possible. 

Natural 
Character 

1. Activities which contribute to people’s wellbeing may adversely affect the 
natural character of the region’s wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their 
margins. 

Natural 
Landscapes and 
Features 

1. Activities which contribute to people’s wellbeing may adversely affect 
outstanding natural features and outstanding natural landscapes. 

Land and Water 1. Managing adverse effects on water quality arising from point source and 
diffuse source discharges to waterbodies from activities on land.  

2. Potential overuse of water resources can occur in certain areas during 
drier seasons.  

3. Activities may adversely affect the significant values of wetlands and 
outstanding freshwater bodies. 

4. Integrating the management of subdivision, use and development 
activities on land with the potential effects on water quality.   

Coastal 
Environment 

1. Protecting the values of the coastal environment whilst enabling 
sustainable use and development, to provide for the region’s economic, 
social and cultural wellbeing. 

2. Enabling appropriate subdivision, use, and development of the coastal 
environment while reducing the risk of harm to people, property, and 
infrastructure from natural hazards in the coastal environment. 

Air Quality 1. In urban areas during winter time, emissions of particulate matter can 
potentially affect people’s health.  It is critical that people are able to keep 
warm in their homes while winter time particulate matter emissions are 
reduced to meet the NESAQ. 

2. Allowing point source discharges to air while managing adverse effects of 
those discharges on air quality and other values.  

Natural Hazards  1. Natural hazards, particularly flooding and earthquake, have the potential 
to create significant risk to human life, property, community and 
economic wellbeing on the West Coast. 

2. Increasing public awareness of, and planning for, natural hazards is 
required for communities to become more resilient. 

3. Subdivision, use and development can contribute to natural hazard risk.  

Each of the resource management topic chapters (3-11) sets out: 
 The background to the issues; 

 The objectives to be achieved in response to the issues;  

 The policies to achieve each objectives (and an explanation of those policies); 
 The principal reasons for adopting the objectives, policies and methods of implementation; and 

 The environmental results anticipated from the implementation of those policies and objectives.  

In formulating the objectives, policies and methods of this RPS the WCRC has recognised the 
fundamental purpose of the RMA, to promote the sustainable management of the natural and physical 
resources of the region. In preparing this RPS, Council recognises the role of resource use and 
development, as well as protection, in the West Coast region and their contribution to enabling people 
and communities to provide for their economic, social and cultural wellbeing, while at the same time 
ensuring that any adverse effects on the environment are avoided, remedied or mitigated.  
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For each of the Regionally Significant Issues identified, the objectives, policies and methods have been 
developed as a generally high level principles approach. Much of the specific detail relating to their 
implementation is included within the regional and district plans.  

The significant resource management issues may address the use, development or protection of 
resources depending on the focus or relevance to the West Coast of the issue in question. The 
objectives, policies and methods which follow the issues then establish the framework for its sustainable 
management. 

The objectives have been formulated to focus on the long-term outcomes for the region. These are 
high level goals to be aimed for. The WCRC recognises that some of these objectives may not be fully 
achieved over the life of this RPS. However, the objectives do establish an overall outcome that is to 
be worked towards.  

Policies are statements of a general course of action in working towards the achievement of the 
objectives. They may deal with resource use, development or protection, or all of these. Some policies 
in the RPS are broad in their application, reflecting the high level principles approach adopted, while 
others are more specific. All policies (and related objectives and methods) when read as a whole are 
designed to promote the sustainable management of resources.  

The methods of implementation listed in the RPS are the specific actions to implement the policies.  

Issues, objectives, policies or methods in this RPS may refer to avoiding, remedying or mitigating 
adverse effects on the environment. The Council considers that in carrying out its functions under the 
RMA, it must consider any adverse effects of activities on the environment, including minor effects, in 
line with the requirements of section 5(2)(a), (b) and (c). However, adverse effects will be addressed 
by the Council in different ways to reflect the different nature and scale of effects. It may not always 
be possible or necessary to completely avoid, remedy or mitigate all adverse effects. Some effects will 
be so small as to be insignificant or inconsequential and can be ignored. Other effects may be more 
than minor but may not be able to be avoided, remedied or mitigated fully, and positive effects and 
benefits may outweigh any adverse effects. In some instances, it may be acceptable to allow residual 
effects to be addressed by biodiversity offset or environmental compensation proposals which provide 
an environmental benefit outside the application site. The degree and significance of effects, including 
the potential for cumulative effects, will need to be considered in the circumstances of each case, and 
assessed against the relevant RPS and plan provisions.  

Other matters 

The RMA, through sections 6 and 7, sets out a number of matters of national importance (section 6) 
that must be recognised and provided for, as well as having particular regard to other provisions 
(section 7). Not all of these are considered to be regionally significant issues for the West Coast, 
however, where relevant they are recognised, provided for and given regard to as necessary to achieve 
the RMA and ensure integrated management of natural and physical resources in the region. Regional 
and district plans provide more specific provisions to address these matters where required.   
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3. Resource Management Issues of Significance to 
Poutini Ngāi Tahu 

POUTINI NGĀI TAHU AND THE MANAGEMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES  

There is a distinctive cultural context to the way that Poutini Ngāi Tahu think about and respond to 
resource management issues in their takiwā. This cultural context is a reflection of:  
 The connection between the natural world and Poutini Ngāi Tahu through whakapapa, where 

people are descended from Papatūānuku, the ancestral earth mother and Ranginui the ancestral 
sky father; 

 A body of knowledge about the land, water and resources that was developed over generations 
of collective Poutini Ngāi Tahu experience in Te Waipounamu; 

 The relationship between tangata whenua and the environment, and a worldview that sees 
people as part of the world around them and not masters of it; 

 An understanding that the care of natural resources is an act of whanaungatanga (caring for the 
family) which recognises that people are dependent on resources and have reciprocal obligations 
to care for, conserve and protect them; and 

 The desire to protect key cultural values such as mauri and mahinga kai that are critical to 
identity, sense of place and cultural well-being. 

A brief overview of key values, principles and practices is provided here:  

1. KAITIAKITANGA 

Traditionally, kaitiaki were the non-human guardians of the environment (e.g. birds, animals, fish and 
reptiles) which, in effect, communicated the relative health and vitality of their respective environments 
to local tohunga and rangatira who were responsible for interpreting the ‘signs’ and making decisions 
accordingly. Poutini Ngāi Tahu consider kaitiakitanga as a much wider cultural concept than pure 
guardianship. To Poutini Ngāi Tahu, kaitiakitanga entails an active exercise of responsibility in a manner 
beneficial to the resource. Kaitiaki, the people who practice kaitiakitanga, do so because they hold the 
authority and responsibility to do so. To Poutini Ngāi Tahu, kaitiakitanga is not a passive custodianship 
and they are required to play an active kaitiaki role in the day to day management of natural resources.   

Section 7(a) of the RMA requires the Council to have particular regard to kaitiakitanga. The outcomes 
of kaitiakitanga are likely to include the management of natural resources in a way that ensures that 
all taonga (which includes all natural resources) are available for future generations. 

2. RANGATIRATANGA 

Rangatiratanga involves having the mana or authority to exercise the relationship of Poutini Ngāi Tahu 
and their culture and traditions with the natural world. Article II of the Treaty of Waitangi and sections 
6(e) and 8 of the RMA are concerned with this same relationship.   

Traditionally, rangatiratanga incorporates the right to make, alter and enforce decisions pertaining to 
how a resource is to be used and managed, and by whom. Today, it is similar to the functions of the 
WCRC and is expressed through the relationship between Poutini Ngāi Tahu and the Council. A practical 
expression of rangatiratanga is the active involvement of Poutini Ngāi Tahu in resource management 
decision-making processes. The Regional Council has long recognised the need to consult with Poutini 
Ngāi Tahu - and to provide opportunities for their active involvement in resource management 
processes. The two rūnanga have been invited to appoint members to the Council’s Resource 
Management Committee and this arrangement has worked well for many years. Poutini Ngāi Tahu will 
continue to have a voice in all resource management decision making.  
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3. MAURI 

For Poutini Ngāi Tahu, mauri is the life force that comes from wairua – the spirit, or source of existence 
and all life. Mauri is the life force in the physical world.  As a life principle, mauri implies health and 
spirit. In the environment, mauri can be used to describe the intrinsic values of all resources and of the 
total ecosystem. In the natural environment, mauri is of paramount importance to the wellbeing of the 
people. Mauri can be harmed by the actions of humans but is unaffected by natural processes such as 
natural disasters. 

The preservation of the mauri of all natural resources is paramount to Poutini Ngāi Tahu to ensure that 
natural and physical resources may be used sustainably by present and future generations. The overall 
purpose of resource management for Poutini Ngāi Tahu is the maintenance of the mauri of natural and 
physical resources, and to enhance mauri where it has been degraded.   

There are indicators within the environment, both physical and spiritual, that Poutini Ngāi Tahu use to 
measure mauri. These include the presence of healthy mahinga kai and healthy flora and fauna, the 
presence of resources fit for cultural use, and the aesthetic qualities of resources such as the visibility 
of important landmarks. Spiritual indicators are those from the atua (gods), which can take many forms 
and are recalled in the kōrero pūrūkau (stories) of whānau and hapū.  

4. MAHINGA KAI 

Mahinga kai refers to Poutini Ngāi Tahu cultural values in association with food and other natural 
resources and includes such resources as those used for weaving, carving, and rongoā Māori or Māori 
medicine. It also includes the places where such resources are gathered such as rivers and coastal 
waters. The term mahinga kai encompasses social and educational elements as well as the process of 
gathering cultural materials/natural resources. It includes the way such resources are gathered, the 
place where they are gathered from, and the actual resource itself. 

5. KI UTA KI TAI 

The principle of Ki Uta Ki Tai (“the mountains to the sea”) reflects the holistic nature of traditional 
resource management, particularly the interdependent nature and function of the various elements of 
the environment within a catchment. This principle requires an integrated management approach across 
the land and water boundary. 

6. WĀHI TAPU 

Wāhi tapu are places of particular significance that have been imbued with an element of sacredness 
or restriction (tapu) following a certain event or circumstance. Wāhi tapu sites are treated according to 
tikanga and kawa that seek to ensure that the tapu nature of those sites is respected. Wāhi tapu include 
kōiwi (human remains), urupā (burial sites), waiwhakaheke tūpāpaku (water burial sites), historic pa, 
buried whakairo (carvings) tuhituhi o neherā (archaeological and rock art sites), tohu (“markers” such 
as landmarks, mountains, mountain ranges, and some trees), ana (caves), and tauranga waka (canoe 
landing sites). 

7. TAONGA 

All natural resources – air, land, water and indigenous biological diversity are taonga. Taonga are 
treasures, things highly prized and important to Poutini Ngāi Tahu, derived from the Atua (Gods) and 
left by the tīpuna (ancestors) to provide and sustain life. Taonga include sites and resources such as 
wāhi tapu, tauranga waka, and mahinga mātaitai, other sites for gathering food and cultural resources, 
tribally significant landforms, and features.  The term cultural landscapes is an inclusive expression for 
taonga sites and areas. 

Pounamu is a taonga of utmost importance to Poutini Ngāi Tahu/Ngāi Tahu culture and tradition, and 
the two papatipu rūnanga have each prepared a pounamu management plan to manage appropriate 
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use and protection of pounamu. Councils must have regard to these management plans when preparing 
regional and district plans, and when considering resource use activities that might affect pounamu 
resources. 

The significant resource management issues for Poutini Ngāi Tahu on the West Coast are: 

1. Expression of rangitiratanga through active involvement in resource management decision-
making.  

2. The need for integrated environmental management of and between all resources, reflecting ki 
uta ki tai.  

3. It is important to Poutini Ngāi Tahu that the life-supporting capacity of the environment is 
safeguarded, and this capacity is restored where it has been impaired by use and development 
of resources.  

4. The need to use resources, including mahinga kai resources, to sustain the community. 

5. The obligation to protect wāhi tapu and other taonga for future generations. 
6. The wise and efficient allocation and use of non-mineral resources within their capacity to 

regenerate, having regard to the effects of the use. 

Note: Some of these issues are dealt with in other chapters of this RPS.  

OBJECTIVES 

1. To take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi in the exercise of functions and 
powers under the RMA.  

2. Recognise and provide for the relationship of Poutini Ngāi Tahu and their culture and traditions 
with their ancestral lands, water, sites, wāhi tapu, and other taonga within the West Coast 
Region. 

POLICIES 

1. Acting cooperatively and in good faith, the Regional and District Councils will continue to provide 
opportunities for active involvement of tangata whenua in resource management processes 
under the RMA.  

2. In consultation with Poutini Ngāi Tahu, provide for the protection of ancestral land, wāhi tapu, 
water, sites, and other taonga from the adverse effects of activities, in a manner which is 
consistent with the purpose of the RMA.  

3.  The special relationship that Poutini Ngāi Tahu have with te taiao (the environment), and their 
economic, cultural, and spiritual values, including their role as kaitiaki, will be given particular 
consideration in resource management decisions and practices. 

4.  The aspirations of Poutini Ngāi Tahu concerning the development of papakāinga housing on 
Poutini Ngāi Tahu land will be recognised and supported.  
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EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 

Policy 1 is intended to reflect Treaty principles and gives effect to section 8 of the RMA. The term 
“principles of the Treaty of Waitangi” originates from the Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975. The Court of 
Appeal has emphasised that it is the principles of the Treaty which are to be applied, not the literal 
words. The Privy Council characterised the Treaty principles as a dynamic force in that they reflect the 
intent of the Treaty as a whole and include, but are not confined to, the express terms of the Treaty. 
In this context the Regional and District Councils’ responsibilities are to take into account the principles 
of the Treaty as defined by the Act and clarified by the courts. 

The ways in which active involvement should be provided will need to be determined in consultation 
between the Councils and Poutini Ngāi Tahu. As well as consultation on specific matters, active 
involvement could be implemented by methods including, but not limited to, information sharing, 
development of Mana Whakahono a Rohe iwi participation arrangements or other relationship 
agreements, support for Poutini Ngāi Tahu environmental initiatives, and representation on hearing 
panels. 

The Regional and District Councils will endeavour to: 
a) Ensure that their understanding of the interpretation of the principles of the Treaty is consistent 

with the current interpretation of the Courts; 

b) Take into account the following principles: 
 act reasonably and in good faith; 

 make informed decisions; 
 consider whether active steps are needed to protect Māori interests; 

 not take actions which would prevent the redress of claims; and 
 recognise that the government must be able to govern. 

Policy 2 gives effect to section 6(e) of the RMA by recognising that some resources, places or things 
are of special significance to Māori. These include wāhi tapu sites, archaeological sites, other historic 
sites or places and natural landscapes or features of cultural or traditional importance to Māori. Natural 
landscapes may have cultural values such as pā, kāinga, ara tawhito (traditional trails), pounamu, 
mahinga kai, and wāhi ingoa (place names). The traditions of Ngāi Tahu tūpuna (ancestors) are 
embedded in the landscape. The policies aim to protect such sites and values from the adverse effects 
of resource use and development as far as is practicable.  

Policy 3: Policy 3 gives effect to section 6(e) of the RMA, and also to Section 7(a), which requires that 
particular regard be given to kaitiakitanga. The role of Poutini Ngāi Tahu as kaitiaki is an integral part 
of the special relationship Poutini Ngāi Tahu have with their land, and all living things. Poutini Ngāi 
Tahu already have input into identifying and assessing adverse effects on their economic, cultural, and 
spiritual values through RMA planning and consent processes. Further consultation may be undertaken 
in the future between the Regional and District Councils and Poutini Ngāi Tahu, about how their 
kaitiakitanga role can be enabled.  

Policy 4 also gives effect to section 6(e) of the RMA by seeking to ensure that tangata whenua face no 
unnecessary barriers in the development of Poutini Ngāi Tahu lands. 

APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS ACROSS THE RPS 

The objectives and policies in this chapter of the RPS must be read together with other relevant 
chapters, including Chapter 6, which set out the direction for the sustainable management of natural 
and physical resources in more specific contexts.  
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METHODS 

1. Provide for consultation with Poutini Ngāi Tahu in a way which is timely, practicable, meaningful 
and continuous as provided by the Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu Act 1996, and in accordance with 
Poutini Ngāi Tahu tikanga.   

2. Councils must consult with Poutini Ngāi Tahu about the appropriate form of their involvement in: 

a) Plan development, and resource consent processes;  
b) Other council RMA decision-making processes; and  

c) Enabling the kaitiakitanga role of Poutini Ngāi Tahu.  

3. Recognise Poutini Ngāi Tahu initiatives to articulate their resource management values and 
methods through iwi management plans. 

4. Inform affected Poutini Ngāi Tahu Rūnanga of resource consent applications as they are received. 

5. Add conditions to resource consents incorporating iwi protocols to protect ancestral lands, water, 
sites, wāhi tapu and other taonga where appropriate to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects 
on iwi values.  

6. In preparing regional and district policies and plans, and when making decisions relating to 
resource consents, have regard to Statutory Acknowledgements Areas, and mataitai reserves, 
and take into account iwi management plans. 

7. District councils must consult with Poutini Ngāi Tahu to determine how papakāinga housing can 
be provided for in the District Plans.  

PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING THE OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS 

All those exercising functions and powers under the RMA are required by section 8 to take into account 
the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi. These provisions reflect current practice which is working well, 
and will enable the Regional Council to continue to carry out its obligation under the RMA to provide 
for tangata whenua active involvement in the management of the region’s natural and physical 
resources and to recognise and provide for the relationship of Poutini Ngāi Tahu, their culture and 
traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, wāhi tapu, and other taonga. This is important to 
sustaining Poutini Ngāi Tahu identity and wellbeing. 

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

1. Wāhi tapu and other taonga are recognised and provided for when managing the adverse effects 
of the use and development of natural and physical resources. 

2. Helping to maintain the relationship of Poutini Ngāi Tahu and their culture and traditions with 
their ancestral lands, water, sites, wāhi tapu and other taonga within the West Coast Region.  

3. Recognition of the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi, and making resource management 
decisions which take these principles into account.   
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4. Resilient and Sustainable Communities 

BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 

To plan for the future we must first examine and learn from our past. Prior to European settlement and 
the discovery of gold circa 1864, the West Coast was home to Poutini Ngāi Tahu. Reciprocity or balanced 
exchange encompassed all areas of general trade - timber, pounamu, mahinga kai, art and weaponry, 
and land access agreements, internally and inter-tribally. Post 1864 the West Coast had its economic 
roots in the mining industry – both gold and coal. Timber, fisheries and agriculture also played a big 
role.  

Due to a historical reliance on the export of commodities from the region, our towns and communities’ 
populations have fluctuated - dramatically in some cases. When employment declines people often 
move away, and communities can lose their sense of identity. Less money is available and towns and 
settlements can become run down, losing their amenity values.  

To be resilient and sustainable, our communities require a skilled workforce in more consistent and 
reliable employment, a decent household income and local access to modern health, education and 
recreation services. Our regional community cannot grow and prosper without new economic 
development that is driven by infrastructure, innovation, capital, international connections and a skilled 
workforce. Without this, there is a very real risk that this region will start to experience population 
decline and the loss of core services. 

The emergence of the dairy and tourism sectors have provided income sources additional to the mineral 
extraction industries. But the future of the region cannot rely on these three sectors alone. Further 
diversification of the West Coast economy is crucial - to counteract fluctuations caused by external 
influences such as the commodities market, exchange rates and the needs and wants of our export 
and tourism markets. The dispersed nature of the West Coast means that even small to medium-sized 
investment can have significant positive impacts. The West Coast needs to present itself as an attractive 
place to live, learn, innovate and do business, inviting diversification of the key industries and providing 
alternatives from, and added value to, the cornerstones of the traditional earners. Achieving 
diversification can be assisted by enabling reliable access to the natural and physical resources of the 
region, promoting an availability of quality living environments, and ensuring sound, consistent and 
reliable regulatory processes. 

The high quality living environment on the West Coast is made up of many things that our communities 
value. The long proud history of the West Coast remains visible in the numerous historic buildings, 
places, monuments and landscapes, including our rivers, lakes and coastal environments. It is from 
these resources that a sense of place and identity are derived. To ensure our communities prosper, we 
must protect the significant values of these resources as far as practicably possible whilst encouraging 
opportunities for growth and development that do not undermine those values.   

Poor quality regulation and high compliance costs can act as a brake on business growth, investment 
and job creation. Councils need to be mindful of the impact of regulation on the economy – good quality 
regulation can be used to stimulate economic growth. Consistency in interpreting and implementing 
the law has been identified as a desirable yet problematic feature of any regulatory environment. 
Businesses require a reasonable degree of certainty to operate with confidence, especially when it 
comes to larger investments. Consistency between Councils with approaches that are timely and effects 
based, and provide both certainty as well as flexibility where it is required, is critically important for 
business confidence.  

Each of the Councils recognise the importance of economic growth and development for their districts 
and have taken steps, individually and collectively, to raise the profile of this through the development 
of district and regional economic strategies. While this RPS does not seek to drive economic 
development of itself, it can establish the importance of developing an enabling RMA framework in our 
region, within which growth is welcomed, by ensuring that the regional and district plans enable 
development whilst also achieving environmental outcomes. 
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The significant issues in relation to resilient and sustainable communities on the West 
Coast are: 

1. The West Coast is at risk of experiencing population decline. It is critical that our planning 
documents address this risk by enabling the appropriate use and development of natural and 
physical resources whilst promoting their sustainable management. 

2. West Coast industries are traditionally susceptible to fluctuating cycles and global commodity 
prices which can affect the social and economic wellbeing of our communities. Councils’ 
management of natural and physical resources needs to contribute, where possible, to making 
our communities more resilient and sustainable in the long term. This includes ensuring that 
communities retain their sense of place, identity, heritage and amenity values.  

3. The implementation of the RMA by local authorities can support economic growth and creation 
of employment in the region; whilst also avoiding, remedying or mitigating any associated 
adverse effects. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. To enable sustainable and resilient communities on the West Coast.  

2. This region’s planning framework enables existing and new economic use, development and 
employment opportunities while ensuring sustainable environmental outcomes are achieved. 

3. To ensure that the West Coast has physical environments that effectively integrate subdivision, 
use and development with the natural environment, and which have a sense of place, identity 
and a range of lifestyle and employment options. 

4. The significant values of historic heritage are appropriately managed to contribute to the 
economic, social and cultural wellbeing of the West Coast.  

5. To recognise and provide for the relationships of Poutini Ngāi Tahu with cultural landscapes.  

POLICIES 

1. To sustainably manage the West Coast’s natural and physical resources in a way that enables a 
range of existing and new economic activities to occur, including activities likely to provide 
substantial employment that benefits the long term sustainability of the region’s communities. 

2. Regional and district plans must: 

a) Contain regulation that is the most effective and efficient way of achieving resource 
management objective(s), taking into account the costs, benefits and risks; 

b) Be as consistent as possible; 

c) Be as simple as possible; 
d) Use or support good management practices; 

e) Minimise compliance costs where possible; 

f) Enable subdivision, use and development that gives effect to relevant national and regional 
policy direction; and 

g) Focus on effects and, where suitable, use performance standards.  

3. To consider the transfer and delegation of regional and district council functions (as provided by 
sections 33 and 34 of the RMA) where it would result in increased efficiencies and/or 
effectiveness in achieving resource management objectives, using shared services principles. 
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4. To promote: 
a) The sustainable management of urban areas and small settlements, along with the 

maintenance and enhancement of amenity values in these places; and 
b) The maintenance and enhancement of public access to and along the coastal marine area, 

lakes and rivers where it contributes to the economic, social and cultural wellbeing of 
people and communities.  

5.  Promote the sustainable management of historic heritage, through: 

a) Identification of significant values associated with historic heritage; 
b) Ensuring that subdivision, use and development does not detract from the significant 

values of historic heritage; and 
c) Encouraging the adaptive reuse of historic heritage where appropriate and practicable.   

6.  Cultural landscapes are appropriately identified, and effects of activities are managed in a way 
that provides for the cultural relationships of Poutini Ngāi Tahu.  

EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 

The implementation of Policy 1 supports diversification of the economy in order to create communities 
that are both more resilient and sustainable. The importance of managing natural and physical 
resources in a sustainable way is acknowledged, recognising that it is through the protection, use or 
development of those resources that our communities’ economic and social wellbeing will be provided 
for in the future. Enabling opportunities for a wide range of industries to establish in the region will 
provide a variety of employment options assisting with reducing the potential market fluctuations on 
individual industry sectors. Enabling growth will also provide incentives for businesses to develop in the 
region, as well as encouraging people to reside on the West Coast. 

Policy 2 aims to provide a regulatory framework that promotes diversity, innovation, and encourages 
businesses to invest in the region and grow. The policy seeks to make the regional and district plans 
as ‘business friendly’ as possible (while still maintaining environmental standards). Consistency over 
like matters is efficient for Councils, businesses, developers, communities and individuals. It can lead 
to smarter shared services, and ensuring that regulation is effective and not excessively costly.   

Adopting or supporting good/best practice through other tools such as performance standards or codes 
of practice should avoid regulation from becoming out of date as well as promoting ownership of 
environmental performance and reduce compliance costs.  

Enabling subdivision, use and development in regional and district plans can be achieved in a number 
of ways. Most obviously this is through activity status (for example permitted or controlled activities), 
but there are other tools such as limited notification of resource consent applications and setting out 
resource consent application information requirements. 

Effects of activities should be the focus of plans. This encourages innovation and avoids unnecessarily 
restricting uses and developments that are able to meet environmental outcomes. There will be 
circumstances whereby specific constraints are justified. However, plans should provide the ability to 
innovate and adapt where possible.  

Policy 3 seeks to achieve efficiency and consistency in the management of Council functions particularly 
where one Council may have expertise.  

The implementation of Policy 4(a) incorporates concepts of aesthetically pleasing, stimulating and 
vibrant urban areas and smaller settlements. It also seeks to promote a range of amenity values to 
present choices to meet the diverse needs of residents throughout the region. It is important to not 
only apply this in the recognised urban towns but the smaller settlements with which people feel a 
strong connection to, and identity with. In reference to Policy 4(b), it is important that public access to 
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these natural environments is maintained where possible (except, for example, where it is unsafe) so 
that people and communities can provide for their wellbeing.  

Policy 5 promotes the sustainable management of historic heritage. This requires regional and district 
plans to include schedules of significant historic heritage; and that the effects of any subdivision, use 
and development on those identified values are appropriately recognised and managed. This approach 
also encourages consideration to be given to the economic viability of proposals involving historic 
heritage. 

Policy 6 recognises that the traditions of Poutini Ngāi Tahu tūpuna (ancestors) are embedded in the 
landscape. Indicators of these intergenerational landscapes include pā and kainga, ara tawhito 
(traditional trails), pounamu, mahinga kai, wāhi tapu and wāhi ingoa (place names). Protection of 
Poutini Ngāi Tahu cultural landscapes from inappropriate use, development and subdivision is important 
to Poutini Ngāi Tahu culture, identity and wellbeing, and consultation with Poutini Ngāi Tahu is required 
to determine appropriate means of addressing this in particular locations.  

APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS ACROSS THE RPS 

The objectives and policies in this chapter of the RPS must be read together with Chapter 3 and other 
relevant chapters, including Chapter 6, which set out the direction for the sustainable management of 
natural and physical resources in more specific contexts.  

METHODS 

1. The Regional and District Councils, when reviewing their plans, considering options for plan 
changes, or replacement of an entire plan, must: 
a) Consider:  

i) Removing unnecessary regulation;  
ii) Opportunities for streamlined, efficient processes;  

iii) Increasing flexibility of approach, certainty of provisions, and consistency of process; 
and  

iv) Taking a risk based approach;  

b) Consider the benefits, costs and risks of combining planning documents and joint plan 
changes, in part or in total, including on specific resources or geographical areas; and 

c) Consider the use of good management practices (including environmental best practice 
guidelines, and codes of practice). 

2.  Undertake joint consent processes where appropriate.  

3.  Assess and identify in regional and district plans significant historic heritage according to criteria 
based on the following matters: (a) Historic (b) Cultural (c) Architectural (d) Archaeological (e) 
Technological (f) Scientific (g) Social (h) Spiritual (i) Traditional (j) Contextual (k) Aesthetic.  

4.  Use regional and district plans, and the resource consent process, to recognise and protect 
significant historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, use and development.  

5.  Use regional and district plans, and the resource consent process, to recognise the contribution 
of public access to the economic, social and cultural wellbeing of people and communities, and 
to manage adverse effects on this and other amenity values.  

6. Regional and district councils will consult with Poutini Ngāi Tahu about appropriate provision for 
cultural landscapes in regional and district plans. 

PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS 
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The objectives, polices and methods of implementation have been adopted to enhance the quality of 
life for the residents of the West Coast by creating sustainable and resilient communities that have 
vibrant, safe and cohesive town centres with a range of residential and business opportunities. Providing 
a region that is welcoming to business and that will enable growth, diversification and innovation within 
a framework of sustainable management is one step towards achieving this leading to greater 
community wellbeing. Promoting the ongoing viability of existing town centres by creating a sense of 
place and identity with sufficient levels of service is vital to retaining and growing our population into 
the future. The intent is for development that is compatible with surrounding uses and values, is served 
by the appropriate level of social infrastructure and is appropriate within the context of the surrounding 
environment. Good planning (and urban design) can improve West Coasters’ social and cultural 
wellbeing, strengthen our sense of place, enhance our ability to access services and connect with our 
wider community. This includes, for example, provision for protecting significant heritage values, and 
maintaining public access to natural resources.  

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

1. Improved coordination and collaboration with resource management and related functions 
between the Regional and District Councils, using shared services principles.  

2. Simplified application of regulation. 

3. The amenity values of urban areas and small settlements, as well as public access to the coastal 
marine area, lakes and rivers, are maintained and enhanced, where possible.  

4. The significant values of historic heritage are protected as much as practicably possible, and 
contribute to the economic, social and cultural wellbeing of the West Coast.  

5. The traditional and ongoing relationships of Poutini Ngāi Tahu with cultural landscapes are 
sustained for the benefit of future generations.  
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5. Use and Development of Resources 

BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 

The sustainable management of natural and physical resources means managing the use, development 
and protection of natural resources in a way or at a rate that enables people and communities to 
provide for their economic, social and cultural wellbeing while meeting the requirements of section 
5(2)(a), (b) and (c) of the RMA. 

The state and availability of natural resources is relatively more important for the West Coast’s economy 
than for many other regions in New Zealand. The unique geological and climatic conditions of the region 
have resulted in creating a landscape unlike any other in New Zealand. This environment not only 
provides opportunity for economic growth, but is also treasured by its many visitors as well as those 
who live here. Hence, the West Coast is extremely reliant on the natural and physical resources of the 
region for its economic, social and cultural wellbeing.  

Traditionally mining (coal and gold) has been the primary employer in the region. Farming also a 
significant contributor, particularly through the dairy industry. In addition to direct farm income from 
milk production, the added value by the processing of the product is a significant contributor to regional 
employment and income. Many engineering and other support businesses exist because the mining and 
farming activity, and related value-added activities, creates the demand for their products and services. 
Tourism has also had a long history on the West Coast, starting in the mid-1800’s with local guiding of 
early European explorers by Poutini Ngāi Tahu. The tourism sector continues to play an increasingly 
important role in the West Coast economy. The region is rich in natural landscapes, coastal 
environments, rivers and lakes, and with world renowned attractions such as World Heritage Parks, the 
region is gaining traction in international markets. The West Coast has a high rate of tourism growth. 

Aside from these three mainstays of the economy, other industries based on natural resources include 
forestry, fishing (including for whitebait), extraction of other minerals such as ironsands and garnets, 
horticulture, sphagnum moss harvesting, and food production as well as a thriving arts industry using 
pounamu, gold, wood, stone and copper. Aggregate extraction and production is important for the 
construction, operation, and maintenance and upgrading of infrastructure and for broader economic 
activity across the West Coast within the building and construction sectors. The manufacturing and 
construction sectors, through heavy and light engineering industries, have developed to service these 
primary sectors and now play an important role in the regional economy itself. Future growth in the 
region is likely to continue to be based around the use and development of natural resources in the 
first instance, with supporting industries developing alongside these, followed by other sectors as 
demand determines or sectors diversify.  

The West Coast has a significant proportion of public land administered by the Department of 
Conservation. The use and protection of public conservation land, is central to the long term 
sustainability of West Coast communities. Development of new tourism related infrastructure within 
public conservation land will provide incentives for growth and investment in the wider region. There 
are also a number of other activities that occur on land administered by the Department including 
grazing licences, mining and sphagnum moss harvesting.  

The Department issues concessions under the Conservation Act, or access arrangements under the 
Crown Minerals Act in the case of mining, for activities to occur. While this includes consideration of 
environmental effects under the Conservation Act, regional and district council functions under the RMA 
still apply on public conservation land. While large portions of land are not freehold in the region, 
appropriate use and development can occur, generating growth opportunities while still protecting the 
values of natural resources and the wider environment.  

Some land and resource use activities may be incompatible with others, for example mining near 
residential areas. Planning for and managing potentially conflicting activities are essential to ensure 
that the cultural, economic and social wellbeing of communities is looked after. There are also instances 
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where mutually beneficial outcomes can be achieved, for example, where ecological values are 
protected whilst development occurs. Where these situations arise on public conservation land, they 
will not only be managed by regional and district plans, but also through the Department’s Conservation 
Management Strategy. 

The reliance on the natural resources of the region requires that the environment remain in a healthy 
functioning state to provide for this. People choose to invest, do business, live and recreate on the 
West Coast due to the unique and special nature of the region and its natural resources. On the West 
Coast, most conflicts arise from the desire of some parties to use resources and the desire of others to 
protect them. Use, development and protection of the region’s natural and physical resources are 
therefore significant resource management issues for the West Coast.  

The significant issues in relation to the use and development of resources on the West 
Coast are: 

1. Recognising the central role of resource use and development on the West Coast.  

2. Managing the conflicts arising from the use, development and protection of natural and physical 
resources.  

OBJECTIVES 

1. To recognise the role of resource use and development on the West Coast and its contribution 
to enabling people and communities to provide for their social, economic and cultural wellbeing.  

2.  Incompatible use and development of natural and physical resources are managed to avoid or 
minimise conflict.  

POLICIES 

1. Enabling sustainable resource use and development on the West Coast to contribute to the 
economic, social and cultural wellbeing of the region’s people and communities. 

2. To recognise that natural and physical resources important for the West Coast’s economy need 
to be protected from significant negative impacts of new subdivision, use and development by: 
a) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating reverse sensitivity effects arising from new activities 

located near existing: 
i) Primary production activities; 

ii) Industrial and commercial activities; 

iii) Minerals extraction*; 
iv) Significant tourism infrastructure;   

v) Regionally significant infrastructure; and 
b) Managing new activities to retain the potential future use of: 

i) Land with significant mineral resources; or 

ii) Land which is likely to be needed for regionally significant infrastructure.  

*Minerals extraction includes aggregates and other mining activities. 

EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 

The implementation of Policy 1 recognises the importance of the role of resource use and development 
on the West Coast and its contribution to the social, economic and cultural wellbeing of people and 
communities. Use and development of resources may be of regional and national importance providing 
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benefits to people and communities on the West Coast and to New Zealand as a whole. The use and 
development of resources must be undertaken in a way which promotes the sustainable management 
purpose of the RMA. This will mean enabling people and communities to provide for their economic, 
social and cultural wellbeing and for their health and safety while meeting the requirements of section 
5(2)(a), (b) and (c) of the RMA to meet the reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations, 
safeguard life-supporting capacity of resources, and avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects 
on the environment. 

Policy 2 aims to create a framework for getting the right development in the right place at the right 
time. It is a strategic and proactive policy, designed to give effect to section 30(1)(g)(b) of the RMA 
which gives regional councils the function of strategically integrating infrastructure with land use. The 
policy seeks to ensure that there is a planned and coordinated approach to developing the built 
environment. Well-designed development also provides for the wellbeing of people and communities 
now and into the future. It also recognises that some types of development are incompatible when in 
close proximity to each other and that some activities can only occur in certain places because of the 
functional needs of that activity. Should other development occur there, then this can lead to a lost 
opportunity for a higher value use of that land.  

APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS ACROSS THE RPS 

The objectives and policies in this chapter of the RPS must be read together with Chapter 3 and other 
relevant chapters, including Chapter 6, which set out the direction for the sustainable management of 
natural and physical resources in more specific contexts. 

METHODS  

1. Provide for the sustainable use and development of natural resources through regional and 
district plan provisions and resource consents. 

2. Encourage discussion and co-operation between existing resource users (including land used for 
primary production) and those proposing new use and development of natural and physical 
resources (including the provision of infrastructure), to resolve conflicts and achieve integration 
of these activities. 

Note: Method 2 relates to Policy 4 in Chapter 6 Regionally Significant Infrastructure.  

PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS 

The objectives, policies and methods of implementation have been adopted to ensure that the role of 
sustainable resource use and development in enabling people and communities to provide for their 
economic, social and cultural wellbeing is recognised in resource management decision making 
processes. Such recognition is a core part of the sustainable management of resources and our 
communities.  

Land, and the natural resources that can be derived from this land, is one of the most important assets 
that the West Coast has. Recognition of this, and the conflicts that can arise through poor decision 
making, need to be taken into account through both regional and district plans and resource consenting 
processes.  

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

1. Resource use and development is able to occur in accordance with the sustainable management 
purpose of the RMA.  

2. The ability to access or use significant natural resources is not compromised by inappropriate 
subdivision, use or development. 
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6. Regionally Significant Infrastructure (RSI) 

BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 

There is a need to recognise the social, economic, and environmental benefits that accrue locally, 
regionally and nationally from the establishment and continued operation of RSI. Energy enables people 
to provide for their wellbeing, and is a key facet of the regional (and national) economy. Transport 
services provide vital access and freight links to and within the region. Tele and radio communication 
networks provide an important every day and emergency facility to people and businesses. Municipal 
water, sewage and stormwater systems enable communities to maintain a healthy standard of living. 
The region’s flood protection schemes protect individual and community assets, productive capability, 
community safety, and other infrastructure networks.  

The ambition of West Coast communities is to develop world class infrastructure, including high speed 
broadband and enhanced cellular coverage, and to use this infrastructure to enable new diversified 
economic development and employment opportunities on the West Coast. The RMA processes that are 
required for this infrastructure therefore need to be simple, quick and low cost.   

Section 30(1)(gb) of the RMA gives regional councils the functions of: 

“...the strategic integration of infrastructure with land use through objectives, policies, and methods:...” 

The government has also acknowledged that renewable electricity generation and the National Grid are 
matters of national importance, and developed the following policies and regulations:  

 National Policy Statement on Electricity Transmission 2008 (NPSET); 
 National Environmental Standard for Electricity Transmission Activities 2009 (NESETA); and 

 National Policy Statement for Renewable Electricity Generation 2011 (NPSREG). 

For the purposes of Chapter 6 of the RPS, electricity generation, transmission and distribution 
infrastructure that is recognised as nationally significant is also identified as regionally significant in the 
Glossary. Relevant provisions of the national electricity policies are incorporated into regional plans, 
particularly the Regional Land and Water Plan, which also provides for other significant infrastructure.  

The NPSREG and NPSET require that some matters be addressed in RPS’s. The potential for certain 
activities to disrupt, or risk disrupting, the safe and efficient operation of RSI needs to be managed. 
Additionally, practical constraints associated with RSI can limit their ability to avoid, remedy or mitigate 
adverse effects. For instance, infrastructure facilities are often located on public conservation land, as 
hydro electricity generation structures need to locate where the water resources are. The positive and 
negative impacts, and limitations of suitable sites, are some of the matters that need to be weighed up 
during the consenting process. 

RSI can have adverse environmental effects depending on its scale and location, amongst other factors. 
This Chapter generally does not contain provisions for managing the adverse effects of RSI on the 
environment. There are two exceptions. One is a policy for the National Grid. The other is a policy 
recognising the scope for offsets and compensation for non-biodiversity adverse effects that cannot be 
avoided, remedied or mitigated. All relevant provisions in this RPS must be considered in managing the 
adverse effects of RSI activities.  

For RSI activities in the coastal environment, Chapters 6 and 9 must be considered. 

The significant issues in relation to RSI for the West Coast are: 

1. Resilient RSI is essential for the social, economic and cultural wellbeing of the West Coast. 
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2. Strategically integrating infrastructure and land use. 

OBJECTIVE 

1. Enable the safe, efficient and integrated development, operation, maintenance, and upgrading 
of regionally and nationally significant infrastructure.  

POLICIES 

1. Provide for a secure supply of energy to meet the needs of people and communities on the West 
Coast, and to meet the foreseeable future needs of economic growth in the region.  

2. Provide for the development, operation, maintenance and upgrading of new and existing RSI 
including renewable electricity generation activities and National Grid infrastructure.  

3. When considering regional and district plan development and resource consent applications for 
regionally and nationally significant electricity transmission, distribution and renewable electricity 
generation infrastructure, have particular regard to the constraints imposed by the locational, 
technical and operational requirements of the infrastructure, including within areas of natural 
character (including outstanding natural character), outstanding natural features or landscapes, 
or areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna. 

4. Recognise that RSI important to the West Coast’s wellbeing needs to be protected from the 
reverse sensitivity effects arising from incompatible new subdivision, use and development, and 
the adverse effects of other activities, which would compromise the effective operation, 
maintenance, upgrading, or development of the infrastructure.  

5. When considering any adverse environmental effects of RSI that cannot be avoided, remedied 
or mitigated, other than effects on indigenous biological diversity, decision-makers must have 
regard to any offsets and compensation proposed which benefit the natural environment or the 
community affected.  

6. Provide for the operation, maintenance and upgrading of existing renewable electricity 
generation activities and electricity distribution and transmission networks in areas of natural 
character of wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins (including outstanding natural 
character), outstanding natural features or natural landscapes, or areas of significant indigenous 
vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna including within the coastal environment.  

7. (1)  In the case of the National Grid, operation, maintenance or minor upgrading of existing 
National Grid infrastructure shall be enabled.  

(2)  In the case of the National Grid, following a route, site and method selection process and 
having regard to the technical and operational constraints of the network, new 
development or major upgrades of the National Grid shall seek to avoid adverse 
effects, and otherwise remedy or mitigate adverse effects, on areas of significant 
indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna, outstanding natural 
features and natural landscapes, and the natural character of wetlands, and lakes and 
rivers and their margins outside the Coastal Environment.  

8. Land use and infrastructure should be integrated to avoid as much as practicably possible:  

a) Constraints through the lack of supporting infrastructure; 
b) Unsustainable demands being placed on infrastructure to meet new growth; 

c) Significant adverse effects on existing land uses. 

Note: Policy 4 relates to Method 2 in Chapter 5 Use and Development of Resources.  
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EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 

Policy 1 seeks to ensure that the West Coast has a secure supply of energy to meet the needs of people 
and communities from either non-renewable or renewable sources. The Policy applies to infrastructure 
which supplies energy rather than energy supplies per se. 

Policy 2 seeks to ensure that RSI are provided for to meet the needs of the people and communities of 
the West Coast. RSI is defined in the Glossary. Policy 2 also gives effect to Policies E1-E4 of the NPSREG 
which requires provision for renewable electricity generation, and Policy 2 of the NPSET which requires 
recognition of the National Grid. 

Policy 3 gives effect to Policy C1 of the NPSREG, and Policy 3 of the NPSET. Electricity generation 
infrastructure needs to be located where the resource is and the electricity needs to be conveyed to 
users. The location of the necessary infrastructure can sometimes be physically, technically or 
operationally constrained. Those constraints can also apply to other forms of RSI. Such infrastructure 
may need to be located within areas containing high, outstanding or significant natural values. 

Policy 4: The operation, maintenance and future development of RSI can be significantly constrained 
by the adverse environmental impact of encroaching activities and development, also known as reverse 
sensitivity, or by the effects of existing resource use. Policy 4 gives effect to Policies 10 and 11 of the 
NPSET for managing reverse sensitivity effects on RSI including the National Grid. 

Policy 5: The linear nature of many infrastructure networks determines its form, shape and location. 
Technical and operational requirements associated with infrastructure networks can limit the extent to 
which it is feasible to avoid or mitigate all adverse environmental effects. Consequently in some cases 
it may be appropriate for new infrastructure to be located in, or traverse parts of, a sensitive 
environment to achieve a net benefit, or lower overall adverse effects. These situations and the 
appropriateness of offsets and compensation need to be determined on a case by case basis having 
regard to relevant case law, national policy and good practice guidelines on offsets and compensation, 
and expert advice. Chapter 7 applies to offsetting and compensating adverse effects on indigenous 
biological diversity. Policy 5 applies to other adverse effects. 

Policy 6 gives effect to the NPSREG and provides for existing renewable electricity generation activities 
and electricity distribution and transmission networks in areas of natural character or containing 
significant or outstanding values throughout the region. 

Policy 7 provides a specific management approach for the National Grid. ‘Seek to avoid’ means that the 
operator must make every possible effort to avoid adverse effects on areas of significant indigenous 
vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna, outstanding natural features and landscapes, 
and natural character. Policy 7 sets the policy framework for the effects of the National Grid to be 
assessed in a considered manner, taking into account the technical and operational constraints of the 
network and the route, site and method selection process. It enables a case by case merits assessment 
of specific National Grid projects, taking into account the nature of the adverse effects and the values 
adversely affected. 

Policy 8 recognises the need for planning for growth and development and the provision of local, 
regional and national infrastructure to proceed side-by-side in a coordinated and integrated way.   

APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS ACROSS THE RPS 

The objectives and policies in this chapter of the RPS must be read together with Chapter 3 and other 
relevant chapters which set out the direction for the sustainable management of natural and physical 
resources in more specific contexts.  
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METHODS 

1. Provide for the development, operation, maintenance and upgrading of micro and small-scale 
hydro electricity generation activities, subject to appropriate conditions, in regional plans as 
permitted or controlled activities, and in district plans, where appropriate.  

2. Through regional and district plan rules, or conditions of resource consents:  

a) Recognise the positive benefits of RSI;  
b) Recognise the constraints imposed by the locational, technical and operational 

requirements of RSI, including electricity transmission, distribution and renewable 
electricity generation infrastructure; and 

c) Manage adverse environmental effects on the safe and efficient operation of RSI.  

3. As part of regional and district plan development or review processes, regional and district 
councils must consult with the National Grid operator about identifying appropriate buffer 
corridors to manage the adverse effects of subdivision, use and development on the National 
Grid.  

4. Maintain river control and flood protection works and services.  

Notes: 

Method 1: Policy F of the NPSREG requires that RPSs include methods to provide for the development, 
operation, maintenance and upgrading of small and community-scale distributed renewable electricity 
generation from any renewable energy source to the extent applicable to the region or district. Many 
of the region’s rivers and creeks have potential for hydroelectric development for individual domestic 
and small-scale business use, with no more than minor effects. Appropriate hydro schemes can be 
developed and the adverse effects reduced by careful design and location of structures. Increased 
generation in the region would improve security of supply.  

PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS 

RSI is important for the economic and social wellbeing of people and communities on the West Coast, 
and plays a vital role in daily life. Provision for the safe, reliable, and efficient functioning of such 
facilities and their maintenance and upgrading is provided for in this document in recognition of their 
importance, and to ensure that they are effectively integrated with land use. 

The provisions in this Chapter also give effect to national legislation, policies and standards which direct 
Councils to address matters of national importance. These are incorporated where they are considered 
relevant to the resource management of infrastructure activities on the West Coast. 

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

1. A perpetually secure supply of energy to meet the needs of people, communities and industry 
on the West Coast.  

2. Increased use and development of renewable electricity resources.   

3. Continued development, operation, maintenance and upgrading of RSI. 

4. Effective management of resource management conflicts arising from reverse sensitivity effects 
on existing RSI, or between the provision of RSI and existing resource use. 

5. New land use generated by growth and development strategically integrated with local, regional 
and national infrastructure, particularly transport, so as to avoid an unsustainable approach to 
infrastructure provision and funding.  
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7.  Ecosystems and Indigenous Biological Diversity 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 

Under section 6(c) of the RMA councils have responsibilities to recognise and provide for the protection 
of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna, also referred to as 
Significant Natural Areas (SNAs). Sections 30 and 31 of the Act also give regional and district councils 
the functions to develop objectives, policies, and methods for maintaining indigenous biological 
diversity. It is important to recognise the roles of other organisations and groups on the West Coast 
involved in the sustainable management of indigenous biological diversity and ecosystems. While the 
Department of Conservation has a key role in this, regional and district council functions under the RMA 
still apply across the region. 

Indigenous biological diversity in the coastal environment is addressed in the Coastal Environment 
Chapter, as the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement (NZCPS) provides specific direction on these 
matters. This Chapter covers the rest of the Region inland from the landward coastal environment 
boundary.  

This Chapter applies to sustainably managing terrestrial and freshwater indigenous biological diversity. 
Additionally, the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management (NPSFM) provides direction to, 
amongst other things, safeguard the life-supporting capacity of fresh water ecosystem processes and 
indigenous species, and protect the significant values of wetlands and outstanding freshwater bodies. 
Both this Chapter and Chapter 8 Land and Water may need to be considered for any proposed activities 
affecting fresh water ecosystems and habitats.  

The West Coast region has a land area of 2,300,000 ha with the Department of Conservation managing 
1,912,000 ha or 84% of this land1 leaving approximately 388,000 ha (16%) of land on the West Coast 
not under their control. In addition, there is roughly 40,647 km of streams and rivers in the region, of 
which 33,094 km (81%) are in Department of Conservation managed lands. In a national context, one 
quarter of New Zealand’s protected land, and 10% of the total length of rivers in New Zealand, is 
located on the West Coast. Compared to other regions, the West Coast is rich in its level of remaining 
indigenous biological diversity. The extent of indigenous vegetation provides other benefits and positive 
effects including, for example, well-vegetated upper catchments that reduce flooding, erosion and 
sedimentation downstream.  

Poutini Ngāi Tahu as kaitiaki have a responsibility to manage and protect indigenous biological diversity. 
The ability of mana whenua to engage with indigenous species is important to enable Poutini Ngāi Tahu 
to maintain their identity and cultural traditions into the future. This is further detailed in Chapter 3. 

This Chapter sets the objectives and policies to be given effect to in district and regional plans, including 
through the use of rules, to achieve the protection of SNAs, and to maintain indigenous biological 
diversity. The Chapter also states the responsibilities of the region’s local authorities to maintain 
indigenous biological diversity. 

The region’s terrestrial and fresh water indigenous biological diversity must be maintained. In some 
circumstances, adverse effects are unacceptable and must be avoided. In other circumstances, adverse 
effects may be able to be managed through the mitigation hierarchy. The West Coast councils and 
Department of Conservation are committed to using both regulatory and non-regulatory measures to 
ensure that significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna are 
sustainably managed and protected.  

 

 
1  West Coast Conservation Management Strategy 2010 – 2020 Volume I. 
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Statement of Local Authority Responsibilities  

Section 62(1)(i)(iii) of the Act requires a regional policy statement to state the local authority 
responsible, in the whole or any part of the region, for specifying the objectives, policies and methods 
for the control of the use of land to maintain indigenous biological diversity. 

The West Coast Regional Council will be responsible for specifying the objectives, policies and methods 
to maintain indigenous biological biodiversity by controlling activities: 

1. in the CMA; 

2. affecting water bodies, including significant wetlands; 

3. affecting the beds of lakes and rivers; 

Control of the use of land to maintain indigenous biological biodiversity in lake and river margins, and 
for earthworks and vegetation clearance activities, is a shared responsibility between Regional and 
District Councils.  

Territorial authorities will be responsible for specifying the objectives, policies and methods for the 
control of the use of land for the maintenance of indigenous biological biodiversity for all other activities. 

The significant issues in relation to the management of indigenous biological diversity 
values on the West Coast are: 

1.  Activities which contribute to people’s wellbeing may adversely affect indigenous biological 
diversity. 

2. In the context of extensive indigenous vegetation and habitats, much of which is on land 
managed by the Department of Conservation, an integrated management approach is required.  

3.  Councils, and Poutini Ngāi Tahu need to work together to identify opportunities to recognise and 
provide for Poutini Ngāi Tahu culture and traditions in relation to the use and protection of 
indigenous biological diversity under the RMA, to the extent practicably possible. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. Identify in regional and district plans, and through the resource consent process, areas of 
significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna in a regionally 
consistent manner. 

2. Protect significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna.  

3.  Provide for sustainable subdivision, use and development to enable people and communities to 
maintain or enhance their economic, social, and cultural wellbeing in areas of significant 
indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna. 

4. Maintain the region’s terrestrial and freshwater indigenous biological diversity.  

 

POLICIES 

1. a) Areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna will 
be identified using the criteria in Appendix 1; they will be known as Significant Natural 
Areas (SNAs), and will be mapped in the relevant regional plan and district plans. 
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 b)  Significant wetlands will be identified using the criteria in Appendix 2; they will be known 
as Significant Natural Areas (SNAs), and will be mapped in the relevant regional plan. 

2.  Activities shall be designed and undertaken in a way that does not cause:  
a)  The prevention of an indigenous species’ or a community’s ability to persist in their habitats 

within their natural range in the Ecological District, or 

b)  A change of the Threatened Environment Classification to category two or below at the 
Ecological District Level;2 or 

c)  Further measurable reduction in the proportion of indigenous cover on those land 
environments in category one or two of the Threatened Environment Classification at the 
Ecological District Level;3 or 

d)  A reasonably measurable reduction in the local population of threatened taxa in the 
Department of Conservation Threat Classification Categories 1 – nationally critical, 2 – 
nationally endangered, and 3a – nationally vulnerable4. 

3.  Provided that Policy 2 is met, when managing the adverse effects of activities on indigenous 
biological diversity within SNAs: 
a) Adverse effects shall be avoided where possible; and 

b) Adverse effects that cannot be avoided shall be remedied where possible; and 

c) Adverse effects that cannot be remedied shall be mitigated. 
d) In relation to adverse effects that cannot be avoided, remedied or mitigated, biodiversity 

offsetting in accordance with Policy 4 is considered; and 
e) If biodiversity offsetting in accordance with Policy 4 is not achievable for any indigenous 

biological diversity attribute on which there are residual adverse effects, biodiversity 
compensation in accordance with Policy 5 is considered.  

4.  Provided that Policy 2 is met, and the adverse effects on a SNA cannot be avoided, remedied or 
mitigated, in accordance with Policy 3, then consider biodiversity offsetting if the following criteria 
are met: 

a) Irreplaceable or significant indigenous biological diversity is maintained; and 
b) There must be a high degree of certainty that the offset can be successfully delivered; and  

c) The offset must be shown to be in accordance with the six key principles of: 

i. Additionality: the offset will achieve indigenous biological diversity outcomes beyond 
results that would have occurred if the offset was not proposed;  

ii. Permanence: the positive ecological outcomes of the offset last at least as long as 
the impact of the activity, preferably in perpetuity;  

iii. No-net-loss: the offset achieves no net loss and preferably a net gain in indigenous 
biological diversity;  

iv. Equivalence: the offset is applied so that the ecological values being achieved are 
the same or similar to those being lost;   

v. Landscape context: the offset is close to the location of the development5; and 

 
2  The Threatened Environment Classification system is managed by Landcare Research. (Walker S. et al 2007. Guide for users 

of the Threatened Environment Classification. [Lincoln, Canterbury], Landcare Research New Zealand. 1 – 35 p.) 
3  ibid 
4  Department of Conservation threat classification: Townsend, A, de Lange, P; Clinton, A; Duffy, A; Miskelly, C; Molly, J; Norton, 

D. 2008. New Zealand Threat Classification System Manual 
5  Maseyk, F., Ussher, G., Kessels, G., Christensen, M., Brown, M., for the Biodiversity Working Group on behalf of the 

BioManagers Group, September 2018. Biodiversity Offsetting under the Resource Management Act: A guidance document. 
Pages 4, 5, 25.  
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vi. The delay between the loss of indigenous biological diversity through the proposal 
and the gain or maturation of the offset’s indigenous biological diversity outcomes 
is minimised. 

d) The offset maintains the values of the SNA. 

5.  Provided that Policy 2 is met, in the absence of being able to satisfy Policies 3 and 4, consider 
the use of biodiversity compensation provided that it meets the following: 
a) Irreplaceable or significant indigenous biological diversity is maintained; and 

b) The compensation is at least proportionate to the adverse effect; and 
c) The compensation is undertaken where it will result in the best practicable ecological 

outcome, and is preferably: 
i. Close to the location of development; or 

ii. Within the same Ecological District; and 

d) The compensation will achieve positive indigenous biological diversity outcomes that would 
not have occurred without that compensation; and 

e) The positive ecological outcomes of the compensation last for at least as long as the 
adverse effects of the activity; and 

f) The delay between the loss of indigenous biological diversity through the proposal and the 
gain or maturation of the compensation’s indigenous biological diversity outcomes is 
minimised.  

6.  Allow for subdivision, use or development within SNAs, including by: 
a) Allowing existing lawfully established activities to continue provided the adverse effects 

are the same or similar in scale, character or intensity; 
b) Allowing activities with no more than minor adverse effects provided that the values of the 

SNA are maintained. 

7.  Provide for subdivision, use or development within land areas or water bodies containing 
indigenous biological diversity that does not meet any of the significance criteria in Appendix 1 
or 2, by: 
a) Allowing activities with no more than minor adverse effects; 

b) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating more than minor adverse effects; 

c) Where there are significant residual adverse effects, considering any proposal for 
indigenous biological diversity offsetting or compensation. 

8.  Maintain indigenous biological diversity, ecosystems and habitats in the region by: 
a) Recognising that it is more efficient to maintain rather than to restore indigenous biological 

diversity; 

b) Encouraging restoration or enhancement of indigenous biological diversity and/or habitats, 
where practicable; and 

c) Advocating for a co-ordinated and integrated approach to reducing the threat status of 
indigenous biological diversity. 

9.  Give effect to Objective 2 of Chapter 3 by: 
a) Providing for the kaitiakitanga role of Poutini Ngāi Tahu in the management of indigenous 

biological diversity;  

b) Provided that Policy 2 is met, recognising and providing for subdivision, use and 
development in a SNA where it is for the purpose of papakainga, cultural harvest or 
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mahinga kai gathering by papatipu rūnanga in a manner that accords with tikanga and 
kaitiakitanga;  

c) Where practicable, provide for Poutini Ngāi Tahu customary use of indigenous species in 
a manner that accords with tikanga and kaitiakitanga, within the framework of the regional 
and district council’s RMA functions. 

EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 

Policies 1-6 and 9 give effect to sections 5, 6(c), and 6(e) of the RMA by providing a framework to 
protect significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna from the adverse 
effects of activities, and enable activities, including cultural activities, in or near areas with these values 
to be undertaken where the significant values can be maintained. All of the Chapter 7 Policies also 
contribute to maintaining indigenous biological diversity in the region, to give effect to sections 30 and 
31 of the RMA. 

The ecological criteria referred to in Appendices 1 and 2 of Policy 1 will be used to determine whether 
terrestrial or aquatic areas of indigenous vegetation, as well as habitats of indigenous fauna, are 
ecologically significant or not. Significant terrestrial indigenous biological diversity will be mapped in 
district plans once identified.   

It is intended that SNAs will be identified and mapped in the preparation of district and regional plans. 
They may also be identified during resource consent processes, for example in the preparation of an 
Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE). If an area is identified as meeting the criteria in Appendix 
1 or 2 it is to be managed as an SNA, whether or not it has been mapped in the relevant plan at that 
time. Additional SNAs identified through the resource consent process will be identified and mapped in 
regional and district plans when proposed plan, or plan change, processes are undertaken. 

Policy 1 recognises that using regionally consistent criteria for determining and identifying Significant 
Natural Areas (SNAs) assists with achieving sustainable management. It is best practice to map SNAs 
in plans, so that when a subdivision, use or development proposal is put forward, robust decisions can 
be made regarding its appropriateness.  

Policy 2 does not preclude activities from being undertaken provided that they meet the ‘bottom lines’’ 
identified. In making this assessment, decision-makers need to take into account any measure, (except 
indigenous biological diversity offsetting or biodiversity compensation) proposed to prevent the effects 
in Policy 2 from occurring.  

Policies 3-5 provide a cascading framework to give direction to regional or district plan development 
and consideration of consent applications for activities in a SNA. The cascade follows the mitigation 
hierarchy recognised in resource management practice.  

Policy 6 recognises that there are existing activities in SNAs, and there are circumstances when new 
activities can occur within SNAs which will maintain the values of the SNA.  

Policy 7 sets out the management approach to adverse effects in locations which do not contain 
significant indigenous vegetation or significant habitats of indigenous fauna. 

Policy 8 gives effect to sections 30 and 31 of the Act requiring councils to develop, implement and 
review objectives, policies and methods to maintain indigenous biological diversity. It recognises that 
West Coast councils cannot single-handedly maintain indigenous biological diversity in the region. Work 
undertaken by the Department of Conservation, community groups, landowners and through the 
Biosecurity Act to control vertebrate and plant pests, for example, will contribute substantially to 
maintaining indigenous biological diversity, by taking an integrated and co-ordinated approach. 

Policy 9 links to Objective 2, and Policies 2 and 3 of Chapter 3 Resource Management Issues of 
Significance to Poutini Ngāi Tahu. To give effect to kaitiakitanga it is important that regional and district 
councils engage meaningfully with Poutini Ngāi Tahu. Regional and district councils should recognise 
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that the exercise of kaitiakitanga, and the continuing ability to carry out cultural practices in accordance 
with tikanga, including within SNAs, by papatipu rūnanga are important to sustaining Poutini Ngāi Tahu 
identity and wellbeing. In developing regional and district plan provisions for management of indigenous 
biological diversity, regional and district councils need to work with Poutini Ngāi Tahu and have regard 
to how the kaitiakitanga role of mana whenua can be enabled and how customary use can be provided 
for within the framework of the RMA.  

APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS ACROSS THE RPS 

The objectives and policies in this chapter of the RPS must be read together with Chapter 3 and other 
relevant chapters, including Chapter 6, which set out the direction for the sustainable management of 
natural and physical resources in more specific contexts.  

METHODS 

1.       Use the ecological criteria in Appendices 1 and 2 for identifying significant indigenous vegetation 
and significant habitats of indigenous fauna, and significant wetlands respectively, and the areas 
identified using the criteria will be mapped in district and regional plans.  

2.  Use regional and district plans and nationally recognised guidance to protect SNAs and maintain 
the region’s indigenous biological diversity. 

3.  Maintain indigenous biological diversity by using non-regulatory means, including liaising/working 
with the Department of Conservation, Poutini Ngāi Tahu, affected landowners and other 
organisations and community groups.  

4.  Regional and district councils will work together with Poutini Ngāi Tahu to identify opportunities 
to enable their kaitiakitanga role in relation to the use and protection of indigenous biological 
diversity under the RMA, including managing adverse effects of subdivision, use and development 
on the customary use of indigenous biological diversity. 

PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS 

Part 2 of the RMA requires councils, when exercising their functions under the RMA, to recognise and 
provide for the protection of areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of 
indigenous fauna, as a matter of national importance. The Objectives, Policies and Methods in this 
Chapter implement these statutory requirements in a pragmatic, efficient and effective way to ensure 
that both the protection of SNAs, and provision for the economic, social and cultural wellbeing of the 
West Coast, are achieved.  

Regard must also be had to the role given to councils by Sections 30 and 31 of the Act in maintaining 
indigenous biological diversity, and how this can be woven in with the regional and district council’s 
regulatory functions and non-regulatory obligations to work together with Poutini Ngāi Tahu given their 
kaitiakitanga role, as well as the Department of Conservation and other organisations, community 
groups and landowners.   

A range of methods are proposed to implement the policies and achieve the objectives. Where 
regulatory tools are to be applied these are to be targeted to significant values. Non-regulatory 
measures also have an important role to play in the maintenance of indigenous biological diversity on 
the West Coast. These measures could include, but are not limited to, covenants, land swaps or 
exchanges in ownership between private land owners and the Department of Conservation, and 
vertebrate and plant pest control. Using non-regulatory tools also encourages cross sector collaboration. 
This overall approach is more likely to result in community acceptance and support for indigenous 
biological diversity protection. 
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ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

1. Maintenance and enhancement of areas with significant indigenous biological diversity values in 
the West Coast region.  

2. Appropriate subdivision, use and development is able to occur, and regulatory processes do not 
unduly delay appropriate resource use and development taking place. 

3.  Non-regulatory work to maintain indigenous biological diversity is undertaken in an integrated, 
collaborative and co-ordinated way.   

4.  Opportunities are provided for Poutini Ngāi Tahu to exercise their kaitiakitanga role in relation to 
the use and protection of indigenous biological diversity where this is consistent with the West 
Coast Councils’ RMA roles.  
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7A. Natural Character 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES  

Under section 6(a) of the RMA, councils must recognise and provide for the preservation of the natural 
character of the coastal environment, wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins, and protect 
them from inappropriate subdivision, use and development as a matter of national importance. Natural 
character preservation in the coastal environment is addressed in the Coastal Environment chapter, as 
the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement provides specific direction on these matters. This Chapter 
covers the rest of the region inland from the landward coastal environment boundary. 

Natural character is the expression of natural elements, patterns and processes. The level of naturalness 
is affected by the degree of human modification.  

Internationally recognised for its natural character, the West Coast is attracting large numbers of 
tourists seeking natural experiences. As a result, tourism is currently one of the top economic 
contributors to the region. The natural character of the region’s wetlands, and lakes and rivers and 
their margins and their associated amenity values are enjoyed by both residents and visitors.  

Ensuring that the region retains those aspects that are attractive to visitors and our own communities 
requires management of potential adverse effects on these natural character values. For example, 
activities such as flood and erosion control are recognised as important for people’s wellbeing, however 
they can affect the natural character of wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins.  

The significant issues in relation to the natural character for the West Coast are: 

1. Activities which contribute to people’s wellbeing may adversely affect the natural character of 
the region’s wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins.  

OBJECTIVES 

1. Protect the natural character of the region’s wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins, 
from inappropriate subdivision, use and development. 

2. Provide for appropriate subdivision, use and development to enable people and communities to 
maintain or enhance their economic, social and cultural wellbeing.  

POLICIES 

1. Use regionally consistent criteria to identify the elements, patterns, processes and qualities of 
the natural character of wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins. 

2. Protect the elements, patterns, processes and qualities that together contribute to the natural 
character of wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins from inappropriate subdivision, use 
and development. 

3. When determining if an activity is appropriate, the following matters must be considered:  
a) The degree and significance of actual or potential adverse effects on the elements, 

patterns, processes and qualities that contribute to natural character; 

b) The value, importance or significance of the natural character at the local, or regional 
level;  

c) The degree of naturalness; 
d) The potential for cumulative effects to diminish natural character, and the efficacy of 

measures proposed to avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects; and 
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e) The vulnerability of the natural character to change, and its capacity to accommodate 
change, without compromising its values. 

4.  Allow activities which have no more than minor adverse effects on natural character. 

POLICY EXPLANATION 

Policy 1 recognises that using regionally consistent criteria to identify the natural character of wetlands, 
and lakes and rivers and their margins assists with achieving sustainable management. These criteria 
will be used in both planning and consent processes to determine the characteristics, and their 
significance, of the natural character present.  

Policy 2 seeks to protect the elements, patterns, processes and qualities of the natural character of 
wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins from adverse effects arising from inappropriate 
subdivision, use and development. What is “inappropriate’’ is assessed by reference to what is to be 
“protected’’.  

Policy 3 is to assist decision-makers to determine whether a proposed subdivision, use or development 
is appropriate. 

Policy 4 recognises that some activities will result in effects that are no more than minor and provides 
for these to take place as a permitted activity, or in accordance with a resource consent. 

APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS ACROSS THE RPS 

The objectives and policies in this chapter of the RPS must be read together with Chapter 3 and other 
relevant chapters, including Chapter 6, which set out the direction for the sustainable management of 
natural and physical resources in more specific contexts.  

METHODS 

1. Include a regionally consistent set of criteria for the identification of the natural character of 
wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins in the regional and district plans.  

2. Identify the natural character of wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins through the 
resource consent process.  

3.  Use provisions in the regional and district plans, and the resource consent process to protect the 
natural character of wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins from inappropriate 
subdivision, use and development. 

PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS 

Part 2 of the RMA requires councils, when exercising their functions under the RMA, to recognise and 
provide for the preservation of the natural character of wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins, 
and the protection of them from inappropriate development as a matter of national importance. The 
Objectives, Policies and Methods in this Chapter implement these statutory requirements in a pragmatic, 
efficient and effective way to ensure that the protection and preservation of the natural character, and 
provision for the economic, social and cultural wellbeing of the West Coast, are achieved. 

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

1. Preservation of the natural character of wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins.  

2. Appropriate subdivision, use and development is able to occur. 
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7B. Natural features and landscapes 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES  

Under section 6(b) of the RMA councils must recognise and provide for the protection of outstanding 
natural landscapes and outstanding natural features from inappropriate subdivision, use and 
development as a matter of national importance. Protection of these areas in the coastal environment 
is addressed in the Coastal Environment chapter, as the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement (NZCPS) 
provides specific direction on these matters. This Chapter covers the area inland from the landward 
coastal environment boundary. The landscape provisions in this Chapter may apply to both terrestrial 
and fresh water areas, as terrestrial and aquatic landscape values are often closely interlinked. 

Chapter 8 Land and Water has provisions for identifying and protecting the significant values of 
wetlands and outstanding freshwater bodies under the National Policy Statement for Freshwater 
Management (NPSFM), which can include landscape values. Any proposed activities potentially 
adversely affecting fresh water landscapes should consider both this Chapter and Chapter 8.  

Internationally recognised for its outstanding natural landscapes and outstanding natural features, the 
West Coast is attracting large numbers of tourists seeking natural experiences. As a result, tourism is 
currently one of the top economic contributors to the region. The amenity value of these outstanding 
natural features and outstanding natural landscapes, such as the Franz Josef and Fox Glaciers, make 
an important contribution to the wellbeing of West Coast communities and visitors.  

Ensuring that the region retains those aspects that are attractive to visitors and our own communities 
requires management of potential adverse effects on these outstanding natural feature and landscape 
values. For example, activities such as roads are recognised as important for people’s wellbeing, 
however they can affect outstanding natural features and landscapes.  

The significant issues in relation to the natural features and landscapes for the West Coast 
are: 

1.  Activities which contribute to people’s wellbeing may adversely affect outstanding natural 
features and outstanding natural landscapes.  

OBJECTIVES 

1. Protect the region’s outstanding natural features and outstanding natural landscapes from 
inappropriate subdivision, use and development. 

2.  Provide for appropriate subdivision, use and development on, in or adjacent to outstanding 
natural features and outstanding natural landscapes to enable people and communities to 
maintain or enhance their economic, social and cultural wellbeing.  

POLICIES 

1. Use regionally consistent criteria to identify outstanding natural features and outstanding natural 
landscapes.  

2. Protect the values which together contribute to a natural feature or landscape being outstanding, 
from inappropriate subdivision, use and development. 

3. When determining if an activity is appropriate, the following matters must be considered:  
a) Whether the activity will cause the loss of those values that contribute to making the 

natural feature or landscape outstanding; 
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b) The extent to which the outstanding natural feature or landscape will be modified or 
damaged including the duration, frequency, magnitude or scale of any effect; 

c) The irreversibility of any adverse effects on the values that contribute to making the natural 
feature or landscape outstanding; 

d) The resilience of the outstanding natural feature or landscape to change; 

e) Whether the activity will lead to cumulative adverse effects on the outstanding natural 
feature or landscape; 

4.  Allow activities in outstanding natural features and outstanding natural landscapes which have 
no more than minor adverse effects. 

POLICY EXPLANATION 

Policy 1 recognises that it is best practice to use regionally consistent criteria for identifying outstanding 
natural features and landscapes, to contribute to an integrated management framework across the 
region. Outstanding natural landscapes and features may cross district boundaries. It needs to be 
evident where outstanding areas are located, so that when a subdivision, use or development proposal 
is put forward, robust decisions can be made regarding its appropriateness. 

Policy 2 seeks to protect the values of outstanding natural features and landscapes from inappropriate 
subdivision, use and development. What is “inappropriate’’ is assessed by reference to what is to be 
“protected’’.  

Policy 3 is to assist decision-makers to determine whether a proposed subdivision, use or development 
is appropriate. 

Policy 4 recognises that some activities will result in effects that are no more than minor and provides 
for these to take place as a permitted activity, or in accordance with a resource consent. 

APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS ACROSS THE RPS 

The objectives and policies in this chapter of the RPS must be read together with Chapter 3 and other 
relevant chapters, including Chapter 6, which set out the direction for the sustainable management of 
natural and physical resources in more specific contexts.  

METHODS 

1. Develop a regionally consistent set of criteria for the identification of outstanding natural features 
and outstanding natural landscapes and their values, and include the criteria in the regional and 
district plans. 

2. Identify outstanding natural features and outstanding natural landscapes in regional and district 
plans, and through the resource consent process. 

3.  Use provisions including maps in the regional and district plans, and the resource consent process 
to protect outstanding natural features and outstanding natural landscapes from inappropriate 
subdivision, use and development. 

PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS 

Part 2 of the RMA requires councils, when exercising their functions under the RMA, to recognise and 
provide for the protection of outstanding natural features and outstanding natural landscapes, from 
inappropriate development as a matter of national importance. The Objectives, Policies and Methods in 
this Chapter implement these statutory requirements in a pragmatic, efficient and effective way to 
ensure that both the protection of outstanding natural features and outstanding natural landscapes, 
and provision for the economic, social and cultural wellbeing of the West Coast, are achieved.  
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ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

1. Protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes.  

2. Appropriate subdivision, use and development is able to occur. 
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8. Land and Water 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 

The West Coast has high rainfall and water is generally abundant in most areas. Given the development 
pressures facing other regions, West Coast experiences of the natural environment are being keenly 
sought, with many of these experiences centred around coastal and freshwater environments. The 
region’s natural beauty and resulting popularity with tourists is, in no small measure, due to the pristine 
nature of most water bodies. Management of these resources needs to take into account the high 
recreational and habitat values these water bodies provide.   

To Poutini Ngāi Tahu, wai māori (freshwater) and moana (coastal waters) are taonga. The life-giving 
and life-sustaining properties of water are intrinsically linked to the spiritual, cultural, economic, 
environmental and social wellbeing, survival and identity of Poutini Ngāi Tahu whānui. Poor water 
quality and activities such as abstraction, damming or diversion of water can have adverse effects on 
the relationship of Poutini Ngāi Tahu to fresh and coastal waters, including on their culture and 
traditions. This is because the life-supporting capacity and/or mauri of the resource can be affected, 
including its ability to support healthy habitat for mahinga kai and to provide for the harvest of kaimoana 
and other customary uses. The life supporting capacity of water is not just of importance for cultural 
values, but also has relevance for trout, salmon and other species. 

State of Environment reporting has shown that freshwater quality is improving on the West Coast. 
Council’s Long Term Plan now includes five water quality parameters and Council measures progress 
with these parameters and reports on this annually.   

Water quality management has been mainly focused on addressing point source (direct) discharges of 
contaminants. Continued work on the way land is used and managed to reduce diffuse run-off and 
leaching will enable further improvements in water quality. Council has been working closely within 
specific catchments to improve water quality through both regulatory and non-regulatory approaches, 
with some success. 

Compared with other regions, there are relatively few significant water use pressures on water bodies 
on the West Coast. However, water availability is coming under increased seasonal pressure due to 
extraction for irrigation in the upper Grey Valley. This may require further work to prioritise water 
allocation between water uses such as drinking water and in-stream uses (for example fish 
habitat/aquatic ecology and other in-stream needs).  

The National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management (NPSFM) was gazetted in 2017, and 
recognises the importance of freshwater resources. It gives councils direction for both providing for 
water use and protecting the values of freshwater, including aquatic ecosystems and wetlands. 
Protection of freshwater indigenous biological diversity is addressed in Chapter 7 Ecosystems and 
Indigenous biological diversity as section 6(c) of the RMA also gives direction on these matters.  

To give effect to the NPSFM, the Regional Council has a Progressive Implementation Plan (PIP) 
identifying Freshwater Management Units (FMU’s) in the region, and outlining when it will set up FMU 
community groups to identify values, objectives and limits for each FMU. This work will result in changes 
to the Regional Land and Water Plan under Schedule 1 of the RMA. 

This Chapter of the RPS provides overarching and high level policy direction to give effect to the NPSFM 
throughout the region. It also provides for integrated management with the water-related provisions 
of the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS), by managing effects of land and fresh 
water use that originate from outside the coastal environment, on inshore coastal water. It also gives 
effect to the relevant provisions of the National Policy Statement for Renewable Electricity Generation 
(NPSREG).   
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The significant issues in relation to the management of land and water for the West Coast 
region are: 

1. Managing adverse effects on water quality, arising from point source and diffuse source 
discharges to waterbodies from activities on land.  

2. Potential overuse of water resources can occur in certain areas during drier seasons.  

3. Activities may adversely affect the significant values of wetlands and outstanding freshwater 
bodies. 

4. Integrating the management of subdivision, use and development activities on land with the 
potential effects on water quality.   

OBJECTIVES 

1.  The life-supporting capacity of freshwater is maintained or improved.  

2. Provide for a range of land and water uses to enable the economic, social and cultural wellbeing 
of West Coast communities while maintaining or improving water quality and aquatic 
ecosystems6.  

3. Determine allocation of water within environmental controls.  

4. Identify and protect the significant values of wetlands and outstanding freshwater bodies. 

5. Achieve the integrated management of water and the subdivision, use and development of land 
within catchments, recognising the interconnections between land, fresh water, and coastal 
water, including by managing adverse effects of land and water use on coastal water quality. 

POLICIES 

1. Adverse effects on fresh and coastal water quality and aquatic ecosystems arising from:  

a) Subdivision, use or development of land;  
b) Discharges of contaminants to water and to land in circumstances which may result in 

contaminants entering water;  

c) Water use and take; and 
d) Activities in, or on, water including damming and diversion, 

will be avoided, remedied or mitigated, to ensure that water quality and aquatic ecosystems are 
maintained or improved.  

2.  To give effect to Objective 2 of Chapter 3, the adverse effects of subdivision, use and 
development on Poutini Ngāi Tahu cultural values will be avoided, remedied or mitigated taking 
into account the following matters: 

a) A preference by Poutini Ngāi Tahu for discharges to land over water where practicable; 
b) The value of riparian margin vegetation for water quality and aquatic ecosystems; and 

c) Effects on the sustainability of mahinga kai, and protection of taonga areas.  

3. To give effect to Objective 2 of Chapter 3, manage land and water use in a way that avoids 
significant adverse effects (other than those arising from the development, operation, 
maintenance, or upgrading of RSI and local roads) and avoids, remedies or mitigates other 

 
6  Including the habitat of trout and salmon. 
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adverse water quality effects on sites that are significant to Poutini Ngāi Tahu, including the 
following: 

a)  Estuaries, hāpua lagoons, and other coastal wetlands; and 
b)  Shellfish beds and fishing areas. 

4. Until priority frameworks for water take and use are developed through the FMU processes and 
added to a regional plan, consent applications will be processed on a “first-come, first served’’ 
basis, and in making decisions, the following matters must be considered: 

a) The reasonably foreseeable future requirements for domestic and community water supply 
needs, stock drinking, and firefighting; 

b) The degree of community, regional or national benefit from the take, use, damming or 
diversion of water; 

c) Any adverse environmental effects from the take, use, damming or diversion of water will 
be avoided, remedied or mitigated including where applicable by applying provisions of 
the regional plan; 

d) Applying rates of take, volume limits and residual flows at the point of take to ensure that 
there is enough water for the purpose of the take, and to maintain or improve water quality 
and aquatic ecosystems; 

e) The extent to which the proposal maximises the efficient allocation and efficient use of 
water; and  

f)  The reasonable needs of other water users. 

5.  Maintain or improve water quality within freshwater management units.  

6.  Identify the significant values of wetlands and outstanding freshwater bodies in regional plans 
and protect those values. 

7.  Encourage the coordination of urban growth, land use and development including the provision 
of infrastructure to achieve integrated management of effects on fresh and coastal water. 

8.  Provide for the social, economic and cultural wellbeing derived from the use and development of 
land and water resources, while maintaining or improving water quality and aquatic ecosystems. 

9. Implement the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management including the National 
Objectives Framework. 

EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 

Policy 1 gives effect to the NPSFM and Objective 1 above by requiring that subdivision, use and 
development activities on land, discharges of contaminants, water takes and uses, and activities in, or 
on, water are managed in a way that reduces the adverse effects of those activities. Explicit detail on 
how this will be achieved will be set out in the Regional Land and Water Plan, as well as provisions in 
the district plans and through conditions on individual resource consents. This includes providing for 
discharges to land where this is more appropriate than discharging contaminants to water, for example 
dairy shed effluent, and requiring treatment of certain contaminants prior to discharging into water, 
such as sewage effluent.  

Regarding Policies 2 and 3, the discharge of contaminants to water is a significant environmental and 
cultural concern to Poutini Ngāi Tahu because of its impact on the health and mauri of water bodies, 
including adverse effects on coastal shellfish beds and fishing areas. To achieve the sustainability of 
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mahinga kai, the health of these taonga must be maintained to provide for the needs of future 
generations. Discharge of sewage effluent to water is particularly offensive to Poutini Ngāi Tahu. 
Discharges to land are preferred where practicable, and where the effects are less than for discharges 
to water. Where possible, Poutini Ngāi Tahu encourage land-based treatment of stormwater, 
acknowledging that this may not be feasible in all situations on the West Coast given the high rainfall 
and soil types. Poutini Ngāi Tahu also promote the maintenance and enhancement of riparian 
vegetation to protect water quality and aquatic ecosystems.  

The regional and district councils need to have regard to the downstream effects of land and water use 
on coastal mahinga kai areas. Adverse effects on cultural values can be assessed and managed in 
consultation with tangata whenua through the resource consent and plan development processes. 
Mahinga kai and other taonga areas of significance to Poutini Ngāi Tahu are, or will be, identified in the 
regional and district plans.  

Policy 4 applies to the taking, use, damming and diversion of water. Until Freshwater Management Unit 
(FMU) provisions are established in regional plans, the Council will allocate water on a ‘first-come, first-
served basis’. Policy 4 establishes that allocations are made after considering the matters listed, and in 
accordance with any relevant provisions in the operative regional plans to safeguard the life-supporting 
capacity of water.  

Policy 5 is to implement the NPSFM by establishing FMUs and, subsequently through plan changes, 
developing a framework with freshwater objectives and environmental limits for each FMU. 

Policy 6 reflects the NPSFM Objectives A2 and B4 which require the protection of the significant values 
of wetlands and outstanding freshwater bodies. While indigenous biological diversity, natural character 
and landscape values of wetlands are addressed in Chapters 7, 7A and 7B, wetlands can have other 
values, for example, cultural, recreational and hydrological values, and the provisions of this Chapter 
apply to all significant wetland values.  

The NPSFM requires the RPS to provide for the integrated management of the effects of the use and 
development of land and water on fresh and coastal water. This includes encouraging the co-ordination 
and sequencing of regional and/or urban growth, land use and development and the provision of 
infrastructure. Policy 7 recognises the connectivity between activities on land and their effects on water. 
These must be managed through both the regional and district plans. Activities upstream can also affect 
coastal water quality. An example of where integrated management is necessary includes ensuring 
sufficient infrastructure capacity is provided for stormwater disposal and discharge from new subdivision 
and land development, in order to avoid stormwater overflows flooding adjoining land, eroding 
riverbanks, or causing sedimentation of water bodies.  

Policy 7 also gives effect to the NZCPS policies for integrated management of activities that affect the 
coastal environment, including effects on coastal water from upstream land uses. 

Policy 8: The NPSFM recognises the importance to people of using water within environmental limits to 
ensure water quality and aquatic ecosystem outcomes are achieved. The use of water is necessary for 
a variety of activities that contribute to people’s economic, social and cultural wellbeing.  

Policy 9 gives effect to the Regional Council’s obligation to fully implement the NPSFM. 

APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS ACROSS THE RPS 

The objectives and policies in this chapter of the RPS must be read together with Chapter 3 and other 
relevant chapters, including Chapter 6, which set out the direction for the sustainable management of 
natural and physical resources in more specific contexts.  
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METHODS 

1. Include in regional plans objectives, policies, rules and methods to ensure that any adverse effects
of point and diffuse source discharges to land and water are avoided, remedied or mitigated, and
that water quality is maintained or improved in accordance with relevant national policy
statements.

2. Include in district plans, policies, rules, guidelines or other information to avoid, remedy or mitigate
the adverse effects of land use activities and management practices on water quality.

3. Regional and district councils, in their plan development and resource consent processes, will
consult with Poutini Ngāi Tahu about avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects originating
from land and freshwater use on their cultural values associated with fresh and coastal water,
including by identifying significant mahinga kai and other taonga areas.

4. Develop with stakeholders regionally consistent criteria to identify the significant values of
wetlands and outstanding freshwater bodies.

5. Identify the significant values of wetlands and outstanding freshwater bodies in a regional plan.

6. Regional plans are integrated across land and water resources (including coastal water), and
regional and district plans are integrated across statutory functions to manage the effects of urban
growth, development, and infrastructure on fresh and coastal water.

7. In accordance with the WCRC’s Progressive Implementation Programme, establish Freshwater
Management Units (FMUs), and set freshwater objectives and limits through provisions in regional
plans.

PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS 

Maintaining or improving fresh water quality on the West Coast will be achieved principally through the 
implementation of the NPSFM. This will require the establishment of the FMU’s, and their own fresh 
water objectives and environmental limits in a regional plans.  

Water takes and uses will also be managed in accordance with the NPSFM. The aim is to provide for 
the many uses of land and water giving effect to Objective B1 for water quantity in the NPSFM. Through 
the regional and district plans, councils can provide for the use of these resources for the economic, 
social and cultural wellbeing of our communities while managing any adverse effects. There is a 
framework to provide for water take and use on an interim basis until FMUs are established in a regional 
plan. 

Integrated management of the effects of land and fresh water use on coastal water is important for 
maintaining coastal water quality in areas with significant cultural values. These values include shellfish 
beds, fishing areas, and other mahinga kai and taonga areas, that are sensitive to water contamination. 

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

1. Water quality is maintained or improved on the West Coast.

2. West Coast communities can use and develop land and water resources to provide for their
economic, cultural and social wellbeing.

3. Water allocations are managed within limits to maintain or improve water quality and water
quantity.

4. Significant values of wetlands and outstanding fresh water bodies are protected from the adverse
effects of activities that compromise these values.
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5. Regional and district plans are integrated to effectively manage land and water effects on fresh 
and coastal water. 

6.  Life supporting capacity and ecosystem processes of freshwater are safeguarded. 
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9. Coastal Environment 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 

This Chapter identifies resource management issues of regional significance affecting the West Coast’s 
coastal environment. Resource management of the coastal environment is shared between regional 
and district councils, as follows:  

a) The coastal environment from mean high water springs (MHWS) out to the 12 nautical mile limit 
at sea is the coastal marine area (CMA), wherein the Regional Council has the primary function 
to manage the effects of occupation and other activities through the Regional Coastal Plan; 

b)  The coastal environment also extends inland from MHWS to the extent of “where coastal 
processes, influences, or qualities are significant” (Policy 1(2)(c), NZCPS).  The three district 
councils manage effects of land use, development and subdivision in this part of the coastal 
environment in their respective districts via the district plans. The Regional Council manages the 
effects of activities such as earthworks and discharges in this part of the coastal environment 
through its regional plan. 

Section 62(3) of the RMA requires that this RPS must, among other things, give effect to the NZCPS. 
The Minister of Conservation prepared and approved a revised NZCPS in 2010 covering a range of 
coastal matters. The NZCPS policies of particular relevance to this chapter of the RPS are: 

 Policy 6 which has clauses recognising the contribution of activities in the coastal environment to 
the social, economic and cultural wellbeing of people and communities; 

 Policy 7 which requires consideration of where, how and when to provide for activities in the coastal 
environment, and where protection from inappropriate activities is needed; 

 Policies 11, 13 and 15 which set out requirements for the protection of indigenous biological 
diversity, natural character, and natural features and landscapes; and 

 Policies 24, 25, 26 and 27 which provide direction on managing coastal hazard risk. 

The RPS must give effect to the National Policy Statements for Electricity Transmission (NPSET for the 
National Grid) and Renewable Electricity Generation (NPSREG), where activities covered by these NPS’s 
occur in the coastal environment. This Chapter provides policy direction when considering the specific 
requirements of the electricity NPSs and the NZCPS. The provisions of Chapter 6 Regionally Significant 
Infrastructure (RSI) also need to be considered for electricity and other RSI in the coastal environment.  

Some provisions in other chapters of this RPS also apply in the coastal environment. For example, 
Poutini Ngāi Tahu provisions in Chapter 3, heritage provisions in Chapter 4 and the effects of land and 
freshwater use above Mean High Water Spring on coastal water in Chapter 8.  

The West Coast has a dramatic coastline with extensive areas of high scenic and natural values in a 
largely unmodified state. Tourists are attracted to the West Coast to view iconic coastal scenic areas 
such as the Pancake Rocks at Punakaiki.  

A large proportion of the development and land use activities including subdivision in the region is 
located in, or traverses through, the coastal environment. RSI may also need to be located within the 
coastal environment of the region. While there is currently a relatively low level of development pressure 
for new activities, particularly in the coastal marine area, there is the potential for further resource use 
and development in the coastal environment. Natural materials such as sand, gravel, driftwood, and 
minerals such as ilmenite and garnets can be used to provide for people’s social and economic 
wellbeing.  

Climate change can potentially affect the coastal environment via sea level rise, and changes to the 
intensity and frequency of storm surges and waves. This can affect river mouth migration and lagoon 
flood levels. The coast is a highly dynamic environment because of a combination of marine, terrestrial 
and tectonic environments, and this, combined with climate change, means that more frequent or 
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greater erosion and inundation can be expected in coming decades. Inappropriate subdivision, use and 
development can increase the exposure of people and communities to risks from coastal hazards. This 
Chapter proposes guidance on allowing appropriate development in the coastal environment while 
managing inappropriate development that increases the risk of hazards that affect people and 
communities. A risk-based approach to assessing coastal hazard risk includes taking a precautionary 
approach as required by the NZCPS 2010.  Chapter 11 Natural Hazards also has provisions that are 
relevant to the coastal environment.  

Statement of Local Authority Responsibilities 

Section 62(1)(i)(iii) of the Act requires a regional policy statement to state the local authority 
responsible, in the whole or any part of the region, for specifying the objectives, policies and methods 
for the control of the use of land to maintain indigenous biological diversity. 

The West Coast Regional Council will be responsible for specifying the objectives, policies and methods 
to maintain indigenous biological diversity by controlling activities:  

1. in the CMA;

2. affecting water bodies, including significant wetlands;

3. affecting the beds of lakes and rivers.

Control of the use of land to maintain indigenous biological diversity in lake and river margins, and for 
earthworks and vegetation clearance activities, is a shared responsibility between Regional and District 
Councils.  

Territorial authorities will be responsible for specifying the objectives, policies and methods for the 
control of the use of land for the maintenance of indigenous biological diversity for all other activities. 

The significant issues in relation to the management of the coastal environment for the 
West Coast region are: 

1. Protecting the values of the coastal environment whilst enabling sustainable use and
development, to provide for the region’s economic, social and cultural wellbeing.

2. Enabling appropriate subdivision, use and development of the coastal environment while
reducing the risk of harm to people, property, and infrastructure from natural hazards in the
coastal environment.

OBJECTIVES 

1. Within the coastal environment:
a) Protect indigenous biological diversity;

b) Preserve natural character, and protect it from inappropriate subdivision, use and
development; and

c) Protect natural features and natural landscapes from inappropriate subdivision, use and
development.

2. Provide for appropriate subdivision, use and development in the coastal environment to enable
people and communities to maintain or enhance their economic, social, and cultural wellbeing.

3. Ensure that any new subdivision, use or development in the coastal environment has appropriate
regard to the level of coastal hazard risks.
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4.  Ensure that coastal hazard risks potentially affecting existing development are managed so as to 
enable the safety, and social and economic wellbeing of people and communities. 

POLICIES 

1.  Within the coastal environment protect indigenous biological diversity, and natural character, 
natural features and natural landscapes from inappropriate subdivision, use and development 
by: 
a)  Identifying in regional and district plans areas of significant indigenous biological diversity, 

outstanding and high natural character and outstanding natural features and landscapes, 
recognising the matters set out in Policies 11, 13 and 15 of the NZCPS;  

b)  Avoiding adverse effects on significant indigenous biological diversity, areas of outstanding 
natural character and outstanding natural landscapes and features; and 

c)  Avoiding significant adverse effects and avoiding, remedying or mitigating other adverse 
effects on indigenous biological diversity, natural character, natural features and natural 
landscapes; 

2. (1)  In the case of the National Grid, operation, maintenance or minor upgrading of existing National 
Grid infrastructure shall be enabled. 

    (2) In the case of the National Grid, following a route, site and method selection process and having 
regard to the technical and operational constraints of the network, new development or major 
upgrades of the National Grid shall seek to avoid adverse effects, and otherwise remedy or 
mitigate adverse effects on areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of 
indigenous fauna, outstanding natural features and landscapes, and areas of high and 
outstanding natural character located within the coastal environment. In some circumstances, 
adverse effects on the values of those areas must be avoided. 

3. Provide for subdivision, use or development in the coastal environment:  

a) Which maintains or enhances the social, economic and cultural well-being of people and 
communities;  

b) Which: 
i) Requires the use of the natural and physical resources in the coastal environment; 

or 

ii)  Has a technical, functional or operational requirement to be located within the 
coastal environment; 

c) Recognising that minor or transitory effects associated with subdivision, use and 
development may not be an adverse effect within those areas described in Policy 1.b). 

d) By allowing subdivision, use and development where the adverse effects are no more than 
minor within those areas described in Policy 1.c). 

e) By allowing lawfully established activities to continue provided the adverse effects are the 
same or similar in scale, character or intensity. 

4.  Provide for new and existing renewable electricity generation activities in the coastal 
environment, including by having particular regard to: 
a) The need to be located where the renewable energy resource is available; 

b) The technical, functional or operational needs of renewable electricity generation activities. 

5.      To give effect to Objective 2 of Chapter 3 of this RPS, manage land and water use in the coastal 
environment in a way that avoids significant adverse effects (other than those arising from the 
development, operation, maintenance, or upgrading of RSI and local roads) and avoids, remedies 
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or mitigates other adverse water quality effects on sites that are significant to Poutini Ngāi Tahu, 
including the following:  

a) Estuaries, hāpua lagoons, and other coastal wetlands; and 
b) Shellfish beds and fishing areas. 

6.  Where new subdivision, use or development in the coastal environment may be adversely 
affected by coastal hazards, adopt a risk management approach taking into account, where 
applicable: 

a) Official, nationally recognised guidelines for sea level rise; 
b) The type and life-cycle of the proposed development, including whether it is short-term, 

long term, or permanent;  
c) Whether the predicted impacts are likely to have material or significant consequences; 

d) The acceptability of those potential consequences, given their likelihood; and, 

e) Whether there are suitable options to avoid increasing the risk of harm from coastal 
hazards, and whether future adaptation options are feasible. 

7. Coastal hazard risks should be assessed over at least a 100 year timeframe. 

8. In areas of significant existing development likely to be affected by coastal hazards, a range of 
options for reducing coastal hazard risk should be assessed.  

9.  Consider opportunities for the restoration or rehabilitation of natural character. 

EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 

Policy 1 gives effect to Policies 11, 13, and 15 of the NZCPS 2010 to protect indigenous biological 
diversity, landscape and natural character values, for example, bush clad cliffs and ravines or marine 
reserves. These NZCPS policies set levels of protection from adverse effects of activities on significant 
and outstanding indigenous biological diversity, landscape and natural character values, and on natural 
values that are not significant or outstanding, and are reflected in Policy 1.  

Policy 2 provides a specific management approach for the National Grid. ‘Seek to avoid’ means that the 
operator must make every possible effort to avoid adverse effects on areas of significant indigenous 
vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna, outstanding natural features and landscapes, 
and high or outstanding natural character. The circumstances in which adverse effects must be avoided 
will be dependent on the nature of the adverse effects and values adversely affected, taking into 
account the technical and operational constraints of the network and the route, site and method 
selection process.   

Policy 3 gives effect to Policies 6, 7, 8 and 9 of the NZCPS to recognise that the provision of certain 
activities in the coastal environment is important to the social, economic and cultural wellbeing of West 
Coast people. The NZCPS does not preclude appropriate use and development in the coastal 
environment, including in areas with significant, high or outstanding indigenous biological diversity, 
natural character and natural features and landscapes provided that potential adverse effects are 
appropriately managed. Policy 3 recognises the constraints in the NZCPS on activities in the coastal 
environment.   

In applying Policy 3, case law indicates that it may be acceptable to allow activities that have minor or 
transitory adverse effects on significant indigenous biological diversity or outstanding natural character 
or landscape areas and still give effect to these NZCPS policies, where the avoidance of the effects of 
an activity is not necessary (or relevant) to protect the particular values. ‘New’ use or development may 
be more likely to have more than minor or transitory adverse effects. Existing infrastructure and other 
activities that have been in place for many years are likely to have adverse effects that are no more 
than minor. 
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Policy 4 gives effect to the National Policy Statement for Renewable Electricity Generation (NPSREG) 
for activities within the coastal environment.  

Policy 5 recognises that some coastal environments important to Poutini Ngāi Tahu are particularly 
sensitive to elevated levels of contaminants in coastal water. Regional and district councils need to have 
regard to the effects of coastal development on coastal mahinga kai areas such as estuaries, lagoons, 
coastal wetlands, shellfish beds, and fishing areas including mataitai reserves. Significant coastal 
mahinga kai areas for Poutini Ngāi Tahu are, or will be, identified in the regional and district plans. 
Policy 5 includes an exception for the development, operation, maintenance, or upgrading of RSI and 
local roads in recognition of the fact that there are several places in the coastal environment where 
important lifeline infrastructure exists in or near to the areas listed in clauses a) and b).  

Policy 6: The potential impacts of climate change on coastal processes (and thus natural hazards) are 
complex, and a risk management approach to coastal hazard management is necessary when 
considering if coastal subdivision, use and development is suitable in the coastal environment. A number 
of national level guidance manuals are available which have a range of factors to consider when 
assessing the risk of coastal hazard effects on proposed development, including adaptive management. 
Policy 25 of the NZCPS 2010 requires that in areas potentially affected by coastal hazards over at least 
the next 100 years, increased risk of harm from such hazards must be avoided. There are a range of 
preventive tools that may be considered in terms of their effectiveness for avoiding increasing the risk 
of harm. Determining their effectiveness will depend on factors such as the level of risk, whether the 
risk may change over time and by how much. 

Policy 7: Policy 24 of the NZCPS 2010 requires that a minimum 100 year timeframe is used for assessing 
coastal hazard risks, particularly for proposed development in or adjoining areas identified as being 
high risk for hazards. This will provide consistency for development in the coastal environment of the 
three districts. 

The provisions in this Chapter are specific to resource management-related hazard issues in the coastal 
environment. The Natural Hazards Chapter has provisions which may also apply in the coastal 
environment. 

Policy 8: Policy 27 of the NZCPS 2010 lists several options to consider for managing coastal hazard 
effects on significant existing development, including relocation and removal of existing development, 
as well as hard protection structures. Where resource management action is needed to protect people 
and property, the RMA provides for councils to take the best practicable option. Decision-makers will 
need to consider the potential social and economic impacts, including costs, to land and infrastructure 
owners of options to best manage hazard effects. 

Policy 9 gives effect to Policy 14 of the NZCPS which directs the promotion of restoration or rehabilitation 
of natural character in the coastal environment, including by provisions in the RPS and plans, and 
conditions in resource consents and designations.  

APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS ACROSS THE RPS 

The objectives and policies in this chapter of the RPS must be read together with Chapter 3 and other 
relevant chapters, including Chapter 6, which set out the direction for the sustainable management of 
natural and physical resources in more specific contexts.  

METHODS 

1. Regional and District Councils to identify areas of significant indigenous biological diversity, 
outstanding and high natural character areas and outstanding natural features and landscapes 
of the coastal environment, set out the characteristics and qualities of each area in a plan 
schedule, and show areas on maps where practicable. 
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2. Manage adverse effects of subdivision, use and development in the coastal environment through 
provisions in the Regional Coastal Plan, the Land and Water Plan, and district plans, including 
identification of significant coastal mahinga kai areas.  

3. Use the regional and district plans, resource consent, building consent, rating district processes, 
and community consultation to assess and manage the risk of coastal hazards affecting 
development in the coastal environment.  

4. Continue to review and include the Coastal Hazard Areas in the Regional Coastal Plan and in 
district plans and identify whether these Areas have a low, medium or high risk of being affected 
by a coastal hazard.  

5. Consider using expert advice where there may be a medium or high risk of significant existing 
development being affected by a coastal hazard. 

PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING THE OBJECTIVES, POLICIES, AND METHODS 

The provisions in this Chapter give effect to the NZCPS, NPSET and NPSREG in the coastal environment.  

The provisions for managing coastal hazard risk implement Councils’ functions under section 30 of the 
RMA for controlling the use of land, including land in the coastal environment, to avoid or mitigate 
natural hazards. The NZCPS also puts obligations on councils to manage coastal hazards. 

Managing effects of activities in the coastal marine area which may potentially cause or exacerbate a 
coastal hazard risk is covered in the Regional Coastal Plan. 

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

1. Natural character, and the values that make natural landscapes and natural features outstanding, 
are protected from inappropriate subdivision, use and development in the coastal environment.  

2. Indigenous biological diversity in the coastal environment is protected. 

3. West Coast communities can continue to appropriately use and develop resources to provide for 
their economic, social, and cultural wellbeing.  

4. Appropriate subdivision, use and development occurs in the coastal environment, with ways of 
reducing coastal hazard risk incorporated into their design and location.  

5. Existing significant development is protected from coastal hazards, where practicable. 
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10. Air Quality 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 

Most of the West Coast region enjoys a generally high standard of air quality. This is because of the 
region’s relatively windy and exposed nature, together with its small and dispersed population, and low 
numbers of heavy industry and vehicles.   

Burning coal and wood for domestic heating in winter affects air quality in some urban areas on the 
West Coast. The main contaminant affecting wintertime air quality is particulate matter which are the 
very small particles measured in micrometres that can adversely affect human health.    

The Regional Air Quality Plan does not have provisions to deal with individual discharges of smoke from 
domestic fires, except for in the Reefton Airshed. Region-wide control of domestic fires through rules 
in the Regional Air Quality Plan is not appropriate because of the number of individual sources of 
discharge.   

The Resource Management (National Environmental Standards for Air Quality) Regulations 2004 
(NESAQ) contain limits for certain contaminants, including particulate matter that councils must meet 
as part of their resource management functions. A balance needs to be achieved between fulfilling 
Council’s obligations under the NESAQ to meet the particulate matter standards, and ensuring that 
people are able to keep warm in their homes during cold winter months.  

Commercial, industrial, recreational and institutional discharges to air of odour, dust, smoke, and other 
contaminants are a by-product of resource use and development or other activities undertaken by 
people providing for their social, cultural and economic wellbeing, which the RPS and regional and 
district plans seek to enable. Such discharges can have the potential for more than minor adverse 
effects if not managed properly. This Chapter provides direction for the Regional Air Quality Plan to 
manage these air discharges.  

The significant issues in relation to the management of air quality for the West Coast region 
are: 

1. In urban areas during winter time, emissions of particulate matter can potentially affect people’s 
health.  It is critical that people are able to keep warm in their homes while winter time particulate 
matter emissions are reduced to meet the NESAQ.   

2. Allowing point source discharges to air while managing adverse effects of those discharges on 
air quality and other values. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. To reduce winter time particulate matter emissions to meet the NESAQ, while ensuring people’s 
and communities’ health and wellbeing is not compromised. 

2. To allow discharges to air which are part of activities contributing to the social, economic, and 
cultural wellbeing of people and communities on the West Coast, while managing adverse effects 
of those discharges.  

Note: Objective 2 does not apply to domestic fire emissions. 
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POLICIES  

1. Where appropriate and practicable, use a range of regulatory and non-regulatory tools to reduce 
winter time particulate matter emissions that also enable people to keep their homes warm 
during cold months.  

2. Management of adverse effects of the discharge of contaminants to air must include 
consideration of the following: 
a) Reverse sensitivity, including the siting of new, incompatible development in proximity to 

activities that discharge contaminants to air;  
b) Use of technology, codes of practice, and industry standards; and, 

c) The best practicable option to minimise the adverse effects of the discharge.  

EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 

Policy 1: The Regional Council has worked with the Reefton community to identify a range of options 
for reducing particulate matter levels in the Reefton Airshed to improve public health and meet the 
NESAQ, while allowing the community to continue using solid fuel, particularly coal, to warm their 
homes during winter. Provisions will be added to the Regional Air Quality Plan to reduce particulate 
matter emissions in the Reefton Airshed.  

As a general principle for the rest of the region, Council recognises the importance of residents being 
able to keep warm during winter. Council will balance this, along with the principles underpinning this 
RPS, including affordability, when considering what other regulatory and non-regulatory action will or 
may be taken, to meet the NESAQ for particulate matter.  

The matters listed in Policy 2 are potential issues and tools commonly associated with managing 
discharges of contaminants to air (other than domestic fires outside the Reefton Airshed). Reverse 
sensitivity effects can occur when new sensitive activities are inappropriately located in close proximity 
to activities which discharge contaminants to air. In conjunction with Policy 2 of the Use and 
Development of Resources Chapter, this Policy 2 allows for the consideration of the siting and 
establishment of subdivision, use and development to avoid, remedy or mitigate reverse sensitivity 
effects. Due to the subjective element of managing air discharges, and odour in particular, national and 
industry guidelines are available to assist decision-makers, as well as considering the best practicable 
option under the RMA. 

APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS ACROSS THE RPS 

The objectives and policies in this chapter of the RPS must be read together with Chapter 3 and other 
relevant chapters, including Chapter 6, which set out the direction for the sustainable management of 
natural and physical resources in more specific contexts.  

METHODS 

1. Provide education and advice on how particulate matter emissions can be reduced from domestic 
solid fuel burners.  

2. Allow discharges of contaminants to air and manage the effects through regional and district 
plan rules, and resource consents (apart from domestic fires outside the Reefton Airshed). 

PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES, METHODS 

The provisions relating to the NESAQ for particulate matter reflect appropriate management approaches 
for the West Coast region. Councils are required under the NESAQ to reduce particulate matter levels 
in airsheds. It is uncertain if or what action may be needed or may be feasible in other urban places to 
meet the NESAQ for particulate matter once compliance is achieved in Reefton. An adaptive 
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management approach is therefore required providing Council the flexibility to consider these matters 
in the future. This will ensure that the balance of good air quality and people’s warmth and wellbeing 
is maintained. 

Managing discharges to air (other than domestic fires outside the Reefton Airshed) through plan 
provisions reflects current practice which is working well. The Regional Air Quality Plan is an effective 
means of managing air discharges. Under section 67(3) of the RMA the Regional Air Quality Plan must 
give effect to the direction provided in the RPS on managing discharges to air. 

No provisions are included for managing emissions of greenhouse gases because under section 70A of 
the RMA the WCRC must not have regard to the effects of discharges to air on climate change, except 
to the extent that the use and development of renewable energy enables a reduction in the discharge 
into air of greenhouse gases. 

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

1. Reduced particulate matter levels in winter in some urban areas.  

2. Odour, dust, smoke, and other contaminant emissions are discharged at acceptable levels in 
accordance with nationally recognised guidelines and standards for levels of contaminants 
discharged to air, enabling resource use and development to occur for people’s social, cultural 
and economic wellbeing. 
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11. Natural Hazards 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 

A ‘natural hazard’ as defined under the RMA is “any atmospheric or earth or water related occurrence 
(including earthquake, tsunami, erosion, volcanic and geothermal activity, landslip, subsidence, 
sedimentation, wind, drought, fire or flooding) the action of which adversely affects or may adversely 
affect human life, property or other aspects of the environment.” Natural hazards arise from natural 
events such as high rainfall, earthquakes and high winds. However, natural events only become natural 
hazards when they have the potential to affect people, property and other valued aspects of the 
environment.  

The West Coast has a range of high risk environments that are susceptible to natural hazards. The 
potential impacts of natural hazard events range from general nuisance to creating significant damage 
and loss of property and, in extreme cases, loss of lives. These can lead to high economic and social 
costs on the West Coast with significant consequences for public health and safety, agriculture, housing 
and infrastructure. Managing natural hazards requires a collaborative effort from a range of 
organisations including central government, local government, crown agencies, infrastructure 
providers, businesses and local communities. Management of natural hazards should be undertaken in 
an integrated manner within catchments.   

The effects of climate change are addressed in this Chapter. The West Coast is expected to have both 
more severe and frequent extreme weather events in future decades. This can exacerbate potential 
natural hazards and good planning is needed to avoid locating inappropriate land uses in high risk 
areas.  

Depending on the nature of the natural hazard, the level of risk, and the advantages and cost of any 
action, there may be benefits in undertaking actions or activities to avoid or mitigate the effects of 
natural hazards on people, property and communities. However, inevitably there will be events where, 
despite a community’s readiness and efforts to mitigate the effects of such events, coordinated relief 
actions and responses are necessary to assist individuals and communities affected. This activity is 
facilitated through the Civil Defence Emergency Management Act 2002 (CDEMA) and the plans and 
local arrangements developed under this framework by the West Coast Civil Defence Emergency 
Management Group. 

Under the RMA people must be able to provide for their social and economic wellbeing; however, this 
needs to be balanced against the risk to people, property and infrastructure from natural hazard events. 
There is an increasing amount of information that shows which areas of the West Coast are prone to 
damage from natural hazards and this enables informed assessments about the risk to people and 
property. Where there is existing development within hazard-prone areas, enabling appropriate hazard 
mitigation measures to be created will help to minimise the risks and impacts on these vulnerable 
communities.  

The management of significant risk from natural hazards has recently been elevated to a matter of 
national importance under section 6 of the RMA, and is likely to be supported by a National Policy 
Statement in future. Future planning for natural hazards will require an adaptive management approach 
and flexibility to allow for new information and/or changing legislation. 

The significant issues in relation to the management of the natural hazards for the West 
Coast are: 

1. Natural hazards, particularly flooding and earthquake, have the potential to create significant risk 
to human life, property, community and economic wellbeing on the West Coast.  

2. Increasing public awareness of, and planning for, natural hazards is required for communities to 
become more resilient. 
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3. Subdivision, use and development can contribute to natural hazard risk.  

OBJECTIVE 

1. The risks and impacts of natural hazard events on people, communities, property, infrastructure 
and our regional economy are avoided or minimised. 

POLICIES 

1. Reduce the susceptibility of the West Coast community and environment to natural hazards by 
improving planning, responsibility and community awareness for the avoidance and mitigation of 
natural hazards.  

2. New subdivision, use or development should be located and designed so that the need for hazard 
protection works is avoided or minimised. Where necessary and practicable, further development 
in hazard-prone areas will be restricted.  

3. Avoid or mitigate adverse effects on the environment arising from climate change by recognising 
and providing for the development and protection of the built environment and infrastructure in 
a manner that takes into account the potential effects of rising sea levels and the potential for 
more variable and extreme weather patterns in coming decades. 

4. The appropriateness of works and activities designed to modify natural hazard processes and 
events will be assessed by reference to: 

a) The levels of risk and the likely increase in disaster or risk potential; 
b) The costs and benefits to people and the community; 

c) The potential effects of the works on the environment; and 
d) The effectiveness of the works or activities and the practicality of alternative means, 

including the relocation of existing development or infrastructure away from areas of 
natural hazard risk. 

EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 

Hazards within the coastal environment are also addressed in Chapter 9: Coastal Environment, and 
these chapters should be read together when considering coastal hazards. 

Policy 1 seeks to increase awareness of hazard risks and the adoption of appropriate building controls, 
including avoiding inappropriate development in hazard prone areas, to reduce the susceptibility of the 
West Coast community to the adverse effects of natural hazards. Civil defence planning and 
preparedness under the Civil Defence and Emergency Management Act (CDEMA) provides further 
means of reducing the potential for loss or damage from natural hazard emergencies and disasters. 
Application of regional and district activity to applying the four R’s (reduction, readiness, response and 
recovery) will continue to assist with preparing communities for emergencies as well as ensuring that 
Councils and partner agencies are ready to act should these events arise.   

Policy 2 recognises that through appropriate planning, the need for protection works can be avoided 
by siting new subdivision, use and development away from existing or potential natural hazards. 
Research on natural hazards is ongoing. This information may indicate that in places where 
development has already occurred these areas may be susceptible to natural hazards. In such cases, 
further permanent development may need to be restricted to reduce additional risk to people or 
property. However, avoiding development in hazard prone areas may not be practicable in all instances, 
as some types of development are limited in where they can be located to function effectively.  

Subdivision, use and development that may cause or contribute to a natural hazard should be avoided. 
In some cases activities in an area may cause or contribute to a natural hazard affecting another area. 
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For example, an upstream or inland land or river use can have downstream or downgradient hazard 
effects on other development. The risk of subdivision, use and development affecting or exacerbating 
a hazard risk elsewhere needs to be assessed in plan and consent processes.  

Policy 3 recognises that adverse effects arising from climate change may be significant in certain areas. 
While there is some uncertainty over the possibility, extent and timing of climate change effects, when 
assessing natural hazard risk, councils should use the latest national guidance and the best available 
information on the impacts of climate change on natural hazard events. Local authorities, as managers 
of significant infrastructural assets and through their statutory resource management and emergency 
management responsibilities, will, as opportunities arise and as practicable, plan and prepare for the 
anticipated effects of climate change.  

Policy 4 recognises that there will be situations where modifying the environment to reduce 
susceptibility to natural hazards will produce benefits to the community in excess of the costs involved 
in protection or prevention works or programmes. Consideration should be given to the relocation of 
existing development and infrastructure away from areas prone to natural hazards, however it is 
recognised that this cannot always occur. Consequently, those who benefit from the works or services 
should pay for them.  

APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS ACROSS THE RPS 

The objectives and policies in this chapter of the RPS must be read together with Chapter 3 and other 
relevant chapters, including Chapter 6, which set out the direction for the sustainable management of 
natural and physical resources in more specific contexts.  

METHODS 

1. Increase understanding and public awareness of natural hazards, including the potential 
influence of climate change on natural hazard events.  

2. Further development of a natural hazards knowledge base and continued use of the most up to 
date and accurate information available in areas potentially affected by natural hazards. 

3. The Regional Council and District Councils will support an integrated and collaborative approach 
between relevant agencies, the community and local businesses to manage significant natural 
hazard risks and effects.  

4. Where appropriate, include provisions in regional and district plans that address natural hazard 
issues including the control of the use of land to avoid or mitigate natural hazards. Particular 
methods may include: 

a) Special hazard zones and rules; 
b) Identification of natural hazards on maps and registers; 

c) General building and development controls or criteria; 

d) Subdivision controls; 
e) Information requirements to assist consent processing; and 

f) Integrated catchment management. 

5. Take into account the location, nature and potential extent of natural hazards when providing 
and planning for the provision of essential lifeline utilities. 

6. The Regional Council will maintain detailed regional flood response strategies in priority 
catchments as well as initiating and maintaining flood protection works where communities are 
willing to fund such works. 
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7. The Regional and District Councils will maintain and implement the Civil Defence Emergency 
Management Group Plan for the West Coast, and Local Arrangements, setting out regional and 
district emergency responses and contingency provisions in the event of a natural hazard event 
as members of the Civil Defence Emergency Management Group. 

8. The Regional and District Councils will maintain a civil defence emergency management response 
capability, which includes the ability to assist in the establishment and coordination of disaster 
relief and recovery assistance programmes. 

PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS 

The objectives, policies and methods of implementation establish a policy framework for the 
management of natural hazards and, in particular, avoid or mitigate the adverse effects of natural 
hazards on human life, property and the environment.  

In accordance with section 62(1)(i)(i) of the RMA the three territorial authorities of the West Coast will 
be responsible for specifying the objectives, policies and methods for the control of the use of land to 
avoid or mitigate natural hazards except where the control of the use of land relates to the WCRC’s 
functions under the RMA regarding:  
 The coastal marine area;  

 The beds of rivers, lakes and other waterbodies; and 

 Land use activities managed in the Regional Land and Water Plan.  

Members of the Civil Defence and Emergency Management Group, and in particular the Lifelines Group 
and the Co-ordinating Executive Group, are expected to continue to research and investigate natural 
hazards in the region and make recommendations to the relevant council, should rules around land use 
be indicated as a hazard avoidance or mitigation method. This further promotes a collaborative 
approach between the regional and district councils to implement a region-wide approach to the 
management of natural hazards while allowing flexibility of application.   

There is an increasing amount of information that is being produced that identifies areas at risk from 
natural hazards. This work will be ongoing and is integral to minimising the risks and impacts of natural 
hazard events. These objectives, policies and methods allow for the consideration of this and the 
application of an adaptive management approach as required, and will assist communities in building 
resilience to the effects of natural hazards.  

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

1. A reduction in actual or potential losses to people, property and the environment.  

2. Use and development of resources consistent with levels of risk. 

3. Increased community awareness of, and responsibility for, natural hazard avoidance and mitigation. 

4. Appropriate development within areas subject to natural hazards provided for in regional and district 
plans.  
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Part C 
Administrative procedures 
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12. Administrative Procedures 

The RMA requires that a RPS states: 
a) The processes to be used to deal with issues that cross local authority boundaries, and issues 

between territorial authorities or between agencies (section 62(1)(h)); 
b) The procedures to be used to monitor the efficiency and effectiveness of the policies or the 

methods contained in the RPS (section 62(1)(j)); and 

c) Any other information required for the purpose of the WCRC’s functions, powers and duties under 
the RMA (section 62(1)(k)). 

This Chapter of the RPS covers these matters and other related administrative procedures. 

12.1 Integrated Management and Cross Boundary Processes 
This RPS is about the integrated management of the West Coast’s natural and physical resources. 
Integrated management involves a consideration of: 
a) The effects of the use of one natural resource on other natural and physical resources or 

on other parts of the environment recognising that such effects may occur across space and 
time.  

b) The functions of other agencies with roles and responsibilities that contribute towards or 
impact on resource management 

c) The social and economic objectives and interests of the community, recognising that natural 
and physical resources cannot be managed without having regard to social, economic and 
cultural matters.  
 

The need for integration between resource management authorities is required under the RMA in terms 
of dealing with cross-boundary issues (section 62). These issues can arise in a number of situations but 
generally fall into two categories: those related to the preparation and review of plans; and those 
related to the administration of plans and associated resource consents.  
 
To achieve integrated management, it is essential that the policies, plans and actions of all those 
involved in resource management (government agencies including the Department of Conservation, 
regional and district councils, iwi and the community) are coordinated. The aim of integrated 
management is to promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources in an efficient 
manner by implementing and promoting complementary, efficient and effective management of all 
natural and physical resources. In addition to the policies and methods identified in Part B and C of this 
RPS, the WCRC will use the following procedures to further promote integrated management and 
address cross-boundary issues: 
 
 Liaise, as appropriate, with central government agencies in relation to resource 

management issues of regional significance. 
 Make submissions, as appropriate, on documents prepared by central government agencies 

regarding issues of national significance that impact or impinge on the resource 
management functions under the RMA. 

 Liaise, as appropriate, with other regional councils on resource management matters that 
are relevant to more than one region.  

 Have regard to any policy statements and plans (including resource management plans and 
annual plans) prepared by the WCRC and the region’s territorial authorities (including those 
under other legislation e.g. Biosecurity Act and the CDEMA), and the extent to which this 
RPS needs to be consistent with those documents.  

 Consult adjoining local authorities in the preparation of regional and district plans to ensure 
a consistent approach between districts and between the regions and districts regarding 
issues which cross local authority boundaries and state in those plans the processes for 
dealing with them.  
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 Advocate to the Buller, Grey and Westland District Councils that where appropriate, 
provisions are included in district plans that avoid unnecessary duplication of resource 
management responsibilities.  

 Consider the transfer of functions that other agencies could carry out more efficiently, 
effectively and appropriately. Transfers of functions will be considered on the requirements 
of section 33 of the RMA, including where both authorities agree that the authority to which 
the transfer is made represents the appropriate community of interest, and where the 
transfer is desirable on the grounds of efficiency and technical or special capability or 
expertise.  

 Establish appropriate protocols for the efficient and effective operation of joint hearings.  
 Give full consideration to the effects on all other aspects of the environment in the 

development of strategies and plans, in the consideration of resource consent applications, 
and in the provision of advice.  

 When considering an application for resource consent, consider all issues in the balance 
with other policies set out in the RPS.  

12.2 Monitoring 
Monitoring is an important component of the decision-making process. It establishes a process to check 
on the progress being made towards the achievement of objectives and the efficiency and effectiveness 
of the options that have been chosen. The RMA recognises the value of monitoring and gives the 
regional and district councils responsibilities in this area. Section 35 of the RMA outlines the Regional 
Council’s information gathering, monitoring and record keeping responsibilities.   

The WCRC monitors: 

 The state of the West Coast environment; 
 The efficiency and effectiveness of our policies and plans; 

 The exercise of any functions we delegate; and 
 Compliance with resource consents. 

The Regional Council already has a number of policies and procedures in place to gather information, 
and to monitor and report on how well the West Coast’s natural and physical resources are being 
managed. These include: 

 The review process for regional plans which monitors their efficiency and effectiveness as a 
means of achieving the objectives and policies of the RPS;  

 The State of the Environment Monitoring Reports for air and water on the West Coast. They are 
produced every three-five years and are a comprehensive analysis of the environmental 
monitoring results and trends;  

 The Regional Council’s Annual Report which reports against objectives and performance 
measures in the Council’s Long Term Plan for the West Coast, developed under the Local 
Government Act 2002. 

The content of future State of the Environment Reporting will be reviewed and updated to reflect the 
new environmental goals (objectives) and ensure the right information is being gathered to monitor 
the environmental results anticipated in the RPS.  

12.3 Review of the Regional Policy Statement 
The RMA requires that the WCRC commence a full review of this RPS no later than 10 years from the 
date upon which it becomes operative. The Council will also undertake an internal review no later than 
5 years from the date that this RPS becomes operative. The internal review will determine whether the 
direction taken in it continues to be relevant. A review of the relevant parts or provisions of the RPS 
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may be carried out if a new issue arises or regional monitoring shows that a review would be 
appropriate.  

Glossary 

Terms used in the RPS that are defined in the RMA, but not contained in this Glossary, have the same 
meaning as the RMA defined terms. This includes: 

 Amenity values 

 Best practicable option 
 Biological diversity 

 Coastal marine area 
 Discharge 

 Effect 

 Environment 
 Kaitiakitanga 

 Land 
 National policy statement 

 Natural and physical resources 
 Natural hazard 

 Sustainable management 

Coastal environment encompasses the coastal marine area and the land areas adjacent to the 
coastal marine area that have a coastal character.  

Community means a social group of any size, in a particular locality, who share common interests. 

Cultural landscape means a geographical area that holds significant value to Poutini Ngāi Tahu due 
to the concentration of wāhi tapu or taonga values, or the importance of the area to Poutini Ngāi Tahu 
cultural traditions, history or identity. Cultural landscapes provide current and future generations of 
Poutini Ngāi Tahu the opportunity to experience and engage with the landscape as their tīpuna once 
did.  

Cultural values are those values that relate to the culture of a society.  

Environmental results anticipated means the expected or foreseen result or outcome on the 
environment as a consequence of implementing the policy or policies and methods of implementation. 
The environmental results anticipated provide a means of assessing the success of the objectives, 
policies and methods but may not always be measureable or achievable within the operative life of the 
RPS. 

Indigenous means native to New Zealand. 

Instream values are those uses or values of rivers or streams that are derived from within the river 
system itself and include amenity values, cultural and spiritual values of tangata whenua, and values 
associated with freshwater ecology and recreational, scenic, aesthetic and educational uses. 

Integrated management means managing (i.e. identifying, prioritising and acting on) the use, 
development and protection of natural and physical resources as a whole. Integrated management 
involves three inter-related parts: 
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a) A recognition by management agencies that natural and physical resources exist as parts of 
complex and inter-connected social and biophysical systems, where effects on one part of a 
system may affect other parts of the system and that effects may occur immediately, may be 
delayed or may be cumulative; and 

b) The integration of management systems between agencies so that the various roles and 
responsibilities of those agencies are clearly identified and combined or coordinated to achieve 
consistency of purpose; and 

c) The integration of management systems within agencies to ensure that other legislation or 
administrative actions are consistent with promoting sustainable management of natural or 
physical resources.  

Issue means a matter of concern to the region’s community regarding activities affecting some aspect 
of natural and physical resources and the environment of the region or their management. These 
matters are addressed in the RPS as either: 
a) Significant resource management issues of the region; or 

b) Resource management issues of significance to iwi; or 
c) Issues which cross local authority boundaries; or 

d) Matters where jurisdiction and delineation of responsibilities need to be made clear.  

Policy means a specific statement that guides or directs decision-making. A policy indicates a 
commitment to a general course of action in working towards an action.  

Regionally significant infrastructure means: 
a)   The National Grid (as defined by the Electricity Industry Act 2010);  

b)  Other electricity distribution and transmission networks defined as the system of transmission 
lines, sub transmission and distribution feeders and all associated substations and other works 
to convey electricity;  

c)  Facilities for the generation of more than 1 MW of electricity and its supporting infrastructure 
where the electricity generated is supplied to the electricity distribution and transmission 
networks;  

d)  Pipelines and gas facilities used for the transmission and distribution of natural and manufactured 
gas;  

e)  The State Highway network, and road networks classified in the One Network Road Classification 
Sub-category as strategic; 

f)  The regional rail networks 
g)  The Westport, Greymouth, and Hokitika airports;  

h)  The Regional Council seawalls, stopbanks and erosion protection works;  

i)  Telecommunications and radio communications facilities;  
j)  Public or community sewage treatment plants and associated reticulation and disposal systems;  

k)  Public water supply intakes, treatment plants and distribution systems;  
l)  Public or community drainage systems, including stormwater systems;  

m)  The ports of Westport, Greymouth and Jackson Bay; and 
n)  Public or community solid waste storage and disposal facilities. 

Significant indigenous biological diversity, when used in Chapter 9 Coastal Environment, means 
the biodiversity described in Policy 11 of the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010.  
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Significant mineral resource, for the purpose of Chapter 5 Use and Development of Resources 
Policy 2(b)(i), means the monetary value of the mineral resource is significant to the local community, 
and employment is created in extracting the resource, based on the latest information available about 
the resource at the time. 

Significant Natural Area, or SNA means an area of significant indigenous vegetation, and/or 
significant habitats of indigenous fauna which has been identified using the criteria listed in Appendix 
1 or 2 and included on maps in a regional or district plan as a SNA, or an area which although not 
included as a SNA in a regional or district plan nevertheless meets one or more of those criteria listed 
in Appendix 1 or 2. 

Significant tourism infrastructure refers to the major tracks, roads and facilities managed by the 
Department of Conservation and other public or community infrastructure providers which are 
regionally and nationally important in terms of their contribution to the regional economy such as the 
Glacier Roads, Heaphy Track, Punakaiki, the West Coast Wilderness Trail, and other visitor information 
and visitor access facilities.  

Taonga means treasure, property; taonga are prized and protected as sacred possessions of the tribe. 
The term carries a deep spiritual meaning and taonga may be things that cannot be seen or touched, 
e.g. wāhi tapu, waterways and mountains.  

Tapu means under spiritual protection or restriction. 

Values in the context of landscape assessment includes characteristics, attributes and qualities. 

Wāhi tapu means places or things which are sacred or spiritually endowed. 
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Appendix 1: Ecological criteria for identifying significant 
terrestrial and freshwater indigenous biological diversity 
Indigenous vegetation or habitat(s) of indigenous fauna is significant if it meets any one or more of the 
following criteria: 

Note:  These criteria are intended to be applied by suitably qualified and experienced ecologists with a 
good understanding of the local and national context and its associated ecological tools. 

1. Representativeness 

a) Indigenous vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that is representative, typical or 
characteristic of the indigenous biological diversity of the relevant ecological district. This 
can include degraded examples where they are some of the best remaining examples of 
their type, or represent all that remains of indigenous biological diversity in some areas. 

b) Indigenous vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that is a relatively large example of 
its type within the relevant ecological district. 

2. Rarity/Distinctiveness 

a) Indigenous vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that has been reduced to less than 
20% of its former extent in the region, or relevant land environment, ecological district, 
or freshwater environment. 

b) Indigenous vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that supports an indigenous species 
that is threatened, at risk, or uncommon, nationally or within the relevant ecological 
district. 

c) The site contains indigenous vegetation or an indigenous species at its distribution limit 
within the West Coast region or nationally. 

d) Indigenous vegetation or an association of indigenous species that is distinctive, of 
restricted occurrence, occurs within an originally rare ecosystem, or has developed as a 
result of an unusual environmental factor or combinations of factors. 

3. Diversity and Pattern 

a) Indigenous vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that contains a high diversity of 
indigenous ecosystem or habitat types, indigenous taxa, or has changes in species 
composition reflecting the existence of diverse biological and physical features or 
ecological gradients. 

4. Ecological Context 

a) Vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that provides or contributes to an important 
ecological linkage or network, or provides an important buffering function. 

b) Indigenous vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that provides important habitat 
(including refuges from predation, or key habitat for feeding, breeding, or resting) for 
indigenous species, either seasonally or permanently. 
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Appendix 2: Ecological criteria for identifying significant 
wetlands 

A wetland is ecologically significant if it meets one or more of the following criteria: 

Ecological Context 

1. The ecological context of the wetland has one or more of the following functions or attributes: 
(a) It plays an important role in protecting adjacent ecological values, including adjacent and 

downstream ecological and hydrological processes, indigenous vegetation, habitats or 
species populations; or 

(b) Is an important habitat for critical life history stages of indigenous fauna including 
breeding/spawning, roosting, nesting, resting, feeding, moulting, refugia, or migration 
staging points (as used seasonally, temporarily or permanently); or 

(c) It makes an important contribution to ecological networks (such as connectivity and 
corridors for movement of indigenous fauna); or 

(d) It makes an important contribution to the ecological functions and processes within the 
wetland.  

Representative wetlands 

2. A representative wetland is one that contains indigenous wetland vegetation types or 
indigenous fauna assemblages that were typical for, and has the attributes of, the relevant class 
of wetland as it would have existed circa 1840. 

3. This criterion will be satisfied if the wetland (not including pakihi wetlands) contains either: 
(a) Indigenous wetland vegetation types that have the following attributes: 

(i) The indigenous wetland vegetation types that are typical in plant species 
composition and structure; and 

(ii) The condition of the wetland is typical of what would have existed circa 1840 in 
that: 
 Indigenous species dominate; and 

 Most of the expected species and tiers of the wetland vegetation type(s) are 
present for the relevant class of wetland; or 

 (b)(i) The wetland contains indigenous fauna assemblages that: 

 Are typical of the wetland class; and 
 Indigenous species are present in most of the guilds expected for the wetland 

habitat type.  

4. A pakihi wetland is a representative wetland where: 

(a) It is greater than 40 hectares in area; and 
(b) It is dominated by a mixture of sedges, ferns, restiads, rushes, mosses and manuka 

(Leptospermum scoparium) of which Baumea spp, Sphagnum spp, Gleichenia dicarpa, and 
Empodisma minus are the main species. 

5. The representative wetland criterion applies to the whole or part of the wetland irrespective of 
land tenure; 

6.  Each wetland is to be assessed at the ecological district and freshwater bio-geographic unit scale. 
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Rarity 

7. The wetland satisfies this criterion if: 

(a) Nationally threatened species7 are present8; or 
(b) Nationally at risk species or uncommon communities or habitats are present and either: 

 The population at this site provides an important contribution to the national 
population and its distribution; 

 There are a number of at risk species present; or 

 The wetland provides an important contribution to the national distribution and 
extent of uncommon communities or habitats; 

(c) Regionally uncommon species are present; or 
(d) Is a member of a wetland class that is now less than 30% of its original extent as assessed 

at the ecological district and the freshwater bio-geographic unit scales; or 

(e) Excluding pakihi, it contains lake margins, cushion bogs, ephemeral wetlands, damp sand 
plains, dune slacks, string mires, tarns, seepages and flushes or snow banks which are 
wetland classes or forms identified as historically rare by Williams et al (2007).  

Distinctiveness 

8. The wetland satisfies the distinctiveness criterion if it has special ecological features of 
importance at the international, national, freshwater bio-geographic unit or ecological district scale 
including: 

(a) Intact ecological sequences such as estuarine wetland systems adjoining tall forest; or 
(b) An unusual characteristic (for example an unusual combination of species, wetland classes, 

wetland structural forms, or wetland landforms); or 
(c) It contains species dependent on the presence of that wetland and at their distribution 

limit or beyond known limits.  

Explanation 

9. The wetland classes may be determined in a number of ways including the classification index 
of Johnson and Gerbeaux (2004).  

10. Wetland indigenous vegetation types are identified with reference to the dominant plant 
species that are present, the structural class, wetland class and hydrosystem (see for example 
Johnson and Gerbeaux (2004) or similar method).  

11. The three freshwater bio-geographic units in the West Coast region are the Northwest 
Nelson-Paparoa, Grey-Buller and Westland units (Leathwick et al 2000). 

12. Ecological districts are described and mapped in McEwen (1987). The maps of the ecological 
districts on the West Coast region have been refined by David Norton and Fred Overmars for use 
at the 1:50,000 scale and are available from the Department of Conservation (West Coast 
Conservancy). 

 
7  The Threatened and At Risk categories are defined in the current version of the New Zealand threat classification system 

(Townsend et al 2008). Species are reassessed according to these categories approximately every three years. 
8  For mobile species such as kotuku, this requires some assessment of the importance of the site for the species i.e. the 

intention is not to include areas such as wet pasture where these birds are foraging. 
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Appendix 3 

Summary of freshwater package announcements – SOLGM Webinar - 16 June 2020 
 

Aim of freshwater package: 
• Improve water quality within 5 years 
• Reverse past damage, and restore water bodies within a generation 
 
• Freshwater Independent Advisory Panel’s Report released in May 2020 
 
• Resource Management Amendment Bill provides for a new, faster freshwater planning process 
 
• Not included in the freshwater package: water allocation, and 3 waters review actions  
 
What has immediate effect from gazettal 
• NES and s360 Regulations to have effect immediately upon gazettal, although there is some relaxing 

of the requirements due to Covid, as well as responding to consultation 
• New mandatory and enforceable module required in farm plans 
• New requirement for real-time measuring and reporting of water use data 
 
• Vegetation clearance and earthworks which have more than minor effects on inland, natural 

wetlands and streams must stop 
• Some vegetation clearance and earthworks are permitted provided that they have no more than 

minor adverse effects on wetlands, or consents are required 
• Consent required for works adversely affecting fish passage, to protect connectivity 
• Some Standards have been relaxed to help spread the cost out for farmers, and as a result of Covid 
• Good practice required with intensive winter grazing, standards for feedlots and stock holding areas; 

have timeframes to comply 
• Consent required for change of land use for more than 10 ha 
• Limits on farm intensification are an interim measure until the new NPSFM comes into effect 
 
• New s360 Regulations for stock exclusion 
• Has been a relaxation of requirements 
• By 2023, dairy cattle and pigs must be setback 1metre from waterways for grazing on low sloping 

land 
• By 2026, there will be a minimum setback distance of 3 metres from waterways for grazing 
• Councils can have more stringent measures 
 
Medium term – improvements in 5 years 
• Staged, mandatory development in farm plans of a freshwater module within 2-5 years, depending 

on farm type 
• Real-time, telemetered measuring and reporting of water use data comes into force over 2, 4 and 

6 years 
• Cap on synthetic fertiliser use to reduce Nitrogen levels 
• Staged requirements will intersect with the freshwater modules in farm plans 
 
New NPSFM provisions 
• Te Mana o Te Wai is strengthened 
• Councils required to set long term vision for freshwater, and report on progress towards achieving 

the vision 
• Investigate options for tangata whenua involvement in freshwater management 
• Terms are changed: “consider” to “recognise’ to “give effect to” 
• Health and wellbeing of waterbody is top priority, then essential health needs of people, and then 

other water uses 
• Maintain or enhance water quality from current state – replaces “overall” 
• All components of ecosystem health must be managed and reported on in an integrated way 
• Specific requirement to maintain or improve all 22 attributes 
• Specific requirement re mahinga kai 
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What do the changes mean for councils? 
• COSTS – more monitoring, compliance, consenting 
• Increased engagement with tangata whenua 
• Resourcing/capacity/right people 
• Real-time measuring and reporting of water use data by 2022 
• Change from weekly to daily reporting 
• Farm plans – administration, auditing processes needed 
• NPS – councils need to get information on structures that are barriers to fish passage 
• Wetlands greater than 500m2, and wetlands known to contain threatened species, must be 

mapped within 10 years of the NPS-FM coming into force 
• Government funding allocated through the 2019 Sustainable Land-Use budget package 
• 3 waters reform to be reported back to Cabinet this week 
• Most work will be potentially in preparing plan changes, with a focus on tangata whenua 

engagement 
• In the new freshwater planning process, councils lose most control of the hearing process 
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5.1.2 

THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL 
 
Prepared for:  Resource Management Committee Meeting 14 July 2020  
Prepared by: Millie Taylor, Senior Science Technician 
Date:   1 July 2020 
Subject: REEFTON AIR QUALITY SUMMARY 
 
 
The Council monitors continuously the airborne concentrations of 10 micron particulate matter (PM10) 
in Reefton. Winter meteorological traits and Reefton’s topography, combined with smoke from solid 
fuel burners, can lead to high PM10 concentrations. Prolonged exposure to high levels of PM10 has been 
proven to exacerbate respiratory illnesses.  
 
There has been a breach of the National Environmental Standards for Air Quality, 2004 (NESAQ 2004) 
for Reefton this year (Table 1 and Figure 1). The NESAQ (2004) allows one 24-hour average PM10  

concentration over 50 micrograms/m3 per year. This 24-hour average has been exceeded twice this 
winter hence the standards have not been met for Reefton in 2020. 
 
Council have been waiting for central government to finalise a revised version of the NESAQ. Uncertainty 
around the nature of these revisions has made it difficult for Council to establish clear goals for 
monitoring and management of Reefton’s air quality. Similarly, proposed changes to the NESAQ have 
cast doubt on the future acceptability of aftermarket devices that would improve individual burner 
emissions.   
 
This winter the science team are managing $60,000 of Envirolink funded projects that will help us better 
understand the Reefton air quality issue, as well as maintaining and developing our regular monitoring 
program.  
 
Table 1 Reefton air quality exceedances of the NES 

Date Micrograms/ m3 PM 10  
21/06/2020 51 Allowable exceedance  
25/06/2020 52 Breach of NESAQ 2004 

Figure 1. Reefton 24 hour average PM10 for 2020. 

RECOMMENDATION 

That the report is received. 

Hadley Mills 
Planning, Science and Innovation Manager 
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5.2.1 

 
THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL 

 
Prepared for:  Resource Management Committee – 14 July 2020 
Prepared by:  Jorja Hunt – Consents and Compliance Monitoring Officer 
Date: 30 June 2020      
Subject:  CONSENTS MONTHLY REPORT  

 
Nine Consents Sites Visit were undertaken 28 May to 30 June 2020      
  
03/06/2020 RC-2020-0049 -  Humphreys Mining Limited, Gold 

Mining Activities, Rocklands, Buller  
Visited site with consultant, DOC & 
BDC to assess the application site 
for proximity to waterways and 
potential effects on adjacent land 
owners. 
 

05/06/2020 RC-2020-0057 Truline Civil, Ahaura Bridge 
cleanfill deposition. 

Visited site with Truline Civil staff 
member.  The area where the 
deposition of cleanfill was being 
proposed was observed and the 
type of information required in a 
consent application was discussed. 
 

11/06/2020 RC-2020-0048 – Selwyn Contractors Limited, 
Gold Mining Activities, Waimea  

To investigate the site and 
determine effects arising from the 
activity 
 

11/06/2020 NES Forestry site visit with Ngai Tahu Forestry, 
Cockeye Creek 

Visited site with Compliance Officer 
Chris Barnes and Ngai Tahu 
Forestry staff member.  Observed 
the creek to be crossed by forestry 
operations and discussed how they 
would manage the crossing in 
terms of the NES Plantation 
Forestry. 
 

15/06/2020 RC96010 – Buller District Council, Landfill Maruia  Visited site with Buller District 
Council to discuss pre-application 
matters in preparation for 
application renewal.  
 

17/06/2020 RC-2020-0023 P Cooper, Rock Quarry, Jones 
Creek 

To investigate effects associated 
with the activity 

23/06/2020 RC-2020-0059 Kokiri Lime, Quarry, Karangarua Visited site with applicant.  
Observed the disused quarry site 
that is looking to be restarted and 
observed access roads, stockpile 
area and new culvert site as well as 
area to be quarried. 
 

23/06/2020 RC-2020-0061 – Dempster and Mann, Gold 
Mining Activities, Gillams Gully 

To investigate the site and 
determine effects arising from the 
activity 
 

30/06/2020 Oceana Gold, Reefton Visited site with Compliance Officer 
Colin Helem and Oceana Gold staff 
members.  Observed the recently 
granted wetland treatment area, 
the ongoing rehabilitation and the 
area of the proposed new consent 
for ongoing passive treatment of 
runoff water. 
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10 Non-Notified Resource Consents were Granted 28 May to 30 June 2020       
 
CONSENT NO. & HOLDER  
 

PURPOSE OF CONSENT 

RC-2020-0038 
D S Scott 
Rimu 
 

To discharge cleanfill to an existing hole, at Adair Road, Rimu 

RC-2020-0032 
C F Hahn & P O’Malley 
Mossy Creek, Ikamatua 

To take and use water for the purposes of alluvial gold mining 
activities within EP 60484, Mossy Creek. 
 
To discharge water containing sediment to land in circumstances 
where it may enter water namely Mossy Creek associated with 
alluvial gold mining within EP 60484.            
 

RC-2020-0040 
Oceana Gold Limited  
Progress Creek 
 

To discharge contaminants to water via a wetland treatment system 
and/or spillway and/or pump/syphon, Fossickers Pond, Globe 
Progress Mine, Reefton. 

RC-2020-0039 
Charleston to Westport Coastal 
Trail Trust 
Westport 

To undertake earthworks within the riparian margin for the purpose 
of constructing a boardwalk. 
 
To undertake earthworks in a non-erosion prone area, outside of 
the riparian margin. 
 
To undertake earthworks and associated vegetation disturbance 
within a Schedule 2 Wetland for the purpose of constructing a 
boardwalk greater than 2 metres wide. 
 
To undertake vegetation disturbance within the riparian margin for 
the purpose of trimming vegetation and to place debris within a 
Schedule 2 Wetland. 
 
To authorise vegetation disturbance in an erosion prone area 
outside of the riparian margin within a Schedule 2 Wetland for the 
purpose of constructing a boardwalk 2.2 metres wide. 
 

RC-2020-0041 
Moore Mining Limited 
Reefton 
 

Discharge paunch grass mixed with coal fines to land for mining 
rehabilitation purposes, Burkes Creek Road, Reefton. 

RC-2020-0013 
Karamea Lime Co Limited 
Karamea 

To undertake earthworks and vegetation clearance associated with 
limestone quarrying activities, Fenian Road, Karamea. 
 
To discharge contaminants to land associated with the quarrying 
and crushing of limestone, Fenian Road, Karamea. 
 
To discharge dust to air associated with the quarrying and crushing 
of limestone, Fenian Road, Karamea. 
 

RC-2020-0045 
S M Lowe Contracting Limited 
Karamea, Oparara, & Little 
Wanganui Rivers and Granite 
Creek 

To disturb the dry bed of the Karamea River at Arapito for the 
purpose of extracting gravel. 
 
To disturb the dry bed of the Oparara River for the purpose of 
extracting gravel. 
 
To disturb the dry bed of the Little Wanganui River for the purpose 
of extracting gravel. 
 
To disturb the dry bed of the Granite Creek for the purpose of 
extracting gravel. 
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One Change to and No Reviews of Consent Conditions were granted in the period 28 May to 30 June 
2020      
 

 
 
No Limited Notified and no Notified Resource Consents were granted in the period 28 May to 30 June 
2020    
 
 
 
RECOMMENDATION 

That the July 2020 report of the Consents Group be received. 
 
 
Heather McKay 
Consents & Compliance Manager 

 

RC-2020-0052 
Glen Monk Contracting Limited - 
C/- Glenn & Jana Monk  
Mackenzie- Robert & Augustina 
T/A McKenzie Contracting 
Various Locations West Coast 
 

To disturb the dry bed of various waterbodies in the Westland 
District for the purpose of removing gravel. 
 
To undertake earthworks associated with quarrying activities, 
Harihari. 

RC-2020-0055 
Electronet Services Limited 
Wanganui River 
 

To disturb the bed and banks of the Wanganui River to undertake 
river protection works. 

RC-2020-0057 
TruLine Civil Limited 
Greymouth 

To deposit clean fill on the bed of the Ahaura River associated with 
reclaiming the bank. 

RC-2018-0092-V2 
Elect Mining Limited 
Chesterfield 
 

To mine and undertake vegetation disturbance within Minerals 
Permit MP60142 & MP54570, at Chesterfield. 
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5.2.2 
 

THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL 
 
Prepared for:  Resource Management Committee – 14 July 2020 
Prepared by:  Heather McKay – Consents & Compliance Manager 
Date: 2 July 2020 
Subject:  COMPLIANCE & ENFORCEMENT MONTHLY REPORT 

Site Visits 
 
A total of 100 site visits were undertaken during the reporting period, which consisted of: 
 

Activity Number of Visits 

Resource consent monitoring 21 

Mining compliance & bond release 45 

Complaints 5 

Dairy farm 29 
 
This report covers the period 29 May to 2 July 2020. 
 
• A total of 17 complaints and incidents were recorded.  
 
Non-Compliances   
 
Note: These are the activities that have been assessed as non-compliant during the reporting period. 
 
A total of three non-compliances occurred during the reporting period. 
 

Activity Description Location Action/Outcome INC/Comp 

Works in the bed of 
a river 

A compliance officer 
travelling on the state 
highway north of Reefton 
saw that diversion works 
and gravel extraction 
was being undertaken in 
the bed of the Waitahu 
River. 

Waitahu River 
Reefton 

The site was investigated 
and established that there 
was no consent in place to 
authorise the work 
undertaken. An abatement 
notice has been issued to 
cease the activity and 
further enforcement action 
is pending.  

Incident 

Gold Mining 

Complaint received that 
a gold mining operation 
was breaching its 
resource consent 
conditions by having a 
third excavator working. 
This is a contravention of 
the Westland District 
resource consent 
conditions. 

Stafford 

The condition authorising 
the amount of machinery 
and the type which can be 
used on site comes back to 
the noise report submitted 
as part of the consent 
application. The miner has 
been contacted and 
reminded of their 
obligations. A formal 
warning has been issued.  

Complaint 

Dairy effluent 
discharge 

During an inspection of a 
dairy farm it was 
observed that untreated 
dairy effluent had 
discharged into a storm 
water drain. 

Kowhitirangi 
An abatement notice has 
been issued to cease the 
discharge and a formal 
warning issued. 

Incident 
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Other Complaints/Incidents 
 
Note: These are the other complaints/incidents assessed during the reporting period whereby the activity was not 
found to be non-compliant or compliance is not yet established at the time of reporting. 

Activity Description Location Action/Outcome INC/Comp 

Discharge to water 

Complaint received that 
Waimea Creek was 
discoloured with 
sediment possibly from a 
gold mining operation. 

Waimea Creek 

The site was investigated 
and it was observed that 
the creek was slightly 
discoloured. The gold 
mining operations in the 
area were checked and 
there were no discharges 
into Waimea Creek at the 
time of the inspections.  

Complaint 

Discharge to land 

Complaint received that 
a gold miner has 
discharged sediment 
onto a neighbouring 
property. 

Blue Spur 

The site was investigated 
and established that the 
miner was desludging a 
sediment retention pond so 
that the pond area could be 
filled in as part of final 
rehabilitation of the site. 
Some of the sludge went 
across the property 
boundary which was within 
metres of the sediment 
retention pond area. 
The miner has since 
scraped it back and 
remediated the area. There 
was no breach of the 
resource consent 
conditions.      

Complaint 

Works in the bed of 
a river 

Complaint received that 
someone had been gold 
mining in the bed of 
Waimea Creek without a 
resource consent. 

Goldsborough 

The site was investigated 
and established that an 
unknown person had been 
undertaking a small scale 
non mechanical mining in 
the bed and margins of 
Waimea Creek. The work 
was not likely to breach the 
Regional Rules and the 
Department of 
Conservation were notified 
as the activity was within 
the DOC gold fossicking 
area and in breach of their 
rules for that area.   

Complaint 

Discharge to land 

Complaint received that 
a septic tank is in need 
of repair and 
maintenance. 

Hannah’s 
Clearing 
South 

Westland 

The site has not yet been 
visited. Enquiries are 
ongoing 

Complaint 

Stock access to 
water 

Complaint received that 
there were cows seen on 
the Haast Riverbed. 

Haast 

The complainant was 
informed that stock access 
to riverbeds outside of the 
Lake Brunner catchment 
does not breach the 
regional rules. 

Complaint 
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Activity Description Location Action/Outcome INC/Comp 

Works in the bed of 
a river 

Complaint received that 
at the location of two 
whitebait stands on the 
Arawhata River there has 
been work done on the 
river bank to extend the 
bank. 

Arawhata River 
South 

Westland 

The site has not yet been 
visited. Enquiries are 
ongoing. 

Complaint 

Boat fire 

It was reported to the 
council that a boat in the 
Westport harbour had 
something smouldering 
in the engine 
compartment  

Westport 
Harbour 

It was reported for our 
information and the 
situation was under control 
so no action was required 
to be undertaken.  

Incident 

Discharge to water 

Complaint received that 
a business premises has 
been discharging 
contaminants into the 
storm water system. 

Greymouth Enquiries are ongoing. Complaint 

Discharge to water 

Complaint received that 
a gold mining operation 
is discharging sediment 
laden water to a creek. 

Stafford 

The site was investigated 
and samples obtained. The 
samples were under the 
consented limits, therefore 
no breach of the consent 
conditions. 

Complaint 

Discharge to air 
Complaint received that 
a farmer was on 
occasion burning plastics. 

Hector 

The person was contacted 
and gave assurances that 
they had not been burning 
plastics.   

Complaint 

Gold Mining 

Complaint received that 
a gold mining operation 
was working outside of 
its authorised hours 
which is part of the 
Westland District 
resource consent 
conditions. 

Stafford 

Enquiries were made with 
the miner who advised that 
a water pump had broken 
down and they were 
shifting it so that it could 
be repaired. As the site 
were not carrying out 
earthworks for the 
purposes of mining there 
was no breach of the 
resource consent. 

Complaint 

Discharge to land 

Complaint received that 
stormwater discharged 
from a property is 
causing issues for the 
neighbouring business. 

Greymouth 
The site has been 
investigated and enquiries 
are ongoing. 

Complaint 

Works in the bed of 
a river 

Complaint received that 
a property owner has 
been undertaking works 
in the bed and banks of 
the Arawhata River 
which may also involve 
diversion of the river.  

Arawhata River 
South 

Westland 

The site has not yet been 
visited. Enquiries are 
ongoing. 

Complaint 

Works in the bed of 
a river 

Complaint received that 
recent gravel extraction 
may cause the wet bed 
of the river to shift to the 
true right bank.  

Hokitika River  
Kowhitirangi Enquiries are ongoing. Complaint 
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Update on Previously Reported Ongoing Complaints/Incidents 
 

Activity Description Location Action/Outcome INC/Comp 

Discharge to land 

A coal miner reported 
that they have had a 
diesel spill to land of 
approx. 600 litres. 

Stockton 

Enquiries established that a 
split hose allowed the 
discharge of diesel from a 
water pump fuel cell. The 
discharge was contained in 
a pit and remediated. No 
further action was required 
to be undertaken. 

Incident 

Gold mining   

Complaint received 
regarding the discharge 
of sediment laden water 
from a gold mining 
operation. 

Camerons 

The site was visited and 
established that sediment 
laden water was escaping 
off the site into a road side 
drain. The discharge then 
entered a creek. As the 
discharge did not occur 
through the settling pond 
system it is an 
unauthorised discharge. An 
abatement notice has now 
been issued to cease the 
discharge. 

Complaint 

 
Formal Enforcement Action  
 
Formal Warning:  There were two formal warnings issued during the reporting period. 
 

Activity Location 
Dairy farm: Formal warning issued for the unauthorised discharge of dairy 
effluent.  Kowhitirangi 

Gold Mining: Formal warning issued for exceeding the consented amount of 
machinery allowed to operate on the site.  Stafford 

 
Abatement Notices: There were three abatement notice issued during the reporting period. 
 

Activity Location 
Works in the bed: Notice issued to cease the unauthorised works in the bed of a 
river. Waitahu River 

Dairy Farm: Notice issued to cease the discharge of untreated dairy effluent. Kowhitirangi 

Gold Mining: Notice issued to cease the discharge of sediment laden water   Camerons 
 
Mining Work Programmes and Bonds 
 
The Council received the following seven work programmes during the reporting period. All of the programmes 
have been approved. 
 

Date Mining 
Authorisation Holder Location Approved 

29/05/2020 CML37150 BT Mining Limited Stockton Yes 

29/05/2020 RC89038 BT Mining Limited Stockton Yes 

29/05/2020 RC03175 BT Mining Limited Cypress Yes 
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15/06/2020 RC-2017-0092 Fitzherbert Investments Ltd Arthurstown Yes 

16/06/2020 RC13071 Henry Adams Contracting Ltd Arahura Valley Yes 

18/06/2020 RC-2015-0112 Goldriver Mining Ltd Goldsborough Yes 

25/06/2020 RC00323 Oceana Gold Reefton Yes 

 
Five bonds have been received during the reporting period 
 

Date Mining 
Authorisation Holder Location Amount 

10/06/2020 RC-2017-0085 ML Contracting Limited Dead Horse 
Creek $6,000 

12/06/2020 RC-2019-0040 Hokitika Gold Limited Hokitika $18,000 

16/06/2020 RC11001 Phoenix Mining Limited Nemona Forest $30,000 

17/06/2020 RC-2017-0004 Westland Mining Limited Waimea $12,000 

25/06/2020 RC-2019-0074 Western Dynasty Holdings Ltd Stafford $27,000 
 
 Three bonds are recommended for release  
 

Mining 
Authorisation Holder Location Amount 

 
Reason For Release 

RC-2018-0107 Robert Graham Blue Spur $10,000 Mining has concluded, rehabilitation 
completed 

RC-2017-0085 Dead Horse 
Mining Ltd 

Dead Horse 
Creek $6,000 

The consent has been transferred to 
ML Contracting who have submitted 

their own bond as above. 

RC03274 Koronet Mining 
Ltd  Larrys Creek $5,000 

This consent has expired and a new 
consent has been granted and a new 

bond lodged. 
 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

1. That the July 2020 report of the Compliance Group be received. 
2. That the bond of $10,000 for RC-2018-0107 Robert Graham, $6,000 for RC-2017-0085 Dead Horse 

Mining and the $5,000 for RC03274 Koronet Mining Ltd be released.  
 

 
Heather McKay  
Consents and Compliance Manager   
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THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL 

Notice is hereby given that an ORDINARY MEETING of the West Coast Regional Council 
will be held in the Offices of the West Coast Regional Council,  

388 Main South Road, Greymouth on  
Tuesday, 14 July 2020 commencing on completion of the  

Resource Management Committee Meeting 

A.J. BIRCHFIELD M. MEEHAN
CHAIRPERSON  CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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Minutes of Council Meeting – 9 June 2020 

3.1 

THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE COUNCIL HELD ON 9 JUNE 2020,    
AT THE OFFICES OF THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL, 388 MAIN SOUTH ROAD, GREYMOUTH, 

COMMENCING AT 11.37 A.M. 

PRESENT: 

A. Birchfield (Chairman), S. Challenger, P. Ewen, D. Magner, B. Cummings, J. Hill, L. Coll McLauglin

IN ATTENDANCE: 

M. Meehan (Chief Executive Officer), R. Mallinson (Corporate Services Manager), N. Costley (Strategy &
Communications Manager), H. Mills (Planning, Science & Innovation Manager), R. Beal (Operations Director),
T. Jellyman (Minutes Clerk)

1. APOLOGY:

There were no apologies.

2. PUBLIC FORUM

There was no public forum.

3.1 CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES 

The Chairman asked the meeting if there were any changes to the minutes of the previous meeting.  Cr Coll 
McLaughlin drew attention to page 3 of the minutes and stated that she has not had any problems with LGNZ, 
their people, or leadership, it was just on the particular issue mentioned in the minutes as discussed.   

Moved (Coll McLaughlin / Challenger) that the minutes of the Council meeting dated 14 May 2020, be 
confirmed as correct, with the above amendment made.     

Carried 
Matters arising 

There were no matters arising. 

REPORTS: 

4.1      OPERATIONS REPORT  

R. Beal spoke to his report.  He stated that the Lower Waiho rating district work is separate to rebuild work
following the March 2019 weather event.  R. Beal advised that the likely deficit for this work is approximately
$100,000.
R. Beal advised that ongoing maintenance is being carried out in the Hokitika rating district as further reports
of wave overtopping have been received in the Park Street area.
R. Beal reported that planning for LTP process has commenced with flood modelling work awaited for the
Hokitika and Karamea rating districts.
R. Beal advised he will be attending a meeting with GDC staff tomorrow to discuss the valuation of the
Greymouth Floodwall and various other matters.

Moved (Cummings / Challenger) That the report is received.  
Carried 
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4.2.1  ANNUAL PLAN 20/21 & Te Tai o POUTINI JOINT COMMITTEE BUDGETARY AND FUNDING  
            REPORT  

 
R. Mallinson spoke to this report and advised that the purpose of this report is to bring the recommendations 
from the Te Tai o Poutini Committee (TTPPC) to Council.  He advised that funding is responsibility of WCRC, 
as per the Order in Council.  The ultimate responsibility and decisions with regard to the size of the budget 
adopted and the actual funding of the budget belongs to WCRC, who must give appropriate consideration to 
the TTPPC budget request.   R. Mallinson explained the report in detail and advised if Council approved this in 
full, Council could be looking at a funding deficit of $750,000.  He stated that this amount is within limit agreed 
to at April meeting.   
Cr Birchfield stated he would like budget held to $500,000, and would like the fourth bullet point of borrowing 
$192,000 dropped off.  Cr Birchfield stated that the extra money that is required could go to SNA’s, and that 
Council should hold off on this research until the effect of the government’s legislation on our Plan is to hand.  
Cr Birchfield stated that the $500,000 in the kitty will keep the process running in the meantime.   
Cr Magner asked if the research is specifically for SNA’s.  Cr Coll McLaughlin advised that there is a lot of 
research that needs to be developed for the TTPP to be robust, should it be subject to challenge.  She stated 
that if sufficient research is not done then Council could be very vulnerable to an Environment Court challenge.  
Cr Coll McLaughlin stated she is happy with the recommendations as the technical staff had started initiating 
the early stages of SNA research, and when this came back to committee, the committee were not comfortable 
with the research proceeding until there is a final NPS, or at the very least, a motion to come to the TTPPC 
that the TTPPC endorsed that there was to be no further work on SNA until it comes back to TTPPC for 
discussion and approval because it is such a controversial matter.  Cr Coll McLaughlin advised that there is a 
lot of other research that is required.  She stated that Cr Birchfield did not endorse the budget paper at the 
TTPPC meeting but the rest of the TTPPC did.  Cr Coll McLaughlin stated that the general mandate from the 
TTPPC is to accept this budget, but she is aware that Cr Birchfield has a lot of concerns about the costs 
spiraling.    Cr Coll McLaughlin stated that there has been a lot of work to try to trim the budget back.  She 
stated she is unsure how this can be progressed in a robust manner if it is not properly funded, and she has 
been informed that if it is not adequately funded then the timelines will stretch out.  This will then accrue 
greater costs.  M. Meehan advised that the TTPPC comprises of the four councils and the runanga partners 
and they are recommending that the budget is approved, he acknowledged the Cr Birchfield voted against this 
but everyone else voted for it, and Council now has to find a way to fund this.  He stated due to the Covid-19 
situation Council is not doing the normal annual plan consultation process and this is a difficult situation.  M. 
Meehan advised that if this is not funded then Council would need to advised TTPPC that Council is not meeting 
this request.  He noted that the work required with SNA’s could cost around half of the $100,000.  M. Meehan 
agreed with Cr Birchfield’s comments and stated that until there is an NPS in place, it will be difficult to proceed 
with the mapping of SNA’s.  Cr Coll McLaughlin stated it would have been helpful to have members of the 
TTPPC and the Project Manager at today’s meeting.  Cr Coll McLaughlin stated that as the remainder of the 
TTPPC voted on this, she feels obligated to vote for this today.  Cr Coll McLaughlin stated that the way the 
governance structure and how budgets must be allocated is flawed.  She stated that TTPPC is a group that 
makes decisions, then it comes to Council to make decisions on a district plan, as a regional body.  Cr Coll 
McLaughlin stated that all the new legislation that is coming out makes this whole space fraught.  She asked 
R. Mallinson how this will look on a rating slip.  R. Mallinson advised that there will be a separate line for One 
District Plan with 2019 / 20 being the first year of rating for the $250,000.  He advised there will also be a 
separate rate line for the One District Plan targeted rate.  R. Mallinson advised that because of the LGC subsidy 
of $200,000 in the 2019 year, Council is rating at an artificially low level.  R. Mallinson advised that Council did 
consult in last year’s annual plan round on the targeted rate for the One District Plan, and he does not believe 
that Council needs to consult on this again this year. He stated that if Council did not have the LCG funding, 
Council would have been rating at $450,000.  Cr Cummings queried why the invoices cannot be itemized as 
he feels research costs need to be clearer.  M. Meehan advised that this has been broken down and the TTPPC 
has had time to go into detail with regard to research and has been able to peer the budget back.  Cr Birchfield 
stated he would like to put more rigor into the TTPPC, as he feels that there are tough times ahead and it is 
likely this plan is going to cost around $3M.  Cr Birchfield stated that there are around eight planners employed 
by the four councils, three more have been employed to work on the One District Plan, he feels the project 
could have been run more efficiently using our own planners.  Cr Birchfield stated that he cannot see why the 
four plans cannot be modified into one plan.  Cr Birchfield is concerned with how much money Council is going 
to have to borrow, and at the end of the project ratepayers could end up with $3M debt.  Cr Birchfield stated 
that he cannot accept the argument regarding SNA’s and stated that this should not be done as the government 
is due to bring SNA’s in, and 90% of the West Coast is controlled by DOC.  He asked why is all this money 
being spent on an SNA study that is going to take in 90% of land that we don’t own.   He stated that the 
government should be paying for this.  Cr Ewen stated that this has been foisted on us and he has an issue 
with the process.  He stated that Council and ratepayers are going to be burdened with conservatively $3M, 
but there is a projection of $5.4M.  Cr Ewen stated that wetlands and swamps costs should be coming from 
government as they drove this with a petition of a mere 300 signatures.  Cr Ewen would like to stick with the 
$500,000 budget, as he agrees with M. Meehan’s comment that there are going to be a lot of changes.  Cr 
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Ewen is concerned that this Plan will be a millstone around ratepayer’s necks, as the real direction is still 
unknown, and the real agenda is unknown, and he is concerned about non-significant wetlands.  Cr Ewen is 
against borrowing a further $192,000.  Cr Coll McLaughlin stated that she was one of the few private people 
who submitted against this whole process.  She sympathises with all comments, and noted that there are a lot 
of legislative pieces coming through that need to be implemented.  She stated that Council has very little 
decision making on what we can do, as Council has to give effect to these matters.  She stated that the options 
are to do this as well as we can in order to make the legal processes as smooth as possible, or Council does 
not commit to this fully, and does not run a robust enough process and it ends up getting decided in the 
Environment Court, and not by Council.  Cr Coll McLaughlin stated that this is unpalatable to her, she will be 
voting in favour of all of the recommendations, as she is loath to see a replication of the Schedule 2 process 
because we did put enough money in at the right end.  Cr Coll McLaughlin stated that if Council does not put 
enough money in the right place, Council will be spending that money in court.  Cr Challenger stated he agrees 
with Cr Coll McLaughlin.  He stated that with these planning processes, Council needs to spend the money at 
the appropriate time otherwise Council is leaving itself open to legal challenges at the other end.  Cr Challenger 
said that if Council does cut the funding back to $500,000, it will drag on for a lot longer, and a proper job will 
not be done.  He stated that he will be voting in favour of the recommendations.  M. Meehan advised this is 
the only year that borrowing would be required, as next year when Council goes into the LTP process Council 
can do proper consultation on the appropriate targeted rate.   Further discussion took place on options for 
recovering the targeted rate.   R. Mallinson advised that he will be recommending a targeted rate of at least 
$450,000 when Council goes through the LTP process.  Cr Challenger stated that the One District Plan is a 
generational matter and by having a loan and repaying it over a generation, it would be spread out for longer. 
R. Mallinson agreed and stated that borrowing is a good tool to achieve generational equity.  Cr Magner asked
if Council can be sure that this is a generational matter.   M. Meehan advised that it is not a generational
matter, this is a plan that is in place for ten years.  M. Meehan advised that WCRC is supporting a joint
committee that has to do a significant job to pull together three very old and dated plans into one.  He stated
that the investment has not been there is the past by the districts which is why the LGC got the feedback to
say that it needs to go into one plan and to be brought up to standard, and now Council has been left with
funding it.  M. Meehan stated that a lot of this work is making up for work that has not been done to bring the
three plans up to where they need to be.  Cr Hill stated he agrees with Crs Birchfield and Ewen.  He stated
that the fact is Council is lumbered with this and if Council holds back on the $100,000 it is simply saying to
the TTPPC that we don’t agree with the One District Plan.  Cr Hill stated that it is too late and were are now
into it, and Council has to make the best of it.  Cr Hill will be voting for the recommendations.  Cr Cummings
asked what makes the process slower, he said that the planners are still working 40 hours per week.  He stated
that Google could do most of the research.  Cr Birchfield stated that Council is paying the planners wages so
you would assume that they would be continuing to progress the normal process.  M. Meehan advised that
there is a lot of work that goes into a plan, and work that Council must advance.  He advised that when Council
goes to a hearing, evidence is required to back up what you are saying.  Cr Ewen stated that whatever Council
decides, either way, it will end up in the Environment Court.  Cr Cummings asked if Council pays the money
now, will it be planners who go to court, and not Council??   Cr Cummings asked if Council gives them all the
money they want, when it goes to Court, is it  their problem or it is it still Councils problem?  M. Meehan stated
that he is unsure how to respond to this question. M. Meehan advised that the TTPPC has a project manager
in charge of the planners, the TTPPC gives direction on what they want to do, the staff act at the direction of
the TTPPC, so TTPPC is responsible for putting the One District Plan together.  Cr Birchfield stated that you
can guarantee the this will end up in the Environment Court.  Cr Cummings asked “where will the planners
be”, Cr Birchfield stated that the plan will be challenged for sure and Eugenie Sage has already indicated that
they will be looking at the plan to lock more land up through the SNA’s.  H. Mills advised that there is one good
example of where Council has mediated outside of the Environment Court, and that is the RPS.  He stated that
significant issues were dealt with but they were able to be resolved, this took around four weeks, but it was
kept out of the Environment Court.  M. Meehan explained the planning and submission process to the meeting,
but in the case of the RPS there are 20 – 30 parties around the table that all agree on a pathway forward.  He
stated there is trading, compromise, but you end up with something that everyone around that table can live
with.  Cr Birchfield stated plans seem to be working well as we are all operating under four plans, and now we
are needing to spend up to $5M at a time when we can’t afford it.  Cr Coll McLaughlin stated that regardless
of the way the vote goes, one lesson that has been learnt from this discussion is at future budget meetings
we need members present at the meeting to speak to the budget.  She stated that more detail on what the
budget is being spent on.

Cr Birchfield proposed an amendment to the recommendations. 

Moved (Birchfield / Ewen)  

1.  That Council agrees to the Te Tai o Poutini proposed budget of $500,000 for inclusion in the Annual
 Plan 20/21. 
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2.    That the last bullet point in recommendation 2 be struck out (“Borrowing of balance of $192,000). 
 
The motion was put.  Cr Cummings is in favour.   Crs Challenger, Coll McLaughlin, Magner and Hill are against.   
 
The motion was lost.  

Moved (Challenger / Coll McLaughlin)  
 
 1. That Council agrees to the Te Tai o Poutini proposed budget of $692,000 for inclusion in the Annual  
                     Plan 20/21. 
 
 2. That funding be by way of: 

• Carry forward credit balance $100,000 from 2019 /20 
• Targeted Rate $250,000 
• Existing General Rate contribution $150,000 
• Borrowing of balance of $192,000 

Carried  
 
Cr Cummings asked R. Mallinson if Council is receiving the normal amount of rates payments at the moment 
(post Covid-19).  R. Mallinson advised that payments are down by $200,000 compared to this time last year.  
He stated that up until 6 May, a lot of people were waiting for the opportunity to come in to the office pay 
their rates, post lockdown.    

 
4.2.2  BORROWNG JUNE 2020  

R. Mallinson spoke to this report.   He advised that $750,000 will be spent on the Karamea stopbank upgrade, 
the Greymouth Floodwall repairs, the Rata Knoll extension at Lower Waiho, and the Hokitika Seawall work.   
R. Mallinson advised that the recent borrowing has been secured on very favourable terms.  M. Meehan stated 
that if rating districts or communities can afford to borrow at the moment, for capital works, this is the time to 
do it.  He stated if they have the ability to pay back a loan it is a very good time to borrow with interest rates 
very low at the moment.   
Cr Ewen asked if the Hokitika Seawall work could be cost neutral for ratepayers, and could this be borrowed 
for with the term of the existing loan collectively, and extended.  R. Mallinson confirmed that he is in the 
process of doing this, the new loan will be amalgamated with the existing borrowing.  Cr Ewen asked if a loan 
to fund the One District Plan could be done using the same methodology.  R. Mallinson advised that Council 
could borrow to fund any operational activities if they wish to.  He advised that borrowing is always a good 
way to achieve intergenerational equity to spread the costs over a number of generations, and not just the 
current generation.  Cr Ewen stated that this would satisfy his concerns with the One District Plan borrowing, 
and this could be almost painless for ratepayers.   R. Mallinson stated that this discussion will fit in well with 
LTP requirements in a couple of months’ time.  Further discussion took place and all agreed that borrowing will 
be discussed further during the LTP preparations.    

Moved (Magner / Challenger)  

1. That the report be received.   

 2. That Council notes the intention to borrow $1,000,000 from LGFA during June 2020. 

Carried  
 
5.0 CHAIRMANS REPORT  

 
The Chairman spoke to his report and advised that he has been involved with the issue around the use of snow 
chains on the pass.  The Chairman stated that he spoken with NZTA and it has been agreed to wait and see 
how this works.   
The Chairman offered to answer questions.  Cr Hill asked if there has been any indication as to what funding 
the West Coast might receive from DoC for the nature projects.  M. Meehan advised that the funding is to be 
realized over five years and is focused on jobs.  He stated that a pilot has been started Franz Josef with people 
already being put into jobs.  M. Meehan advised there is a particular focus on Franz Josef, Rotorua and 
Queenstown, as places that have been badly impacted by Covid-19.  He advised that it is good to see that this 
has been kicked off in Franz Josef and is now being expanded out, with a strong link with the MSD and the 
polytechnics for training and people to do this work. 
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Minutes of Council Meeting – 9 June 2020  

Moved (Cummings / Coll McLaughlin) That this report is received.   
Carried  

 
 
6.1 CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT  
 

M. Meehan spoke to his report.  He stated that following the launch of the Predator Free project at Te Kinga 
work is now commencing.   
M. Meehan reported that a health and safety audit was carried out recently with the focus on meeting the ISO 
45001 for Health and Safety.  M. Meehan advised that the auditors recommendations will be brought to next 
month’s meeting.  M. Meehan advised that health and safety will be incorporated into future CEO reports.  M. 
Meehan advised that he attended a considerable number of meetings relating to Covid-19 over the past three 
months.   
 
Moved (Ewen / Coll McLaughlin) that this report is received.   

Carried  
 

 
 
GENERAL BUSINESS 
 
There was no general business.   
 
 
                            

The meeting closed at 12.26   p.m. 
 
 
 

……………………………………………… 
Chairman  
 
……………………………………………… 
Date   
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3.1.1  

THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL 
MINUTES OF A SPECIAL MEETING OF THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL 

HELD ON 30 JUNE 2020, AT THE OFFICES OF THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL, 
388 MAIN SOUTH ROAD, GREYMOUTH, COMMENCING AT 10.30 A.M. 

 
PRESENT 
A. Birchfield (Chairman), S. Challenger (remotely via ZOOM), P. Ewen, D. Magner, B. Cummings, J. Hill,  
L. Coll McLaughlin (remotely via ZOOM) 
 
IN ATTENDANCE 
R. Mallinson (Corporate Services Manager), R. Beal (Operations Director), M. Meehan (Chief Executive) 
 
APOLOGIES  
There were no apologies. 
 
BUSINESS 
The meeting was held to confirm the 20/21 Annual Plan. 
 
At the start of the meeting R. Mallinson tabled the Chairperson’s foreword to the Annual Plan, which had 
been agreed with the Chairman prior to the meeting. 
 
Councillors considered the report from R. Mallinson recommending the adoption of the 20/21 Annual Plan 
without public consultation as allowed under S 95 (2A) of the Local Government Act 2002, as there were no 
significant differences from year 3 of the 2018/28 Long Term Plan. 
 
The Annual Plan included a previously agreed freeze to rates and borrowing of potentially up to $750,000 to 
cover a possible funding deficit. 
 
Councillors Birchfield and Ewen requested that the minutes of this meeting reflect that almost $200,000 of 
this borrowing related to the “One District Plan” funding deficit. 
Councillor Birchfield also advised that his Foreword should also be amended to reflect that. 
 
Moved (Cummings / Hill)  
 

1. That Council adopt the 2020/21 Annual plan pursuant to section 95 (2A) of the Local Government act 
2002. 
 

2. That Council agrees pursuant to section 101 of the local Government act 2002, that in the 
circumstances of the impact of COVID-19 on the west Coast community, that it is prudent to utilise 
loan funding to finance the expected overall funding deficit in 20/21.  
Carried  
 

The meeting closed at 10.42 a.m. 

 

 

……………………………………………… 

Chairman 

…………………………………………… 

Date 
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4.1 

 
THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL 

 
Prepared for:  Council Meeting – 14 July 2020 

 Prepared by:  Paulette Birchfield – Engineer, Brendon Russ - Engineer 
Date:  3 July 2020 
Subject:  ENGINEERING OPERATIONS REPORT 
 

 
Mokihinui Rating District 

The sacrificial seawall on Mokihinui Beach was repaired in early June by SM Lowe Contracting Ltd for 
$1,485. The wall was last repaired in September 2019. 

The 4 small coastal spurs placed as a trial are still in place and are holding a fillet of gravel on both 
the updrift and downdrift sides of the spurs. 

Looking south along crest of sacrificial wall. 

Looking north towards the Mokihinui River mouth. 
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Small coastal spurs on seawall. 

Greymouth Floodwall Joint Repairs. 

Liddell Contracting Ltd have fully completed all joint repairs along Mawhera Quay from the Cobden 
Bridge downstream to the Clock Tower, with minor aesthetic and general tidying to be undertaken 
after all other joint repairs have been completed. Joint cutting is currently being undertaken along 
Fisherman’s Wharf. 

 

Example of a repaired and sealed joint. 
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Wanganui Rating District  

Work has been completed with the placement of approximately 3,800t of rock along John Sullivan’s 
frontage on the Wanganui River, below the State Highway bridge by McKenzie Contracting at $22/t + 
GST. This work is part of our insurance from the March 2019 flood event.  

Drone image showing the completed work along John Sullivan’s frontage. 

Work is currently underway for the placement of 2,500t of rock along the tail of the hook groyne 
opposite Hodgkinson frontage by McKenzie Contracting at $25/t + GST. This work is part of our 
insurance claim from the March 2019 flood event.   

McKenzie Contracting operator awaiting the delivery of rock to be placed along the tail of the hook 
groyne  
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Quarry Rock Movements for the period May 2020  

(excluding Royalty Arrangements) 

 

 

 

Rock Requested 

  

Quarry Contractor Amount Permit Start Permit Finish 
Camelback Henry Adams 327.5 18/5/20 19/5/20 
Camelback  Henry Adams  292 20/5/20 22/5/20 
     
     
     

 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

That the report is received 
 

Randal Beal 
Director of Operations  
 

Quarry 
 Opening 

Stockpile 
Balance 

Rock Sold Rock 
Produced 

Closing 
Stockpile 
Balance 

Camelback Large 0 664.5 664.5 0 

Whataroa 
Small/medium 9,056 0 0 9,056 

Large 7,500 0 0 7,500 

Blackball  670 0 0 670 

Inchbonnie  5,000 0 0 5,000 

Kiwi  0 0 0 0 

Miedema  0 0 0 0 

Okuru  450 0 0 450 

Whitehorse  1,334 0 0 1,334 

Totals  24,010   24,010 
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4.1.2 
 

THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL 
 
Prepared for:  Council Meeting – 14 July 2020 
Prepared by:  Randal Beal, Director of Operations    
Date:  29 June 2020 
Subject:  Rating District CIP Co-funding and Boundary changes 
   
Background 
Council submitted $45,100,000 in funding requests to the Crown Infrastructure Projects applications, 
alongside a collaborative bid from the Regional Sector Group. Council understands that any funding 
for flood protection projects requires community funding at a rate yet to be confirmed. Any approved 
projects are also required to commence within 2 months and meet criteria yet to be determined. At 
the time of writing this report, Council was awaiting the funding criteria and confirmation of which 
projects had been approved. 
 
Council submitted the following projects: 
 
Franz Josef and Lower Waiho River flood protection 

• $24,400,000 Total Project Funding  
*Including $3,600,000 NZTA for the raising of the Waiho River State Highway bridge 
 
Hokitika and Kaniere flood and coastal protection 

• $3,000,000 Total River Flood Protection Scheme Funding 
• $5,000,000 Total Seawall Project Funding 

 
Greymouth flood protection – stage 2 

• $2,580,000 Total Project Funding 
 
Westport flood protection and warning system 

• Advanced warning project $500,000 Total Project Funding 
• Flood Protection Scheme $10,000,000 Total Project Funding 

 
A local share component is required for each of the flood protection projects. This can be delivered 
through a targeted rate on those properties which benefit from the infrastructure works. Except for 
Westport, all of the projects have existing rating districts that could be modified to deliver the fairest 
funding model required to fulfil the local share funding obligation. 
 
Section 16 of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 allows Councils to set a targeted rate: 

16 Targeted rate 
(1) A local authority may set a targeted rate for 1 or more activities or groups of activities if those 
activities or groups of activities are identified in its funding impact statement as the activities or 
groups of activities for which the targeted rate is to be set. 
(2) [Repealed] 
(3) A targeted rate may be set in relation to— 
(a) all rateable land within the local authority’s district; or 
(b) 1 or more categories of rateable land under section 17. 
(4) A targeted rate may be set— 
(a) on a uniform basis for all rateable land in respect of which the rate is set; or 
(b) differentially for different categories of rateable land under section 17. 
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 It is recommended that Council undertake consultation with the community on the method of this 
rating as soon as the criteria and funding arrangements are clarified. This consultation will then inform 
whether Council establish a new rating district, or modify an existing rating district, to fund the work. 
 
Any changes as a result of consultation will be confirmed through the 2021-2031 Long Term Plan 
process. 
 
Infrastructure Proposals  
Potential rating district proposals have been identified below: 
 
Franz Josef and Lower Waiho 
Merge and extend the Franz Josef and Lower Waiho Rating Districts to capture all the benefitting 
properties within one rating district. 
 
Refund the existing credit balance in the Franz Josef Rating District to the properties within the 
current rating district boundaries. 
 
Ring fence the current Lower Waiho Rating District loan against the properties within the current 
rating district boundaries. 
 
Hokitika Seawall and River Protection works 
Merge and reassess the Hokitika Seawall and Kaniere Rating Districts. 
 
Greymouth Floodwall Rating District 
Call a meeting of the Greymouth Floodwall Joint committee to discuss and make recommendations 
to Council. 
 
Westport 
Westport has no Rating District. Two options exist to secure the required co-funding: 
 
• Form a Rating District to meet the co-funding requirements. This would require implementation 

of a targeted rate on properties in the Westport area that would derive benefit from the works. 
 

• Buller District Council to provide the required co-funding and rate for it accordingly. This is in line 
with how the Greymouth Floodwall was funded. A rating district could be formed for maintenance 
costs only. 
 

Council can undertake community consultation on these proposals to inform its decision-making 
process. The consultation will focus on. 
• Boundary changes 
• Classification changes 
• Meeting the required co-funding to access the Crown Infrastructure Projects funding. 
 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
1. That the report is received. 
 
2. That Council commits to co funding the projects above through targeted rates on properties 

that derive benefit from the proposal. 
 
3. That Council undertakes targeted consultation with the Franz Josef, Hokitika, Greymouth and 

Westport communities. 
 

Randal Beal 
Director of Operations 
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4.2 
 

THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL 
 
Prepared for: Council Meeting 14 July 2020 
Prepared by: Robert Mallinson – Corporate Services Manager 
Date: 6 July 2020 
Subject: Corporate Services Manager’s Monthly Report   
 
 
1. Financial Report 
We are now fully involved in financial year end work and the interim unaudited results for the year 
to 30 June 2020 which will be submitted to the August 2020 meeting. 
 
2. “Milton” stopbank insurance receipts. 
Payment from London for the second round of payments of $448,000 have started to be received 
(payments come from a number of different Lloyds syndicates). $500,000 was received in February 
2020.  Total payments approved by the Insurer with regard to Milton now amount to $948,000. 
 
There will be at least one more payment to be made by the Insurer with regard to the Milton claim. 
 
I will be accompanying our Engineer, the Claims Assessor and our AON Claims Manager on an 
inspection on 7 July looking at the non-Milton elements of the Claim. 
 
NEMA have still to approve the 4th claim by WCRC. 
 
The loss is shared as follows: 

Insurer 40% 
NEMA 60% 

 
 
3. JBWere Portfolio Performance Eleven Months to 31 March 2020 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Actual results for the portfolio to 30 June 2020 will be advised to Councillors at this July 2020 meeting. 
 
4. Audit & Risk Committee 
Council agreed at the February 2020 meeting that such a committee should be established. 
A recent workshop further discussed the possible charter and membership of the Committee which 
included the following: 
• Consideration of Audit NZ management reports following audit of the Annual Report. 
• Consideration of Audit NZ management reports regarding Long Term Plan Consultation 
Document. 
• Consideration of Audit NZ audit certificates regarding Annual Report. 

31 May 2020 Major Portfolio

Opening balance 1 May 2020 10,163,084$             

Income  May 20 252,931$                 

Deposit -$                              -$                        

Withdrawal -$                              -$                        

Closing balance 31 May 2020 10,416,015$             

Total income year to date to 294,075$                 

Actual Benchmark
Performance May 2020 2.48% 2.24%
Performance 1 July 2019 - 31 May 2020 3.35% 2.92%
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• Consideration of Audit NZ audit certificate regarding Long Term Plan consultation document. 
• Consideration of Audit NZ audit certificate regarding final Long Term Plan document. 
• Understanding of notifications of real and potential liability claims against Council. 
• Overview of details of Insurance covers held by Council, and the annual renewals of those 
covers. 
• Overviews of periodic review of Council Risk Register (this is overdue for review). 
• Overview of compliance with Treasury Policies. 
• Ensuring that appropriate internal controls are in place to ensure proper controls exist over 
revenues, expenditure and assets. 
• Ensuring that appropriate fraud avoidance / mitigation measures are in place.  
• Ensuring that there are proper controls in place with regard to the valuation and declared 
insurance values of Council’s major assets, its various Rating District Infrastructure assets (Value > 
$71 million @ 30 June 2019). 
• Other matters that will contribute to improved governance, performance and accountability 
of the Council. (These could be referred to the Committee by the full Council, or the Chief Executive). 
• Periodic review of the appropriateness of various Council accounting policies. 
 
Such a committee is established pursuant to LGA 2002, Schedule 7, Clause 30.   The Committee will 
need to be re-established at each triennial meeting.  Councillors can consider suitably qualified 
external representation on the committee in the future if it so wishes. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
1. That the report be received. 
 
2. That Council formally establish an Audit & Risk Committee, pursuant to the Local Government 
Act 2002, Schedule 7, Clause 30. 
 
3. That the membership of the Audit & Risk Committee be comprised of: 
• Councillor John Hill,  
• Councillor Laura Coll McLaughlin  
• Councillor Debra Magner 
• Councillor Brett Cummings. 
 
 
Robert Mallinson 
Corporate Services Manager 
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4.2.1  

 
THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL 

 
Prepared for:  Council Meeting 14 July 2020 
Prepared by:  Michael Meehan – Chief Executive 
Date:   2 July 2020 
Subject:  Proposed Long Term Plan 2021-2031 
 
  
Background  
This paper sets out a draft approach to the 2021-2031 Long Term Plan process. Every three years 
Council reviews its Long-Term Plan and sets out the objectives it seeks to achieve on behalf of the 
community and how it will fund this work. Consultation is a major part of the process to allow for 
meaningful engagement with iwi, community, and stakeholders. 
 
Due to the implications of Covid-19 on the community Council elected to move forward with a 0% rate 
increase for the 2020/21 Annual Plan and park any changes that were under consideration, this 
included rating district and Te Tai o Poutini Plan (one district plan) matters. 
 
Prior to Covid-19 Council had considered consulting on changes to the Special Rating Districts that 
fund flood, coastal and other protection works throughout the region. The changes proposed were to 
fairly reflect the true cost in undertaking work required in these special rating areas including 
insurance, administration, financial, asset management plan work, surveying, engineering, flood 
modelling and other associated costs. Currently the special rating areas do not cover the true costs, 
therefore the general rate subsidises this work. This work is carried through into the 2021-31 Long 
Term Plan process., 
 
Covid-19  
The implications of Covid-19 present unprecedented impact on our community particularly in the 
tourism sector. On the flipside the government in response to these impacts is funding infrastructure 
and environmental/biodiversity enhancement work throughout the country. The West Coast will 
receive significant funding towards these projects with the Regional Council one of the key delivery 
partners in environmental enhancement, predator control and flood infrastructure. 
 
Project Planning 
The 2021-31 Long Term Plan project will be the most challenging the Council has had to embark on. 
The project needs to commence in August 2020 to ensure that Council can undertake the work 
required to meet the regulatory timeframes and achieve meaningful engagement in the process. The 
project requires additional resources in the form of a project manager to manage the project to 
undertake financial analysis and manage the project. To that end it is proposed that the Corporate 
Services Manager is seconded into this role full time and that his day to day role is back filled internally 
for 12 months. To achieve this an additional financial administration role is required.  
 
The project will also require significant communications support in relation to targeted consultation 
with the community. The Council may wish to run a series of road shows or drop-in sessions in late 
2020 or early 2021 to get feedback from the community. This can be confirmed later. 
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2020/21 year 
The government has released Covid-19 recovery packages focussed on job creation. These are 
focussed on jobs for nature, environmental enhancement, and infrastructure projects. Within the 
applications Council made to government is funding to cover project management and other required 
parts of the project. Resourcing is required to ensure that reporting requirements are achieved in 
relation to these projects.  
 
Resourcing  
To adequately resource the Long-Term Plan project Council will need to resource the project 
adequately as outlined above. in addition to this, should the funding applications be approved Council 
may require an additional 10-15 full time equivalent (FTE) staff to complete to projects. These staffing 
units are in relation to finance, communications, administration, farm planning, engineering and 
project management. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
That Council:  
 
1. Receives this report; and 

 
2. Notes the advice and prepares for the potential resourcing requirements of the Long-Term Plan 

process and Covid-19 related projects.  
 
Michael Meehan 
Chief Executive 
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4.3 
 

THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL 
 
Prepared for: Council Meeting – 14 July 2020 
Prepared by:  Nichola Costley – Communications and Strategy Manager 
Date: 6 July 2020 
Subject:  Tai Poutini West Coast Alliance 

 
Purpose 
Introduce the Te Tai Poutini West Coast Alliance and seek organisational support for the Alliance.  
 
Background 
The challenges of COVID-19, both today and in the time to come, are of an unprecedented scale; by 
meeting these challenges as a region we can ensure we are best placed to help our economy and our 
communities to recover and prosper. Budget 2020 saw Government 2020 announce a package of $1.1 
billion for Covid-19 recovery, focussed on investment in employment that supports good environmental 
outcomes. Combined with other funding streams for similar purposes, there will be $1.3 billion available.  

There has been significant work already undertaken to plan for our region’s economic and social recovery 
in the short, medium and long term, but we know to be successful, we need a unified approach across the 
region.   

Tai Poutini West Coast Alliance 
The West Coast Mayors, Chairs and Iwi Forum supported the concept of a Tai Poutini Alliance to provide 
an overarching strategic approach to accessing funding to support environmental enhancement projects 
and enhanced predator free projects. This includes the DOC-led Jobs for Nature program in the short to 
medium term. Long-term, the Alliance will be well placed to leverage additional funding from a range of 
sources.  

Comprised of Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Waewae, Te Rūnunga o Makaawhio, West Coast Regional Council, 
Department of Conservation and Development West Coast, the Alliance will align the strengths of these 
organisations to drive and support regional environmental, cultural and socio-economic initiatives.   

The Alliance members will work in partnership to ensure that funding proposals are coordinated across 
relevant agencies, are integrated throughout the region, and strategically aligned to deliver robust 
environmental projects across the West Coast. 

Further information on the purpose and structure of the Alliance is included in the attached draft Alliance 
document. A copy of the draft Tai Poutini Alliance Strategy is also attached. These will be reviewed by 
Alliance members at their first meeting.   

Attachments: 
Te Tai Poutini West Coast Alliance 
Te Tai Poutini West Coast Alliance Strategy 
 
 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
That Council:  
1. receives this report; and 
2. supports in principle the Tai Poutini West Coast Alliance.  
 
 
 
Michael Meehan 
Chief Executive 
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DRAFT 
 

Te Tai Poutini West Coast Alliance  
 

1. Context 
In response to the national economic impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, Budget 2020 saw the 
Government announce a package of $1.1 billion for Covid-19 recovery, focused on investment in 
employment that supports good environmental outcomes. Combined with existing funding 
streams for similar purposes, there will be a total of $1.3 billion nationally (refer Schedule 1 for a 
breakdown of the funding streams) available for investment focussed on three core objectives: 
 
- Creation of about 11,000 jobs at pace and with regional spread; 
- Enduring benefits for healthy waterways, biodiversity, climate change and cultural values; 
- Supporting sustainable land use and the implementation of regulatory requirements, including 

for freshwater, biodiversity and climate change.  
 
On 19 May 2020 Tai Poutini West Coast Mayors, Chairs and Iwi Forum supported the establishment 
of a “Tai Poutini West Coast Alliance” to initiate, support and drive West Coast nature-based 
initiatives, help secure funding to support regional economic recovery and to ensure that the social 
and economic impact post-COVID is lessened as much as possible across the region and at place.  
 
The West Coast Regional Council has offered to lead its establishment process. 

 
A Tai Poutini West Coast Alliance is key to achieving an overarching strategic approach to access 
funding to support enhanced predator free and environmental enhancement projects that will 
provide targeted regional economic support. This will include the DOC-led Jobs for Nature program 
in the short to medium term. Long term, an Alliance will be well placed to leverage additional 
funding from a range of sources including philanthropic and future government programmes. 
 
Additional funding has also been made available for infrastructure projects. While infrastructure is 
not a core work stream of this Alliance, the strategic approach underpinning this model also 
applies, and any principles, strategy setting etc. developed can be used to support proposals made.  
 

2. Purpose 
The purpose of the Alliance is to provide an overarching strategic approach to investment for the 
West Coast, with the aims of: 

• maintaining the social and economic fabric of our communities across the West Coast in the short 
to medium term, to support their recovery over time 

• building greater capability and capacity within our West Coast workforce to enable more 
environmental enhancement related work to be carried out by locals 

• growing sustainable jobs in nature and for the environment in the West Coast for the long term 
• building greater resilience in our West Coast regional workforce for West Coast-based work 
• maintaining the benefits that communities across the West Coast receive from our environment  

 
 
The Alliance provides an opportunity to align the strengths of iwi, local and central government to 
drive and support regional environmental, cultural and socio-economic initiatives.  
 
The Alliance members will work in partnership to ensure that funding proposals are coordinated 
across the relevant agencies, are integrated throughout the region, and strategically aligned to 
deliver robust environmental projects across the region.  
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The Alliance will coordinate across agencies and maintain oversight of the entire package of 
projects to ensure the provision of a platform for immediate economic recovery, while capturing 
opportunities of enduring regional value. 
 
The delivery of projects will sit with the project owner not the Alliance.  
 

3. Principles  
The principles guiding the Alliance are:  
 
• Tai Poutini West Coast specific, ready, and equipped to respond within the regional context to 

enable maximum regional decision making  
• Recognising that partnerships are central to this programme, between Alliance members, our 

Treaty partners and other agencies  
• Recognise that some Alliance members have particular Treaty Settlement and Schedule 4 

responsibilities, and that the Alliance partnerships does not derogate from those 
responsibilities. 

• Agile and responsive in order to access funds quickly 
• Collaborative to avoid unnecessary duplication of effort 
 

4. Outcomes 
The first key outcome of the Alliance is the development of a strategic plan for the West Coast. The 
Plan will: 
 
• set out what want to achieve and how this is to be accomplished.  
• prioritize Covid related spending on the West Coast 
• alignment of like projects  
 
in order to support our regional businesses, people, communities and our wider environment. 

 
The strategy will provide guidance on identifying, prioritising and integrating projects, as well the 
support, context, connections, and advice to coordinate or support funding applications. 

 
5. Working with other agencies 

• The Alliance is intended to work at a strategic level to develop, support and ensure delivery of 
initiatives. NGOs, District Councils, Community Groups and other stakeholders will be involved 
as required at a project delivery level.  

• Tai Poutini Polytechnic has a role to provide training and qualifications, both to support specific 
projects and to provide enduring benefits to participants and the wider community. 
 

6. Management of funding  
The Alliance is not expected to hold funds. Organisations managing large scale projects (such as the 
Arahura River Restoration project) can administer their own funding, or alternatively, utilise the 
systems and structures available through WCRC or Development West Coast. The funding is likely 
to arrive in the region as bulk funding.  Where funding is sought via philanthropic organisations, 
funding can be applied for through the newly established iwi entity, Pokeka Poutini Ngāi Tahu 
Limited.   
 

7. Membership and Structure 
The Alliance is made up of key regional organisations from the West Coast. The representatives 
have been chosen to ensure that the overall principles of regional cohesiveness and coordination 
are enacted.  
 
The composition of the Alliance will include representatives from the West Coast Regional Council 
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Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Waewae , Te Rūnanga o Makaawhio and the Department of Conservation. An 
Independent Chair will be appointed.  

 
 

8. Technical advisory group 
The Alliance will be supported by staff from DOC, WCRC and DWC to provide administration and 
support and, along with iwi, coordinate information, the alignment of projects and funding 
applications etc.  
 
 

9. What about Boundaries? 
To be effective, the Alliance must operate regionally, i.e. within the West Coast regional 
boundaries, as well as the rohe/boundaries of its individual membership.  How to work with 
‘neighbours’ to take advantage of opportunities and manage cross-boundary issues will require 
consideration. 

 
10. Costs 

Alliance members will meet their own costs for involvement in the Tai Poutini West Coast Alliance. 
 
 

Schedule 1 
  Already allocated Available for developing projects  

Funding purpose 4 year total 

$ already allocated 
in Phase 1 and/or 
part of an existing 
programme 
structure 

$ intended for 
quick start / 
Phase 1 projects 
but not yet 
approved 

$ intended for 
phases 2 and 3 Agency 

$1.1 Billion allocated through B2020 in “economic recovery through environment-related activity” package 
New jobs in regional 
environmental projects 
targeted at freshwater 
improvement 

$433m 
(contingency) $37m $171m $225 MfE 

Biosecurity, including 
weed and pest control $315m $315M $0 $0 MPI, LINZ, 

DOC 
“Jobs for Nature” 
funding $200m $0 $10m $190m DOC 

New jobs enhancing 
biodiversity on public or 
private land 

$154m, incl $73m 
for identified 
freshwater 

$0 $21m $133m DOC 

Chair

West Coast 
Regional Council

Te Rūnanga o 
Ngāti Waewae

Te Rūnanga o 
Makaawhio

Department of 
Conservation

Development 
West Coast

Predator Free Environmental enhancement Infrastructure 
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initiatives 
(contingency) 

$202m in other funding available from July 2020 
Freshwater 
Improvement Fund and 
At-Risk-Catchments 

$67m $0 $0 $67m MfE 

Fencing waterways, 
water reticulation and 
riparian management 

Up to $100m $100m $0 $0 PDU 

One Billion Trees – some 
funding available for 
water quality related 
action 

$35m incl approx. 
$10m for 

catchment groups 
$35m $0 $0 TUR 

 Total: 
$1.302bn 

Total already 
allocated: $487 

Total available for developing 
projects: $817m  

 
Table correct as at 18 June 2020. May be subject to further change.  
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Tai Poutini 
Alliance

Vision – securing enduring benefits for West Coast 
communities

Coordination
Integration

Collaboration
Regional decision-making

Agile 
Responsive

Regional relationships
Government funding
Philanthropic funding

Accountability
Auditing

Alignment
Milestone tracking

Strategic Plan
- What does the Alliance want to achieve?
- How will the Alliance accomplish this?
- How will the Alliance prioritise initiatives?

W
o

rk
st

re
am

s
O

u
tc

o
m

e
s

Building capability and capacity within the regional workforce

Greater resilience within the regional workforce

Growing sustainable jobs in nature, while also delivering robust environmental outcomes

Maintaining the social fabric of West Coast communities as they recover from the post-Covid 
economic crisis

Core principles
Predator control

Enhanced predator free programmes

Predator control

Enhanced predator free programmes

Enduring benefits for nature based 
initiatives:

- healthy waterways
- biodiversity

- sustainable landuse
- recreational asset improvement

Environmental enhancement

Enduring benefits for nature based 
initiatives:

- healthy waterways
- biodiversity

- sustainable landuse
- recreational asset improvement

Environmental enhancement Infrastructure
Not a core workstream but must be 

considered

Strategic packages for: 
- ports

- land transport
- flood management
- waste management

Infrastructure
Not a core workstream but must be 

considered

Strategic packages for: 
- ports

- land transport
- flood management
- waste managementProvides

Leveraging
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6.0 

THE WEST COAST REGIONAL COUNCIL 

Prepared for: Council Meeting – 14 July 2020  
Prepared by: Michael Meehan – Chief Executive 
Date:  6 July 2020    
Subject: CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT   

Meetings Attended: 

• I attended a Predator Free 2020 meeting on 10 June.
• I participated in the Regional Sector meeting via Zoom on 10 June.
• I met with Al Bramley for ZIP to discuss the Whataroa project on 11 June.
• I participated in the weekly Zoom meeting for Regional Chief Executives on 18 June.
• I attended the Te Tai O Poutini meeting on 24 June.
• I attended the SIG Convenors Plenary meeting on 2 July.
• I attended a meeting at Grey District Council regarding the Procurement Process for Government

approved projects on 3 July.
• I met with Westland Milk Products staff on 7 July.
• I attended the announcement of Provincial Growth Fund projects on 8 July.

Health and Safety Report 

June 2020 Audit 
Recently an external three-day health and safety audit was completed on site. This audit is required to meet the 
AS/NZ Standard ISO 45001 Occupational Health and Safety Management Systems. The audit highlighted non-
conformances, which on tabling this report have been remedied along with opportunities for improvement. One 
of the 2 major non conformances highlighted was in relation to insufficient health and safety related matters 
being tabled to elected members. To rectify this into the future it is recommended that the CEO reports on health 
and safety related matters to elected members following each quarterly meeting of the Health and Safety 
Committee. The other major non conformance related to not having a centralised location for hazardous 
substance information, which was simple to rectify. 

During the audit process the auditor reviewed the whole Council Health and Safety system, completed three off 
site visits. Met with the Health and Safety Chair along with one on one meetings with staff. This was to ensure 
that staff had a good understanding and knowledge of the Councils Health and Safety systems. 

Summary Outcome from the audit: 

Two Major Non-Conformance (NC) - These are to be completed within 60 days (4 August) 

1. The organisation’s Leadership Team has not formally reviewed the H&S Management Plans. 

2. The organisation has not met its obligations under the Hazardous Substances Regulations (need to 
centralise the information). 

Three Minor Non-Conformance NC’s- These are to be completed within 12 months prior to the next audit: 

1. Training - The organisation has not ensured the necessary competence of all its workers (centralised 
training matrix). 

2. Incidents/Accidents - Improve on the process of following up and closing off on corrective actions when 
incidents and accidents occur. 

3. Emergency Exercises – Need to look at carrying out emergency drills in the field i.e. Threats from the 
public in the field, Lost worker, Injured Worker in the field. 
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Opportunit ies for Improvement (OI) – 12 opportunities for improvement (recommendation) were provided. 
These areas were met but it is recommended we make some improvements. 

An Action plan was provided to the auditor to document how we are going to address all the Minor & Major non-
conformances within the specified times. 
 

COVID – 19 

The Council in preparation for COVID-19 completed and implemented a Pandemic Plan prior to the lockdown.  

Guidelines for Alert Level 4, Level 3 and Level 2 (along with SOPs for departments) were prepared and 
implemented when required for each of the Alert Levels. These guidelines were communicated to all staff via 
email and WCRC intranet. 

Training  

Internal training has been completed in the months of March, April, May and June. 

Internal Training – During and after the lockdown the following training was completed (E-Learning 
Modules) 

• COVID-19 Awareness (All Staff) 
• Driver Safety (selected roles) 
• Infection Control in the Workplace (All Staff) 
• Mental H&S for Managers (Managers) 
• Personal Protective Equipment (All staff)  
• Site Induction (All Staff) 
• Working Alone (All Staff) 

External Training-  

• Drone - CAA Part 101 (scheduled for 23/06/20) 
• Stage 2 H&S Rep Training (Scheduled for 20 & 21st July 20) 
• First Aid Training 

New  Staff 

During the Month of May two new staff members commenced work within the Hydrology Department and in the 
month of June a new staff member commenced work in the Consent and Compliance department. Each of these 
new workers are required to complete a specific induction process, part of which is a site induction along with 
completing the required training modules and being assigned a buddy to support in the induction process. 

Incidents, Injury and Near M isses 

As of 24 June 2020 there have been no: 

o Lost Time Injuries (LTI) – Nil  
o Medical Treatment Injuries (MTI) – Nil  

 
Please note below the Type of Incidents, Department Incident, Incident per month and mechanism of the 
incident (2019 vs 2020) 
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Hazard Risk Register 

Due to feedback from the external auditor it was noted that the following hazards were not recorded in the 
Hazard/Risk Register. Note: They were identified in the Employee Health and Safety Handbook (to name a few): 

• Hours of work (afterhours, weekend etc)  
• Workload 
• Harassment 
• Bullying 
• Victimisation.  

 

Risk & Health and Safety Software  

It was identified prior to the audit that there is an issue with the way health and safety information is being 
stored/saved for each department. This was identified further during the audit process highlighting that the 
Council needs a central system to record, monitor and 

keep the health and safety information up to date (i.e. 
Vault or Mango). The auditor suggests Council take under consideration investing in a system that can record 
and track and monitor; which will assist in ensuring we stay compliant with the legislation. 

Health and Safety Management P lan  

For reference for the elected members and Executive Leadership Team please note that currently most of the 
Councils health and safety management plan and documentation is located on the WCRC intranet under the 
heading Health and Safety.  

H&S Meetings 

H&S Committee hold as a minimum annually four quarterly H&S meetings and an annual review meeting. So 
far this year we have had the Annual review meeting and two quarterly meetings (February and June). Meeting 
minutes can be located on the WCRC intranet. At all these meetings the CEO is present and is involved in 
supporting the health and safety committee.  

Please note that further working groups and meetings are held if/when required. 

E-Roads 

Currently the Council has 13 vehicles that have E-Roads installed which enables appointed administrators to 
view and track the vehicles if/when required. These being: 

• Civil Defence  x 3 vehicles 
• Consent & Compliance x 3 vehicles 
• Science & Hydrology x 3 vehicles 
• Pool vehicles x 4 vehicles 

 

Currently roles in the Consent & Compliance have been trialling the E-Roads Vehicle Pre-check app prior to 
commence driving the booked vehicle. This has had a positive feedback; there was some suggestions if we can 
change the current default settings on the app; this is possible but then this will incur a charge of $5.00 per 
vehicle. 
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At this stage it is recommended to make it compulsory for all staff if/when using one of these listed vehicles to 
complete a Pre-check using this app prior to use of vehicle.  

Note: It was identified by the external auditor when doing the site visits he noted Consent & Compliance complete 
the pre-check using the app (as they were trialling it at this stage) but noted another department doing the 
required pre-check but not recording this anywhere. 

Work ing from Home 

Since COVID-19 we are currently reviewing this process for staff working from home as this is a place of work 
and we need to make sure we are covering and identifying all issues. We are currently putting together some 
documents to assist in this process i.e. 

• Checklist for Working from Home 
• Working from Home -Module  

 

For your Reference - Current Draft Documents being review ed by H&S Committee 

• Hazardous Substance Management Plan 
• Hazardous Substance Register 
• SOP 09 - Mycoplasma Bovis Cleaning and Decontamination Procedure  
• SOP 10 – Pool Vehicle Usage and Booking Procedure 
• SOP 12 – Mine Site Visit Procedure 
• SOP 13 – Brush Cutter Procedure 
• SOP 15 – SPOT GEN Procedure 
• SOP 16 – Emergency Personal Locator Beacon Procedure 
• SOP 17 - Electrically Powered Tools Procedure 
• SOP 18 – Accident in Council Vehicle Procedure 
• SOP 19 – Breakdown Procedure for Council Vehicles 

 
Covid- 19 
I attended various meetings with multiple agencies during the reporting period. 
 
Resignation 
I would like to extend my gratitude to the elected members, iwi representatives, staff, and the community for 
supporting me in my various roles over the last 16 years. My final day at Council is 24 July. 
 

 
RECOMMENDATION  
 
That this report be received. 
 
 
Michael Meehan  
Chief Executive  
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COUNCIL 
 

To: Chairperson 
 West Coast Regional Council 
 
I move that the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this meeting, 

namely, - 

 
Agenda Item No. 8.  

  8.1 
    

Confirmation of Confidential Minutes 9 June 2020    

  8.2 
   
   8.3 
   
   8.4 
           
   

Overdue Debtors Report (to be tabled) 
 
Response to Presentation (if any) 
 
In Committee Items to be Released to Media 

 
Item 
No. 

 
General Subject of each 
matter to be considered 

 
Reason for passing this 
resolution in relation to 
each matter 

 
Ground(s) under section 7 
of LGOIMA  for the passing 
of this resolution. 

8. 
8.1 
 
 
 
8.2 
            
 
8.3 
 
 
8.4 
 

 

Confirmation of Confidential Minutes 
9 June 2020   
 

Overdue Debtors Report  
(to be tabled) 
                                           
Response to Presentation  
(if any) 
 

In Committee Items to be Released to 
Media 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                          
 
 
 

 
Clause 7 subclause 2 (a) 
 
 
Clause 7 subclause 2 (a) 
 
 
Clause 7 subclause 2 (i)  
 
 
Clause 7 subclause 2 (i) 
 
  
 

I also move that: 
 
 Michael Meehan 
 Robert Mallinson 
 Randal Beal  
 Hadley Mills  
 Heather McKay    
 Nichola Costley  

 
be permitted to remain at this meeting after the public has been excluded, because of their knowledge 
on the subject. This knowledge, which will be of assistance in relation to the matter to be discussed. 
 
The Minutes Clerk also be permitted to remain at the meeting. 
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